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"Ye who love the haunts of Nature,
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And the thunder in the mountans! Stay and listen

From the forests and the prairies,
From the great lakes of the northland"

Longfellow
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THE HOUSE AT FINDLAY CREEK.

' INTRODUCTION.

AFTER 'many months spent in wandering, when the

excitement of changing scenes and vgried incidents has

ended, the traveller naturally wishes to collect the

impressions made, and to put them in a tangible form,

especially if, as in my case, he has never before been

beyond the beaten track.

Ruskin has said that a human soul can do nothing

better than "see something, and tel what it saw in a

plain way." This I have tried to do, but, from lack of

literary skill, the following pages may not suggest to the

reader all the wonder and pleasure I experienced among

the strange and often beautiful scenes they describe.

I would fain have, given more glowing descriptions
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than those I find in my note-books, of the wondrous cities
I saw, full of energetic, industrious people, with many of
whom we spent most delightful days; of noble rivers
and far-reaching railroads, by which long distances were
traversed with ease, and where grand mountains and
valeys were all too quickly passed; of great primeval
forests wbich the axe has not yet despoiled;' and, of
quaint, peaceful Indian villages, where sunsets seemed
to linger, illuming and transfiguring all the bare and
primitive surroundings with soft, deep shadows and a
poetry quite their own. How true it is that "one goes

from Dan to Beersheba and says it is all barren, and
another has seen heaven and angels in the'way." To me
the mental exhilaration of fresh scenes and fresh faces was
a continual delight, and in recalling those scenes and faces
I have been prompted to put memories and notes together,
and, with the addition of -my few hastily-drawn sketches,
I now venture to offer the result to any one who, in
lenient mood, will care to accompany me over the many
leagues of our travels in this, my first essay in literature.

I have chosen the title "Impressions of a Tenderfoot"
in order that those who read may not expect great
things, a "Tenderfoot" meaning in the "Far-West,"
a person new to the country, or, must it be con-
fessed, a "Greenhorn." Thus regarded, I trust that
the contents of this volume may meet with a generous
and lenient handling.

We undertoQk our journey in search of health, sport,
and pleasure. We found these in different degrees, but
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the total-far exceeded our - expectations, and although our
visible trophies are less nukerous than they might have
been under other conditions, the experiences we had
together are a fund of delightful reminiscence for the
years to come, when the now willing feet will have to be
content to travel nearer and smoother paths.

S. ST. M.
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IMPRESSIONS OF A TENDERFOOT.

CHAPTER I.

THE VgYAGE-LAND--QUEBEC.

"For we are al, like swimmers in the sea,
Poised on'the top of a huge wave of fate
Which hangs uncertain to which side to fall;
And wbether it will heave us up to land,
Or whether it will roll us out to sea,
Back out to sea, to the deep waves of death,
We know not, and no search will make as know,
Only the event will teach us in that hour."

Matthew Arnold.

May 2nd.-What a glorious evening it was, our last
for some time in dear old England. What brilliant
effects of sun and cloud! the first pale shades of green
in the budding trees harmonizing well with the russet
browns of the bare pastures and wooded hollows.

It was nearly dark when we reached Liverpool; the
great river, flowing silently between huge buildings with
their tal chimneys, seemed ghostlike and weird, while
innumerable glimmering lights from both houses and

B
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ships helped to add a mysterious attraction to the scene
through the grey mists of an early summer night.

What endless thoughts were mine !-of kind friends
left behind, of pleasant memories; what hopes for the
future, and through all, what anticipations of seeing great
and unknown lands beyond the wide seas !

To Algernon these pleasures were not new, for he had
trodden many of these "happy hunting-grounds " before;
stil, he was keen to go again, and no one understands nor
appreciates more than he the freedom of life in the Far
West.

May 3rd.-We left Liverpool at -4 o'clock on a steam
tug from the docks, to join the Allan Line's best steamer,
the Parisian. Half an hour on a very rough sea was
most trying; the passengers were crowded together like
sheep in a pen, with al the baggage huddled round
anyhow, the sea sweeping the deck of the tug every few
minutes in a way which made it difficult to keep dry,; thus
we reached the steamer, and found some of the passengers,
who had been wiser than ourselves, comfortably settled,
having embarked before she left the dock. We reached
Loch Foyle at 8 the following morning, and there had
to await the arrival of the mails.

The Parisian is a fine steamer of 5300 tons, and Captain
Smith, her commander, is a favourite with every one.

We had already many emigrants on board. Here more
joined, making their number over 800; cabin passengers,
intermediate and crew made another 200.
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May 5tk.-After leaving Loch Foyle, we had rougli
weather, and my experiences resulted in no literary

suggestions.

All voyages are alike in so far that they have a

beginning and an end; therefore, being a bad sailor
myself, I intend to say as little about this part of my

travels as possible. To see the world, one must become
callous to personal comfort; travelling does al men

good; they find their level, come in contact with the

enterprise of others,'.and see life from many different

points of view; and the results of wandering to and fro
upon the earth are often garnered stores of wisdom.

How true are Laurence Oliphant's ideas on this subject !
"The proverb that a rolling stone gathers no moss is, like

" most proverbs, neater as an epigram than as a truth, in so
"far as its application to human existence is concerned.

"Even if by 'moss ' is signified hard cash, commercial and
" industrial enterprises have undergone such a change since

"the introduction of steam and electricity, that the men
"who have made most money in these days are often those
"who have been flying about from one quarter of the world
"to another in its successful pursuit-taking contracts,
"obtaining concessions, forming companies, or engaging in
" speculations, the profitable nature of which has been
"revealed to them in the course of their travels. But
"there may be said to be other kinds of moss besides
" money, of which the human rolling stone gathers more

" than the stationary one. He meets with adventures, he
" acquires new views, he undergoes experiences, and gains

B 2
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" a general knowledge of the world, the whole crystallising
"in after life into a rich fund of reminiscences, which
"becomes the moss that he has gathered.",

TAursday, 1Oth.-A glorious day. A school of whales,
some icebergs, and several Newfoundland fishing
schooners have been sighted. Owing to the Straits of
Belleisle being full of ice, our captain has been obliged
to enter the Gulf of St. Lawrence by Cape Breton, which
will take two days longer.

Two years ago the Atlantic, steamers to Quebec were
delayed seven days at the Straits of Belleisle, wedged in
by ice floes on every side. The cold and discomfort
experienced by the passengers were very great, as the
provisions did not hold out.

The Sardinian that same year was nineteen days
making Quebec, the ship getting among icebergs and
thick fog.

The first land seen this morning, the Island of St.
Pierre, belongs to France, and has a French marquis as
Governor. It is an important place so far as the fishing
industries are concerned, and al sailors in the French
navy are obliged to serve a sort of apprenticeship with
the fishing-boats in these seas before joining the regular
navy. At the present time, the French are giving us
some trouble, claiming fifteen miles of coast as their right

on the shores of Newfoundland in connection with these
fisheries.

Great excitement on deck at a supposed Une of icebergs,'14

'i
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-the owners of telescopes and field-glasses vying with each
other in their eagerness to discover what they might or
might not be. After some suspense and on nearer
inspection the supposed line of icebergs proved to be the
coast of Newfoundland, the high cliffs of which were
white with snow. Before evening land was viewed on
both sides of the ship, Cape Ray on the right, Cape Breton
on the left.

As one gazes ornthe horizon out at sea, it seems strange
to a novice that with such a boundless extent one can
really see little more than from six to eight miles. When
a ship is coming into view, the upper spars are visible at
a much greater distani-e, being naturally above the limited
horizon of the sea; for the same reason, land can -often be
seen at a great distance, and if the country be mountain-
ous as far as forty or fifty miles.

Some years ago, Captain Smith was asked to take
charge of a young woman who was going out to te
married in Canada. The lover had sent £120 for her
outfit and expenses. Before half the voyage was over
the young woman came to the Captain, and told him she
had changed her mind, having met a "new " man on
the steamer whom she likèd- better, and him she intended
to marry. Protests were useless; she married her fellow-
passenger the day the ship arrived at Quebec. The
rejected suitor had only an interview with the Captain to
console him for the loss of his money and his bride.

May 12th.-Glorious sunshine, which made one forget
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the trials of the early part of the voyage. At 8 A.M. we
passed the Island of Gaspé, and after that saw the
Canadian coast more clearly; black, bare, and rugged it
all looked, some scattered fir and pine trees standing out
plainly against the cold-looking rocks, the deep gullies of
which, still full of snow-drifts, made the scene appear
most wintry. As we steamed along, smail fishing-villages
came in view, with cultivated patches of land here and
there. The emigrants could not conceal their disappoint-
ment with their first glimpse of Canada; but with its
marvellous resources, doubtless in a few years their ideas
will change. First impressions are not always to be
trusted.

On arriving at Rimouski the pilot and health officers
came on board; here we were delayed for nearly an hour,
one of the emigrants refusing to be.vaccinated. However,
on being threatened with quarantino for' six weeks, his
scruples were overcome, and he submitted to the operation.
The Canadian laws are very strict regarding vaccination,
as a few years ago they had a terrible epidemic of small
pox in Montreal and Quebec.

At this place disembarked two very rough-looking
lumbermen, brothers, who were among our cabin passen-
gers, returning from Belfast, where they had been to
receive money left to them. They had inherited £80,OOO;
neither of them could write his name. One was a
hunchback, who had worked for twenty-eight years as
cook in a lumber camp. So does the wheel of Fortune
turnu!
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Sunday, May 13th.-

"'Tis always morning somewhere, and above
The awakening continents from shore to shore
Sornewhere the birds are singing evermore."

Pleasant morning thoughts are these of the American

poet and singer.

On deck at 6.30 to see the far-famed view of Quebec

from the St. Lawrence. Alas ! the morning was wet and

misty; we passed the Falls of Montmorency, and ended

our voyage at Point Levis, crossing to Quebec in the ferry

boat; but even from that shrouded glimpse of the Heights

of Abraham we realized how few were the scenes that

could rival the incomparable beauty of that ancient

fortress and quaint old city towering high above the noble

river, of which al Canadians are so justly proud.

May 14th.-Quebec is an old-fashioned place, with a

Yrench-looking and, for the most part, a French-speaking

-population. Even the houses in the lower quarter of the

town have a foreign look about them, with their green

outside shutters and their,tin roof<;while over the shop

doors -still hang quaint old fIrench signs. The carriages

chiefly Uised are French càÝechee the models of which

doubtless came from France during the reign of Louis XIV.,
when the impoverished gentilhomme became the un-

willing emigrant; odd-looking vehicles they are, these

high two-wheeled carriages on their loose springs, carrying

two persons inside, and the driver perched on his little

seat just above his horse, but admirable and easy for

1.] QUE BE C.
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going over very rough roads; outside the town these were
very rough, owing to the lateness of the spring, the frost
not being yet out of the ground, and great banks of snow
still lying on either side.

Quebec has never gone ahead like other cities in the
Dominion, and is now rather taking a retrograde movement,
the result of the decline in her timber trade, which never
recovered the effects of a strike some vears ago, when,
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to Quebea the rising town of Point Levis; further down
on the same side as Quebec, Beauport, and further still
the spray rising from the Falls of Montmorency; and as
the river receded further into the sunshixe and the mist,
losing itself at length in the far distance, this glorious
panorama suggested one of Turner's grandest effects of
sunshine and cloud.

We left Quebec this afternoon, making our first journey
in a Pullman car. In the districts round the town, we
passed through large tracts of country eut up into small
farms; the people have lived on them thus from genera-
tion to generation, bettering their condition but little,
selling their hay crops, and growing all else they require
on their own bits of land. Further west much is achieved
by toil and thrift, but these old settlers seem to have little
idea of progression.

May l6th, Hotel Windsor, Montreal.-A fine hotel,

fitted with every possible convenience. We paid $6 per
day each person; this included everything except wine.

We had an excellent suite of rooms, with a bath-room
attached, and could order what we liked in the dining-
room provided it was mentioned on the long "menu"
for the day. Everything was detailed on this "menu,"
beginning with breads and rolls of all kinds.

Our introductions were not of much use to us here, as
we found that Sir G. Stephen and Sir Donald Smith
were both away at the Sault Ste. Marie.

We drove round the mountain, an< from there had
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-magnificent views of the river, town, and surrounding land-
scape. Our way home took us through the beautiful
cemetery, the trees all bursting into leaf, fitting emblems
of the hope for those lying there so silently. A fine
monument, presented by the citizens of Montreal, marks
the remains of all firemen killed on duty in this city ; thedangers of their calling are much greater here than lu
England, owing to the large number of wooden houses.

This place is much changed since Algernon was here in1870. The Canadian Pacifie Railway station stands where
he remembers the old Main Guard to have been; he also
pointed out a small hospital in Notre Dame Street which
was the mess-house of the 60th Rifles. The town hasenormously extended since that time, there being a great
number of excellent shops: a dollar seems to go little
further than a shilling does at home. Bought some
blankets for camping and travelling in out of the wayplaces. It is always desirable to have one's own, as at
any of the small stopping-houses and hotels there is riskin uslug those provided: mountain fever can be carried
m this way.

Queen's Hotel, Toronto, May 19th.-This town is theseat of a University, has a cathedral, many fine churches
and other large public buildings.

i' The hotel is an old-fashioned place, the cooking rathermessy; the work is done by negro servants; those whowaited at table showed us to our places with the greatestdeference, but once there they did not mind how long they

'1IM



kept us waiting for our dinner, and when they did bring
it, dashed the dishes down in front of us as if they were
conferring a favour, and dealing a pack of cards; they
slipped about with their gTeat flat feet, reminding us of
ducks by their movements. Negroes detest being called
niggers; they prefer being designated coloured men-
coloured gentlemen still better.

Buckwheat cakes and maple syrup I tasted here for the
first time ; both were excellent.

Wine was very expensive at all these hotels; no light
claret procurable under $1 a bottle; champagnes were as
much as $14 a bottle. Most people drank tea, coffee, or
iced water diring lunch or dinner. We were here offered
butter-milk; this I declined. At the " Bars'" of the hotels
cocktails and al kinds of drinks can be procured at from
10 to 25 cents each.

May 21st.-Dined at Government fouse with Sir Alex-
ander Carnpbell and his charming little daughter Miss
Marjorie; we saw many pretty women while in Canada,

but she was quite the prettiest. Afterwards went to a
"Fancy Fair," in aid of an Art Institute which the people

are anxious to build, so as to have a suitable place for

their annual exhibition of pictures by Canadian artists.

In this scheme both Lord Lansdowne, who was the late
Governor-General, and Lady Lansdowne took much
interest. Algernon mnet here many old friends, who gave

us a kind welcome to Toronto.
I was told that although clothing and al imported goods

1.]1 TO-RONTO. 11
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were expensive, the prices of bread, meat, and other pro-
visions were extremely reasonable. House-rent, however,
was high, and 1 was somewhat amused to hear that certain
acquaintances Algernon asked after had gone to Europe for
economy. People who were-furnishing a house here, told
us that they had many difficulties to contend with; that
only very plain furniture of a regulation pattern was to be
procured in Canada, and that before duty and carriage
were paid on anything they obtained from England or
New York, nearly 60 per cent. on the cost of the whole
was charged.

A "Slaughter Sale " of dry goods or a "Slaughter Sale
of Babies' Buggies " were startling announcements over
shop windows; these were, I found, the terms used for
clearing sales, dry goods, meaning silks,;muslins, &c.;
babies' buggies, an Americanism for children's perambu-
lators. No doubt often one word is as good as another,
but the unusual always attracts attention.

i
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CHAPTER II.

FRoM TORONTO TO NoRTH BAY BY THE GREAT LAKES.

"Ye who love
The shaggy forests, fierce delights
Of sounding waterfalls, of heights
That hang like broken moons above,
With brows of pine that brush the sun,

Believe and follow."

Toronto, May 23rd.-A glorious day for visiting

Niagara. We left the hotel soon after 7 A.M., and took
our places in a first-class railway car. Into this tumbled
al sorts and conditions of men, and it was not long
before I realized the fact that the first class in this
country is on a par with the third at home, there
being no second or third class carriages used; and unless
places can be taken in a sleeping or drawing-roomncar,
one is sometimes obliged to travel with the roughest
people.

We passed through a good farming country. All along
the shores of Lake Ontario the land is in an excellent
state of cultivation, but many burnt stumps are seen
among the growing crops. IIow to get rid of these
hindrances to husbandry is a difficult problem. Labour
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is so valuable that time cannot be spared to dig them out
at once, so a few are removed year by year by burning
and grubbing.

It would be impossible for me tQ describe the unspeak-
able vastness and grandeur of Niagara, but as our visit
there was part of our pleasant Canadian travels, I cannot
pass it by without briefly giving my impressions.

As is well known, the Falls are best seen from the
Canadian side. Goat Island divides the two falls. Clouds
of spray and the noise of the great rushing waters were
the first glimpse and sounds that met us. The American
Fal is a vast volume of water, thundering down in a
glittering cascade of white foam. But the Horse Shoe
Fall! The memory of this will live through my lifetime.
There we saw seas of bright green waters rolling over into
the great gulf below. The majesty and immensity over-
whelmed me. In presence of this mighty work of the great
Creator, all-all seemed to sink into insignificance.
The ills of life, the shortness of it, the disappointments
and the joys-ail were forgotten. We felt as if we had
had a glimpse into the unseen, where strange forms
moved in the great wreaths of mist and foam, and gleams
of sunshine through the mysterious haze transfigured the
face of the waters.

The surrounding woods were now full of song,-

-li"tAnd birds in blended gold and blue,
Were thick and sweet as swarming bees;
And sang as if in Paradise,
And all their Paradise was spring."



When we first arrived in Canada they had not yet
returned from the south. Now it interests me to watch
them, as many of them are those I have not seen before:
the golden oriole, waxwing, woodpeckers of different kinds,
canaries and humming-birds-all of brighter hues than
our familiar English birds. Even the thrush has here
borrowed from the robin, and appears with a red breast.

Goat Island is on the American side. As we re-crossed
the suspension bridge which unites Canada and America,
men were busily employed in widening the bridge, and
while I had to ask for the assistance of a hand, I saw
men standing on the girders in perilous positions,
driving great bolts home, apparently as much at their
ease as if they had been on land, instead of appearing,
as they did to me, suspended in mid air, with the rushing
river below them.*

The hideous mills and glaring hotels, the tawdry shops,
the noisy cab-drivers who implore to be hired, and lastly,
the people who offer to be guides when you want none of
them-all these things harshly jar upon my mind at a
time when I would fain go silently on my way, and
disappointed me in our visit to Niagara. There are many
unnecessary ways of seeing the Falls to which the unsus-
pecting traveller becomes a victim, which add little to his
pleasure. If willing to go, he is taken down damp and
slippery steps, or "elevators," clothed in oilskins, to see
the Falls from below, and hurried in a wild rush through
spray which completely soaks him: confused in mind and

* This bridge bas been carried away by a recent storm.

II.] NIAGARA. 15
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disturbed in body, he is thankful to emerge, thoroughly
frightened, from what has appeared to him a most
hazardous xperience.

The best way, if one wishes to see the Falls from below,
is to embark in The Maid of the Mist, a small steamer
which runs up the river almost under the Horse Shoe

Fall, looking from above like a cockle-shell bobbing up
and down in the water.

Toronto, May 24th.-This is the Queen's birthday. The
loyalty of the Canadians should make England blush.
They are holding high holiday to-day because of it, and
rejoicing most heartily, the whole town being en féte; and
from almost every house a flag is flying, and the people,
dressed in their holiday attire, are crowding down the
principal streets.

Al here seem to have the deepest affection for the
mother country, and even those familles who have been in
Canada for several generations appear to have this feeling
of love for the country of their forefathers in an extra-
ordinary degree. Mr. Goldwin Smith, who has taken up
his residence among these good people, may have a few
followers, for he is an eloquent and able man, although
his mind appears to have become warped and his syni-
pathies alienated in a manner which many cannot under-
stand. The handing over of Canada to the Americans,
which he is perpetually advocating, can only meet
with the universal condemnation it deserves among a
loyal and upright people like the Canadians, who love
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their country and their Queen, and who hope to see the
bonds that unite Canada to the mother country consoli-
dated and strengthened as time goes on; whenever
(in the words of General Lord Wolseley) "God in Bis
mercy is pleased to send us a statesman wise enough and
great enough to federate and consolidate into one united
British empire all the many lands and provinces which
acknowledge Queen Victoria as their sovereign."*

Most Canadians met in society have often been in
England, and seem to know it better than their own
country, for when they wish to travel they generally
cross the Atlantic.

The Governor of Ontario, Sir Alexander Campbell,
asked us to join his party for the races. The course lies on
pretty undulating ground close to the shore of the lake.
The meeting was held under the rules of the Ontario
Jockey Club, and no betting was allowed. The Governor

* The late Right Hon. W. E. Forster, in an address to the Philo"
sophical Institution of Edinburgh in 1875, says:--

" I believe that our union with our Colonies will not be severed,
because I believe that we and they will more and more prize this
union, and become convinced that it can only be preserved by looking
lorward to association on equal terms. In other words, I believe our
colonial empire will last, because no longer striving to rule our Colonies
as dependencies when they have become strong enough to be indepen-
dent. We shall welcome them as our partners in .a common and
rising Empire." What more popular cry'at present than the preserva-
tion of our colonial empire ? Some twelve years ago, it is true, a
voice from Oxford declared this empire to be an illusion for the future
and a danger for the present; but Professor Goldwin Smith bas gone
to Canada, and his eloquent arguments for disruption have as little
convinced the Canadians as ourselves.

17
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and his party were treated with the greatest deference,
and his carriages were the only ones allowed to drive up
the course. Opposite the winning-post Sir Alexander
Campbell had a charming box; in this we sat for most of
the afternoon. There were some nice young horses, but
the riding was very bad, so much so tbat one or two
that ought to have been winners got into the second place.
The crowd was quiet and orderly, two mounted police
being sufficient to keep the course, and doing it extremely
well; each of them was provided with a cutting whip,
which they seemed to use pretty freely among the crowd.

i thought of the questions which would be asked in the
House, and of the rage of an English mob, if such a thing
was even hinted at there.

Canada will soon possess a fine army of its own;
the regulars are a splendid body of men, and besides
these it has 40,000 Militia and Volunteers; in case
of emergency ail men over eighteen are liable to be caled
out for military service. This law was made at the time
when the English troops were withdrawn.

The Police at Toronto equal the London Police in
smartness and civility, and are dressed in exactly the
same way. When Sir Alexander Campbell was Post-
master-General he had the Postmen also dressed like those
in England; until that time they had worn the same
uniform as the American Postmen, which is ugly and
unworkmanlike.

I have had several long and interesting conversations
about the wheat-growing capacity of the country: here, as
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elsewhere, opinions differ much, but it is an undisputed
fact that since 1882 there have only been two abundant

harvests, that of last year being one of them. It is

against the profitable working of the land that the season

is so short and labour so expensive; and even if farmers

get emigrants direct from the ships, tliey seldom remain
with them long; the land fever is so strong, each wants
to have a "l«holding" for himself, and this can still be
obtained for a nominal sum.

Further west 160 acres can be bought for $10.
Colonel S-, with whom we dined last night, told us

a curious story: When he came out to America, nearly
twenty-five years ago, he was asked to take charge of a

young lady on a journey from the States. Miss T-
was exceedingly beautiful. After they started, a Californian

gold-digger got into the same car; he was a tall, rough-
looking fellow, dressed in the usual Western fashion, with
buckskin shirt, and trousers with fringes down the seams,

long boots, and a broad-brimmed hat; he was armed with
a revolver and a bowie knife, stuck into his belt. He
sat down opposite Miss T-, and stared at her in a
manner which greatly annoyed Colonel S-. Several
times during the journey he was on the point of getting

up and expostulating; as he expressed it: "It made my
English blood boil to see the insolence of the fellow;"
each time,, however, Miss T- prevented his doing so
by whispering to him to sit still-that it did not in the
least matter to her.

They got out at the next station; the man followed them:

c02
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on taking their seats again, the Californian, with the air of
a prince, took off his hat, and feeling in his pocket, brought
out a large nugget of gold, which he threw into the lap of
the astonished girl, saying: "Heaven bless your pretty
face; it's the prettiest face I've ever seen on God's earth.
Keep that in remembrance of Jack ," and was gone.

Colonel S-- told me he felt sure had he made the
silghtest protest the man would have shot bim dead; that
it was only the calmness and coolness of Miss T that ©
prevented this. He also added that, after twenty-five
years' experience of the country and its people, he saw
that what he had at the time mistaken for the most
insulting conduct was in reality an act of untutored and
involuntary homage to a beautiful woman.

May 25t.-Often in a journey plans and routes are
changed, and a traveller may be unable to avail himself of
introductions; but arriving as a stranger, if provided with
letters to the right people it helps to make things much
pleasanter, and he hears- and sees many things which
otherwise he would miss; and great trouble is generally
taken in showing strangers all that is worth seeing. This
we found frequently in our own case.

May 26th.-Said good-bye to Toronto and to my maid,
as, after duly considering the matter, we found that it was
impossible to take her with us. Travelling with a maid
in this country is more trouble than can be imagined, as,
except in the big towns, no accommodation is provided,
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and she is consequently always in the way; fortunately
I was able to send mine to stay with her aunt at Chicago.
She was regretful, but I felt I had acted wisely.

The lake route to Port Arthur is still closed on account
of the ice in Thunder Bay. This chain~ of lakes is so
immense that little land is seen during the voyage; and
on Lake Huron especially tremendous storms'frequently
occur. For this and other reasons we had decided
to join the Canadian Pacific Railway by a branch line
from here, which takes us in one night's journey to a
station called North Bay, the junction where:we had
to wait for the mail train from Montreal. After about an
hour there we were glad at last to find ourselves really on
our way to the Rocky Mountains.

The C.P.R. Co., as it is always called out here, have
made their "Cars " as near perfection asis possible; nothing
approaching their luxury and comfort is to be found on
the American Continent-so many old travellers assured
me. The sleeping cars which are used on long journeys
have high-backed seats for two persons facing each other;
at night these seats are arranged as beds, an upper berth
being let down from above. There is a ladies' dressing-
room at the end of the car but so many have to share
this that it ceases to be a luxury. Thenlost comfortable
way when travelling is to engage the "State-room," which
accommodates two persons; there being only one of these
on each car, it is no£ always to be procured, sometimes
being reserved several weeks before.

The railway officials are civil and obliging, and any

ni.] - 21
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little service they may do is not from metcenary motives,
as they always seem to think themselves quite one's equal.
Rich Americans and others will, however, soon introduce
the odious tipping system; the negro porter who lias
charge of the sleeper already looks out for his little present
at the end of the journey: he does allhe is asked on
the cars, and is a great adept at making beds, when the
time comes for al the passengers to turn in; but it makes
it difficult to judge where to give and where not when the
greatest offence is sometimes taken at the offer of money.
These negro servants of the company are dressed in a
serviceable grey serge uniform with brass buttons and
cap to match; in the morning and evening when making
the beds they wear white cotton jackets; they are always
clean and tidy. I do not know much about negroes, but
they look cleaner than white men would doing the same
work, and they never appear fussed or overheated.
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CHAPTER IIL

JOURNEY TO WINNIPEG-THE PRAIRIE-TO CALGARY,

"'Tis with our judgments as our watches, none
Go just alike, yet each believes his own."

WE passed to-day through large tracts of cold and bleak-
looking forest; here and there a mirror-like lake or moun-
tain stream enlivened the scene. It is only after having
been in the rugged vast wilderness of natural forest that
we realise for the first time the enormous difficulties
the settler has to overcome in making a farm-steading
out of this chaos.

Settlers' shanties are to be seen from time to time as one
goes along: at every station where we stopped groups of
men were waiting to see the train pass ; it was evidently
the excitement of the day. The sight of new faces, the
hope of seeing a friend pass by, or the chance of hearing a
few words of news, are trivial events which have a
wonderful power in a country where the requirements of
the settler's life compel men to live apart from their
fellows.

I really believe it is a kind dispensation of Providence
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that they have to work so hard; and hence only a few
realise and regret that there is little or no time for mental
culture.

May 29t.-The constant noise in the train is very
tiring, but as the pace is much slower than in England, it
dpes not shake in the same way. Chapleau was the
first place we saw this morning: we passed through a
country-of rocks and burnt woods, where forest fires seemed
to have cleared out every living thing; but there is such a
wealth of timber in the North-West that little is thought
of fires, nor are the precautions to prevent them insisted
on in the way they ought to be. When a forest fire-

litbegins it may go for miles, leaving nothing but complete
desolation behind it. Everywhere oue sees the ravages of

past fires, whole tracts of forest with only the blackened
and burnt stumps of trees remaining. As the country

gets settled up -no doubt these things will improve.
Near Messanabie, where Dog Lake is crossed, a short

portage connects the waters flowing southwards into Lake

Superior with those flowing northwards into Hudson's
Bay. This is the old Dog Lake route by which many of
the stores for the Hudson's Bay forts in the North-West
went up, and by which the furs were sent down.

Dining cars are attached to the trains: these cars run
300-mile sections, returning the same distance the follow-
ing day. The food provided is simple and good; supplies
come chiefly from Winnipeg and Montreal, but the
conductors liave the power to buy fish, poultry, and what-
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ever become necessary, at any of the stations that they
pass. At one station, for instance, two Indians brought
some wild ducks for sale, which our conductor bought.

Many people travelling do not care to enter the dining-
car except for breakfast and dinner, as the latter is seldom
later in the day than 6 o'clock.

The following is one day's menu, for which we were
charged 75 cents, or about three, shillings per meal:

BRERÂsT.

Fruits, Porridge and Cream, Tea, Coffee, Cocoa, Chocolate.
Fresh-boiled Trout, Beefsteaks with Mushrooms, English Bacon,

Lamb Cutlets, Sweet-cured Hams, Eggs, Omelettes.

Breads.
Brown, Dipped Toast, Dry Toast, Graham Bread, Corn Bread,

Hot Rols.

Cold meats, Stew, Californian Pears, Cheese and Biscuits,
Tea and Coffee.

DnNER.

Kidney Soup, Salmon and Potatoes, Salmi of Duck, Roast Beef,
iRoast Lamb.

Rice Pudding, Cranberry Pies.
Cheese.
Dessert.

There were excellent clarets, spirits, and beer. The
above, I think, proves that the comforts of the table are
carefully studied by the Canadian Pacific Company.

At Mazokama, Lake Superior comes into view. The day
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was not so clear as we would have wished, but the sharp
and rugged edges of the cliffs, half hidden by mist, looked
striking and impressive. There is still a great deal of ice
al along the coast; the enormous extent of water makes
it difficult to realise that this is a fresh-water lake. A
chain of islands separate Nepigon Bay from the lake, and
the shore of the bay is the line followed by the train to
and from Nepigon station. Excellent trout fishing can be
obtained in the Nepigon river, where 6-1b. trout are not
uncommon.

On Lake Superior the large lake trout are numerous,
white fish-Coregonus albus-also; these last are excellent
eating ; during the summer great numbers of them are
caught, dried, and used in winter as one of the principal
articles of food. The dogs which draw the traineaux are
also fed with theni, one dried fish being the daily allow-
ance for each dog.

Al sorts of people as our fellow-travellers. One little
weasel-faced man, a German by birth, has been everywhere
and seen everything, and is now travelling on some
scientific expedition. He tells us he has spent the last
two years among the Esquimaux, and shot many polar
bears ; he is now on his way to stay with two Indian
tribes, in order to learn something of their language.

The Micmacs, in New Brunswick, are the only tribe who
possess a written language. Some of the Indian legends
are very pretty, but rarely can they be persuaded to tel
them to strangers. Until after Winnipeg is reached most
of the Indians are dressed in the same way as the white

Lf
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people, which costume does not at all suit the noble
red man.

Port Arthur is beautifully situated on the west shore
of Thunder Bay, now a flourishing town, and one of the
great exporting places for grain. We had fine views of
the famous Sleeping Giant mountain, behind which is the
Silver Inlet, a mining locality which has yielded almost
fabulous wealth.

The Canadian Pacific Company's steamers have been
blocked in the ice for the last seven days, and were only
extricated yesterday. One foolhardy passenger with
several guides attempted, with the aid of a dog traineau,
to reach the land, in order to avoid the vexatious delay;
the ice, however, became so broken up before they had
accomplished half the distance, that they were only
rescued with considerable danger and difficulty by a relief
party from the shore, who dragged a boat over the ice and
through the water, arriving just in time, as these too
adventurous people were completely exhausted.

Al watches are put back one hour here, and another
hour when we reach Winnipeg ; they were put back four-
and-a-half hours when crossing the Atlantic, and half an
hour will also have to be deducted on reaching Calgary,
so the difference of time between London and Calgary is
seven hours. Thus, when it is but 5 P.M. here it is mid-
night in England.

Fort William, an old Hudson Bay post on the Kami-
nistiquia river, affords extraordinary advantages for
lake traffic. After this is passed, we reach a place

27LAKE SUPERIOR.mI.]
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called Savenne; there we saw two of the old boats built
at Quebec and used by Lord Wolseley in 1870 on his way
to Fort Garry, now Winnipeg.

At East Selkirk the line turns southward, and at
St. Boniface the river is crossed by a long iron bridge, and
Winnipeg is reached. It is now a flourishing town of
25,000 inhabitants, but at the time of Lord Wolseley's
expedition it was only the principalHudson's Bay trading--
post, with little to be seen except the fort and a small settle-
ment of about 250 to 300 people, chiefly known then as
the centre of the half-breed rebellion under Louis Riel.

To reach Fort Garry, Lord Wolseley had to bring his
troops by steamer to Thunder Bay, at the head of Lake
Superior, and after making a road for forty miles through
the woods to Lake Shebandowan, he accomplished the rest
of the way by using the lakes, rivers and portages con-
necting them. I may add that the Kaministiquia and
Matawan rivers were used to get both boats and stores to
this point, as well as the road to Lake Shebandowan. It
took his little force ninety-five days to complete a journey
which we accomplished in forty-five hours.

It is very interesting to Algernon, seeing ail this country
again, as he was one of the officers with Lord Wolseley,
who told me Algernon carried the heaviest pack during
that expedition; and having both skill and experience h
canoe work, he steered many of the boats down the most
dangerous part of the rapids.

Winnipeg is situated on the isthmus of land formed by
the junction of the Assiniboine and the Red rivers, is about

il a m
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ninety miles from the United States frontier, fifty miles
south of the lake whose name it takes, and into which the
Red river runs, opening up by water all the vast and
fertile region of the Saskatchewan. The Saskatchewan
river is 500 miles long, and drains an area of 25,000
square miles. As we intended to revisit Winnipeg, we
only remained there a short time and then rejoined the
"Cars."

From here to Brandon we pass through the great wheat
country of Manitoba; after leaving Brandon we are really
on the prairie-grass everywhere, and such grass !

Now and again the train stops, and we find ourselves
in a prairie town, which appears to consist of an hotel (at
the bar of which the most fiery whisky is to be had !) with
several wooden houses scattered round it, and generally a
few stray cattle.

Talking of hotels, when one enters the North-West
Territory the prohibition of spirits is strenuously enforced,
though, in spite of this, whisky seems to be generally
procurable with a little management.

Portage la Prairie and Brandon are the two principal
grain markets of the province.

In the Canadian North-West there are about 300
million acres of arable and pasture land, of which one-
third or more may be capable of producing wheat of the
finest quality.*

* "The Prairie Section (according to the Canadian Geological Survey
Reports) may be said to extend from the Red river, on the 97th
meridian W. from Greenwich, to Calgary, near the Rocky Mountains,
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Further on we passed Regina, the capital of Assiniboia;
the Executive Council of the North-West Territory, em-

on the 114th meridian, a distance of 800 miles, and from the 49th tof the 54th degrees of north latitude.
There are three distinct plateaux or steppes sloping from the Rocky

Mountains, north-easterly towards Lake Winnipeg and- the Red
river, having well-defined escarpments 'running north-westerly parallel
with the range.

The general slope from the foot-hills of the Rockies averages about
five feet to the mile.

The lowest of these plateaux averages about 800 feet above the sea,
and embraces an extensive lake system nearly 14,000 miles in extent,
the largest, Lake Winnipeg, covering-8,500 square miles.

The total area, including the laltes, is 55,000 square ailes.
This interior basin, the lowest of the continent, generally known as

- the Red River Valley, has perhaps the finest wheat-land in the world.
It is only fifty-two miles wide at the International boundary, and
rises thence southward for about 200 miles, attaining an elevation
nearly one thousand feet above sea-level.

The second steppe is about 250 miles wide at the 49th parallel, and
200 miles at the 54th, having an area of over 100,000 square miles,
71,000 square miles of which form the eastern portion of the great
plains. Its average elevation is 1,600 feet above sea-level.

The third steppe has an average elevation of 3,000 feet, being 4,000
feet at the foot-hills and 2,000 feet at its eastern edge. Its aiea is
134,000 square miles, of which 115,000 are almost entirely devoid of
forest. Its breadth on the 49th parallel is 465 miles.

The total area south of the 54th parallel is 280,000 square miles--
about 180,000,000 of acres: of which, after allowing for swamps and
lakes, mountains and barrens, by far the greater portion is arable.

In a recent report cf the Senate of Canada it is stated that this
northern forest-covered region embraces also the greatest fur-producing
country in the world, supplying three-fourths of all the valuable
furs sold in Leipsie and London, to the annual value of millions of
dollars.

The climate of the eastern slope of the Rockies for a belt of over
150 miles in width is, as compared with the plains on the same
latitude eastward, exceptionally mild in winter. A south-west wind,
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bracing the provinces of Assiniboia, Alberta, Saskatche-

wan, and Athabaska, meet here. At this place also are

the headquarters of the North-West Mounted Police, a

military organisation numbering 1000, of whom Canada

is justly proud, they being nearly al picked men, and

under the strictest military discipline.

The country, though retaining all the characteristics of

the prairie, is now more broken and undulating ; deserted

lakes and buffalo walows become more frequent, and are

favourite resorts of water-fowl of all kinds. Swans,
cranes, geese, pelicans, and ducks of many varieties all

frequent them; snipe, plover, curlew, and prairie chicken

are also to be met with in this part of the country, while

now and again the wandering coyoté may be seen

skulking on his lonely way; antelopes are rare, being shy

and timid animals, and therefore scared by the noise of

called the Chinook, blowing at right angles to and over the Rockies,
brings a thaw, removing snow, and enabling cattle to feed out al the
year round. At Canmore, in the Rockies, 4,200 feet above the tide,
cattle range out during the winter. The remarkable warmth of a
wind passing for hundreds of miles over snow-covered mountains, could
not be accounted for by the proximity of the warm waters of the Pacific,
but is explained by the alternate expansion and condensation of air
flowing from the ocean level over the mountains, and descending
thence to the plains below. As the moisture is evaporated or the air
expanded in rising over the mountains, latent heat is absorbed, which
is given out again by the condensation of the moisture or the com-
pression of the air in descending to'the plains below.

The Bow rer coal area is estimated to contain 330,000,000 of tons,
and will be the chief source of supply for the prairie region and for
many hundred miles of railway, and an increasing source of traffic for
the latter."-1President T. Keefer's Address to Am. Soc. C.E., 1888.
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the passing trains. The prairie which we have traversed
is ail marked by the old trails of buffalo, and in some
places their bones and skulls lie thickly scattered.

At Medicine Hat we saw many Blackfoot and Cree
Indians, their reservations not being far off. Most of the
squaws sat on the ground, huddled up in their coloured
blankets, looking miserable enough, some of them smoking,
and offering for sale polished buffalo horns, which are so
scarce now that even those gathered off the prairie
command a ready sale. The braves, in blankets of
brilliant colours, stood talking in groups. One Indian
papoose was looking longingly at an orange which a
small white child was eating. I had just time, as
the train moved off, to obtain three from the dining car

and give them to the child; and the squaws bobbed
their heads in acknowledgment, and giggled with
pleasure as the papoose toddled towards them with the
oranges in her small arms. Trifling incidents like this

bring one into touch with the people, and gratify oneself
as well.

A station garden was being made here, and seemed to
be a novel and interesting sight to the inhabitants, who
crowded round it. A man was busily engaged planting
trees and flower-seeds, while at the other end of the
garden two enterprising black pigs had entered un-
observed through a hole in the fence, and were enjoying
themselves vastly, ploughing up the soft earth with their
snouts, until they were routed with ignominy by the aid
of sticks and stones.
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When Algernon was in Colorado in 1873, there were

thousands of buffalo on the plains, and when he was

coming eastwards the following year by the Kansas Pacific
iRailway, the train was stopper for many hours by the

big herd crossing the line.

There were two herds, the "southern herd," which

ranged between the River Platte and Old Mexico, and the
" northern herd," which rarely crossed the Platte, and

ranged as far north as the Great Slave Lake.

The last time the northern herd came north, over

800,000 were killed for their hides alone, which at that
time were valued at $1 each. Now it is next to im-

possible to procure a good buffalo robe. A very fine one,
which was sent to the Colonial Exhibition in London, was
sold on its refurn to Toronto for $60-a great bargain.

No fence, however strong, stopped the buffalo. As
the herd marched on, by sheer weight it - broke down

every impediment. If the leaders failed to do this, the

animals behind pressed forward, walking over the bodies
of those who fell in front.

With the march of civilization, they were bound in
time to disappear, but the wanton destruction of these
noblé creatures seemed ruthless waste.*

We now saw glimpses of the Bow river; the undula-
tions of the foot-hills were a relief after the level prairie

* Have just heard that the tame herd of buffalo near Winnipeg
bas been sold to -a ranche in Texas for $18,000; only nme of these
animais are pure bred, the remamnder of the herd are crossed with
Texan cows.
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over which we had been travelling for two days,.-and we
were glad to be nearing our journey's end.

lu the old days before the railway, it was thouglit to
be fast travelling to go from Winnipeg to the Rocky
Mountains in six weeks. The same journey took us
three days. We reached Calgary at two in the morning,
having been much delayed by -the heating of a wheel,
which necessitated our frequently stopping to cool it down.

A lad killed a snake at one of the places where we
stopped. There are a few rattlesnakes round Medicine
Rat, but, with this ,exception, there are not many in this
part of the country.
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CHAPTER IV.

CALGARY AND MITFORD.

"What man would live coffined with brick and stone ?
Imprisoned from the influences of air!
And cramped with selfish landmarks everywhere,
When all before him stretches furrowless and lone
The unmapped prairie none can fence or own."-Lowell.

Boyal Hotel, Calgary, May 30th.-After a five days'
journey, we were glad to leave the train; a dirty-looking
room and not particularly clean-looking beds were not
inviting; however, at 2 A.M. we had nothing to do but
make the best of them. No baths were procurable this

morning, and we had the toughest of beef-steaks for
breakfast. This hotel seems used as a sort of club by
many men coming in long distances from their ranches;

when obliged to remain in town for the night they sit in
the bar, talking and smoking in groups.

Calgary is the centre of the great ranching country, and
one of the chief outfitting-places for the mining districts.
We found it full of Cowboys and Indians; the shops which
the latter seemed to appreciate were the butchers and

D 2
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photographers, some of their own portraits being for sale
in the windows of the latter.

During dinner we had a message from the G s to
come and see them in their car. They were on their
way to Toronto, and gave us charming accounts of the
delights of their journey through the mountains.

A telegram from the C s, télling us to come to
Mitford this evening, was very welcome. The train to
Vancouver does not pass till 2 A.M., so we were glad to go
by a freight train passing in the afternoon.

It required some persuasion to induce the conductor of
the freight train to take us with him; but ultimately he
agreed to do so, and he helped us to get our baggage into
the caboose.

When getting off at Mitford, Algernon offered him a
couple of dollars for his trouble, but he shook his head and
declined them with thanks. The gratuitous civility of
some of the people here strikes one very pleasantly.

We received a most kind welcome from our friends, who
have a nice little house.

Mitford, May 31st.-We have a beautiful view of the
Rocky Mountains here, and on a fine morning it is
difficult to believe they are sixty miles distant: we are
surrounded by fine undulating prairie. The cattle are fat
and sleek, though they have had nothing but what they
could flnd on the "range " all winter. The great draw-
back here is the frost at night; even in summer there is

often enough to injure the potatoes and wheat.
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( Adela and I amused ourselves planting the garden: we

sowed cabbages, lettuces, cauliflowers, carrots, beet, and

beans.*

The soil is surprisingly rich; one digs nearly a-yard

deep, and still it is the same good brown loam everywhere.

The saw-mill and house are close to the C.P.R.; at the

former fifty men are at work. Their wages are from $20

to $30 a month, and they are boarded as well. A private
railway brings the logs down from the forest, they are

sawn up here and put in the cars for market.
N- , Tom C , and Algernon have been busy this

morningt makincr a grarden fence. They also are building a

new hen-house ; the latter requires to be well put together,

to keep out the cold in winter, and has double walls, with

saw-dust filled up between. Dug-out hen-houses with

turf roofs also make warm shelter ; only a few have stoves,
and often the claws of the poor birds get frost-bitten. The

cat here has had her ears frozen off; fortunately- they both

are gone just at the same place, and give her the appear-

ance of having her ears cropped.

June 1st.-Mr. Kerfoot, a neighbour, and one of the best
riders and drivers inù the North-West, drove Adela's ponies
in the buckboard. They have been on the prairie for six

months; when'" taken up-" they often require re-breaking;
one of them lay down twice, bucked, and made a great
fuss. Mr. Kerfoot drove them patiently and well. The
harness and buckboard, both of American make, were

* And heard afterwards everything had doue well.

,~
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perfèctly adapted to the rough roads and prairie work.
These carriages, owing to the wide axle, are almost
impossible to upset, and one can drive them where no
English carriage could go. The harness enables the horses
to go quite independently of each other; the pole-pieces,
instead of being, as in England, fast to the head of the pole,
are here attached to a short bar called the yoke, which
works loosely on the end of it, and also givés the horses a
straight pull in holding back.

We al started on the private railway to see the
timber limits, which are fifteen miles distant. A truck
was arranged for us to sit on in front of the engine,
the latter pushing us along. The men in charge drove too
fast, and when we had gone about three miles, we felt
several great jolts, the truck had left the rails and upset;
most fortunately for us, one of the wheels got wedged in
the sand, and the brakesman, having put on the brakes,
stopped the engine. For a few moments there was an
awful feeling of suspense; we al expected the engine
would come crashing down on the top of us; happily,
however, this did not occur, else we might all have been
killed. On regaiing our feet, we found the only person
badly injured was the brakesman; he, poor fellow, lay
under the engine, with three bad wounds in his head, and
his ear almost severed from the scalp. With difficulty he
was extricated from his perilous position, and while the
C-s and Algernon remained with him, N--and I
went for assistance.

We ran for three miles across the prairie, and sent for the

'HAse.
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doctor-there was one fortunately only two miles off-and
having procured a mattress, pillows, ether, and bandages,
harnessed the buckboard; then there was a doubt if we
could manage the ponies, which had been so refractory the

day before. I undertook to drive, and kept them at full
galop the whole way. One condition I made before start-
ing, that in going up the hill over very rough ground, as
the ponies required my undivided attention, I was not to
be allowed to be jolted out of the carriage.

The doctor came quickly, a waggon followed, the
poor fellow was soon in his little bed at the saw-mills,
and, wonderful to relate, though so terribly injured, and
with a badly-fractured skull, he recovered. It is always
much in favour of these men during illness that they have
lived a hardy out-of-door life.

June 2nd.-Drove to the British American Co.'s sheep-fl
ranche. The manager was away, but his housekeeper gave
us luncheon ; afterwards we went out fishing. We caught
nineteen trout; having heard how easy it was -to catch
fish here, we were disappointed at finding them very
shy. A thunder-storm was going on most of the time,
which may have been the reason of our want of success.
Here the fish take best on a bright sunny day-just the
contrary to what they do in England.

We went on later to the store at Cochrane, kept by a
Frenchman, who had previously lived all his life in Paris.
He said he was doing pretty well, but the prairie life
seemed somewhat to depress him.
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June 3rd.-The doctor who comes to see the man who
was hurt in the engine, has travelled much, and was for a
long time in the Hudson Bay Co.'s service. He told me
that when at Moose Factory he had an excellent team of
ten Esquimaux dogs, and had on one occasion driven
them to Albany, a distance of 110 miles, in 24 hours,
returning the same distance two days later. The old
breed of Esquimaux dogs is very scarce now; we saw a

team in Calgary, the leaders being the only fine ones; for
this pair the owner was offered £100, which he refused.

June 4t.-10° of frost last night..
Algernon went for a ride with Mr. Kerfoot, and in the

afternoon we all rode over to his horse-ranche. The horses
are most clever in avoiding the gopher holes, and if given
their heads they can go at any pace over them without
making a mistake.

Gophers abound here; in places the prairie is full of
their burrows, and being a kind of marmot, they live
underground.

At the ranche we saw more than a hundred horses. The
corrals are wonderfully well arranged, three opening into
each other. When the band of horses has been driven
into the first, which is the largest, the horses required for
brandingor breaking .are separated from the rest, and, the

gate being opened, are turned into the second corral. The
entrance into the third corral is by a very high and strong

gate, so arranged as to swing round against the side of
this corral, with just space for a horse to stand between.

ur-r~m~-- 1~~IE~J rn .~i i il., 1UUUt ~
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A single horse is now let through tbis gate, which is

swung round, holding him against the side of the third

corral, so that he is helpless and cannot fight or hurt

himself while being branded or bridled.

Algernon chose a horse, and after he had been lunged

on a lariat, Mr. Kerfoot saddled, mounted, and took

him for a gallop over the prairie, and brought him in

quite quiet. Unless a horse shows temper, this is about

all the breaking he gets; constant work and plenty of it

effect the rest.
Mrs. Kerfoot gave us a most excellent tea, with cakes of

al kinds, which had been made by herself. Our ride

home in the evening across the prairie was most enjoyable,

the setting sun tipping the distant snowy peaks of the

iRockies with golden and fiery red colours.

June 6th.-On the other side of the Bow river is a cañ~on

known as " the jumping pound," over the edge of which

the hunters used to drive the buffalo, and in this caion

their bones still lie in places two or three feet deep; they

are now being taken away and used for manure.

A band of Blackfoot Indians passed to-day; the chief,

"Three Plumes," rode up to the house to show his permit,

which is given by the Indian agent to enable them

to leave their reservations for a stated time ; this band

had been on a visit to the Stony Indians. We have

since heard that the guests on leaving stole thirty ponies.

Had they passed here without showing their permit,

the mounted police would have been informed, and it is
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one of their duties to see that the Indians remain on their
reservations. They seemed very friendly, shook hands
with all the men they saw about, inspected the railway
engine with interest, and rode away. An Indian seldom
expresses any surprise.

After the last rebellion several chiefs were taken to
Montreal and shown everything that was calculated to
impress them; the only remark they made was, " Why do
not the white men make their squaws work?" Their
squaws do al the hard work, but perhaps will have an
easier time as the men get more civilized. In many cases
there is a strong'feeling of antipathy between the white
and red men. The Indians in many parts of the North-
West Territory bury their dead on a raised platform, the
body is placed upon it wrapped in birch-bark, often with a
piece of tobacco in the hand. I was sorry to hear that
to get possession of this tobacco, the body is often pulled
down by rough whites; and one can understand the
distress this causes the Indians, whose dead are as sacred
to them as ours are to us.

Whilst on their reservations they'have a daily ration of
food given to them, consisting of 1lb. of meat, 1lb. of flour,
some tea and sugar; also one suit of clothes, a blanket,
and $3 per annum.

June 7tk.-Algernon and Tom C- have gone into
Calgary, which is twenty-five miles distant; they left at
7 A.m. and return to-morrow.

Adela and I took the ponies and drove in the buckboard
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to see neighbours who have a cattle-ranch twelve miles
from here. As we left the trail we bumped along over the
prairie, but in this kind of carriage one does not feel it
much, and finally found ourselves confronted by a large bog,
which did not look inviting, but which appeared to be the
only approach to the ranch. Adela went to inspect it
accompanied by her faithful deer-hound Ginger. He sniffed
the place suspiciously, but would not go through it; so after
having wet her feet she was obliged to return to the
buckboard, and fmally after some trouble we drove through
in safety, feeling much relieved when we found ourselves
at the other side.

The ranche was a nice log-house, the inside being match-
boarded with the red Douglas pine, whicli gave an air of
comfort and refinement to the nicely-arranged rooms.
The old Scotch lady and her two daughters were at home,
and gave us an excellent tea, which we much enjoyed
after our long drive. They do everything for themselves,
having no servants, for the very good reason that on
account of the loneliness of the place no one will stay
with them.

J asked our hostess what had induced her to leave
Scotland. She said her eldest son was one of the engineers
on the C.P.R. and had advised her to come; that son was
now married and had gone to Vancouver, so she and her
daughters were now living with the younger son, who had
just started this cattle-ranch.

It gives some idea of hardship when one sees ladies
obliged to do everything for themselves. During the
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summer, when the days are long and sunny, it may be
pleasant; I doubt it. But when the snow is deep, and the
place shut off from all communication with the outer world,
when the days close in at four o'clock, and wolves and

- bears occasionally prowl round the house, then these poor
folk must wish themselves back again in their Highland
home far over the wide sea.

June llth.-Until this morning we have not seen the
Rockies for nearly a week.

Innumerable wild flowers grow on the prairie; last
month there were anemones of all colours, and in a few
weeks there wilI be masses of dog-roses and wild honey-
suckle: it is a kind provision of nature that this-wild rose
is so hardy, it stands even the extreme cold of winter, and

grows from the root each year. The doctor, who is a
botanist, sent a collection of wild flowers which he had
made on the prairie to Kew Gardens, to be classified. He
has lent me two books that I am glad to have: "Gray's
Manual of Botany," and a catalogue of Canadian plants,
by John McEwan, M.A., F.L.S., F.R.C.S.

One of the best districts for collecting wild flowers is at
the foot of the Crowfoot valley; this place (and also
Morley) are Indian reservations, and it is remarkable that
in choosing them, the Indians have selected the most fertile
and prettiest valleys.

We went to see the coal-mine which was discovered
three years ago; the first traces of coal being seen at the
mouth of a badger's hole. Adela and I only went in as
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far as the end of the first gallery, where we met a man and
horse bringing up a, truck of coal to the mouth; the others4
àll departed along a similar gallery, each carrying a Davy
lamp; as yet there is little danger of gas, the workings
being quite near the surface.

Jitne 13th.-I have become quite attached to all the
animals here, and have undertaken the charge of the
poultry; indeed I feel quite sorry for several of them,
which have lost some of their toes from the effects of frost-
bite: one old white hen runs about on stumps, seemingly
not much inconvenienced! Al the people here, who have
poultry, find the necessity of keeping them very warm,
and either make them "dug-outs" dr else comfortable
wooden houses. Eggs are still about 6s. a dozen, and
chickens are almost impossible to procure. We have four
chickens hatched, and four hens sitting.

Of other animals, "Ginger," the deer-hound, is a large
tawny-coloured dog, and is supposed to be the last of his
race, a descendant of Gelert; we have also " Jack," the
kitchen dog, a thick-set brown spaniel, with a white chest,
lie has evidently been roughly treated at some time, as he
is inclined to bite, and growls at every one ; his sole virtue
is his devotion to the cook. When any one says "Go
away, kitchen dog!" he struts off with his tail over his
back. With one sitting-room, much confusion is caused
by his appearance at lunch or dinner, as he and the deer-
hound are on the worst of terms.

"IPolly," a black retriever puppy, is so unaccustomed to
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womankind, that when Adela or I go to play with her, she
tries to escape by getting under the house, which is raised
off the ground to make it dry during the winter, the
ordinary way of building out here.

There are two pigs, a black and a white one; and two

cows, a wild and a quiet one; and a calf which takes about
three men to hold.

We shall soon be going "further west-;" but our visit
here has been a6most pleasant one.

N- made me a good easel to-day; he is a clever
carpenter.

We saw a coyoté this evening. Two of the men crossed
the river after him; but he was too wary to let them get a
shot.

We heard last night of a Major , at Fort , who
some years ago .married a very beautiful squaw, a Blood

Indian; he took her to England, and she has travelled with
him to different places, and yet now, if she gets a chance,
she throws off all her civilized dress, wraps herself in a
blanket, and returns to her tribe. So wild are some of
these races by nature, that civilized life for the first
generation seems'an impossibility.

Juie 16th.-We crossed the railway bridge over the Bow
river; this was to me rather a difficult feat, as I had to
walk on the sleepers and saw the river running beneath.
In one of the railway cuttings we found a bed of fossilized
mussels, and in the soil above we saw croppings of coal.

There is a weath of grass al round us, such as one only
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sees at home in the hay-time, and growing among it many

delightful wild flowers, most of them new to me.

June 18th.-Adela's sitting hens require a lot of running

after; half wild, and fleet as hares, they appear to have, a

strange dislike to returning to their nests, so we have to

get some of the men to help us to run them down.

Two ranchers came to luncheon to-day-true types, I

should think, of "western men." I hear that their father

in England is a rich M'an, but he seems to do but little for

his spns. They work hard, even washing all their own

clothes and cooking, and it is not therefore to be wondered

at that they look rough.

The usual dress out here is a blue flannel shirt, with no

collar, but a coloured handkerchief tied loosely round the

neck, a buckskin shirt, a pair of leather "shaps" with fringes

down the seams, worn over trousers, boots, and a broad-

brimmed felt hat, with a leather band round it, which is

generaly stamped with patterns and ornamented in some

way.

"Shap " is an abbreviation of the Mexican word "chap-

arajos," and are long leather leggings. A lariat coiled at

the horn of the Mexican saddle, a plaited leather bridle

with a severe Spanish bit, and a pair of smart spurs, often

silver-mounted, -complete the cowboy's outfit. Further

south the saddle and bridle are often heavily plated with

silver; $300 and $400 is not an unusual price to pay for

them there, and though their owner is often short of
money, -he will seldom part with these things.

IV.] 47
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Two men from a neighbouring ranche rode by this

afternoon, they had been rounding up their cattle all day,
and looked jaded and worn. We saw them drive out a

refractory steer from a band of cattle which belonged to

soine one else,-no easy matter for them on their tired

bronchos,-and after it was done they disappeared over

the prairie, driving their steer in front oT them.

June 19th to 20tJ.-Mr. Van Horne, president of the

Canadian Pacific Railway, arrived by special train, and

stayed for half-an-hour to talk over some business-matter
with Mr. C . He is on his way to Vancouver, and, I

lhear, generally goes at the rate of fifty miles an hour all

through the mountains. His car is more like a house

than a railway carriage, having bed-room, bath-room,

diriing'-room, kitchen, and lastly, an excellent cook.
A good gallop over the prairie this morning was

delightful. Al the horses here are most ercellent hacks,
and never stumble.

June 21st.-To-day we visited the forest or timber

limits, starting early. The ride was quite delightful, as
we cantered up and down these limitless plains of

grass, wyith the mountains stretching away into the dim

distance as far as the eye could reach, and extending

in Canada alone for 800 miles. I felt all the exhilaration

that freedom gives in these untrodden solitudes. A horse

must be ridden with a loose rein here, to enable him to

see the gopher holes, of which the ground is full. Tares
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of many shades, pea-vine, wild camomile, cyclamens,
bugle-flowers, and many other wild flowers, we saw as

we rode along; also myrtles, gooseberries, and dog-roses.
Occasionally a few prairie hen rose in front of us, and
flew away, wondering doubtless at being disturbed.

As we came in view of the log-house where some of the
lumbermen live, we saw the forest beneath us, ànd in
the distance the snowy mountains ; these great snow peaks
change their aspect with every gleam of sunlight, with
every shower, with every breath of wind, and in their
ever-changing beauty continually suggested fresh thoughts
from the book of Nature.

Lord Beaconsfield said that one might get tired of
mountains, but that trees were a constant enjoyment;
but I could never tire of the everlastinghills.

We rode on four miles further, over somewhat
marshy ground, then, after descending a rather pre-
cipitous path, we found ourselves at a place which
goes by the name of Dog Pond Creek; the horses were
al picketed out, the harness and saddles having been
removed.

We then went to fish in a pretty creek close by; the
fish seemed amused by our efforts to catchthem, for they
moved slowly after the fly, but would not take; three
times I changed it, but, alas! no luck.

Two nice Frenchwomen from the ranche near came to
talk to us, and said 'it was useless, as the fish were only
caught on a day with a bright sun shining. Mr. C-
then tried a minnow, with no better success; sô we
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bundled up our rods, and wondered what we should do
without fish for our luncheon.

Madame d'Artigue and her husband and sister (French
people from the Basque Provinces) are in charge of this
ranche for some one who lives in Calgary. It was quite
a pleasure to see their beautifully-managed poultry-yards.
There were hundreds of chickens of all ages and sizes,
rows of boxes for the sitting hens with one hen in each,
all arranged in the simple and practical manner peculiar
to French people. There is an excellent market for
poultry in the North:-West; they told me that for a capon
they got $1·75 cents in Calgary.

These good people were most hospitable, insisting on
giving us a skim-milk cheese, a bucketful of milk, and a
tin-dishful of eggs ; with the last -we made a large
omelet, and with all these things, added to what we had
brought from Mitford, made an excellent repast.

Whenl the horses were being taken to water, four got
loose, and galloped off, much to our dismay ; but Tom C--
on his excellent cow pony soon brought them back again.
We said good-bye to the kind-hearted French people, who
stood waving their hands to us, until a rising mound hid
them from our sight. Continuing our ride, we stopped
and had tea at the I----'s. We were all rather tired, and
the mosquitoes were very troublesome this evening,
literally covering the horses, but fortunately annoying us
less by their bites than by their numbers.

Sunday, June 24th.-In the evening we had a service
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from a travelling minister-about half the men came; the
hymns selected by him were not at all cheerful nor bright,
and his sermon was not suitable in any way to the re-

quirements of his listeners, which one regretted.
Two hens hatched off to-day twenty-six chickens, a

welcome addition to the poultry-yard; and, as Adela and
I have taken much trouble, we felt rewarded.

Algernon rode to the horse-ranch, and, as we leave to-
morrow, he returned the horse kindly lent to him.

Rather a tragic termination to our visit was caused
by another accident on the railway. In the evening we
heard the mill-whistle blowing violently, and found that
the engine, returning with four trucks of lumber, had been
thrown off the rails ; the engineer got jammed between the
engine and the logs, and had his leg broken in two places;
but such is the toughness of these men that when being
carried down we heard him joking with the others about
not yet needing to be carried feet first, though he must
have been suffering great pain.

E 2
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CHAPTER V.

BANn-GooD FIsHING IN MINNEWONKA LAmE.

"Lo-peak on peak in stairways sit
In stepping-stones that reach to God."

June 26t1.-Said good-bye to the C-s last night with
regret. A train which stops to take up passengers at
3 A.M. is unusual at home, but such was the hour at
which we left Mitford, and we reached Banff at 7 A.M.
We did not think a sleeping-car necessary, as it was only
a four hours' journey, and we were rewarded, on entering
the Rockies at Canmore at early dawn, by the rare beauty
of the sunrise.

The large hotel of the Canadian Pacifie iRailway
Company at Banff is built entirely of wood, like an
enormous Swiss châlet; it stands alone, about half a mile
from the smali but rapidly growing town.

The hotel has-accommodation for 300 persons; it is ex-
ceedingly comfortable in every respect. Wonderful enter-
prise on the part of the Company to have erected such a
fine building in the middle of these mountains!



THE BO W RIVER.

June 27th.-We got a capital suite of rooms with a
lovely view, for 3j dollars a day. This included every-
thing except wine.

A glorious day was our first here. In the afternoon we
went in a steam-launch up the Bow river, some young
Englishmen having started two of these boats as a
speculation. We went in one called the C"Mountain

Belle," the only other passengers being two elderly people
on their way to England from Australia, who were
spending a few days at the hotel. The scenery was mag-
nificent, and at each bend of the river we saw something
new and pleasing. The water was of an intensely green
colour, caused by the number of glacier streams which
poured into it. The young woods looked bright and
green, but the burnt trunks of fallen giant trees, told of
the terrible bush fires which have run through these woods
in past times.

In all directions were seen strips of burnt timber, ex-
tending from the base of the mountains to the snow-line,
showing where the fires have run up to the mountain
tops through the green woods. Snowy peaks reared their
ragged crests into the sky on all sides. Among such scenes
we passed up the river for twelve miles, though, owing to
the sandbanks shifting, there was some difficulty in the
navigation, but our skipper seemed to know his business.

We then disembarked at a little moss-covered shanty,
which has been built as a restaurant for the sunmner
months, and sat on the banks surveying the loveliness
around.
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All the little streams which run into the Bow river
near here are fuil of trout which take a fly greedily.

I was the first lady who had'%4een so far up the river.

Jun 20thi.-We hired a couple of bronchos and rode
to the Minnewonka Thke. In the Indian language
Minnewonka means " The bad spirit," but I am sorry to
say the settlers often call it the " devil's lake," which is a
very ugly name compared with the Indian one.

In the same way they have changed the names of many
of the mountains-for the worse I think, as those chosen
by the Indians were always much more appropriate.

Our first start'was not promising; a very lame pony
came for one of us, and some time was spent in exchanging
this for another; and though Algernon got a good one,
mine was a real bone-shaker, and was so tired that I could
hardly keep himon his legs. This was not quite what we
had wished with a nine-mile ride before us, but sometimes
one's mood is to make the best of everything, and the
beauty of the scene soon made me forget my miserable
steed. At one moment we were galloping across grassy
lats, then through wooded valleys, with ranges of high

mountains as far as we could see in every direction, and
as we kept ascending we saw the river winding away
among the woods far below. Iu one of the prettiest places
we passed was a large camp of Stony Indians, and we
were greeted by a mob of Indian dogs, which ran out
barking and snapping at our ponies.

The Stonies are now a very peaceable people, and many,
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of them are Methodists. At their reservation at Morley is
a large Methodist mission.

Though the white men are not allowed to shoot game
until August 15th, the Indians have no restrictions of
this kind, and therefore the destruction of game with
them goes on in season and out of season.

We were now in the burnt woods, and, the trail being
very rough, had to go slowly. Upon the grass slopes of
Castle Mountain, which stood high above us, are some-
times to be seen the Rocky Mountain goat; and a black
bear in search of berries may also be descried occasionally,
but we saw none and pursued our way.

The trail has been improved in the last two years, so
that a carriage can jolt along to the lake ; but I pity the
poor sufferers inside. Originally it was an Indian trail
winding about in all directions.*

Occasionally we crossed a ]og bridge over a creek. As
we went along I observed many wild flowers growing by
the side of the trail, especially a red Castilleia growing in
great bushes, and columbines of every shade and hue.

Having reached the lake about 6 A.M., we found two

log-houses in course of building, and after some little
trouble secured one of the workers to go out fishing
with us. We unsaddled the ponies, and having watered
them at the lake, picketed them with the lariat one always
carries in this cou,îtry, among the best grass we could see,
and left them eating it and the pea-vine, which the horses
love better than anything.

* Since writing this a good new road has been made from Banff.
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We started in an excellent boat which our man had
just built, and rowed gently down the lake; but, alas, it
was not possible to catch these trout with the rods we had
brought. Our boatman- told us the lake was 600 feet
deep, and the fish were generallylying just off the shallow
places, so we were reluctantly obliged to troll with a spoon.
We got into a nice bay out of the wind, and the bright
sun made everything look pleasant.

Algernon suddenly said, " I've got one;" the Une was
slowly drawn in, and we awaited the arrival of the fish in
breathless suspense. "Are you sure he is there?" "Is
he a big one ? "were the questions which quickly followed;
(the fish, big or small, came along slowly). Algernon was

getting towards the end of the line, two sinkers had
already been drawn into the boat, the boatman got ready
his gaf. "Here he comes," said Algernon, "a big one,
by Jove!" Although he had come pretty quietly he did
not like the look of the boat, gave a sudden roll, the Une
snapped, he was off-no, gaffed just two inches above the

tail, and he was thrown into the boat with a heavy flop,
a 28-1b. trout, measuring three feet in length and over ten
inches in depth. We congratulated ourselves that the fish
was with us instead of in the lake, and having mended
the Une and fixed the spoon, prepared for another try.
Not so fast. We rowed about for some time without a
nibble, and although the fish did not take, we had a
pleasant time, and kept hoping our luck would change.
For what is lifebworth without hope, which gives zest to
the true sportsman, who with it is content with little,

lui



sometimes, nay often, with nothing.-Hope carries us
poor mortals cheerfully on from the cradle to the grave;
and though, perhaps, through some fault in ourselves,
what we wish to attain turns out a " Will of the Wisp,"
still one always goes on cheerfully looking for better things.

But to return to our fishing. We became hungry, and,
having brought nothing with us, landed at the boatman's
"shack," where he quickly lighted a fire, and made us some
excellent tea, and with bread, jam, and biscuits we managed
pretty wAll. We hoped to have added fish to our feast,
but had it not in our hearts to eut up the big one at once,
as we wished to show hMin at the hotel.

After having a look at the ponies we started again
in the boat, and by six o'clock had landed 'three more
fish, weighing respectively three, four, and six pounds.
With a nine-mile ride before us we felt it was time to
start for the hotel, and having resaddled, the question
arose, what was to be donè with the spoiL We did not
wish to leave it behind, and -if we did not pack it with us,
there was no other means of getting it home. So Algernon
wrapped up the big fish in a sack, which he tied firmly
to the back of his Californian saddle, and the other three,
secured in the same way, were fastened with buckskin
thongs to my saddle. Off we started for the hotel, but
the transit of the fish was not so easy a matter; several
times Algernon had to stop and retie the thongs, and still
they flopped about and were uncomfortable baggage; not
until 8.30 did we reach our destination, tired and hot after
our long day. Several people came to see our fish at the
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door, anongst them onè enthusiastic fisherman-of course,
English-who quickly brought scales, and weighed the
biggest. "A good twenty-eight pouîidst" he said.

We were glad to eat our dinner-the chef serving the
fish as "Truite à la St. Maur "-and even more so to turn
into a good bed.

June 29th.-Connor, the forester of the National Park
here, took us for a long ride; we had two excellent ponies,
which "loped" along with us as if they had nothing on
their backs; of course my weight was insignificant, but
Algernoî, with his Californian saddle, which weighs 351bs.,
must ride 17 stone.

The National Park, which the Government is making
here, is a tract of country about twenty-eight miles square,
including some grand mountains and splendid scenery,
amongst which they are laying out roads and riding-paths,
and in this park they hope to preserve the various game
animals of the country; but for the latter purpose the size
is inadequate. We received every kindness and civility
from the Superintendent of the Park-Mr. Stewart, who
lives in a nice log-house near to the Canadian Pacific
R-ailway Hotel.

The Stony Indians killed two mountain sheep close to
Lake Minnewonka a day or two ago. The Rocky Moun-
tain Sheep, or American Big-Horn (Ovis montana), has a
coat of hair like that of a deer, or still more like a caribou;
a large ram stands as highas 3 ft. 6 in. in thelshoulder,
and weighs over 300 lbs. There is a splendid specimen

-li
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of a head at Mr'. Stewart's office, which was shot by the
forester last winter. These creatures are exceedingly
timid, choosing the most inaccessible places as feeding-
grounds; being great climbers, and able to jump from
enormous heights, they can often evade the hunters
when pursued, and this makes their heads one of the most
valued trophies of the Western hunter.

We rode along with our guide for five or six miles on
the same trail as yesterday, and after picketing the ponies,
turned off sharp to the right, and walked over very rough
ground covered with burnt timber, to a cañion which
Connor said le had just discovered. We climbed over the
large charred logs, which was not a very clean amusement,
for a few hundred yards, and then entered the cañon,
which I can better describe as a deep ravine, almost
closing over our heads, with precipitous rocks on either
side, not unlike the eerie places which are occasionally seen
in some wild Highland glen. The shades of the big pine
trees somewhat darkened the cafion, still we were able to
admire the lovely mosses and lichens which grew in the
richest profusion among the fallen timber.

As it seemed to me probable that we might come across
a bear, and as none of us had brought even a revolver, I
declined to go further ; for in such a place it would have
beefn impossible to run away, for we could only go slowly
over the windfalls, and a bear visited thus in his own
stronghold might resent intrusion. On our way in, Connor
had shown us a place where he had seen one only three
weeks before. Bears are extremely fond of fruit and berries
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of al kinds, and, when in season, these creatures are
generally found where they are growing in any quantity.
Early in the morning and just before sundown are the
best times to find bear,

We got back for a late dinner, and in the evening heard
Liszt's 2nd Rhapsodie, beautifully played by an Americain
lady on the new Steinway grand piano in the music-room;
a treat hardly to be expected in the middle of the Rockies.

June 30th.-A very early start and a delightful
morning ride brought us again to Lake Minnewonka,
where we fished all day. We had a fair wind and sailed,
which enableçi us to get muchfurther than last time, and
had another excellent day's fishing. -

Our bag of Thursday weighed 42 lbs., this day's lifteen
fish weighed 51 lbs. ; we got one fine trout of 12 lbs., two
of 8 lbs., and the rest from 6 to 4 lbs. We lunched about
eight miles down the lake, at a very pretty place with a
shingly beach and nicely-timbered bank. Our boat-
man (by the way, a gentleman), who, for some reason
best known to himself, had chosen this rough life, had
thoughtfully brought cups, plates, knives, tea and a
kettle; and as we had plenty of trout, and a good fire,
we soon had some cooked, and enjoyed an excellent lunch.
The Indian manner of cooking fish we found best; the
fish is split down the middle, boned and stretched out like
a kipper on a long split stick, the lower end of which is
stuck into.the ground; the fish is pla.ced lengthways, and
the upper end of the split is theà secured with a strip of
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bark. The skin side is turned to the fire, and left to broil,
and the fish is afterwards, if large, turned, and the other
side treated in the same way ; but with a small fish, cooking
on one side is sufficient.

I never could understand how it was, that though I often
saw the Indians cooking fish without salt, whén done they
seemed not to require any. Was it for the reason that
hunger was the best sauce, or that being freshly out of the
water, the flavour of the fish was so good that it required
nothing to improve it?

I found tea' also was much more palattible without milk
than I would have imagined: when no luxuries can be
had, one soon learns to do without them, and the people
who live on hardy fare seem contented enough.

To-day, howe'ver, we met an exception in arough-looking
miner, who hailed from Barnsley in Yorkshire. As we
were nearing the shore of the lake after our day's fishing,
we heard a considerable flow of language, not of the

*choicest, emanating from the interior of the log shanty
where our boatman lived. The latter explained that the
miner there was a "rough lot," and that we had better leave
him alone: on landing, however, we were surprised to find
that the said rough customer had taken the trouble to
bring in and saddle our ponies. Wefthanked him and
talked to him-for a few minutes; 'e told me that he had
been in two bad colliery explosions since arriving in
Canada, and had come to the Lake to rest and recover
from the effects of them. He had been six years in the
Dominion, but said that, when he got to work again, he

M
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hoped to save $100 and go home to Barnsley. "IIn the
old country," he said, "lwhen sick, we are well looked
after; in Canada we are well paid while we can work, but
if we get ill, no one cares."

He took òff his hat, and showed us he had hardly any
hair, it had all been burnt off at the colliery accident at
Nanaimo in Vancouver Island, where fifty Chinamen were
killed, this poor fellow saving his life by elimbing up a
rope in the air-shaft.

I said to him, "No pay would compensate me for
passing so much of my time in the dark." "Oh," he
answered, " we boys like it," and we parted.

July 1st, Sunday.-Algernon and I went to church,

and joined in the English service in the Methodist Chapel.
In Canada there is a heavy fine for any one compelling

another to work on Sunday. The Canadian Pacifie trains
do not leave Vancouver or Montreal on that day, though
those that have started previously continue their journey.

July 2nd.-Algernon and a man from this hotel went
off to try and get a bear to-day. They returned in the
evening tired out after a tremendous walk over the
mountains, having only seen a porcupine, which they shot
on the roof of an old lumber-camp they found in the
valley the other side of the mountains they had crossed
over.

The following extracts were quoted to us by Dr. H.,
who was a long while in the employ of the Hudson's Bay

---q mi m 1-
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Company. There were many interesting entries in the
old Hudson's Bay Company's journals and entry-books
kept at the different forts ; but some years ago most of
the oldest books were unfortunately destroyed.

"Dec. 31st, 1795. Served out a quqart of rum per man;
the evening spent in innocent mirth and jollity.

" Jan. 1st, 1796. Al the Indians drunk about the
place, great trouble in keeping order."

The following entryappears even of an earlier date,
and must have come from the far north.

"The Company's cook, a lad of 16, having been carried
off by the Esquimaux, three out of a party of six passing
Esquimaux were seized as hçstages until'the~return of the
boy."

Here th're was a break of five years in the journal,
and it did not state if he was recovered: probably not,
from the following :.-"~Ead a row with the* three

Esquimaux detained. They were shot, and their ears
pickled in rum, and sent on to their tribe, to show them
what had happened."

This treatment appears somewhat harsh, but retributive
justice overawes savages as nothing else has power to do.

To the Hudson's Bay Company we owe a debt of
gratitude, for they were the pioneers of civilization in the
North-West. They were the first to open up an organized
system of trade in this wild region, and always deaIt
honestly with the Indians, keeping good stores, and by
just dealing earned their respect.

At the earliest fur sales, the bidding was done, as it was
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called, "by the candle." As each bale of furs was put up
to auction a candle was lighted, and the person bidding
last, as the candle went out, got the furs. The -candle
burnt about two minutes.

July 3rd.-News from Montreal brings the intelligence
of 30 deaths from sunstroke ; also of intense heat in
Manitoba, with a temperature of 105. Here the weather
is quite delightful, even a little chilly in the evening.

The Indian legend of Lake Minnewonka runs thus:
One of the first Indians who saw this lake did so by
climbing to the top of one of the highest mountains which
surrounded it. In the lake he saw an enormous fish, so
large that from where he stood it looked the whole length
of the lake, to whichli e therefore gave its present name,
The Lake of the Evil Spirit.

Near Banff there are five hot sulphur springs; the two
principally used flow from the central spur of Sulphur
Mountain,' 800 feet above the levelý of Bow river; the
main spring issues at the rate of a million and a half
gallons daily, and lias a temperature of 115. A short
way from it there is another, with a temperature of 85°.
Round these springs have lately been erected small
bathing-houses, where hot baths can be obtained, the
water being brouglit in' pipes from the springs; a
quarter-dollar is charged for a bath. I heard that, besides
sulphur, iron and thirteen other substances occur in this
water, and that it is specially beneficial in rheumatism
and skin diseases. We saw a pair of crutches hanging up
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in the trees. On a board below was printed, "The owner
of these has left the springs-cured! "

Half a mile from Banff are tmore hot springs, one in a
large cave; the only entrance to it used to be by a funnel-
shaped hole in the roof, through which people were lowered
by a rope; this has now been improved by an opening
from the side through a gallery. In this natural chamber
is a pool 30 feet wide where the water comes bubbling
up; however, the fumes of suiphur are too strong to be
pleasant. A few yards from this is the Basin, a large
plunge bath in the open, surrounded by overhanging
rocks. Here most of the visitors to Banff enjoy a swim.
Very hot sulphur baths should not be taken without
the advice of a doctor, as they have a lowering effect on
the action of the heart ; here, as in other places, we met
persons suffering from the abuse of them.

There are two neat Swiss châlets built at the cave and
basin, containing dxessing-rooms; tea can be obtained in
them, and as they are only half a mile from the town,
they are most accessible, and consequently most popular
with tourists.

The Banff Hotel is lighted by electricity, but under the
present -management it is turned off at ten o'clock; a
most awkward custom this proved, as we were in7 the
midst of packing for a start at 5.xm. when ont went the
lights. We fortunately got candles which helped us
through our difficulties.

1'
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CHAPTER VL

VANCOUVER-VICTORIA.

"Primeval forests! virgin sod!
That Saxon has not ravished yet."-Joaquin Miller.

July 4th.-Left Banff at an early hour before daylight.
The clerk at the station was very troublesome about our
saddles; said they must follow us. We afterwards found
there would have been no difficulty in checking them to
Vancouver with the other baggage had we put them into
a packing-case with handles-a useful thing to know.
The system of checking baggage through to its destina-
tion, which is in general use all through Canada and the
States, is excellent and saves much trouble. You hand
your luggage over, and receive checks in exchange. On
presenting these at the end of your journey, you receive
your belongings.

The morning was lovely, with a few showers, which
made the mountains more than ever grand. The words of
the Canticle kept recurring to me: " O ye mountains and
hills, bless ye the Lord ! praise Him and magnify Him for
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ever!" On leaving Banff for Vancouver, the railway runs
alongside the Bow river, and through well-timbered
valleys. On the left lie the Vermillon Lakes, where
there is good trout-fishing, and in the distance is seen

Mount Massive and the snow peaks of many others of
the range. On we go, past Castle Mountain, which towers
above us in one sheer precipice of 5,000 feet, and the
further we travel in this direction the more grand and
impressive the scenery becomes. Many people obtain a
permit to ride on the cow-catcher of the engine. We
were contented to look at the scenery from the platform
of the car, and for this purpose we had camp-stools placed
outside.

While we made the ascent to the station called Stephen,
an extra engine of enormous power was attached behind
us; thus we reached the summit of the Rocky Mountains.

Al the gradients on the Canadian Pacific Railway which
exceed 1 in 100 are concentrated on the 134 miles from
the Bow river, three miles east of the summit of the Rockies,
to the Albert Cafion on the Illecillewast. From Stephen the
line descends rapidly, passing the beautiful Wapta Lake,
and crossing the deep ravine of the same name, now more
commonly known as the Kicking-Horse Pass. The
scenery here is almost terrible in its grandeur; and as we
rushed along, we could only marvel at the triumphs of
engineering skill which have enabled men to overcome the
tremendous difficulties of constructing a railway through
this place. High over our heads we see many grand moun-
tains, the highest peaks of which are hidden from our view
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by snow and mist, while far below rushes the mountain
torrent. The Cafion rapidly deepens, till beyond Palliser
the mountain sides become vertical, rising straight up
thousands of feet. Down this vast chasm the railway and
river go together. Ledges are cut out of the solid rock,
and the track crosses and re-crosses the ravine, turning
and twisting in every direction.

On leaving the Rockies behind us, we passed through
the little mining-town of Golden City, situated near the
Columbia river.

An excellent steamer runs up this river for eighty
miles to the Columbia lakes. It is a pleasant trip, and
only takes three or four days; and in late autumn the
lagoons along the river-side are the haunts of thousands
of wild-fowl.

From Golden City the range of the Selkirk Mountains
extends in an apparently unbroken line from the S.W.
to the N.E. Near here is the oldest log-camp in the
Mountains, where a Government engineering party, under
Mr. Walter Moberly, C.E., spent the winter of 1871.

I classed our journey from Banff to Vancouver into
three interesting divisions. Each was beautiful, but
entirely different.

lst. The Kicking-Horse Pass and the Rocky Mountains.
2nd. The passes through the Selkirk Mountains, and

the views of the Great Glacier.
3rd. The Caoions and valley of the Fraser river.
The last-named is supposed to be one of the finest

salmon rivers in the world, though, to a sportsniân, it
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is a disappointing fact that the salmon here will not take
a fly.

From Golden the line gradually ascends at the rate of
116 feet to the mile, and soon the Columbia river is left
1,000 feet below. The mountain sides here are densely
timbered with enormous trees; the great size of the
Douglas pine, spruce, and cedars was surprising.

The finest of all the mountain peaks along the Une is the
one named Sir Donald, which seemed to rear its rocky
and vast pinnacles close against the sky.

The principal difficulties in the construction of this
part of the line were caused by the mountain torrents
rushing down through narrow gorges, over which the
trains had to pass by bridging, snow-sheds, or tuinnelling.

The highest of these bridges is crossed at Stony Creek,
it is 295 feet above the water, and the highest bridge in
the world, and is constructed entirely of timber. There are
over six miles of snow-sheds in the Sèlkirks. Without
these the line could not be kept open in winter, on account
of the avalanches, or "snow-slides," as they are called here.

As we neared the "Glacier House," we had our first
glimpse of the Great Glacier, which looks like an
immense river of ice; but although it is enormous, several
of those in Switzerland are larger.

A good hotel has been built here by the Canadian
Pacifie iRailway Company.

We continued the descent from this place, and the loop
was soon reached, where th Une made several startling
twists and turns, first crossing a valley leading from the

VI.] 69
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Ross Peak Glacier, then touching for a moment on Ross
Peak; and from there doubling back upon itself. The con-
struction of the engine and carriage wheels of American
railways render these sharp curves practicable, and they
have these loops now on many other railways in the

States. We saw lovely flowers and shrubs on the rugged
slopes of some of the deep ravines, and in several of the
mountain valleys red lilies, columbines in endless variety,
waving ferns, strange grasses, hemlocks, and bulrushes.

A missionary with his sick wife joined the cars at a
place called Field, and the whole of the following day
she was lying with the curtains drawn across her bed, in
the same car in which we were all travelling. Later, at
one of the stations where we stopped, a doctor 'came
to see her, but, owing to the short time the train
remained there, he could do little for her. The husband
took refuge in tears, and seemed utterly overcome by his
troubles. I felt sorry for them. First warning them that
I was not a lady doctor, I offered to see his wife. She
was a poor, nervous, hysterical woman, very ill certainly,
but not dying, as she supposed. A little cheering up did
wonders. I wanted medicine; none was at hand. Fortu-
nately I remembered Algernon had in one of his bags a
bottle of castor oil of rough quality for softening the
leather of his boots. I dosed the poor lady with this !
and before they left she was certainly better.

I have always been told three things are safe to try in
case of illness: 1st, hot bath; 2nd, a dose; 3rd, put the
patient to bed.
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The husband was a Metbodist minister, and they were

on their way to Cariboo for mission work among the

miners there, when she was taken'ill. They had: been at

Field for a fortnight, and were now coming by train in

order to be near a doctor. They were both extremely

helpless people; he looked ridiculously young, and she

physically unfitted for the wild and comfortless life she

had before her. Some people have such powers of mind

that they rise above al bodily weakness, and cannot be

hindered by physical infirmity from anything they under-

take. She, poor soul! was not one of these fortunate

characters.

The helpless are always to be pitied, and are, I am

sorry to say, looked down upon by working men who can

"turn their hands to anything."

One suggestion I would like to make to the directors

of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company, that in the

interests of the majority there is absolute necessity to

provide separate accommodation for sick persons. To

travel for days with sick and suffering people (as we had

to do more than once) who would fain have quiet, and

cannot stand the least noise or motion, is hard on every

one. The difficulty, I fear; will remain unsolved if extra

payment is required, as many invalids would be unable

to pay more than for a sleeping carriage.

Gangs of Chinese labourers were at work on the line,
and we passed their little camps, where little rickety tents

held aloft by a few sticks of bamboo seemed their only

shelter. In these camps thirty or forty men live, sub-
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sisting principally on rice and a little dried fish, quite
content so long as they are making enough money with
which to return to their own country. They are excellent
labourers, ver industrious and, as a rule, honest, working
for lower wages than the white men. This is one of the
many reasons why there is such a strong feeling against
them. They lower the rate of wages in a country where
they get 'a footing. Nearly al the domestic servants at
Vancouver and in Victoria are Chinese. People living
here told me they did not know what they should do
without them, and in Victoria they have their own quarter
in thecity.

All along the Cañon of the Fraser river reminded me of
the scenery in the Highlands of Scotland on a large scalé.

The railway seemed often to run on trestles of wood
fastened to the solid rock, which often goes in one sheer
precipice down to thé rushing river below, the water of
which appeared a mud colour.

We had glimpses of Indians fishing for salmon froI
time to tme; sitting in their duig-out canoes, they looked
picturesque. The salmon they smoke artd dry for their
winter food.

The train passed through many tunnels, and when at
last the old and nearly deserted town of Yale was reached,
we felt we were getting near the endý of our journey.
Formerly this was an important place, the head of navi-
gation on the Fraser river ; and from it by the old
government road, which followed the course of the river,
the Cariboo and other iining districts were reached.
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Now the railway has changed everything, and consequently
many nice-looking little wooden houses, with their
patches of garden, are closed and deserted. A feeling of
sadness came over me at the sight of pretty little desolate
homes. - The apple and cherry trees, of which there were
many, were in ful bloom, and the rich green colouring
of the valley, with the broad river flowing through it, gave
an appearance of prosperity which in reality did not exist;
for, the moment the railway took the trade from the place,
the inhabitants migrated.

After Yale Was left behind, we passed into more open
country, and seemed to be continually crossing creeks~and
lagoons, which, with the sunshine of early morning on
them, looked lovely. Then as we approached Vancouver,
we came into heavily-timbered country, and at last reached
the terminus of the Canadian Pacific Railway, Vancouver.

In May 1886, the site of this town was occupied by
dense forest, the trees being of enormous size. During
the two following months a clearing was made, and a
town built; in July of that same year it was entirely
destroyed by fire, one house alone remaining. With the
usual energy of the "western man," the following day
building was recommenced. Vancouver now has a popu-
lation of 5,000 people; there is an excellent harbour, and
a regular steamship service to Victoria, Vancouver Island,
China, 'Japan, San Francisco Alaska, and Puget Sound
Ports. Land has already becóme of great value in the
town of Vancouver, and in a few years it will be an
important place.
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We went on board the steamer Yosemité here ; after the
usual delay in getting our luggage, we steamed oft. for
Victoria, Vancouver Island, which is 80 miles distant. It
seems rather stupid to have called the new town, which
is the terminus of the railway, by the same name as the
island, as it must sometimes lead to confusion.

The sea was like a mirror, and therefore I was able to
enjoy the beautiful scenery. As we left the harbour, we
saw on our left the range of high mountains, known as
the Coast range, the peaks of which were still white with
snow; splendid forests stretched in every direction, and
as these were left behind, we passed numbers of prettily-
wooded islands.

Far to the south, in American territory, the peak of
Mount Baker, 13,000 feet, rears its solitary, coné-like crest
into the sky; 3,000 feet of this mountain are covered
with perpetual snow.

We arrived about sunset at Victoria, and were surprised
with the smallness of the harbour; the best harbour
on the island is at Esquimault, a few miles north of
Victoria.

July 7th, Dryad Hotel, Victoria.-Instead of house-
maids here Chinamen do the work, and de it very well too,
except that they have an awkward way of rushing into
the rooms without knocking; but as I had an* inner
room only accessible through Algernon's, this did not
affect me much. It seemed odd at first not to be able to
ask the Chinamen for what was wanted, but there was' a
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set of diminutive boys called "bellboys," who seemed
able to make them understand.

We went for a long drive, visiting the dry dock at
Esquimault, but I am persuaded that our Jehu, for some
reason of his own, kept going round and round, perhaps

by way of lengthening our pleasure and his remuneration!
The carriages are heavy lumbering landaus. I find
many are sent out from England, the inside being filled
with goods, and the wheels being also put inside. No
doubt they are unsaleable at home, and they are got rid
of in this way.

Victoria is a quiet little place, with many nice houses
standing in their own gardens. Honeysuckle grows in
the greatest profusion up the sides of the houses, and in
festoons over the verandahs. The native honeysuckle is
the red variety; -but, in Victoria, where they prefer
everything English, they have planted the sweet-smelling
English kind, which now grows most luxuriantly every-
where.

There is a cathedral here, and many churches of other
denominations. The Bishop of Victoria is at pres nt
in England. We went to see his garden, which is one of

the prettiest in the place. Mrs. Hills, the Bishop's wife,

took the greatest interest in it, but she died some months
ago. A brown retriever sat howling piteously on the
door-step of the house, and we were told that ever since
her death this poor faithful animal had thus mourned the
loss of his mistress in this way 1

There is a fine hospital at Victoria,'entirely managed
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by Roman Catholics. Another large one is now being
built for the Protestants of this place. We saw also the
house of the Roman Catholic Archbishop, who has just
been murdered.

The coal here, and in fact all down the -Pacifie coast, is
supplied from the mines -at Nanaimo. Mr. Dunsmuir,*
who now owns these mines, began life as a labouring man.
His career reads like a fairy tale :-Returning from work
one evening, he found the indications of coal. Being too
poor to develop the mine himself, he waited, and ultimately
found tWo- Englishmen ready to invest £10,000 apiece
in the enterprise. He soon bought them out, and now
possesses the whole mine, from which he has realized an
enormous fortune. He has been exceedingly generous
with his money, and is greatly respected, and is virtually
the builder and owner of the only railway in the island-
that from Victoria to Nanaimo.

Sunday, July 8th.-A glorious summer day. We went
to St. John's Church, which is no distance from the hotel,
and thoroughly appreciated the service after having been
out of reach of a church for weeks. The rector, the Rev.
J. Jenns, gave us most excellent sermons both morning
and evening,. and from him and others we received much
attention and kindness.

July 9th.-We walked up to the barracks in the
morning. Colonel Holmes and Major Peters showed us

* He has died since we were in Victoria.
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verything of interest in the place. A battery of artillery
is tationed here. I asked to see the medals some of
the en wore; they were given after the last half-breed
rebelhon, which was headed by Riel, who was afterwards
hanged-a fate he richly deserved.

At Fish Creek, where one of the principal engagements
took place, twenty out of the sixty men in this battery
were killed. The Indians-more especially the Blackfeet
and Bloods-are great warriors when they get on the
war-path, so that this rebellion would have been much
more serious if he Indians had joined the half-breeds.
It was in a great measure prevented by the cowboys,
who told the Indian that if they went on the war-path
they would shoot down their women and children. This
had the effect of keepin, them quiet. The power of the
Indians is now pretty well roken, as they have so many
intertribal quarrels that the seldom or never combine,
and without combination can do little harm to the rapidly
increasing settlers.

The Indians along the coast m ke a good living by
catching salmon in the salt water wi the spoon, and at
certain seasons they can be caught in this way in the
harbour of Esquimault, and give good spo

July llth.-Mr. T-, who arrived hier last night,
Algernon, and I started on a fishing expediti n to the
Cowichan Lake. In a useful little note-book which
Algernon treasures, we find this entry: "When i Van-
couver lsland, be sure and try Cowichan Lake for sal n."
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W líhad procured our provisions and a tent from the
udson Bay Stores hère. We left Victoria early in the

morning by train, and after two or three hours' journey
got off at a station called Duncan, after the first settler,
who came here twenty-six years ago-a nice old man,
with a pleasant wife. He had engaged Indians for us, and
done all he could to start us comfortably.

While we were packing our luggage on the waggon at
Duncan, one of the horses was much terrified when he
winded a bear. Two men could hardly hold him, and
until we started he shivered with fright. No doubt the
power of scenting danger is a great protection to animals
who would be otherwise helpless.

The bear which caused all this alarm was not very
formidable-no larger than a spaniel. An Indian had
brought him in from the woods a few weeks before, and a
funny little fellow he was, so droll in his movements.
He ran about all over the place, seeming greatly to enjoy
a game of romps with the dogs. A squaw brought a
pailful of berries to sell; some were given to him. He
was so much afraid that the dogs would take them that he
say down, encircling them with his paws, and devoured
them with the greatest haste. When he found that the
pail had gone to the kitchen, he made three sudden raids
in that direction, but each time was circumvented
by his owner. He was very mischievous, and climbed
like a cat. We saw him run up a scaffolding-pole, which
reached above the second floor of the hotel, with the
greatest ease. Black bears, of which this was one, climb
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well. They are not so savage as grizzlies, for the former
will seldom attack a man unless wounded.

We jolted along in our waggon through the most
beautiful woods I had ever seen. The great cedar-trees
towered far above us, and also magnificent specimens of
the Douglas pine and spruce. We felt glad that the
lumbermen with their relentless axes had not yet disturbed
the harmony of the place,. Here and there we saw wheré
a tree had been felled to make room for a waggon to pass
on the trail.

Our driver told us that once after a storm he had
found no less than thirty-five fallen trees across the
trail; when we see their size, we understand the labour
entailed in chopping. Of course, when the trail was
cleared after the storm, many of them were not disturbed,
but the track was carried round them.

We were told of a tree near Cowichan Lake 89 feet in
circumference, but we did not see it, and rather doubt its
existence. In the forest fires the Douglas pine does not
suffer so much as other trees, owing to the great thick-
ness of its bark. The trunks are often charred and
blackened, but'still the tree grows in great luxuriance.
In the marshes and swampy grounds of these woods is
found a great leafy plant which is called by the settlers
skunk cabbage, of which bears are extremely fond. When
they emerge from their winter sleep, they search for and
devour it greedily. When the hybernating season is over,
these animals are in good condition, but a few weeks
afterwards they become extremely thin.

v1.]
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Mountain lion, lynx, and deer of several varieties are
also found in these'woods, and in winter a great many
timber-wolves. Tree-grouse also abound; they are some-
what larger than the Scotch grouse, perch in the trees, and
if alarmed, when on the ground, run, but if in a tree, they
remain perfectly still while one approaches within a
few yards of them, evidently trusting to their colour for
concealment. On this account they are commonly known

by the name of "fool hens." In Canada there are no less
than five varieties of this beautiful bird.*

Some parts of the trail were very rough. The pole
bent like a bow as our waggon jolted down some of the

steep gulches. This looked alarming; but in the wilds
one thinks little of these things, and becomes accustomed
to al kinds of tracks and modes of transit. Often we
had to hold on tight to prevent being jerked off the

waggon over stumps and cahôts (holes).
Physical weakness and infirmities are hard to bear in

all places, but those who are delicate and unwilling to
rough it, should not attempt difficult expeditions in this
country; great energy and an utter disregard for the
comforts of life are required the moment the beaten track

is left; but for the strong, healthy, and vigorous, camping
out means rest and enjoyment; troubles seem left far
behind, while one lives from day to day in close contact
with the beauties of nature; and I cannot but feel that manýy

* 1. Cock of the Plains-Tetrao (centrocercus) urophasianus. 2.
Dusky grouse-Tetrao obscurus. 3. Sharp-tailed grouse--Tetrao
(centrocercus) Phasianellus. 4. Buf grouse-Tetrao umbellus. 5.
Pinnated grouse.
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men worn out with sedentary work in large cities would
have their nerves and bodies invigorated were they to try a
month or two of repose in these vast solitudes, instead of
remaining at their post until health is utterly destroyed.

We had been told we should find an hotel near Cowichan
Lake ; we did find a log-house, but with little in it, so
dirty and comfortless we did not care to remain there ; so
having procured the loan of a boat, as our canoes were
not to arrive until the morro: -4we put our kit into it,
and rowed to seek a camping-ground.

By this time evening was closing in, and my first
experience of camping was rather a rough one; the brush-
wood was so thick that we had to ''swamp it " out with
an axe; when this was done, the tent up, and the fire
lighted, things looked better, though to me the place
appeared weird and chililin the evening light; to Alger-
ngn it was nothing, he having spent years in the woods in
times gone by.

The sun, which had thrown a flood of golden light over
everything, now disappeared, leaving us in the ever-
increasing darkness to make the best arrangements we
could for the night.

My advice to campers-out is, to be 'prepared for every
inconvenience, for, however complete are the arrangements,
generally something is forgotten; make the best of it,
feeling it is but a shifting scene in the great drama of life,
and though this camping-ground is damp, and overgrown
with bwsh, and there is an ominous and disturbîng buzzing
of insects, to-morrow's.camp may be dry and delightful.

V1.]
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The first misfortune happened to a large glass bottle of
home-made raspberry jam, which the good woman at the
hotel at Duncan, had allowed us to buy, after seeing it
made. This slipped from my hands whilst I was getting
out of the boat, and the bottle broke in a thousand pieces.
Owing to the scarcity of fruit and vegetables, jam becomes
a necessity when camping out. More misfortunes! On
unpacking we found that towels and flour, which the
people at Hudson Bay Stores -at Victoria had promiaed
to put in, were missing! A real disaster!

Supper was cheering after our long day ; a boiling kettle
has a world of music in its hum, and to its melody we
listened until it boiled. Our tea was excellent, and when
one sees how easy it is to have really good tea, it is
annoying to think how many people give it in an un-
drinkable form to their dearest friends-or otherwise-
at five o'clock, who may chance to come in late, more hot
water being the unfailing remedy ; or else, what is quite as
bad if not worse, a liquid is offered which tastes like
essence of senna, because the hot water is not forthcoming.

I dozed off on my rough bed, thinking of the words of
the song, "My lodging is on the cold ground." Being
unaccustomed to sleep in a tent, I found myself listening
to every sound; and I dreamt of grizzlies, the dreams of
bears turning into the odour of fine bacon, and awoke to
find it daylight, and the men preparing breakfast by the
camp fire. We repacked our poyisions, leaving them to

be picked up on our return, and rowed back to the hotel.
Three uninviting-looking towels were al the proprietor
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could spare. Judging by his and his sons' appearance,
I should say they were a toilet article seldom used by
themselves.

A bar-room, in the corier of which lay unopened cases
of provisions, soon attrdcted our attention, and by diving
into numerous boxes, soon found flour and other things
we wanted ; and ving made out our own bill on a piece
of cardboard, the Doctor said he would tell us what we
owed on our return; this, I may add, he did not fail to do,
and of course charged exorbitantly; but remembering
Sir John Falstaff's reflection that " young men must live,"
we were glad to get his things at any price, as without
them we should have been unable to proceed.

The Doctor's son told me his tale of woe; how he hated
the place and the life, that they had nothing but dis-
comforts of every kind to contend with, that they used to
live at Ealing where all was happiness, in a comfortable
home, and of how his father had come here with the idea
of making money. Not until we all became merry while
unpacking their boxes of provisions did we lure a smile
into his unhappy face.

The few unwary travellers, who, seeing tempting
notices of the "Cowichan Hotel "-" a Paradise for

Sportsmei come from Victoria, and finding no accom-
modation, and nothing but discomfort, leave as soon as
they cau, sadder and wiser men, one night generallybeing
more than sufficient experience of the sort of paradise it
proves to be.

cG2
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CHAPTER VII.

'CowIcHN LAKE-OUR HAwATI INDIANS-DOWN

THE RAPIDS.

"In the valley by the river,
In the bosom of the Forest;
Aud the forest's life was in it,
All its mystery and its magic,
Al the lightness of the birch-tree,
All the toughness of the cedar,
All the larch's supple sinews;
And it floated on the river
Like a yellow leaf in autumn."-Longfellow.

OUR Indians came in their dug-out canoes a long way
up-stream to join us here. A slow and tedious journey,
owing to the many "'portages "* on the river. We were
delighted, while waiting, to see them arrive; after an
hour's rest they were ready to start again. Two
Indians paddled in each canoe, and there was plenty
of 'room for al our things, when the arrangements were
completed. Only two of them spoke English, and of that
only a few words.

* "Portages," places where the canoe has to be carried.
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Al of them, however, chatter Chinook, a sort of jargon

originally used in trading with the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany. Most Indians on the Pacific side of the Selkirk
Mountains speak this jargon -(of which there are only
three hundred words) as well as their own language.

Our four men were of the Hawati tribe, most excellent
boatmen, but three. out of the four were singularly ugly
and flatfaced; "Sam," the tallest IPdian, was the inter-
preter of the party. At the stern of Sam's canoe sat
" Chuckumlilac; " unlike the others, he had the eagle
nose so typical of the Red Indian; his straight black hair
was cut square on his neck. They were all dressed in
red shirts and blue overails, with brightly-coloured
pocket-handkerchiefs tied round their heads, this arrange-
ment being partly to protect the head from the sun, and
partly to keep their hair out of their eyes. In the other
canoe were George Haltin and "Jim," the former the best
huhter in the district; last fall no less than 100 deer
fell to his rifle. A funny-looking little man he was, with
an enormous head; he preferred going barefooted, and
crept about like a snake so quietly and silently. H1e
carried his Winchester rifle; as we paddled along I asked
him which he preferred, his rifle or his squaw, and judging
from the way he hugged the weapon when the question
was interpreted to him, I fear the poor squaw was not in
it. Jim, the last of the four Indians, sat at the stern of
Algernon's canoe, and was also a good hunter.

They were very active men, and, if short of provisions,
could paddle all day on little food. Exercise seemed
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second nature to them, but when this was over, their only
idea seemed to be eating or sleeping. We amused our-
selves fishing as we paddled along up the lake, and called at
our old camp, for the things we had left behind in the
morning; towards evening we camped in quite a charm-
ing spot, I should think twelve miles from the starting-
place. Our tent was pitched on the borders of a shingle
beach; close by was a running stream wending>its way
through alder-trees; behind us were thickly-wooded
forests, and as we walked into the great woods, which
stretched away miles from the shores of the lake, we
were struck by the wonderful beaaty of the scene.
Fallen timber obstructed our way and had to be elimbed
over every few yards; the varieties of many-hued maples,
spruce, and cedar 1bleiding as they did with the richly-
coloured mosses and lichens which hung in great festoons
on every side, were to me new and strange, and the flash
of some humming-birds and bright butterflies, as they
flitted - quickly by, disturbed by our presence, gave
animation to the scene.

We enjoyed our supper of freshly-caught trout; the
Indians broiled them for us, and Algernon's bread made
in the frying-pan was also most successful; these things
we supplemented with bacon, baked potatoes, some fresh
butter (brought from Victoria) and a plentiful supply of
tea, which one drinks at all times here without any bad
effects. Hunger is after all the best sauce, and -cooking
to us being a novelty, we were much pleased with our
small feats in that line.



The shingle beach made rather'a hard bed ! gravel and
pebbles cannot be like a spring-mattress, consequently
my bones ached for a little time after getting up, but it
was dry, which our beds of the previous night certainly
were not. Sleeping in the open air is very different from
repose in a comfortable bed in a house, but has this
advantage that one always awakes cheerful and refres'hed;
and even the sluggard, were he here, would not care to
linger with daylight and sunshine round him everywhere.
Algernon and his hunter departed early with their rifles,
and not long after returned with a deer. The Indian's mode
of carrying it was strange; after skinning the animal, he
put all the good meat and haunches into the skin, of
which he made a sack, and thus carried it back to camp.

With two of the Indians, I went filshing; here the fly
seemed useless. First of all I tried a large, then a smal
one, and after that a Scotch burn trout fly, but all with no
success. In the middle of the lake we saw two Indians
fishing, and feeling instinctively that they would know
best what to use in their own water, I signed to ~our men
to join them, and we found at the bottom of their canoe
about twenty-four beautiful trout and charr (Salmo salve-
linas), varying in size from about two to six pounds each.
The owners of the boat were a man and his squaw, who
lived at the foot of the lake. The squaw showed me their
spoils with evident pleasure. After looking at me as if
I were a curiosity from the British Museum, she devoted
her attention to our flies, which she regarded most con-

temptuously. They then showed us a spoon with which

CA MPIÑG 0OUT.
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they wére trolling, and baited us a hook with a piece of
silvery-looking trout.

Our luck from this time began to change, and we soon
had a plentiful supply of beautiful fish for our supper,
and some of these, I have every reason to believe, were
charr, for they were singularly rich in colour, seven rows
of gold and yellow spots on either side, the back similar
in tint to a mackerel, the under part being silvery white,
with a beautiful pink stripe down both sides, the lower
fins bright scarlet, the head small, the tail and back fins
mottled like tortoise-shell, and the flesh of a rich coral
colour.*

Trolling is not the same pleasure as fly-fishing; there
is no skill required in drawing 'in hand over hand on a
strong line a three or six pound trout ; but we, being
hungry, were glad to get them. For when neither butcher
nor fishmonger are near, the question of how to fill the

pot becomes a most interesting one.
The Indians were of course delighted with the venison,

and to-night's supper of venison steaks and broiled trout
was a pleasant change. The Indians generally cook their
meat and fish in the way I have already described, on
sticks before the fire. These Indians also fried venison
steaks in oil, adding Worcester sauce after taking them

* The two species of trout-yellow trout (Salmofario) and the great
lake trout (Salmo ferox)-can always be distinguise'd from charrs by
the characteristic of having two complete rows of teeth in the vomer
or central bone in the roof of the mouth, whilst in charrs the vomer
has only a few teeth, and those in the most forward part.-H.
Cholmondeley Pennell.

ILjl
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off the fire, the result being equal to any chefs method.

IHow they eat! One Indian can consume more meat than
four white men, often 10 or 12 lbs, at a sitting! The

Hudson Bay allowance of pemmican for an Indian boy
used to be 6 lbs. per day.

We saw a richly-coloured snake gliding about among
the stones while we were waiting for supper, but he got
into a hole before we could kil him.

July 14t.-An early start. Breakfasted 5 A.m. To-
day caught twenty-seven trout, the largest 6 lbs.

The lake scenery was very beautiful, reminding me of
Scotland; but the mountain sides here are more densely
wooded, being covered with enormous timber.

We camped at the head of the lake under huge cedar-
trees, the most beautiful camping-ground imaginable.
Much .fallen timber and drift-wood lay about here; the
latter proved useful for the camp fires.

The timber by which we were surrounded would be of
immense value if in an accessible place; but the fallen
trees lie here until they become covered with masses of
ferns and lichens. These mosses and lichens are of ,the
richest colours and rarest beauty.

Some day doubtless saw-mills, railways, and steamboats
will change this lovely scene, but fortunately for the
present, nature remains undisturbed.

Our Indians sleep in the open air, and have their own
camp fire, round which they talk in low musical voices for
hours, while they whittle out new paddles for their canoes.
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July 18th.-Four'days have passed in this delightful
paradise; regretfully we must leave it. A glorious haze
hung over everything in the sunlight of early morning;
by 6 A.M. the canoes were packed, and we quitted this
lovely retreat. The heat was overpowering- as the hours
wore on, and though it was a day of days for painting,
the reflections in the water being so wonderfully clear
and beautiful, still lying back in he canoe and doing
nothing seemed pleasanter, while the ceaseless stro]gtof the
-paddles, and the varied and melancholy cries of the loons
(the great northern diver), of which there were many in
this lake, were the only sounds which broke the stillness.

In this way we paddled along; and when we landed,
more than half way down the lake, it was afternoon.
Our Indians gathered berries-we found, vild raspberries
on bushes -12:to 16 feet high. iResting in the shade was
pleasant, and having arranged my blanket on a mossy
bank under my weary head, I fell asleep, and at length
awoke to find our Indians ready to start again, so we all
took our places, and off we went.

They paddled and we killed time by trolling as we went
along; part of the time I fished witli'a spoon on a trout
rod, and landed ýa 4-1b. trout after excellent play, which
amusement the Indians failed to appreciate, their onlyidea being to kill. We camped when it was getting dark.
Our Indians were very, sulky, and we had, to do every-thing for ourselves. They are often difficult to deal with
taking offence for no apparent reason; the only thing to
be done was to leave them alone to recover their tempers.
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An early start arranged for to-niorrow.
I bathed in the lake most days while the men were

preparing breakfast, it was so refreshing, and the water
not in the least cold, and one day heard a whirr over my
head, but could not see anything for a moment, and then
descried two tiny humming-birds hovering above me.
They looked like large bright-coloured butterflies at a
little distance.

One of the Indians brought us a huge dragon..fly, but
just as we were about to transfix him with a pin he
fortunately for himself took flight.

Juld 19th.-Indifferent fishing as we paddled along
to-day. We called at a raft on which, in a wooden
"shack," * lived a young Englishman named Maitland,
where we left a fine trout in return for one he had given
us on our way up. He, like many others, hlad bought a
block of land, and was waiting for times to improve, a
common way of trying to make money out here.

We stopped at the foot of the lake, at the hotel, which
looked as uninviting as ever, and again saw the melan-
choly son of the house, and gave him a 6-lb. trout i
hope of cheering him; and having paid our bill for
provisios, we said good-bye to the Cowichan Lake and
entered the river. Our Indians had another fit of the
sulks when Algernon refused to treat them to whisky at
the hotel bar, as we were now going to run a series of
rapids.

* Rough board hut.
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One of the laws of the country most strictly enforced
is that against giving Indians spirits in any form, and the
fine for the infraction is $50. In spite of this law, people
do give it them occasionally, and Indians have been
known themselves to inform against the man who has
stood treat. Spirits almost always affect them in the
same way; for the time they become perfectly mad, and
moderation is unknown among them. After our return
we heard that " Chuckumlilac," the Indian who sat in the
bow of my canoe, had killed his brother with a blow from
bis paddle after one of these drinking-revels; so we felt
thankful we had not encouraged them at a time when all
their powers of quickness and daring were absolutely
necessary for our safety.

On we went, faster and faster. One moment the Indian
in the bow used his paddle, the next he seized his pole,
and, with the most marvellous quickness and dexterity,
eluded many dangers from rocks and logs which, had we
touihe-d themi attii hpao the canoe was going, would have
upset us all -into the tumultuous stream. By inserting
his pole in the bank or on some projecting point of rock,
the canoe was made to swing round, and in this way we
avoided many obstructions which threatened our frail
craft.

The delights of the journey-how can one recall them
all? The flowing river was a bright green colour, and,
though very deep, we could see stones lying at the bottom
of some of the quiet pools, and occasionally some frightened
trout darted away as the canoe passed. When we came
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to white foam and rough water, we knew we- were nearing
a rapid, and I 'sat very still, wondering how we should
pass through. The little, lithe Indian seated in the bow,
Chuckumlilac, chose his course at a glance. I shall always
see him' as he appeared to-day; lis brown, walnut-
coloured skin, his black~haiir, cut' squarely round his neck,
his thin wrinkled face, and his sharp, eagle eyes; round
his head was tied a coloured handkerchief, and the rest, of
his dress was in harmonious tints of blue and red; in
his belt hung a large knife. With what grace and ease
he moved!

Sam, the other Indian, who paddled in the stern of the
canoe, we could not induce to be cheerful; he did not like
the white men. Several times he had complained that
they had been hard to the Indians, and doubtless he had
cause for doing so. As the country gets settled up, the
Indians are losing their hunting-grounds, and the more
discerning of their race see that they are being crowded
out by the white man, though the Indians both round
Victoria and the coast are such good workers that they
are still pretty well holding their own. ' There is a pride
and dignity in the people one cannot help admiring. We
heard both of their dirt and dishonesty, but had to
complain of neither. Several times when I dropped or
mislaid things in camp, they were returned to me, and the
men took the greatest trouble in searching for anything
that had been lost.

To return to my Indians. The two canoes kept
together whilst running down the river, Algernon's leading

b A 4
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the way. The ease with which the Indians steered
through the rapids was wonderful. Rocky channels,
narrow enough already, were often made still narrower by
fallen timber, in many cases this left only room for the
canoe to pass; in others the axe had to le used to clear a

way. When there was a sharp bend in the river; and not
room to swing the canoe with the paddle or pole, the
Indian in the stern jumped out on to a log or rock, and
with a line from the stern swung her into the best channel,
and jumped in just as she fled down the rapid.

The risks of a trip on a river full of rapids are con-
siderable. One mistake in a bad place with pole or
paddle either upsets or smashes the canoe, and then the
chances are against a safe landing. When we reached
the first falls which were too high to run in the canoes,

we jumped out into the shoal water, and wading from
rock to rock with our "kit," got to the bank, and there
clambered along as best we could to the foot of the falls.
The canoes were half-carried, half-floated to a point from
which they could be lowered by ropes over the fall, which
done, our canoe was then reloaded, and we were off again.

I was glad that my tweed petticoat reached only to my
knees, and with long boots, a flannel shirt, and Norfolk
jacket-I uld jump from rock to rock in a way that
sprprised e n myself. Al the men were occupied with
tbe baggage and canoes, so it was fortunate I could get
about without help. Only twice, when the portages were
through rather deep water, Algernon carried me over.

In Canada and New Brunswick, where Algernon has
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principally hunted, the canoes used were -generally birch-
bark; here they are all-ug- uts,.generally of cedar ; they
are made on 'a beutiful model for the work they have
to do, and are very light, the wood being only' half an
inch in thicknessî

Sometimes, -as we got into heavy rapids, it seemed
impossible that they would allow themselves to be guided,
but as we glided through the water at about ten miles an
hour, sometimes rushing past a large rock, at others within
a few inches of a sweeper, as they call the trees which
hang across the river just clear of the water, we saw how
skilfully the Indians steered, and felt when each danger
was passed the same sort of excitement as when clearing
a big fence with hounds. The banks of the river were
lovely, green with inaidenhair ferns and mosses, whilst
high on both sides towered big trees.

The day's work being over, we camped on a bank, and
amused ourselves fishing for an hour or two before supper,
îand were able with the fly to catch a few nice trout; and
after a good suppéi were lueUèdto sleep by the murmur of
running waters.

Wonderful is the rest to -body and mind in this kind of
wild life. I marvel no more that weary and disappointed
men go into the woods to find oblivion.

"No tears,
Dim the sweet look which Nature wears."

There is often solace in the sight of -God's grand and
glorious works, and care is dwarfed, for human plans
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appear insignificant indeed, compared with the great
designs of creation.

The camp was roused at 3.30 A.M., and after a hasty
meal of biscuits and tea, we paddled downlhe remainder of
the Cowichan ]River; heavy dew and mist hung over every-
thing when we started, but after an hour or two the day
cleared and was bright. One of the Indians shot a deer from
the canoe, but we could not find it in the " chapperal."*

We shot a good many rapids this morning, but none so
rough as those higher up the river. On reaching Duncan,
we were greeted by several squaws, who seemed to have
much news to tell our boatmen. We ourselves were glad
to hurry off to the nice little inn, which goes by the name
of the Guamachen Hotel, where we enjoyed breakfast
which we had not been obliged to cook for ourselves.

We then called on Duncan and his wife-nice Scotch
people who were the first settlers here, and after whom
the village takes its name. They have a farm and
orchard, and seemed getting on well. With his assistance
we settled up- with the Indians, and left for Victoria by
the only train which passes this place daily from Nanaimo.

It is very difficult to keep one's clothes tidy in camp,

as perpetually the fire "wants fixing up," or the kettle
boils over, or perhaps one sees the frying-pan sliding
quietly into the fire; then, clean or dirty, one must go to
the rescue. I found the best way to avoid having to wash
my hañds perpetually was to wear a long pair of dogskin
gloves, and to keep them on most of the day.

* The bush.
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CHAPTER VIII,

VICTORIA-PORTLAND-NOTES ABOUT ALASKA.

"The brotherhood not of equality, nor of hkeness, but of giving and
receiving; the souls that are unlike, and the nations that are unlike,
each receiving something from and of the others' glory."-Ruskin.

Victoria, August 20th.-Played tennis in Sir Matthew

Begbie's garden. He was absent, but we went there with
the clergyman's daughters. The iron church of which

their father is rector was erected by Lady Burdett Coutts.
There was great excitement about an Indian rising on

the Skena river. The battery of artillery quartered at
Victoria left for the Skena the day before we arrived.

All the trouble was caused by stupid interference on the
the part of the police. An Indian dispute had been
.settled by the offender being shot-justly according to
their views. The police tried to arrest the chief who had
done this, and, failing to do so, shot him dead. Al the
neighbouring Indians rose, and the few white men were
surrounded in a fort near Hazelton. In Vancouver Island

the Indians have not received the same fair treatment as
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in the North-West Territory; reserves have been taken
from them, and others they do not like substituted ; this
they deeply resent.

We found it would cost us $60 each to make a journey
to San Francisco. We thought and spoke of taking
another trip to the north end of this island, to a place
called Comox, but the cuiator of the museum, a good
sportsman, told Algernon it was too early in the season
to kill mountain goats; so we decided to go to San
Francisco via Tacoma, and took berths on the steamer
which sails on Monday.

We visited the Chinese quarters of the city, which we
found very interesting; there were many excellent shops
where oriental goods of all sorts were sold. Wet found
the Chinese extremely civil and obliging. I bought a pair
of large earthenware dragons, which we sent home round
Cape Horn,in one of the Hudson's Bay Company's steamers.

Afterwards we spent a quarter of an tour in a Chinese
druggist's shop-all the medicines were dispensed in a
dry state, and we were told were infused by the buyers
according to the prescription which the chemist wrote
outside each packet.

A duty of $50 is imposed on al Chinamen landing in
this country; this appears hard, as they do most of the
labour here. In the old days some people tried import-
ing servants from England, but this did not answer, they
generally married directly, and wewere told of an amusing
instance. A gentleman had engaged three maid-servants,
but the vessel in which they sailed from England stopped



at San Francisco en route; they al married there,
whilst the unfortunate man who had hoped to have the
comfort of English servants, had their journeys to pay
for, though he never even saw them.

The opening of the Canadian Pacifie Railway has made
VancouverIsland much more accessible. Many people
here remember when it took six weeks to reach it from
England, now the journey can be accomplished in fourteen

days.
After dining with friends, we rowed up an inlet at the

entrance to a river inside the harbour called " the gorge,"
which looks like an ornamental lake. There were many
pleasure-boats filled with liappy-looking people enjoying
the lovely evening, and in the harbour we saw steamers
preparing to sail for all parts of the world, and I almost
wished we were going in one of them to the Sandwich
Islands, to China or Japan.

The Princess Louise and the Marquis of Lorne were
at Victoria for three months when he was Governor-
General of Canada, and they were most popular with all
classes. An amusing anecdote is told about the Princess.
Soon after her arrival she went into a shop and bought a
small toy. Having forgotten her purse, she said, "Wili
you trust me?" The man Iooked at her, and said, "Yes;
I guess you are good for half a dollar." On finding out
afterwards that it was the Princess to whom he had spokeu
in this way, he was so mortified he said he would have
given everything in bis ""Cstore " not to have done it.

After a busy evening, packing, by 11 P.M. we were on
l
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the Tacoma boat, on our way to San Francisco. The
steamer did not leave the harbour until 4 A.M., so we had
a good sleep on board; but when she began to move the
vibration was very great. The old story-powerful
engines and a very light hull

We had a capital cabin, with a private door opening to
the deck. The ship was built like an American river-
boat, with two tieirs of cabins and old-fashioned beam-
engines ; food vile, though plentiful. The route was down
the Puget Sound. The scenery was rather disappointing,
the only fine sight being Mount Ranier, or Tacoma, as it is
now called, forty miles off and 14,600 feet high, a solitary
snow-covered peak, rising into the blue sky. We called at
Port Townshend, and afterwards at Seattle. The steamer
rémained here three hours, and we amused ourselves by
walking through the town-a very primitive place, only
two or three streets being fiished, the rest of the blocks
unoccupied.*

More money is made and lost in Canada and the
States by gambling in town lots in new cities than in
almost any- other way. This place seems no exception,
and we were told that there was a " boom" on here, which
means that the prices of land were rising to some absurdly
high figure.

On our arrival at Tacoma we found quite a large town,
wbere four years ago stood a pine forest. They have
called their city after the mountain. The steamers start
from this place for Alaska; the Oregon and Californian

* Since we returned home the place has been destroyed by fire.
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Railway runs also from here in connection with the

Northern Pacifie Railway. The hotel is finely situated,
standing on a high cliff overlooking the valley and

mountain beyond; at high tide the sea covers the low

ground, making it look like an immense lake; for weeks

at a time the mountain is invisible, being enveloped in

clouds, but we were fortunate in seeing it.
We observed during dinner something which appeared

to us unusual. Two small children (Americans), a girl

and boy, the latter certainly not more than five years old,

and the girl perhaps a little older, came in at 8.30, sat

down at a table near us, and ordered their dinner, even

looking over the "wine carte " which was handed to them.

Fortunately they drank milk, but they ate a most un-

wholesome dinner, of which lobster and large ice creams

were two of the component parts. The menu card must

have puzzled them as one of the dishes was " Tête de veau

en torture." I thought more likely it would be the little

boy who would thus suffer. When they finished we

asked the small person if he had enjoyed his dinner; he

crossed his arms behind his back, surveyed us leisurely,

and merely said, " You bet."

A large cinnamon bear belongs to the hotel ; he

seems well looked after, and appears good-tempered, and
devoted to his keeper. We were amused to see this huge
creature playing with a broom as if he were a kitten.

July 25th.-We left Tacoma for San Francisco. We

had some difficulty in getting to the station, owing to the
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want of cariages, and had to drive with some odious
people who took the best places, and were both rude and
disagreeable.

The journey to Portland was not very interesting; the
Columbia river is crossed near here by a large steam
ferry, which takes two trains over at a time. It is a very
fine river, and al Canadians say here should have been the
boundary of Canada, as it forms a natural frontier; but
the boundaries were settled chiefly in England, where
great ignorance then existed as to the geography of the
country, and the Viceroy of that time seems to have been
equally mistaken in allowing such a boundary as the
present one to have been decided on. The story goes
that some adviser of the Viceroy's, more sportsman than
patriot, said, "Let the Columbia go. What is the good
of a river where the salmon won't take a fly." During
the run of fish, many thousand salmon are canned
daily.*

Some of the small islands off the coast of Vancouver are
half American and half Canadian. Portland itself is on
the William'ette river, and from Robinson's Hill, which is
in the upper part of the town, we had a magnificent view
of the Columbia and Williamette rivers, and of the Great
Cascade range with ail its glittering peaks, and on the

* "Until the last three years the canning industry of the Columbia
showed a steady increase; in 1883 the total pack was not less than
629,400 cases, valued at $3,147,000: each of the last four seasons has,
however, shown a marked falling off, the entire export since 1866,
exclusive of the salt pack in barrels and of the large local consumption,
amounts to 371,116,000 ibs., or about 25,000,000 fish."



extreme right, 78 miles distant, the snowy crown of Mount
Jefferson. Across the river, 50 miles off, rose Mount Hood,

one of the most beautiful mountains on the coast; to the

north-east stood out the crests of Mount Adams and Mount
St. Helen's, and in the same direction on a very clear day

might be descried the great Tacoma, the monarch of the
range; all these five peaks were white with snow.

We had a series of mishaps on reaching Portland; tired

of the bad food on the cars, we decided to wait until we

arrived there. We were desperately hungry, and on

inquiring for the Oregon and California iRailway Station

and a restaurant, were told by a crowd of greedy éabmen

"both a long way off." HIiring a carriage, we were driven

50 yards to the restaurant. There we found an excellent

menu and wretched food. Starting again, our driver took

us a couple of hundred yards, and again stopped, this time

to convey us over the ferry; his charge so far was $2, and

he wanted another to cross the ferry; but having been

sufficiently swindled, we removed our baggage, and

dismissed him, the station being on the other side. Thus

sometimes fares the globe-trotter!

Money is certainly the god worshipped "'Cout West." It

was constantly the topic of conversation among our fellow-

travellers, until we were weary of hearing about these

" corner lots " and "booming cities;" the pursuit of

wealth is not so apparent in England, though many are

hasting to be rich in our country also. Here it seemed to

me so many had no time for anything else. The haste and

unrest, whether in making a fortune, taking a journey, or
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.ng food, surprised me, and I could not help often
myself, why all this needless hurry ? Happily

" There are in this loud stunning tide
Of human care and crime,

With whom the melodies abide
Of the everlasting chime ;

Who carry music in their heart
Through dqsty lane and wrangling mart,
Plying their daily task with busier feet,
Because their secret souls a holy strain repeat;"

is were not so to 'counteract the materialism of
d, how would it be ?

6th.-Travelling in heated cars made me wish we
Il camping out in the cool green woods. We
Iount Shasta, 14,440 feet high, and after leaving
nic regions of gloomy-looking rocks which lie for
les round it, we found ourselves running down
s zigzags in the mountains, with uncomfortably
ns at the corners, and diving still further down
ey we arrived in the Cañlon of the Sacramento.
g the river brought us at last into the fertile
of the Sacramento valley, where prosperous farms,
aden orchards, corn-flelds ripe with golden grain,
zed peasants, made a happy and abundant land-
There was an air about these people which

me of Spain, the picturesque grouping and
which Phillips painted so well; no doubt many
could tell of Spanish ancestry, and many of them
Spanish names.

tm '-ý , l'e,
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The "Buffet " arrangements on'this railway were very
inferior to the Canadian Pacifie Railway. This is a matter

of consideration when one travels three days in succession.

At some of the places where we ,topped to dine, the

food was uneatable, the tables nearly covered with small

dishes containing many things, but nothing good, and the

masses of black flies everywhere were not appetising.

After all, there are many worse things than the slices of

beef or mutton with which we so often find fault in our

refreshment-rooms at home.

The train ran over a skunk in the night. I was awakened

in my berth by a stifling sensation, as were all the other

passengers, and it was quite twenty minutes before the

terrible odour died away.

We travelled with some pleasant Americans, who were

returning from a visit to Alaska. They told us of the

delights of a journey there, and from what they said, we

regretted that we were unable to go; they said that with

the exception of two places in the Sound, they were in
calm water the whole time.

-A trip to Alaska takes nearly three weeks; and from,

Victoria to Sitka and back again, with everything sup-
plied except wine, thefare is $95 each.

It 'is pleasant to hear impressions about new places

from people who have visited them; the guide-books are
so inaccurate, that very little reliance can be placed on
their descriptions.

The principal sights of Alaska are Mount St. Elias, the
highest mountain in North America (19,600 feet high);
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as yet no party has succeeded in reaching the summit,

although several attempts have been made. We heard
that the whole distance from base to summit has to be
climbed on ice and snow; the "Muir" glacier, the
largest in the world, is also seen there, the toe of which
measures more than one mile across.

The State of Alaska was purchased by the United
States Government from Russia in 1867, for $7,200,000;
the value of the seal fishery alone pays the Government
44 per cent. on the outlay. It is a pity it is not English
territory, as it lies across the northern boundary of
Canada, and abounds in rich mines. "Alaska" is a
corruption of Al-ay-ek-sa, the name given by the natives
to the mainland, signifying great country. It contains
nearly 600,000 square miles of territory; Sitka, the old
capital of the Russian possessions in America, was the
religious, commercial, political and educational centre;
with the change of government, came a new people into
the country, and the majority of Russians left, their
places being taken by Americans.

At Sitka, there is a fine Greek church with silver gates,
built by the Russians.

The white settlers have not set the example they ought
to have done to the Indians, hence the saying which has
passed into a proverb at Sitka, "I It takes twenty years to
make an Indian into a Boston man, but only six months
to make a Boston man into an Indian."

White men buy the Indian girls from their mothers at
ages varying from ten to twenty years, for from $50 to
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$75. The Indian women believe themselves honourably
married, and make good wives, but, alas! the men do not
hold the same views, and often leave them.

The population consists of 17,617 Esquimaux; 2,145
Aleuts; 1,756 Creoles; 5,000 Tinnehs; 6,437 Thleigets;
788 Hydahs, and 500 whites; making a total of 38,843.

The Metlahkatlah, known as Duncan's mission, is one
of the most successful in the far north. For reasons
which take too long to explain here, but are never-
theless much to be regretted, Mr. Duncan removed into
United States territory from British Columbia, taking
with him 1,000 Indians, about the most civilised and the
finest of their race on British soil.

viii.] .D UNCAN'S MISSION
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CHAPTER IX.

SAN FRANcisco AND CHINA-TOWN.-THE CHINESE
QUESTION.

"The strongest recollections seem to be,
Like latent music, in the commonest things;

We put our hand upon them passing by,
And rudely touch the unsuspected strings."

Cliford Harrison.

Occidental Hotel, San Francisco, July 28th.-We came

here late last night, preferring this to the "Palace
Hotel," where one is known only by a number ! Many
people go there only to say that they have stayed in
the~1àrgest hotel in the world.

This morning, after breakfast, we mounted one of the
Cable Cars at the corner of the street near this hotel, and
went a distance of four miles, going up steep ascents most
part of the way, until the gardens of the Golden Gate
Park were reached; there we changed into a train, which
was furnished with open cars; it took us over a sandy-
looking desert to the ClifflHouse, one of the sights of San
Francisco.

tÀ
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The Cable Cars amused me, this being the first time I
had seen them; it looked quite startling to feel them
moving along without steam or horses, propelled by an
underground cable, and they go either up or down hill
with equal ease. Carriages are seldom seen in San
Francisco, owing to the number of street cars that
always block the principal thoroughfares, and people living
in the country who have carriages, rarely bring them into
the town.

When we got near the Cliff House we had some won-
derful views of the blue sea, and the great waves breaking
ail along the coast were beautiful and grand ; and yet there
are many persons " Out West " who have never seen the
sea. I met a woman of fifty on our journey from Victoria,
B.C., who told me she had never seen either the sea or a
mountain until a few weeks before, having spent ail her
life on the prairie. "But," she added, "my man has now
made his pile, and we are having a look around." I asked
her which impressed her most. She said simply, "Oh, the
ocean ! the longer I gaze the more I love it, until I feel I
can never leave it."

We soon came in sight of the three large rocks, where
the sea-lions have their home, and we looked at them for
some time through telescopes and glasses ; the rocks on
which they live are about half a mile from the shore. No
one is allowed to molest them ; there are supposed to be
about 500 of them, some are enormous, measuring 16 to
18 feet in length, and they are very savage if disturbed.
Some of the old males are much scarred from fighting, and
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it was curious to observe their slow and awkward move-
ments, as they pulled themselves up and off the slippery
rocks. On the Sutro heights, above the Cliff House, are
charming gardens, laid out by Mr. Sutro; they are open
to the public, and show what can be done by irrigation
on this sandy soil; for there the desert is transformed as
if by magic, -and all kinds of beautiful flowers grow in
the greatest luxuriance. I asked one of the gardeners, a
German, the name of a plant which much pleased me;
there were beds of it with flowers of ail colours, growing
creeper-like on the ground, the bloom somewhàt resembling
a wild rose. The gardener gave me a ifrge parcel of
cuttings, they were portulaccas; he also gave me cuttings
of esemrryanthemum cordifolium, which are pretty for

edging beds. J packed and sent them to my gardener
in England, but they did not carry. Both these plants
can be grown from seed, and thrive weil in this
country.

The climate here is perfect: in winter no colder than at
this time of year; indeed, residents consider the month of
August the coldest in San Francisco, because of the trade-
winds, wbich, however, did not annoy us, though they
generaily blew from two to six o'clock in the afternoon.
We heard by our English letters much about the cold and
wet summer at home, but with us it has been perpetual
sunshine, two wet days at Quebec and one on the
prairie being our record for three months.

An American lady, speaking about Matthew Arnold's

article on 'Civilization in America,' remarked that, though
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severe, it was on the whole true, except when h'e said

that ail clildren read Roe's novels instead of those of

Sir Walter Scott. "There he is wrong," she remarked.

"In the East they had hardly heard of G. P. Roe ; on this

side he was certainly better known." She also added, "If
Matthew Arnold thought so little of our civilization, why

did he not show us a better example ? He did not even

wear evening clothes at the largest parties he attended

in America, which rather annoyed people. As a writer

he is admired, but his article was very hard on us as a

nation."

The impression a stranger receives is that Carlyle and

Emerson are adored, especially the latter, and that

Ingersol holds no place among the learned. His articles

have been refuted by several, and most ably answered in

a small book, which has reached its eighth edition, and is

entitled, ' Notes on Ingersol,' by the iRev. L. A. Lambart,

a Catholic priest.

We wandered al through China-Town. Several guides

offered to take charge of us, but we preferred seeing what

we could by ourselves. If it were not for the ordinary style

of building the houses, we could fancy ourselves in Pekin

or Canton. There is a population of over 40,000 Chinese in

San Francisco. They all live in the quarter called " China-

Town," apart from every one else, pursuing mostly their

own work and trades. We saw Chinese hurrying in every

direction, for the Celestial is always busy, and therefore

in haste. We passed-many stores containing goods of al

kinds, and by looking through the doorway we saw how

1x.]
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the people were employed. In one shop there were boot-
makers at work; in another sewing machines were busy.
The Chinese excel in al kinds of labour, and are so frugal

that they càn undersell the Americans even in cheap
tailoring. But here the sweating system is also in vogue,

and it is the middleman who is making a profit. A pair
of blue overalls (an article of clothing worn by almost
every workman) is made by the men employed in these
tailors' shops for a quarter-dollar, or one shilling of our
money. We passed many provision-shops, and very
unpalatable the food looked; thin pieces of meat, dried
ducks, bundles of sausages, and stale pork being the

principal things we noticed. There were baskets of
vegetables of al kinds in front of the windows of these
shops, and these seemed to find a ready sale.

Then, through a narrow door far under the level of an
ordinary cellar, we saw the barber at work in his shop.
The front part of a China;na-n's head is kept shaved; the

back is arranged into a pigtail. Where nature has not
been bountiful, and I doubt if she is ever sufficiently so-
it makes no difference, as all appear to have black silk

) plaited in with théir hair to make the pigtail longer; it
usually reaches down the back as far as the knees. In
China it is thought disrespectful to roll it round one's head,
but in this country the Chinese servants do it in order
to get the pigtails out of the way. When the Chinaman's
forehead is shaved and his pigtail arranged, he is by
no means out of the hands of the barber, for the inside
of his ears have also to be shaved. We saw this being
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done, and rather a disagreeable process it seemed; but

I suppose the Celestial must suffer with the rest of the

world pour être beau.

We found al the Chinese civil and obliging. Before

entering their Joss-houses, as they call their places of

worship, their shops, or restaurants, we asked permission

to do so, which was readily granted. Among the anti-

Chinese party the custom is to treat the Celestials as

.rudely as possible. We did not wish to do this, nor did

the Americans who accompanied us. We went into the

shop of a goldsmith, who was beating out gold rings,

and we saw some that he had finished. He was

working by a smal reed lamp, similar to those found. in

the ruins of Pompeii, and by him also stood a very

curious, old pair of scales, with which he weighed his
rings before selling them by weight. Though we did

not buy, as we passed out he raised his head from his

work and nodded to us.

Our next visit was to a restaurant, and having bowed to

the men in charge, we passed in. Saw two cooks making

little square rolls; which, when finished, were stamped with

a Chinese mark. These rolls are filled with mincemeat,
and are sent to Chinamen all over Canada and America.

We did not like the taste of them ; and, after seeing them

passed into the ovens, we went upstairs. In Chinese

restaurants here, the higher up you go the more you pay,

and for this reason, the houses not being built on the lines

of a Chinaman's ideal, it is only on the upper floor that

seclusion, and a garden on the roof with verandahs to sit

xx.]
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in, can be obtained. On the first floor we saw an eating-
house for the poorer class of workmen; each table being

partitioned off from the next with screens. After mounting
to the upper-floor, we found ourselves in a charming

Chinese house; al the fittings and furniture were of home

workmanship, the chairs and tables being of ebony,

beautifully inlaid with mother-of-péarl, while valuable

carvings, screens, and lamps were tastefully arranged.

Both the Chinese and Japanese have certainly perfect

taste. Six or eight round tables were neatly laid out for

dinner. The dishes were so small, that though there were

many of them piled up with fruits, tiny pieces of fish,

and other things, it looked to me lîke a doll's dinner-

party, and not a repast prepared for hungry men. Oppo-
site to each guest were tiny plates, a china spoon, a pair of

ivory chopsticks, and a small glass bowl, containing some

k-ind of liqueur.

We passed through the kitchen, where several cooks
were busily engaged with their tiny pans; but a hungry

navvy would have eaten up everything we saw in a very

short time. Can this be all the food Celestials need ? Is

the bird's-nest soup so very sustaining, or do they not eat

in the quantities Europeans do ? The last question is

answered negatively, the problem solved; Chinamen can
live on rice, and nothing else, doing the hardest work in
mines, or manual labour all the time; and this is how

they can save so much where other men must eat to live.
We were attracted by the sounds of merry voices, and

passed on, and soon were intently watching a dinner-
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party from behind a screen. Ten Chinamen were

dining together; by their dress we concluded they were

well-to-do merchants-some of whom are very wealthy-

they were evidently enjoying excellent jokes; as we

watched them from our undignified position, we observed'

that in this, as well as in some of the other private rooms,

was an alcove, with the opium pipe; by it, on a luxurious

couch, one of the guests was lying in a sort of stupor,

apparently unconscious ; the other guests seemed to take
no notice of him, as if there was nothing unusual in his

condition.

We passed into another room, and had tea ; it was nicely

served in beautiful oriental china cups. In front of each

person stood a covered cup on a little stand: and the tea-

leaves were placed in each of these; a Chinaman came in

and poured boiling water from a bronze kettle over the

leaves, the cover was replaced, and in a few minutes the

tea was ready; and, with care, was poured into another

cup, and the one containing the leaves acted as a kind of

tea-pot, and wasi refilled with boiling water. Excellent

tea it was, but somewhat costly; so much so, that our

American friends, who bought 1 lb., had $5 to pay for it.

Green tea is preferred, the flavour is more flowery and

delicate, when infused being of a pale colour. Our

tea was served with plates of cakes, nuts, and ginger.

During the time we were having it a band played in the
verandah, and such a band ! The noise made by the five

musicians was deafening; but as three of their number

had gongs (or something very like them), and the fourth
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a drum, it was not surprising. The fifth musician had a
sort of trumpet, and when the gongs at intervals ceased
playing, the trumpet, single-handed, produced most dis-
cordant tones, mingled with wails, which were meant for
singing. We were thankful when this performance ceased,
though, judging by the acclamations of the rest of the
audience, the music was considered excellent.

We visited several joss-houses, and were saddened by
the rows of idols we saw, some of which were very
hideous. The Chinese do not pray to the good spirits, we
were told, as they do them no harm, but to the evil ones.
All these poor souls seem to be in a state of the greatest
spiritual darkness, having few redeeming points in their
religion. There is no devoutness in, their jcss-houses, the
men who are in charge sleep about the doors; those who
come in to say their prayers write them, and afterwards
burn them in an oven.

Looking in at several of the opium dens, we saw as
much of them as we wished; we heard enough about the
horrors of this vice, and occasionally we passed a China-
man who looked like a ghost---an unmistakable victim.

Some of the people we met could not reason, nor even
speak quietly on the subject of the Chinese question. The
moment anything was said about China or the Chinese,
they talked without weighing either their words or their
arguments. With such a person it was our fate to travelin
the cars for three days, coming from Portlànd. Unsought,
he joined in our conversation, which happened to be on the
subject of the Chinese; he remarked, "The Chinese are of
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no use in San Francisco, or, for that matter, in America,
and they must go, for they are parasites; dirty, useless,

lying, and dishonest." With some difficulty 1 was able

to remark that at Victoria the English people told me

they ~wére most valuable as domestic ,servants, where

no other servants were available, and did a great deal

of work; he continued his abuse. "They were the

curse of his country, and brought over disease and many

other dreadful things." I asked him if he had ever been

to China-Town. He confessed that, though he hald lived

in the city of San Francisco twenty years, he had never

been there, nor had he ever allowed his wife to go, nor to

have any dealings with the Chinese. He then advised

Algernon not to allow me to visit China-Town, as it

would be at the peril of our lives from small-pox, lepros

and other horrors.

The subject lapsed, as we did not trouble to talk much

more to him, though for two days we travelled onwards

in the same dusty and hot cars.

I do not know why it is, but when nearing one's

destination, ideas are often exchanged, and he again

joined us; but I think he must have forgotten our con.

versation of the previous day, for to our amusement he

began telling us of the best shops in San Francisco,

adding, "When my wife wants Chinese.bargains, she buys

them of a smuggler who calls once a week at our house;

our home is full of valuable things we have got from him

at cheap prices."

Fancy taking advice from such a creature!
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Ôf course we went to China-Town, and profited by our
visit; how often while travelling one comes across these

extraordinary types of humanity, who are contradictions

in themselves.

Before ending my remarks about the Chinese, I would,
quote extracts which appeared in the columns of the

Vienna press. The Chinese question is important enough

to deserve' dispassionate handling, and to cal for ,the

highest degree of statesmanship in dealing with it. The

extracts are the writing of so great an authority as
Baron Alexander Von Hubner, formerly the Austrian
Ambassador to France, who for years past lias been

travelling round the world, and who is the author of many
learned works. He says:-

"'Whoever speaks of the important changes on the face
"of the globe must not allow China to pass unremarked.

"The war of England and France against the Celestial

"Empire was an historical fact of world-wide importance,
"not because of the military successes achieved, the most

"famous of which was the plunder and destruction of the

"Imperial Palace at Pekin, but because the allies cast down

"'the walls tbrough which 400,000,000 of inhabitants were
"hermetically closed in from the outer world. With the
"intention of opening China to Europeans, the globe has

"been thrown open to the Chinese. Who travels now
"through the flowery kingdom ? No one with the exception
"of the missionaries whose presence was already tolerated
"there, and in addition to these, there were a few explorers.

" 'But the Chinese are streaming over the greater part of the
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"globe, and are also forming colonies, albeit after their own

"fashion. Highly gifted, although inferior to the Caucasian

"in the highest spheres of mental activity, endowed with

"an untiring industry though temperate to the utmost

" abstemiousness, frugal, a born merchant of probity ever

"true to his word, a first-class cultivator especially in

"gardening, distinguished in every kind of handicraft, the

"son of the middle kingdom, slowly, surely, and unre-

"marked, is supplanting the Europeans wherever they are

"brought together. I am speaking of them only as I have

"found them. In 1871, the entire English trade with

"China, amounting then as now to £42,000,000 sterling,

"was transacted by English firms. The four great houses,

"one of which was American, were in Shanghai, while the

"smaller ones were distributed among the treaty ports.

"Added to these were the middle-men, as the sale of

"English imports in the interior of the Empire was effected

"lby English merchants. In addition to this, the firm of

"iRussell & Co. owned twenty steamers, that kept up the

"commercial intercourse between the treaty ports extenti-

"ing to the Yangtse river. Now-a-days, with'the exception

"of some great influential English firms, al the same trade,

"together with the Russell steamers, has passed into the

"hands of Chinese merchants or of Chinese corporations.

"In Macao, for 400 years in possession of the Portuguese,

" are to be seen magnificent palaces, some of which date

" from the sixteenth century; they are situated in the

" finest part of the city, where the Chinese are not in the

"habit of building, and yet the greater part of these palaces

MI i i
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"have passed by purchase into the hands of rich Chinese,
"and are inhabited by them. On my first visit to
"Singapore in 1871, the population consisted of 100 white
"fâmilies, of 20,000 Malays, and a few thousand Chinese.
"On my return there thé beginning of 1884, the population
"was divided according to the official census into 100 white
"families, 20,000 Malays, and 86,000 Chinese. A new
"Chinese town had sprung up, with magnificent stores,
"beautiful residences and pagodas. I imagined I was
"transported to Canton. The country lying to the south
"of Anglo-China, which a few years ago was uninhabited,
"is now filling up with Chinese. The number of sons of
"the flowery kingdom who emigrated to that point and to
"Singapore, amounted to 100,000 in 1882, to 150,000 in
"1883, and last, year an important increase in these
"numbers was expected. The Draconian laws, through
"which efforts have been made in California and Australia
"to get rid of this inconvenient opposition, are well
"known. These laws, that stand in glaring contradiction
"to the philosophic principles of equality and fraternity
"among all races, despite al efforts to maintain their
"efficiency, remain a dead letter. I never met more Chinese
"in San Francisco than I did last summer, and in Australia
" the Chinese demand is ever increasing in importance. To
"a man who will do the same work for half-price al doors
"are open. Even in the South Sea Islands, the influence
" of Chinese labour is already felt. The important trade of
"the Gilbert Islands is in the hands of a Chinese firm. On
"the Sandwich Islands, the sons of the middle kingdom are

4
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"spreading every year. The North Americans, until now

"the rulers of that island under the native kings of Hawaii,

"are already feeling the earth shaking beneath their feet as

"in vain they resist their inroads. All these things I have

"seen with my own eyes, excepting in Chili and Peru,

"countries that I did not visit. From official documents,

"lhowever, I extract the fact that since 1860 200,000

"Chinese have landed there, an enormous number con-

"sidering the small;European population in these countries.

"Europe with her 300,000,000, China with her 400,000,000,

"represent, with the exception of India, the two most over-

"populated parts of the world. Both send their sons to

"foreign climes. They consist of two mighty streams, of

"which one is white and the other yellow. In the annals

"of history, there is no mention of such immense masses of

" people. A seriesof questions now arises. How will the

"states of the old continent bc affected by the emigration
"of so many of its sons ? Now suffering from a plethora

"after such a severe fleecing, will Europe remain in a full

"healthy condition, or similar to Spain, will she lapse into

"a state of anemia ? Who can tell ? What fate is in store

"for the young, rising, aspiring powers of Central Asia,
"that are neither kingdoms nor republics, and what will be

"the reactionaryeffect on the mother country and on
"Europe? We do not know. What will be the result of
"the meeting of these white and yellow streams ? Will

"they flow peacefully in parallel lines in their respective

channels, or will their commingling lead to chaotic events?

"We cannot tell. Will Christian society and Christian
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"civilization in their present form disappear, or will they

"emerge victorious from the conflict, carrying their living,

"fruitful, everlasting principles to all the corners of the

" earth ? We cannot know. These are the unsolved pro-

"blems, the secrets of the future hidden within the womb

"of time. What we now distinguish is only the first

"overture of the great drama of the coming times. The

" curtain is not yet rung up, and the plot is only to be

"worked out in the twentieth century."

Mr. Hayter, the Government Statist of Victoria, and the
4

highest authority on such matters in Australasia, has just

issued his computation, from which it appears there are

but 31,000 Chinese in all Australia, while the Europeans
number nearly ,000,000. Far from the Chinese pouring

into that continent in ever-increasing swarms, they have

steadily decreased in number ever since the yield of gold

began to fal off.

Australia is half as large again as the Chinese Empire

proper, nearly as large as the continent ôf Europe; in

spite of al the foregoing reassuring statistics, there is

an absolute panic in America and Australia at this

moment on the subject of Chinese immigration; both

countries have now refused to receive Chinamen as

immigrants or otherwise, on any terms whatever.

An American, whose opii4on was of some value, said to

me, "The real difficulty is that the Chinese do not make

citizens; America wants citizens." A Chinaman's only

thought is to collect money in order to return with it to

China. Even his body, if he dies, must go back there.j
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CHAPTER X.

SAN FRANCISCO-MONTEREY-JOURNEY TO VANCOUVEIR.

" Looking seaward o'er the sand-hills, stands the fortress, old and
quaint,

By the San Francisco friars lifted to their patron saint."
Bret Harte.

San Francisco, July M31st.-Algernon went to the Presidio,

the military station, which is at Fort Point, and from

there had a fine view of the harbour.

We visited the mint, and saw $10 pieces being made,

also saw some bars of gold worth £2000 each whicli

had just come out of the moulds. While waiting to be

taken round we were' amusing ourselves looking at the

cases of old coins, when I heard an authoritative voice

behind me addressing me thus, " What is that coin ?" and

turning to reply, I saw a tal, powerful-looking woman.

I wondered who and what she might be, and was presently

told that she was a well-known lawyer in San Francisco.
She looked as if she could argue any point to its bitter end.

We also visited the mission church of Dolores, the first

church built in California; it was erected in 1776, and is
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consequently the oldest building here. The little white-
washed chapel did not impress me much, and the altars
were gaudy with paper flowers.

Sir Francis Drake sailed along the Californian coast in
1579, but historians do not agree as to whether he dis-
covered the bay of San Francisco or not. For some unex-
plained cause, no settlement resulted fromg this expedition,
the first being made by Gaspar de Portales at San Diego
in 1769. He, with Father Yuuipera Lorra, founded a
mission there, erected a cross at Monterey, and continuing
their journey northwards, by the merest accident came
on the now world-famed bay of San Francisco, so named
by them after San Francisco d'Assisi, the founder of the
order of Franciscans.

As we were passing quietly along the street we heard
the alarm sound at the fire station, it being 12 o'clock, a£
which hour the engine horses are trained to do as follows
The moment the alarm sounds, the horses gallop into
their places at the engine in readiness to start for a fire.
During the night, if warned by the electric bell, intwenty
seconds from the time they hear it the engi'e is off.
By cleverly devised, mechanism the harness is balanced
over the horses in their stalls, the bell communicates with
an electric wire, which instantly drops the harness on
the horses; they, knowing the sound of the alarm, at once
galop to the engine. The men kindly sounded the gong
for us a second time, the horses snorted with excitement
and galloped for their places, two for the engine, the
others for the salvage carriage, and one of the firemen

t



assuted me that on a dark night they looked round
for the light of the fire as they galloped along. ' Charming
horses they were, of the Shire breed, and strong, powerful
animals.

Anold engine-horse who had been so hurt last winter,
by falling into a drain on his way to a fire, as to be unfit
for engine work, was changed into the salvage carriage, to
wvhich he strongly objected, and still always galloped to the
engine if he got a chance. The fireman told me it was
easy to teach a new horse his place, but always difficult to
make an old one change his position.

In the larger stations the men come down a pole
from their rooms to their places on the engine, electric
wires jerk the blankets off their beds, and this awakes
them. One pull draws on their clothes and boots, and
two buttons seem to fix all their garments.

Woodward's Gardens, which we visited, used to be well
kept; but we found them in a miserable state. The
gardens were pretty, but to see the poor animals, dirty,
neglected, and half-starved, made me quite unhappy; so
much so that I wrote a protest in the form of a letter to
the editor of the leading newspaper. We hear the
advantages of a free press, but the letter on behalf of
the dumb sufferers, whose condition I was anxious to
ameliorate, never appeared.

We went to see the Mission Schools for Chinese children
at 933, Sacramento Street. I was assured by many people,
who seemed to know everything else about San Francisco,
that there were no Christian schools for Chinese children lu
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this place. We saw twenty-one girls here, many of them
placed in this Mission by the Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Children. They appeared to be intelligent,
and sang several English hymns very nicely, some of them

speaking English with a good accent. Several of the
older girls se^ened stupified by the ill-treatment tþey had
received durin a life of shame and ill-usage in the dens
of the Chiné quarter. One poor creature, quite blind
and deeply searred with small-pox, sat and wept silently
in the corner. I thought-

"lHe's true to God who's true to man; wherever wrong is done,
To the humblest and the weakest, 'neath the all-beholding sun,
That wrong is also doue to us; and they are slaves most base,
Whose love of right is for themselves, and not for all their race."

These children are supported and educated at the

expense of different churches in England.
One incident rather amused me in connection with our

visit to this mission. A lady, whose name I do not even

remember, who sat near us at dinner at the Occidental

Hotel, asked if she might come with me to visit the

school. She came; and when we were leaving, I thanked

the matron, and told her how deeply interested we were

with ail we had seen. My newly-made acquaintance

followed, and I heard her thank the matron for "such an

elegant entertainment!" There are several other mission

schools for Chinese children, the addresses of which I give

below.*

* Methodist Mission, 916, Washington Street; Baptist Mission,
Sacramento Street; Miss E. R. Cable's Mission, 810, Central Avenue.

1 1 *I



CLIFF HOUSE.

One could spend a long time in San Francisco without

seeing everything. Alas ! our time is nearly over. We

leave to-morrow for Monterey.

August 2nd.-Spent our afternoon at the Cliff House,

going there by the new railway, which winds like a snake

along the edge of the cliff. As we came near our destina-

tion we were far above the sea, and as we peered down

into the depths below, and saw the billows rolling in

against these great precipices, though the scene was

quite beautiful, our sensations were not altogether

pleasing. One might have a magnificent view of London

if suspened on a scaffolding from the dome of St. Paul's.

Our feelirgs were something similar to what this experi-

ence would be.

To-day I w4nted nothing better than to sit on the sea-

shore and enjoy myself; and surely there never were

more wondrous tints in the breaking waves than there
were on this August afternoon; and the corals, the

brightly-tinted shells, and the seaweeds each had a little

lesson of nature to give me as I sat silently there.

"Our hearts are one with the sunlit scene,
With the sounds that fill the generous air;

With the seaweeds purple, and brown, and green,
With the delicate sandflowers blooming there,
With the pink and white shels which lie at our feet."

The docks here are worth a visit, and from them you

can see steamers starting for every part of the world.

x.]
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We were much pleased with the Occidental Hotel; it
was both comfortable and quiet. We had good rooms,
the table was excellent, the charges moderate, and the
manager, Major Hooper, most civil. Fruit and flowers
were sent daily to our rooms, and when we -left, a
beautiful bouquet of pink roses was given to me.

One night, for dinner, Major Hooper ordered for us a
dish of "Pamelos," excellent fish which are only found
in the bay of San Francisco, and are considered a great
delicacy. These fish were about the size of a whiting, and
their flavour reminded me of whitebait.

Hotel Del iVonti, Monterey, August 4tlb.-A four hours'

journey from San Francisco brought us to tlhis place. The
train passed through pretty country ; for on this white-
looking sandy soil anything will grow if it is irrigated.

The evergreen oaks here take the place of olive-trees;
the latter are only beginning to be cultivated here. The
oak's foliage, at a little distance, did not look unlike the
olive, and the soft grey colouring blended well with the
intensely blue sky. The pasture appeared dried up for
lack of moisture; still the cattle fed, and seemed to thrive.
In the fields of Indian corn, many of which we passed,
was the only richly-coloured green we saw during our
journey. Horses and cattle gladly eat the leaves of this
plant.

Before reaching Monterey, our train plunged into a
long cañon, and on emerging from it we found ourselves
at the station of Del Monti. The hotel stands in lovely
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gardens, and is a favourite resort of the people of San
Francisco.

We brought with us an introduction to Mr. Charles
Crocker, who was most civil to us; but he was in very
bad health at the time, and died shortly afterwards.

The bathing here was excellent, only more people bathe
in the large baths than in the sea. It was very amusing
looking on. Many of the girls were good swimmers
and some of the men dived well. The most energetic of
the bathers generally swam out to the end of the Pier in
the sea after having been in the baths; we saw them
capitally from our position above. The bathers have
much to learn from Trouville in the way of bathing-
dresses, al those worn here being of dark blue with
stockinged feet, the only touch of colour were the red caps.
The men displayed greater variety in their costumes.
When on the pier we saw a somewhat curious sight. The
water was very clear, and in it we watched large shoals
of sardines pursued by mackerel. The shoals seemed
to us about twenty yards in diameter, and circular in
shape, and the sardines on the outside were always swim-
miing towards the centre in their endeavours to get into
safety, and so constantly pushing those already there to
the outside. This gave a curiously regular movement to
the whole shoal.

We went for a long drive in the afternoon by the shore
and saw the Cypress Grove (Cupressus macrocarpa), the

only existing one in the world of this variety. The trees,
which stand in a very exposed position, are twisted into
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all sorts of capricious shapes by the winds of the Pacifie
Ocean.

Grey, the Botanist, visited this Cypress Grove, and saw
also the Monterey Pine (Pinus insignis); he said they
were both indigenous to this place only. Many are now
sent to all parts of the world, and Monterey Pines are
being planted extensively on the sandy plains of Califor-
nia, their principal merit being that they grow in almost
pure sand.

The Cypress Grove was beautiful, but very difficult to
sketch. A sad accident happened while we were there.
A good pair of horses had brought us from the hotel,
the stupid driver tied them up by the head to one of the
cypress-trees, and there left them to their own devices.
One of them evidently attempted to roll, and getting the
bridle in some way caught up, in a branch broke his neck.
My attention was attracted in that direction while I was
sketching, and seeing the poor horse down, I ran as quickly
as I could to his aid; but he was dead. When the driver
came he was much annoyed, and would, if he could,
have gladly blamed us for his own stupidity. We sent
him back to the hotel for another horse, whilst we had
lunch in one of the sheltered coves.

The rocks here are covered with masses of bright-col-
oured seaweeds, and many large sea-birds flew lazily over
our heads ; as we passed along there were several little
Chinese camps at different places near the road; at these,
baskets fuill of polished Ebluna shells were being sold:
these shells are of beautiful pink and green shades inside.

~fr
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They were five cents per shel; and the lady, with whom
I was driving bought 200 to decorate the cornice of one of
her rooms in New York. The fish that inhabit these
shells, after being dried in the sun, are an article of
export to China. I was very tired after finishing packing
for our departure at 6 A.M. on the morrow.

We spent the next day at San Francisco, and received
the greatest attention and civility from the manager of
the Occidental Hotel; and when we left that evening he
kindly packed three baskets for us, one of wine, one of
fruit, and one of luncheon. Nothing was forgotten in our
luncheon basket, even table napkins were included; these
were Chinese, of curious coloured paper.

The journey was long, hot, and dusty, and we fully
appreciated the contents of the baskets before we arrived
at Portland, Oregon, which we did the third day after
starting.

On leaving Portland we found the cars very much
crowded, as there had been a meeting of the Teachers'
Association, and many of the women were returning home.

Algernon and I could only secure two upper berths
away from each other; and as 1 bad a man sleeping below
me, I had to go to bed at 8.30 before he "turned in," and
I had to get up at 4 A.m. before he "turned out," at which
time I climbed down the ladder with the assistance of the
black porter. I doubt if those who boast of the comforts
of American travelling have ever tried one hot and dusty
night in crowded cars.

K2
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We spent a few hours at Tacoma, and were glad to get
into a capital cabin on board the Puget Sound steamer
for Vancouver, B.C., the door of which opened on to the
outer deck, so that we could sit in our cabin and enjoy
the view and fresh air, which waa delightful after the
heated cars.

Puget Sound seemed prettier to-day than'when we were
going south. Then we had been living in the beautiful
woods, now we were returning from Oregon, where al
was dried up with the hot sun, and so the fresh pine
woods looked green and lovely.

We were amused by a half-grown raccoon which was on
the upper deck; he made a curious little cry as he tried
to escape from a box to which he was tied by a thong.
These creatures are easily tamed, and make rather amusing
pets, but this half-wild one seemed very unhappy.

We were much pleased to arrive at Vancouver, where
we found thirty-six letters waiting for us at the hotel; in
Canada letters follow one from place to place without
extra charge'for postage.
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CHAPTER XI.

VANCOUVER-CANOEING IM HOWE SOUND.

"Made at night a lodge of branches,
And a bed with boughs of hemlock,
And a fire before the doorway,
With the dry cones of the pine-trees."-Longellow.

Canadian Paci.fc fHotel, Vancouver, British Columbia,
August 12th.-Very much tired after our long journey.
This being Sunday we went to the Scotch Church close to
the hotel in the afternoon. Rather a dismal service,
and each time I leaned back my cloak adhered firmly to
the newly-varnished seat.

In the evening we sat in the wide verandah of the
hotel, and had a glorious view of the Sound and the
mountains beyond, by pale clear moonlight.

As I recalled the day of the month, it seemed to bring
a whiff of the Scotch mountains and heather; we thought
of many friends far off in Scotland, not shooting grouse,
however, until to-morrow, as it is Sunday.

How one dreams in the moonlight, and through the

xr.]
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mists of time, thoughts of childhood, recollections, im-
pressions, how they crowd .into one's mind, and things
long forgotten are recalled as if they had happened but
yesterday !

August 13th.-We drove round the park at Vancouver,
the roads of which are being made, and visited the
big trees, which are certainly magnificent, one cedar
being 50 feet in circumference, a Douglas pine 44 feet,
and the largest existing spruce 38 feet, ail measured
6 feet from the ground.* These trees are -extraordinary,
not only from their great girth, but from -their enormous
height. The Sequoiæ of California are of course much
larger, but are a perfectly different variety of tree. I
doubt if there exist anywhere larger specimens of the,
three previously named.

We saw during our drive no less than six eagles' nests.
Al along the Puget Sound and round this place saw-

mills are busy at work. Already the merchants of
Australia, Chili, Peru, China, the United States, and Great
Britain have discovered that in British Columbia they can
obtain a class of timber no other country can supply:

red, yellow, and white pine, cedar, hemlock, spruce, larch,
and fir, and all of a size that is unrivalled elsewhere.

No one can estimate the enormous amount of timber
in this province; it covers the whole of the country one
may say up to the snow-line, an area larger than France
and the British Isles combined.

* These large trees generally grow in groups of three. t



VANCOUVER TOWN.

Where was formerly primeval forest, the town of
Vancouver now stands, with carpenters, stonemasons,
and bricklayèrs all hard at work increasing its size every
day.

The hotel is the principal building in the town, whilst
scattered round are some nice houses, a few streets, many
building-lots, and much waste land for sale.

Without having seen the forest in its wild state, one
cannot understand the amount of labour necessary to
bring a "I building lot " into condition. Each of the large
stumps left in the ground when a tree is felled costs $30
to remove. They have partly to be burnt, partly blown
out with giant powder and the rest dug- out with picks.
To clear one small building lot costs $300. Speculators
in such lots, are asking very large prices, which we
are told are still going up. We saw a lot which had
just been sold for $5000, with only room for one small
house between two already built on adjacent ground, and
called Mr. Van Horne's and Lord Durham's lots after their
respective owners. Vancouver wil some -day hold an
important position, being the railway terminus, and a
starting-point to all parts of the world.

We went across the inlet in a row-boat to visit the
Indian village which we had only seen before in the dis-
tance, when, as we looked across the inlet from the hotel,
its little white houses and church glistened in the morning
sun. We had considerable trouble in crossing, owing
to the tide, which runs in and out very quickly, and
on reaching the other side we fastened the boat, and

x1.]
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walked through the village, which seemed clean and
quiet.

Most of the men were away, but we found two busily
engaged making a dug-out canoe, which they were scoop-

ing out. One of the Indians looked old and wrinkled, but
the other seemed young andactive. With the assistance
of an Indian boy who understood alittle English, Algernon
inquired if there was a hunter there who could go after
sheep and goat with bim. They only shook their heads and
said they knew of no one. Many children were playing
about, and six squaws were sitting together, making
rather a nice screen with tabs of woollen cloth. They all
appeared to be arnused by our visit; they seemed happy
and contented and looked up lazily as we passed. The
Mission is Roman Catholic and the church also. On Sun-
days a priest comes to take the services; on week days, we
were told, they were conducted by the schoolmaster. The
inside of the church was clean and tidy; these people look
after it themselves. Poor simple souls ! they seem to have
grasped the truth, that there is One who came to save all
who believe in Hlm,

The Indians in this village earn a good living by
lumbering, nearly all the men working iL saw-mils not
far from here.

The evening was beautiful, not a ripple stirred the water,
and the mountains were glorious. Our pleasure was rather
marred by four stupid men in a boat, who fired in the
direction we were going, and several bullets feU close to
us; they were too far off to hear our remonstrances, but as

ý, 1
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every one possesses firearms here, naturally they fall into

the hands of many who do not understand how to use
them with safety to others.

Blasting goes on daily at Vancouver, and few precautions
are taken to warn passers-by. A man was killed last
week in this way. The workmen get so accustomed to
the use of these dangerous explosives that they leave them
lying about. Two days ago enough giant powder was
found close to the hotel to have blown up the whole town,
but it did not excite much attention; we were told it
belonged to the men making roads.

Vancouver is full of the most eminent lawyers in
Canada; an important case is proceeding: "The Govern-
ment of Canada v. The Canadian Pacific Railway." The
part of the line made by the Government was to be given
over to the Canadian Pacifie Railway Company at a certain
date, and was to be built up to the standard of the Union
Pacific line. The Canadian Pacific Railway Company now
maintain that the line is not up- to the promised stan-
dard. This case will involve an expense of $6,000,000
to the losing side, so all the best legal advice has
been procured by both parties. I was told by several
of the leading men engaged, that it had entailed
tremendous labour for them to learn al the railway
terms and slang, which it was absolutely necessary
for them to do, in order to examine and understand
witnesses.*

We looked into the Court and heard some cross-

* I understand this case is still proceeding.
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examination going on, and were also shown photo-
graphs of portions of the line said to be unsafe. How-
ever, the President of the Canadian Pacifil Railway
is reported to have come through the mountains, the
whole way, going at the rate of fifty miles an hour;
this does not look as if he were afraid about the state
of the line.

Bears are frequently met with in the forest between
Vancouver and New Westminster; we drove that way,
and Algernon took his rifle, but we saw no wild animals
of any kind. The forest is so dense in some parts it
looked as if a way could hardly be forced through it.
Everywhere a profusion of wild berries of all kinds is
found: raspberries, their canes 18 feet high, salmon-
berries, blueberries, and cranberries, and these are what
attract the bears. During our drive we saw trees said to be
280 feet high; most of the road was an old corduroy one,
and we bumped along all the time, taking much interest
in what we saw.

August 14th.-We were invited to join a party going
up the inlet called the "North Arm."

At the entrance of the harbour on the rocks, lay the
wreck of the old ludson's Bay steamer Beaver, the
first steamboat that rounded Cape Horn, and this she did
in 1837. A queer-looking craft she was, and hardly the
size of a small steam-tug. The quick running tide had
put her on the rocks, and there she wil lie until she fails
to pieces.



We crossed to Moodyville, and saw the large saw-mills
at work, and then steamed for twelve miles up the inlet,
until we were in impressive solitudes and amidst grand
wooded mountains, the distance fading into intense depth
of blue. On our way back we saw a glorious sunset,
lighting up all the mountains.

August 15th.-We prepared for our canoe expedition to
Howe Sound.

A4gust 17th.-We were to start from False Creek, half
a mile from the hotel. On reaching the shore at 7 A.M.
yesterday, we saw the Indian's canoe anchored on the other
side of the creek; after much calling and whistling, our
Indian (William by name) came out of his house, and
through Algernon's stalking-glass we saw him packing in al
haste, with the assistance of his "clootchman" (Chinook for
woman); at last he came, and we started. Fine weather
smiled on us, and in the distance Vancouver Island was
visible; thus we crossed to the lighthouse, which is on the
other side of the entrance to Buzzards Inlet.

We had received an invitation to breakfast at the light-
house, near which Mr. O'Brian (an artist) and his sister
were living. We found their tent very comfortable, and
our morning's sail had given us the best of appetites.
They spoke well of the reliability of our Indian, who had
once been for six weeks with them. Upon starting again
the sea was too rough for me; and I suffered from the
effects of the swell. We sailed the whole way, and it was

A CANOE EXPEDITIONXI] 139
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exciting to see our Indian seated in the stern of the canoe,
with the sheet in his hand, driving us, as it were,in the
direction he ,wished, and our little narrow canoe, with its
big square sail, speeding us through the water so quickly
that at times I felt nervous. Algernon and the Indian,
however, reassured me. These coast Indians are all
good seamen, 7accustomed to sail their canoes in all sorts
of weather, and these dug-outs really float like corks on
the water.

The mountains seemed wooded to the very summit on
either side, and in the distance we saw some fine snow-
peaks.

At 7 o'clock, after twelve hours' sailing, the canoe was
drawn up on the banks, and we camped for the night, which
would have passed more pleasantly had the niosquitoes
left us in peace. It was almost dark by the time.supper
was ready. Our "menu" for the evening was as follows:
hot bread, tea, bacon, cold chicken, salit beef, and baked
potatoes; so we did not starve. Our camp was beside a
small stream, and facing us was one of the great islands
in the sound.

Our Indian is a good spebimen of what an Indian
can be when compelled to work, for himself. He is
bright, intelligent, with good manners, and his camping-
kit was so complete as to be far better than our own, for
he had a pillow, and white sheets to sleep in, under the
sky of heaven. Also he possessed a leather bag, a looking-
glass, a brush and comb, and occasionally>he put on a pair
of new boots. We had brush and comb, but no sheets,



A BEAR STOR.

pillows, or looking-glass ! Whenever he did put on his
new boots, then occasion or fancy led him into the water,
and so the boots got soaked!

Over the camp-fire, William told us a bear story, and
this is word for word as I heard it from him:

" Indian go after wild sheep, see bear. Him shoot

"bear with shot-gun, once, twice; still bear come on.
" Indian get out knife, still bear come. Bear catch him,
"go, bite, bite, bite! Indian up arms, scratch him, bite,
"bite, bite! Indian get knife into bear. Bear thinks
"man dead, goes and sits not far off. Indian very sick,
"watch bear. Bear watch man too much. Man load gun
"again. Bear looks, man shoot again, kili bear. Man
" very sick, get back camp all blood!"

Algernon fished with small success, only getting one
trout for supper. We saw another. Our Indian ran
down to a shallow place, and with a long pole with gaff
attached, secured him ; but alas ! the new boots were in
the water several times.

We spent Sunday in camp, and I read the Psalms for
the day to Algernon and the Indian, and the latter drew
nearer to listen.

" The high hil are a refuge for the wild goats, and the
rocks for the conies."

"1He appointed the moon for seasons, the sun knoweth
his going down."

"Thou makest darkness, and it is night, wheréin all
the beasts of the forest do creep forth."
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" The young lions roar after their prey, and seek their

meat from God."
William tels us he is a Roman Catholie, but in his

simplicity thinks all belong to that Church. He says,
"Me no able to read, but my boy he learn ; he be able to
do all that."

Our supper ofmutton broth, fried onions, tongue, trout,
hot bread and biscuits, was much enjoyed. We were
obliged to sleep with a smudge in our tent, as the mos-
quitoes were so bad. It was made with a few hot
cinders covered with green leaves and cedar bark. This
soon emitted a smoke, and we slept in peace.

We started on Monday for Squawmish Place, at the
head of Howe Sound; it is an Indian reserve. We
had no wind, so Algernon and the Indian had to paddle
the whole way. The sun was hot, and we were glad
to get out of the current (which was strong enough
to make the work hard), and into the shadow of the
great grey rocks, that were covered with masses of
seaweed and mussels which lent them every shade of grey

and yellow.
We saw an eagle perched on the top of a Douglas pine;

it seemed a long way off, and when Algernon got out his
rifle, I did not expect he would hit him, but the royal
bird fell, a large one too when extended, and of the white-
headed variety. We placed him in the stern of the canoe,
intending to bring him back, but alas! the heat of that
one day defeated our intentions.
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The words of Longfellow came to my mind-

"And the evening sun descending,
Set the clouds on fire with redness,
Burned the broad sky like a prairie,
Left upon the level water
One long track and trail of splendour.

On, on they paddled for many a long mile before a suble
resting-place was found, and the canoe was hauled up r
the night. Our camp was perched high up on some rock;
among trees, and below us flowed quite a large river. After
the tent was pitched,-we went off fishing for a couple of
hours. No success. The Indian said, "Salmon not come
yet," and it did not seem that they had. We then
amused ourselves trying to shoot seals. They were wary
and would not allow the canoe within 200 yards of them,
but when far enough away to feel secure, they kept
bobbing their heads up and down in a very aggravating
manner; but happily it is not always necessary to one's
enjoyment that one should kil. Men who are excellent
sportsmen have told me that some of their pleasantest
days after game ha've been those when success has not
crowned their efforts, though they have been enabled to
learn something new about the habits of the animals they
havê been in pursuit o.,

After an excellent supper "turned in," but not to sleep,
as it was now the mosquitoes' turn to have an excellent
supper. They were in thousands, and besides these pests
we were tormented by sandflies, which got through our
blankets and irritated us beyond endurance; so much so
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that in the middle of the night, we pulled our blankets on to
bare rocks, where there was a little wind, and at last slept;
but our blankets were quite wet with the heavy dew when
we got up at 4 A.M. The high rock that we had chosen over-
looked the Sound, and we had a lovely view. Thousands
of stars were still twinkling when we started. Afterpaddling
and sailing six miles, we camped for breakfast in the most
delightful spot; no mosquitoes. Here we remained until
next morning, and spent the day exploring the woods, but
found no game of any kind. Following the stream about
half a mile up the mountain-side, we discovered some
natural granite baths filled with icy stream-water. In the
springtime doubtless this is a huge mountain torrent.

August 22nd.-A lovely morning. The Indian had
breakfast ready at 4.30, when I came out of my tent. We
are returning, and this expedition has ,been somewhat
disappointing; firstly, because the salmon had not come
into Howe Sound, and secondly, the time is closed for the
shooting of mountain sheep and goat till September, and
it is somewhat aggravating, for poor Algernon to feel so
near and be unable to have a few days after them. Mos-
quitoes and sandflies have found us out in our retreat here
also, and at night we have to cover our faces Lu silk shirts to
defeat them. 'Oddly enough, we have been travelling about
with curious mosquito cages which can be placed round
one's head, completely defending it, but having never
had any use for them, we left them behind us at Van-
couver. Alas ! alas !
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We started with what the Indian called a "siwask" wind.
Our canoe sailed beautifully. The wind, however, soon
dropped, and so AlgernoR and the Indian had to do a long
day's paddling. We stopped for two hours, going ashore
at a pretty spot where there was a creek and lots of good
water. The Indian and I prepared dinner, while Algernon
lay on his blankets and enjoyed a rest. They paddled
by turns, and at last reached the lighthouse, where
the O'Brians invited us to tea in their tent. This we
declined; we wished to reach Vancouver by night,
and wind and tide being fairly favourable, we went on.
The sun beat down on our tired heads as from a
furnace, but still they plied their paddles sturdily, and
when we reached False Creek we had been for sixteen
hours in the canoe; a hard day's work !

August 23rd.-My face was very much swollen from
mosquito bites, but carbonate of soda with a little water,
dabbed on gently with the aid of a bit of Cotton wool, at
once removed all irritation. ~The comforts of a house are
indeed great when one has been a week in the open, and
after a good night's rest we were quite ourselves again,
although the object of our expedition-sport-had not
been attained.
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CHAPTER XII.

~ GLAcIE Hous-TE COLUMBIA RivER.

"2Worth makes the man, the want of it the fellow,
The rest is al but leather and prunella."-Pope.

August 24tk.-We left Vancouver in the afternoon for
Glacier House, and from"the platform of the last car on
the train, looked at the deep ravines and great chasms
over which the trestle bridges carried us along the banks
of the Fraser river. b

The old Cariboo trail winds along the opposite side of
the Canon, inm any places passing over wooden cribwork
on the edge of the bare rocks, and over this a stage with
six horses formerly ran daily, no parapet óf any kind
protecting the traveller from a fall over the precipices.
In the spring of the year the teams were often almost

unbroken, and were only induced to go by starting at
full gallop. The road at one point (on what is called
Jackass Mountain) goes round a corner with a precipice
of 1,500 feet sheer below it. No one seems to have
thought it dangerous, though more than one bad accident
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occurred here, and once the stage waggon went right over
into the chasm beneath.

The Bishop of Columbia gives an interesting account in
his journal of his journey along the old trail when the
Cariboo gold-mines were first discovered, and before the
staging days, in which he compares his position to a fly
upon the face of a perpendicular rock, in this case
between 2,000 and 3,000 feet high.

Many a miner lost his life at Jackass Mountain and
Nicaragua Slide.

In 1860 all supplies were transported to the mines on
the miners' backs or on those of Indians, who carried as
much as 100 or 150 lbs. William's Creek sustained
16,000 people, some of whom left with large fortunes.
"Cariboo Cameron," a maWwho worked in the mines in
this neighbourhood, took out $100,000 of gold i three
months; with the money he built a house in Montreal,
and after spending al that he had, came back an old
man, and worked as before until his death.

At that time at Cariboo the gold was taken butin
immense quantities. Few of the mineils would leave
their claims in order to obtain the necessaries of life, and
$70 worth of gold dust was given for a sack of flour, and
so in proportion for every sort of provisign.

Before the rush of thieves and adventurers into Cariboo,
the miners were so honest thay their bags of gold dust
were left on the shelves in their shanties. Any traveller
might enter these and help him elf frorn the flour bag, or
cut himself a slice of bacon- e hospitality thus obtained
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in the niidst of the roughest .country. The rush for
gold in a short time so changed al these kindly ways,
that men had to carry loaded revolvèrs day and night
to protect themselves from robbery and murder. Four-
teen men caught red-handed were sent down to Victoria
for trial, sentenced to death by Chief Justice Begbie, and
hanged. This swift retribution did much good.

The Indians were now on their fishing-grounds, and we
saw long rows of smoked salmon drying under wooden
sheds, this being their way of preserving it for the winter.
Further up the river, Chinamen were washing for gold.

An excellent dinner at North Bend ended the day;
had breakfast on the dining-car, and arrived at Glacier
House in time for lunch. Here, travelling along the line
in their saloon, we met Mr. and Mrs. Abbot and party,
whose acquaintance we had made at Vancouver.

The Rev. W. S. Green and the Rev. - Swansey had
been at Glacier House since the middle of June. They
were making a survey of the glaciers in the Selkirks for
the. Qeographical Society; * had seen much while there,
and had made several important ascents and crossed
many of the glaciers, discovering also a valley hitherto un-
known. They experienced considerable difficulty in finding
any one to go with them ; but during the latter part of
the time they were fortunate in securing the services of a
miner known as Mountaineering Ben, a fine bold fellow,
ready and willing to do whatever he was told, and though

* The Rev. W. S. Green has just published a book, "The Selkirk
Glaciers."
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of course with no actual knowledge of Alpine climbing,
still reliable in emergencies.

On their last trip they had been absent eleven days,
and had crossed and surveyed seven glaciers, and were of
course fax above the snow-line most of the time.

One morning when at breakfast they received a visit
from some mountain goats, who almost walked into their
camp; needless to add the rifle was unloaded. The
mountain goats are fine animais; their heads when seen
alone give little idea of their size.

Glacier House is not a good place to hunt from, owing
to the number of glaciers in the sifrrounding mountains.
To get to the game, one must cross one or more of them,
which is dangerous without roping, and other precautions.-

August 25th.-We went with Mr. Green and his friend
to the great glacier, and after a walk of two miles came to
where the bridge over the creek formerly stood; it is now
washed away. We scrambled over as best we could,
through water part of the way, Mr. Green in front of me
and Algernon behind, and on reaching the glacier, were
amply repaid for our walk by the view we had of the
moraine and ice caves.

The glacier at the base is half a mile across, and five to
eight miles long, and from this point we could count six
others. Mr. -Green told us that he had discovered one

--larger than this, and that it will be called the Marian
Glacier.

Mr. Green was marking the stones at the base of the
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glacier to see at what pace it was advancing or receding;
and for this purpose he and his friend hlad to cross it several
hundred feet above, to fix poles into the ice at different
points. They wished us to go with them, and with such
efficient guides, armed with ice axes and ropes, I was most
anxious to try itk Algernon, however, objected. I had no
proper nails in my shoes, and would knock myself up. So
we watched them instead, but it was not the same excite-
ment. They returned in about three hours, and on our way
down to the hotel, measured a huge boulder of rock which
had been carried there by the ice ages ago. It was
50 x 33 x 34 feet. Another boulder we measured was
91 x 44 x 40 feet. This was the largest, carried by
ice which Mr. Green had seen during is visit to the
Selkirks.

Most pleasant companions were these two Irish clergy-
men, and great travellers. Mr. G. had made many im-
portant Alpine ascents, had visited the West Indies and
New Zealand on scientific expeditions, and had been one
of those selected for the Deep Sea Commission, so he
told us many things which interested and amused us, and
our time together passed very agreeably. He related
to us, that when in the West Indies, where five varieties
of oranges grow and quantities of sugar-cane, he was
amused to find ail marmalade was made either by Crosse
and Blackwell or Keiller of Dundee, for which luxury
they paid four shillings a pot.

When in the same place, he heard much of a Frenchman
who had a sugar plantation near the coast, and was living
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in the bay where Columbus first landed, and where he
was said to have lost the anchor of his ship. This enter-
prising Frenchman sought long, hoping to discover its
whereabouts, and at last found an anchor which he
supposed was the one belonging to the explorer.

Mr. G. drove fifteen miles to see it ; but, alas, the anchor
was that of a 1000-ton ship : nevertheless, a portrait of the
Frenchman, with his name, appeared in the papers of the
Geographical Society of Paris shortly after, claiming for
him the interesting discovery !

The Canadian Pacific Railway Company have built a
charming hotel here, small, but comfortable, and the
scenery among these glorious snow-clad mountains is of
great grandeur and beauty. In the distance on every side
there are glaciers; the valleys clad with pine-trees give
warmtli to the scene, and the exhilarating effect of the
mountain air makes one ready to undertake anything.

There was a small bear at the hotel, and he was an
exceedingly good-tempered, funny little animal I brought
lima some bunches of blueberries, and he picked off the
fruit with evident enjoyment.

The tracks of a grizzly were seen the day before on the
trail, two miles off; they were about a foot long. Algernon
spent two days in trying to get him, but with no success.
Two black bear have been shot within three miles of
Glacier House this season.

As I was sketching to-day, souqe n ves passed the
place where I was sitting. "trwas aturday evening,
and the men had just been paid their week's wages.

'I
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Two of them had evidently been drinking, so I half
closed my portfolio, as I did not wish to run the chance

of their stopping to talk to me. They went on, but
the next two stayed, and appeared anxious to see
what I was doing. They èwere sober, so I went on

painting. They looked with much interest at my sketch;
and one- of them said: "I wish to buy that picture." I

told him that I did not sell my sketches, but painted
merely for my own amusement; but that there was an

artist staying in the hotel who had some very nice pic-
tures of the places round. "ClI've seen his," the man
replied, "but I like yours best ; why won't you sellume
this one? Name your own price." The man's evident
desire to have the sketch pleased me, and, to make a long

story short, I said I would give it to him. To this he said

"No; I won't take it for nothing."
He was so anxious to come to some arrangement about

it, that at last I said: "If you will send some money to
the Hospital (which has been opened for railway employés
at Donald) you shall have the picture." He promised
he would come next day to settle about it; but we left

by the m-day train, and he had not then arrived.*
The men get excellent wages, workhig on the rail-

way-some as much as two and even three dollars a

day; and as they have no other means of spending their
money, those who do not save spend it, alas ! at the

* Months afterwards I. heard he had come that evening, and was
much disappointed; but as I did not know bis name, I could then.
do nothing.,
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saloons and drinking-bars. Books and newspapers, we
always found, were very welcome.

We4ravelled from Vancouver with the Head Master
of the-Brighton Grammar School, who told qs he had
made arrangements to send the then books from home.,
He-and a friend had been out in Canada to visit some of
their old school-boys, having been anxious to see for
themselves if they had deteriorated among their rough
surroundings. Evidently they had found this to be the
case in some instances, He lectured much to working-
men, and seemed to take great interest in everything he
heard about the country and settlers.

We had to leave Glacier House on Sunday evening for
Golden City, and passing the Beaver and Kicking-Hdrse
Rivers, which were both in flood from heavy ram, we found
our train suddenly brought to a stand-still. A tree had
fallen across the line, but it was soon removed with the
belp of -an axe, and on we went.

At Golden City we found Captain Armstrong, of the
steamer Duches, waiting for us at the station with a
waggon; we were ere long settled on board, with the best
cabin placed at our disposal. The Duchess was built
owing to the enterprise of several Englishmen, and many

persons travelling in Canada will doubtless gladly avail
themselves of this means of seeing the Itõcky Mountains
and Selkirks from the Columbia River.

There is also a trail this way by which one can get into
the United, States territory at a place called Sandy Point.
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Station on the Northern Pacifie Railway. Of course such
an expedition requires Indian guides and good ponies, and
would take about twelve or fourteen days.

At last we were off. We started early in the morning,
and for several hours passengers and freight kept joining the
steamer. About twelve persons sat down to dinner. Some of
the men looked rough and unkempt, others always seemed
to prefer coming when everyone else had gone away. A
Chinaman waited, and the cook was also Chinese. The
food, which was excellent, was brought up from below on
a primitive sort of "lift," or what would be called in this
country an "elevator." I was quite anxious about the
Chinese boy who waited; he had an awkward way of
putting his head instead of the dishes into the lift, and that
this portion of his body remained in its proper place was
solely byhe favour of fortune ! It was only a question
of time when he should lose þis head if he remained
possessed of his ill-placed confidence in the lift.

Captain Armstrong told us he had a very fine-looking
Indian for a time as servant, but he was photographed
frequently without his knowledge, and the last time
cleaning boots and knives. A picture of him in this menial
capacity was too much for his pride; next day, the first
time the steamer stopped, he left never to return.

The principal tribes here are the Kootenays and Shus-
whaps; the latter came originally from near Cariboo.
There are about 500 Kootenays and 100 Shuswhaps in this
district. When the Commissioners came to allot them
reservations, for several years they refused them, their
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chief saying, "Our land extends from the boundaries of
the United States to the Rocky Mountains. Let the white
men come if they'wil; we shal not interfere with themr."
And they kept their word. But as time passed, and they
understood better the chances of being crowded out, they
accepted reservations, but they do not receive rations, and
do not feel bound to live on their reservations.

Several times have the white settlers been completely
in the power of these Indians, who have always beha;yed
well. I will give one example of the way troubles
arose.

A miner who-thought he was being robbed watched his
gold night and day. A Kootenay Indian with his bride
were passing; he had not been concerned in the robbery,
but lifted a nugget of gold to show his bride. The miner
fired, the Kootenay was wounded, drew his knife, and
made for the miner, who fired three times before killing
his victim. 'The tribe rose, and, surrounding the miners,
could ea8ily have annihilated them. Their chief showed
great patience, demnded theb anging of the murderer
only, and finally consented to let his trial come off at
Victoria, B.C. Indians went down as witnesses. The
white man got off, and now keeps a bar at Esquimault,
but in the Kootenay country his life would not be worth
an hour's purchase.

The Kootenays like ranching, and own about 1,000
head of cattle. They take little or no interest in mining,
and none of these tribes have any gold ornaments. The
name of the last good Kootenay chief was Michael; he
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died eight years ago. The present chief is inferior to him in
every way.

The punishment given to squaws who have given
offence to the tribe, is to fell a large pine-tree with
nothing but a small tomahawk, and as they do almost
all the manual labour this seems to me very hard on
them.

The mounted police, commanded by Major Steel, have
just been removed from this valley. Seventy-five men
were here. These were necessary where many interests
had to be considered; but the Government of British
Columbia did not care to pay for their support, so they
were removed.

Major Steel was liked and respected by the Indians;
they always told him the truth, and knew he wished to
deal fairly and impartially with them. Alas! that there
are not more who command their esteem and respect.
They findwhite men every day trying to get the better of
them, and treating them in a way which is a disgrace to
civilization.

Mining is the great attraction in the Kootenay district.ý
-ines of inexhaustible wealth are always supposed to be
waiting for the Mining adventurer, and no doubt some are
found; but there is generally the difficulty of want of
capital to develop them. During the summer miners take
up other work, so as to be able to spend the winter on
their claims.

I noticed a fine-looking young fello* on the boat,
dressed in the costume of the country, blue overalls, long
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boots, blue shirt all embroidered and laced up the front,
and a cowboy's hat; his nice open and good-tempered-
looking face made me wish to speak to him. An
opportunity soon occurred. He was going to shoot a
duck, but found he had no cartridge iu his rifle. I said
it was a pity. He seemed pleased when I addressed him,
and told me the old story. He had been prospecting, had
found a galena-mine, and pointed out a mountain in the
distance where his treasure was, but he ha 1no money to
work it. He and a friend toiled at it in the winter ; lu
the fall (as the autumn is called here) he made money by
carrying freight up and down the river, after the steamer
had stopped running.

Four men rowing brought up their boat, with 2,000 lbs.
of stuff on board, 100 miles up streamin four days. One
load generally paid them from $100 to $115, but often
they had to start with only half a load.

He had been out here five years, and liked the life, had
just built himself a new;boat, and hoped to make his first
trip in her shortly.

Later iu the day Captai Armstrong said to me,1"Iwill
point you out one of the best specimens I know of à
'Western man,"' and directed my attention to the young
fellow to whom I had been speaking. He also said, " He
is the strongest and one of the most determined men in
the valley, and will make his way."

Until lately both passengers' tickets and freight were
paid for4ither in nuggets or gold dust. We saw a 2-oz.
nugget, worth £7, which the Captain had just obtained.

-e
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A few days before we came up, Captain Armstrong sent a
50-lb. bag of gold dust to be changed at the bank in
Victoria. The gold is so pure it is worth $18 an ounce,
and loses very little when smelted.

A smelter is being built at Vancouver, and will prove a
great advantage and convenience to miners in Canada and
British Columbia, for until now all ore has had to be sent
to the States to be smelted, and a heavy duty is required
at the frontier.

I sketched for some h fromihe deck of the
steamer, and left my painting materials there when I
went to tea. Algernon was standing near, when a

a bumptious and very loquacious young man who had come
from Ontario came up to him and said, " You are' an
artist; you seem to paint father nicely." Algernon was
much amused, as painting is not one of his accomplish-
ments, and the speaker looked anything but a capable
critic. Appearances are sometimes deceptive !

This reminds me of another occasion, when some
friends of ours were travelling on the cars in the usual
cowboy's "kit." An elderly gentleman, one of their fellow-
travellers, who was anxious to hear allhe could about
ranching, was told by the porter of the train that he
might get all the information he wanted frlm two oowboys
in the smoking-room. These were our two friends, who
were not cowboys; but this mistake was likely to occur,
as nearly every one dresses in this way.

A very strong-minded American lady was in the train
from the Glacier House with us, travelling inthe inferests
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of some Boston newspaper. Her appearance would have
warranted her being able to travel round the world alone.
She had on a short serge dress, her hair was cropped, and
at the back of her head she wore a grey wideawake, while
her sole ornament was a small liqueur bottle suspended
by a silver chain. She kept her note-book and pencil in
hand the whole time.

I can't help thinking, as I see all these strange people-
miners, boatmen, cowboys, toilers of all kinds--how some
are born to fortune and some to toil, and that the majority
know little but hard work from their cradles to their
graves, and that many of these turn out nobler and better
than those who lead lives of luxury and pleasure; and
how work has nearly always a good effect on character,
while that of luxury and pleasure is just the contrary.

" Out West " we saw no poor, for all could get work,
and there were few idlers. The idlers there were had
chosen their lot, being addictei to either drinking or
gambling, and when idleness and dissipation mastered
them, they would blame fate by saying they were "down
in their luck."

We had a lovely trip up the Columbia river.' Captain
Armnstrong was so kind and considerate that, though I was
the only woman on board, I did not feel it in the least,
and the passengers amused me. They were mostly
surveyors, prospectors, and miners. Captain Armstrong
told me that there were two parties, on board, four men
belonging to one and three to the other; that they were
going to try which should be the first to stake a laim on
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a rich galena-mine, which one of the four had discovered.
The finder was a drunken, good-for-nothing man. With
his party was the nice young fellow I had been speaking
to the day before, and two others. These men had
promised to help the finder of the mine to establish his
claim and their own.

On the opposite side were a mining engineer, a fine-look-
ing big man, who was a miner, and a hanger-on, who had
promised to take them to the mine. The latter, having
failed to get the drunken discoverer of the mine to tel
him where it was, was rather in disgrace with the men
with whom he was travelling.

Our steamer stopped for the night, making fast to the
bank. The three had horses waiting at this point, and
hoped to start at dawn, and so get ahead of the other
party. However, when morning came their horses had
disappeared, having been let loose by some of the others;
so they had to come on board again as far as the next
stopping-place, which was ten miles from the coveted
mine, over the most unpromising-looking country for a
hurried march. Here both parties went ashore, scowling
at each other. The four men took a pony and a row-boat
off the steamer; we left them al on the bank. I asked
Captain Armstrong who would win. He answered, "The
young fellow will get there first. Last winter he walked
to Golden over a bad trail a distance of thirty miles,
stayed there for one hour, aind then returned, walking
fifty more."

What would not some give to have this splendid
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strength and energy? I may add that this young fellow
did get to the mine first, running on and firing the trail
behind him, to delay the opposition party.

After entering the Columbia lake we came to undu-
lating country-excellent grazing-land. We stopped at a
landing called Windermere, where a small hotel has lately
-been built. Two Kootenay Indians were standing by
their ponies at the landing, and looked most picturesque;
they were the first we had seen.

Before the Canadian Pacifie was built, it took eight
days with pack-horses to reach this place from Sandpoint,
on the Northern Pacifie Railway.

It being too latè to start for Findlay Creek, we arranged
to stay on board for the night, and spent the evening
paddling about in a canoe, and shooting a few ducks.

After our return a drunken miner, ared with a
Winchester rifle, came on board, and asked first for
whisky, and then to stay. Neither of these things
would Captain Armstrong allow, so he had to spend the
night iin the willow-bushes on the bank.

m
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CHAPTER XIII.

SA's LANDING--THE TRAIL TO FINDLAY CREEK-

THE PONIES.

"The hills were brown, the heavens were blue,
A woodpecker pounded a pine-top shell;

While 'a partridge whistled the whole day through,
For a rabbit to dance in the chapparel,
And a grey grouse drummed 'All's well, All's well."'

Joaquin Miller.

August 19th, Findlay Creek.-Two miserable-looking
Indian ponies were all we could hire. Algernon's was
so small it did not look as if-it could carry him, but as
no others were available we were obliged to make the
best of them, and started. The C-s kindly sent a
buckboard for our luggage; we took with us only what
was absolutely necessary.

The youth from Ontario before mentioned succeeded in
obtaining a better pony. He was on his way to a place
called Canal Flat, and notwithstanding the advice, of more
experienced people, fastened his valise behind his saddle,
and started at a gallop ! We jogged along slowly, and
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after half-a-mile met him again, this time looking a

helpless object. He had had a bad fall. The pony,

naturally frightened by the jerking of the valise, had

begun bucking, and very soon got rid of his rider. The

contents of the valise were strewed over the ground, and a

good-natured squaw had caught the pony. There we left

him.

Our ponies required a good deal of spur; the Indian to

whom they belonged owned 100, but he only caught up a

few at a time, and worked them until they were tired out

and poor, and then fresh ones took their place; a bad

system, and very hard on the ponies.

The country over which we rode was terraced, undu-

lating ground. Ail through British Columbia these

terraces abound, the three successive tiers marking three

successive epochs when geological disturbances took place;

they are quite uniform, of even surface, and covered

with bunch grass and sage brush, being quite free from

boulders, while here and there a few scattered pines relieve

the yellow bareness so characteristic of this district.

These terraces, Dr. Hector says, are noticeable also on

the Athabasca, in California, and in Mexico. Bunch

grass only is found growing on them, the peculiar soil

formed by the disintegration of limestone or soft volcanic

rocks seeming to suit its requirements. One great dis-

advantage of the bunch grass as food for cattle is that

iù-takes three years to recover after being closely eaten

down, and from its mode of growth in distinct tufts,

the ground is but scantily covered with herbage; there-
M2
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fore a cattle range must be very extensive, thirty acres
pot being too much to allow for each beast.

It was refreshing sometimes after riding down-hill to
come to a creek with a- running stream, and bright-
coloured grass ; but we quickly left these .places behind,
and most of our ride lay over dusty plains, with a few
pine-trees scattered about, where everything looked dried-
up, there not having been rain for two months.

The chirrup of grasshoppers made a cheerful sound, and
occasionally from behind a pine-tree, we saw a little chip-
munk hurryhing off chattering after having a look at us.
Pretty little fellows they are, about half the size of a
squirrel, with two little stripes down the back.

Our Indianfollowed us in order to receive payment for
the hire of his ponies, and having caught us up gave
Algernon his pony, the other being tired out; and con-
tinuing our journey until the shadows of evening fell, we
at last drew near Findlay Creek. Three or four times
during the day we had taken off the saddles and given
the ponies a good rest and feed, but as neither of us had
tasted food for over twelve hours, we were glad at last to
see this wooden house of Findlay Creek, to have a kindly
welcome from our friends, and a good tea. Poor Indians !
it is shameful to think there are whiteamen whQ hire their
ponies, and then don't pay for them. We heard later that
the lad who was bucked off had acted in this way.

This building bas been put up since our friends were
here last year. It is a board house. Passing into it we
found ourselves in the sitting-room, behind which was the

* il
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kitchen and servant's room ; on either side of the sitting-
room are two bedrooms, one the C- 's, the other ours.
N- has a tent outside, a short distance from the house.
A narrow shelf runs round the sitting-room, three and a
half feet from the floor; on it are arranged rows of meat
cans, tinned Californian fruits, rifles, cartridges, fishing-
rods, and other things, mostly of a sporting character.
A stove, a table, some wooden stools, and two hamnock
chairs, complete the furniture of the room.

The ponies feed around the house, and a cow which
has been lent to Adela does likewise; the calf is
tethered, but gives us some trouble by constantly getting
loose. The fresh milk is a welcome addition to tea,
and a daily rice pudding is much appreciated, as milk
in these out-of-the-way places is the greatest luxury.

August 20th.-Algernon and N went off for a
hunt to-day, and expect to get back to-morrow. They
packed their blankets, a frying-pan, teapot, and a few other
things which they took with them.

August 21st.-Tom C left for Calgary this morning,
driving on the buckboard, as he had sprained his ankle;
the trail is exceedingly rough, so this kind of locomotion
is not very comfortable!

Adela and I spent our morning in making pine pillows.
First we had to find some stuff to make into cases;
a piece of striped window-blind did this. Then we had
to fel our pine-trees ; it took the needles of three small

xmi.]
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trees to fill one pillow, but they were most successful
when done. The scent of the pine needles has a most

soothing effect on the nerves; the only objection to our
pillows is their weight.

The hunters have come back tired and hungry. They
had seen nothing, not even the track of a deer.

The C-s' ponies escaped to-day; they were loose, to
enable them to pick up more food, but two had their
lariats trailing. Algernon went off to look for them; he
returned in the evening, having been twenty miles in
search of them, but finding himself at the Canal Flat,
where Baillie Grohman has a store, he purchased two
pairs of mo'ècasins, of which he is very proud.

The ponies were caught and brought back, the first one
from the upper camp by the Chinese cook; then N-
on this truant (Whitebait by name) found Adela's; and
towards evening Pongo, N- , pony, came to feed, and
was speedily captured and picketed.

On the steamer coming up the Columbia, Algernon met
a hunter, named Moulson. He knows all this country well,
and Algernon would fain have gone hunting with him, but
Moulson had unfortunately made his plans for the autumn,
so it was impossible. He, however, gave us much in-
formation. The distances to get to game seem to me
very great; he seemed to think nothing of them, and
spoke of carrying his.pack of 60 lbs. weight on his back
for days together as nothing uncommon.

In the upper Kootenay Lake, which it takes eight days
to reach from here with pack-ponies, there is excellent
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spring fishing. The land-locked salmon is found in these

waters, also the red and white charr. The red charr is

excellent eating, and is caught up to 20 lbs. weight. In

some of the small streams which flow into the Kootenay

Lake, is found what the miners call red fish; they

are from 3 to 6 inches long, rather flat and very good food.

They are spawned one year, and return the following to

the same place, spawn, and remain working their way up-

stream until they die, the mouth and fins decaying; when

washed -ashore they are a favourite food for the bears, a

number of which frequent these creeks.

Moulson told us the following bear story: In the summer

of 1875, on the shores of Ochre Lake, he and a party of

miners saw a large grizzly bear. Moulson fired at a distance

of 75 yards: the grizzly made for the river, and many shots

were fired at him. After swimming the river he was found

500 yards away from the bank, with éighteen shots in him.

two of the bullets having gone through his heart ; this

shows the wonderful vitality of the animal, and the conse-

quent danger of following him when wounded.

The Kettle river, at the foot of the gold range, is also a

good place for sport; this same hunter told us be had shot

forty-seven deer there one fall.

The upper camp. is about a mile and a half from us,

and there the manager and many of the men who are

gold-mining live., Adela and I went to see the men

working the hydraulic on the river bank; the force

of the water is so great that one saw the whole bank

crumbling away under its power. They were working
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to get down to the old bed of the creek, where they
expect to find gold in considerable quantities. One
of the miners gave us each a large pan of gravel
and sand to "pan out," as they call it ; we sat down
beside a small stream, and proceeded to wash it. This
was slow work, as we did not understand how to do it.
One has to keep one's pan under the. water, and by
constantly shaking it, the big stones and gravel come to
the top; these must be removed until nothing is left but
the black sand; if there be any gold it is found in this
deposit. We each spent about an hour and a half over
our respective pans, and were rather wet before they were
done. I had three colours in mine, Adela two. Colours
are small atoms of gold, about the size of a pin's head;
three colours in a pan pay for working.

People who ought to know, said there was certainly
much gold to be found at Findlay Creek, which extends
for eight miles.

Frank, an old French Canadian miner, who helped us
with one of the pans, told us a good miner could wash out
125 pans a day, and that they have been paid as much as
$6 for each pan. fe told us also that he and three
other men made $14,000 each in three months. Re spent
the whole of it in prospecting. Another miner, a friend
of his in the States, made $250,000 in seven weeks, went
to San Francisco, and spent it all!! Miners seldom
save or lay by money to start in other modes of life;
easy come, easy go, either in having what they call a
good time, or in prospecting for another mine. Cases
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are too common of miners going into big cities, and in
an astonishingly short time, running through incredibly
large sums of money.

For three days previous to the 3rd September, I had
been feeling very feverish, and rather feared an attack of
mountain fever,'but quinine averted it.

Algernon and N- went off that afternoon for some
days; they wished to try- and find an Indian to hunt
with them, and also to buy some ponies for us, and
to fetch some provisions.

September 4th.-Adela and I started after lunch to go
and fish; only one pony was available, which goes by the
name of Whitebait, and if any pony can be like a fish, it
is this one, both as regards colour, and a fishy eye of
which he is the possessor.

She rode; the trail was very dusty, and after a mile and
a half we picketed the pony, and began to fish. They had
been working the hydraulic above this place, s6ewe did not
get a single rise, and eventually took to sketching.
After this we wandered about, finding the single chrys-
anthemum growing in great abundance, and other
flowers also, but heavy drops of rain began to fail, so we
started for camp. I rode; we had a very steep ascent to
make from the creek, and when we got to the top Adela
looked tired. Happy thought! the pony might carry
two: I got behind the saddle, the long-suffering White-
bait did not seem to mind; Adela scrambled up in front,
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and so we rode back to the wooden house. It was rather
difficult to keep one's balance without a saddle on the
hills and steep banks. Adela suggested, "What if we
meet a grizzly!" however, this did not happen, and we
got home al right.

Three people arrived to tea from'Canal Flat, friends of
the B. Grohman's; they were drenched with rain, the
two girls having on only their cotton bodices and riding-
skirts. It is advisable always to wear flannel shirts and
to have warm clothes in this country, as the mornings and
evenings are always cold, and chills are apt to bring on
mountain fever.

A red lily grows here which is very pretty; we dug up
some roots to send home.

September 5th.-Spent the morning at the hydraulic.
An Indian arrived with three ponies, two for us, the other
for one of the men at the upper camp. Their price was
$50 each.

September 6th.-Algernon and N- returned, both
looking rather tired, they had been over eighty miles
looking for a half-breed hunter ; he has promised to go
out with them in three weeks,-so in the meantime they
have made up their minds to hunt by themselves.

September 7t.-Saddled our ponies and started for
Canal Flat; we rode down the trail alongside the creek,
which was wild looking with its huge boulders of rock,
the trail sometimes being cut out of the face of the cliff
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high above the stream, whilst the rush of water could be

heard in the cafion far below.

We crossed a smail flat on which were many deserted

log-houses, some with their doors still locked, though

their owners would probably never return. One pretty

little log-house with a verandah (very likely built years

ago by some man who had brought the girl he loved

with him, and wished her home to be prettier than the

others) stands by itself deserted like the rest; a fine view

of the mountains and creek stretching away in the

distance before it. They are all gone, the people who

built them-and where? only the log-houses remain,

dreary and desolate, since the gold rush of 1863, when

a quarter of a million of dollars was taken out of the

creek.

The ponies stepped carefully over the fallen timber,

and we jogged along through pretty woods, passing on

our way one or two small lakes, the banks of which were

white with alkali. We descended at last by a steep

pack-trail to the flat. Gangs of men were working there

at the Kootenay Canal, both Chinese and white labourers.'

This canal was being made to connect the upper

Columbia lake and the Kootenay river, and is a work

of great enterprise; the only thing that-makes one doubt-

ful of its success as a financial speculation is that many

men who know every inch of the Kootenay river, say

that there are falls lower down, which render it titerly

unnavigable. One can hardly believe that men would

undertake such an enormous expenditure of money,
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without first ascertaining this fact, which, if true, would

render the canal practically useless.

The Indians seemed much amused with our appearance,

and came to the store where we went to buy some things
iorder to observe us more closely.
We were not much to look at, as Adela and I

dressed with regard only to perfect comfort: woollen

petticoats and tweed jackets, cowboy hats and long

thick boots, the only suitable dress for roughing it out

here.

One pretty-looking squaw was what they would call

"hcap smart." Her bright-coloured blanket thrown

gracefully round her active figure, and her embroidered
leggings, her moccasins, blue bead necklace, and the gay

silk handkerchief which she wore, all formed miasses of

rich colourincr; she, like ail Kootenay women, carried her
"quirt," or riding-whip, for they are horse Indians and

rarely walk., Ail the others sat in groups and chatted

in their own tongue.

After a pleasant tea at the Grohmans', the ponies were

saddled up, and off we rode again, reaching the wooden
house about 8 P.M.

The bunch grass looks dried up and withered, for

thlik is frost at night; still the ponies live on it and

flourish, and how patient they are with those terrible

black flies, which choose a place on their necks where

ponies cannot dislodge them! We find rows of them

with their heads buried until the places are raw and

bleeding ; perhaps this is partly the reason why the poor
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creatures so love a dust-bath. After they returâ- from a
long day's journey they paw up the ground, and then
roll where it is soft, and get up a mass of mud and dust;
but a few shakes, and they are clean again, as clean as
one wants an Indian pony to be.

Adela and I spend a quarter of an hour daily in giving
our special favourites a brush-up, and certainly, since
they have got over the alarm of seeing women in petticoats
attending to them, they are most tractable and quiet,
and seem pleased to stand patiently as long as we
wish.

Al ponies and dogs "out West " seem shy of women.
When riding up the trail from Windermere, I caused two
mule teams so much alarm by my unusual appearance on
a side-saddle, that in order to pacify them, and prevent
the waggons from leaving the trail, I had to conceal my
objectionable self behind some bushes until they had
passed.

September 8th.-Up at 7 A.m. Watered all the ponies

with Algernon at the creek close by. I cleaned my
boots and mended Algernon's moccasins. My pony
went as pack-horse, as we were still short of one, and
by 12 o'clock five ponies were saddled and packed and
off; they went to bring back provisions for a hunt.

IHere most men ride in Californian saddles, for on them a
certain amount of "kit" can be packed; they are, however,
exceedingly heavy, some of them weighing 38 lbs. When
a long journey has to be done, this must be an objection,
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but they are the only saddles which will stand the rough
work of these parts.

Adela and I were only to go half-way down the trail to
get letters out of a box which was nailed to a pine-tree
there, and was our post-office, and we also hoped to meet
Tom C- on his way back.

The want of books and music we feel much. We
have read all the books we have, and a banjo is the
only musical instrument that can be carried in the
mountains.

The miners have no amusement of any kind. They
work hard al the seven days, and seem contented and
happy, and one only regrets that so many squander,
their savings at the first big town they go to after their
summer's work is over.

I gave $50 for the white pony at the upper camp

to-day, as I did not like the one purchased for Algernon.
(And he turned out a really good one, carrying Algernon
over the roughest ground and the worst " windfalls " duringC-
the time we were in the mountains, without giving him a

fail, and on one occasion he took me down the side of a

ravine over ground where it looked as if only a goat could

have travelled.)

We had the offer of another horse, but did not much
fancy him or his owner, the latter being a very rough-
looking fellow, who was armed with a revolver and belt

fuil of cartridges. We heard just after that the police

were searching for a horse-thief, who had stolen a band of

i-ami&
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forty horses and brought them into British Columbia from
the North-West Territory. We thought most likely this
was the man that was wanted; but all the police had left
the country, and as Findlay Creek is between the Selkirks
and Rockies, the thief was fairly safe, and could easily get
off into the States.

Al the Government horses are branded on the hoof,
and any o4e found in possession of them, whether thief or
not, is fined $50. In many places a horse-thief would be
lynched without a trial.

-M 4! .
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CIHAPTER XIV.

FIsHNG-MIRs-ALGERNoN's DiARy.

"Above the pines the moon was slowly drifting,
The river sang below;

The dim sierras, far beyond, uplifting
Their minarets of snow."-Bret Earte.

September.-The weather was glorious, and we lived
out of doors ail the-time; some days for hours together
I sat on a log, overlooking the valley, and watched the
ponies feeding. We were obliged to keep some of them
on lariats, because they strayed so much to dig for the
roots of the pea-vine, which has a carroty-looking root, that
seems to be very nourishing. It smells rather like a bean,
and horses are extremely fond of it.

A few days ago our hunters started again at dawn. The
animals were brought in, the new purchase-the wbite
pony-mounted and saddled, much to the satisfaction of
the owner. Blankets, tent, pots, pans, tin mugs; &c., were
al collected, as wel as provisions, and one of the miners
who helped to pack, showed them how to make "l the

diamond hitch," a knot specially used for fastening loads
on to pack-saddles.

4tc
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Breakfast bacon had been sent for all the way to
Golden City; but one does not always get what one sends
for. Bacon was very scarce ; a side of horrid-looking, very
fat salt pork came instead. N- sat and looked at it
sadly, saying, "How can one eat such stuf;" however,
there was nothing to take its place, so it went on 'the
expedition; and, I may add, was thankfully eaten.

Al was finally settled, and the hunters said good-bye.
N- and Algernon waved their hands, the kettles
rattled, the black horse bucked two or three times, rushed
madly forwards, and in a few minutes disappeared into
the woods, leaving behind him provisions of all kinds
scattered in every direction. We all started in pursuit,
and after some time found him with the pack-saddle
broken and most of the heavy things lying round hin
or in his tracks. Half the day was lost before the pack-
saddle was mended. N- this time rode away on
the refractory horse, "Pongo" following with the pack-
saddle.

In the afternoon I galloped my pony to the upper camp,
and returned with 20 lbs. of flour.

The mornings are bitterly cold, but after the sun is up
the thermometer sometimes stands at 850 or 90° in the

shade, and at night 8° or 9° of frost. The changes of about

700 in the twenty-four hours made me again feel ill. I
took quinine and aconite to try to keep off fever, for
there is no doctor nearer than Golden City, 150 miles off.
- Adela and I consulted the Homoopathic book on fevers
of al kinds, and finding my ailments suit;ed all the
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symptoms, finally decided on perseverance with aconite as

a remedy; but I was depressed, and feeling very "down

on my luck," and went to bed after a very hot bath.

Adela too felt ill with swollen face and tooth-ache.

No sooner was I in bed than drip, drip, drip, came the

rain through the roof. As I knew that both cold and

draughts were to be avoided, and as li spite of al our

arrangements the wind was blowing in every direction,
I got up, covered the bed with a 'waterproof, hoisted

an umbrella over my head, and having arranged a screen

with some shawls, went to sleep, and awoke in the

morning much better.

Wrote some letters which had to lie peacefully upon

the shelf until there was an opportunity of posting them.

The hunters returned froin their 'three days' trip in the

mountains, the trail by which they had hoped to go they

found impassable-owing to " windfalls "-without a lot

of chopping, and they saw no sign of game.

The first clergyman we had seen since our arrival came

to-day, Mr. Irving by name, from Donald, where he had

a nice little church; he had just completed the annual tour

of his district, which covers an area in British Columbia as

large as Scotland, having taken the same pony 780 miles

lu seven weeks, the animal all the time feeding only on

the bunch grass. He told me that the railway hands

at Donald had assisted during their spare time lu carving

al the cedar benches in the little church, and that

they had sometimes five short services on Sunday.

Donald now has a hospital for the railway-men, who

Î-g
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unfortunately meet with numerous accidents in the moun-
tainous section of the C.P.R. At first it was defective in
many respects, but now the men are well cared for, the
nurse being a man who came there as a patient and
expressed a wish to remain. There have been as many
as twenty-one patients at one time in hospital.

Had a long ride up the valley, and enjoyed a gallop.
Saw pretty views of the blue mountains on either side of
Findlay Creek, which wended its way through its rocky bed
far below us, looking like a silver thread in the bright
sunshine. The trail became narrow and difficult as we
descended, so much so that a false step on the part of
the ponies would have plunged us into the creek far
below. We picketed the ponies where they could have
a good feed, having first taken off their saddles, then we
began to fish.

Such a nice-looking pool at the end of a little rapid, the
water of the brightest emerald green. From the rock
above, from which I was casting, I saw not only my lne
and minnow, but also the fish inspecting it: alas ! they
did not seem to think much of him, sQ after a few casts I
removed him and tried one half his size.

It is quite a fallacy to think that British Columbian
trout are easily caught. After looking through my fly-
book, I selected a small-sized fly with bright hackles, and
soon we had nine nice trout on the bank. I now tried a
grasshopper; he was too big, so I returned to my fly, and
two more fish were added to the basket-quite a pleasant
little afternoon's sport.

N 2
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Last night we were all awakened by the barking of
one of the dogs, but as he was always giving false alarms,
we shouted to him to keep quiet. Soon, however, we
heard some one outside saying, "Paper! letter!" Alger-
non called Tom C- , and they found an Indian who

had ridden up thirty-five miles during the night with a
letter. After an hour or two he took the answer back,
making seventy-five miles in all, in the dark, over a bad
trail, part of the way-a good night's work !

Algernon and Tom C - took a pack-pony down to the
flat, to get sugar, tea, and bacon. I went with them a couple
of miles, then I stopped to make a sketch, and after two
hours resaddled, fastened my drawing-block and other
things to my saddle by the buckskin thongs, and galloped
back to the house.

Two Indians who had brought potatoes seemed de-
lighted to go on a hunt with Algernon and N-, and
accordingly they made up their minds to start at dawn the
foilowiing day. They were rather fine-looking Indians, and
wore their hair long, parted in the middle, and plaited
down the sides with beads and iibbons. They wore bead
necklaces and leather bracelets, studded with brass nails;
also woollen shirts, and tight blanket leggings, fringed, and
reaching half way up their thighs, and a blanket fastened
round their waists by a cartridge-belt, which also held a
large hunting-knife, completed their costume.

The Indians mostly carry their rifles in covers, generally
made of buckskin, and often prettily worked with beads.
On their feet they wear moccasins; at this time they are

44
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all wearing old ones, as the hunting season has just
begun, but as soon as they have had time to dress some
hides, they will all appear in smart new ones.

September 15th.-Algernon, N-, and three Indians,
with six horses, one of which carried the pack, started on
their hunt to-day.

September 16th.-Mr. Irving, who was with us two days
ago, held a service at Canal Flat. We hoped to have
gone, though it was a ride of over twenty miles, but all
the ponies had stampeded except Adela's, and as they
were nowhere to be found we had to give it up. s

The cold nights' seemed somewhat to try the horses.
Adela's horse was ill to-day with a swelled throat, which we
blistered with mustard. We find that one-of the "cayeuses"
we bought is well known as a beast that always strays and
take others away with him. An unpjeasant discovery !

One of the miners came up to see Tom C-, who was
away, and we went out to speak to him. He said, "There
is one thing that surprises me about you two ladies."

I asked, "What is that ?"
", Well," he said, "I've never before seen any real ladies

from the old country, and I always understood that they
would not speak to a fellow like me, and behaved so
haughty like. Now it's quite different to what I expected
with you two ladies; and you are not dressed either as I
expected, but William " (a man the C--shad brought from
England) "teils me if I saw you in England I should
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hardly know you-that Lady A -wears a hat there
ever so high on her head !"--which he evidently con-
sidered a sign of considerable distinction.

We were much amused with this old miner's, candour.
No doubt, having lived in the mountains all lis life, he
expected us to appear in silk gowns of4>right colours, like
the pictures of beautiful ladies on pin-boxes. Instead of
this, we took tlie greatest trouble to procure sufficiently
rough. clothes for the life out here, and wear the same
day after day.

The miners here are very simple in some ways, and are
apt .to take things in too literal a sense. They are very
much down on ignorance of facts with which they are
acquainted. For instance, I gave them some books which
I thought would interest them; they were selected by a
friend, and, needless to relate, were tales with a good
moral tendency. e One of the books was called, "The
Californian Gold-Digger." A few days after their distri-
bution, Frank, one of the miners, told me " The story was
not true;" that the whole thing was impossible; that
he had read it; that "no womau could wander in the

woods with her child in a carriage for days together; " in
the first place the carriage could not travel in the woods.
In fact, he was prepared to argue that the greater part of the
story was incorrect. No doubt he was right. Experienced
in the\life of the woods, the inaccuracies struck him, and

in such a way that he doubted the whole of the book, and
the author's ultimate design was lost.

In another book the word " salvation " was mentioned.

M in
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A miner aslked Adej_ confidentially whether I beloxiged
to the Salvation Army, as I had given him a book with
the.word in it. ¿AIas tlieir utter ignorance and lack of
religious teaciing raiade me feel quite sad.

The two maids were sulky, so Adela and I had a day's
washing, and after it was over were glad to see 'all the
clothes clean and hanging up to dry; half an hour's
washing, however, made my back and shoulders ache.
For those who only know the smootli side of life and are
dissatisfied, how excellent it would be if they were exiled
even for a month, and deprived of most of the comforts of
home life; on their return, how they would appreciate them!

In the afternoon one of the Indians who started with
Algernon and N- came galloping up to the "shack."
We ran out to hear the news. Asked if he had a letter, he
looked at us in silence, for an Indian is always dignified
and reserved; but still he sat there, and I found, after
waiting some time, that he had a haunch of venison
fastened in a sack behind the saddle. We concluded this
to be the reason of his visit, and quickly appropriated the
venison. We had been without fresh meat for some days,
so were glad of it: Afterwards we found this meat had
been shot by some of the Indians. He had only come to
have a look at us on the way down the trail, "white
squaws'" being still a curiosity in. the Kootenay valley.
Tom C- said I was the first person he had met who had
got something from an Indian for nothing ! A few days
afterwards I saw the same Indian again, and paid him for
what I had so calmly taken.
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Found the black horse to-day nearly strangled. Hiehad contrived to tie up his legs in a manner worthy ofMaskelyne and Cooke's best efforts; so much so, that in afew hours he would'have died; I cut him loose. A clever
cow pony will never come to grief with a lariat, and can
generally unwind himself by going the reverse way. This
was a tiresome, stupid animal all the time we had hlm.
It is most dangerous-so far as the ponies are concerned
-to place a knot ate the end of a lariat, as in the event
of a stampede the horse may hang himself by means ofthe knot, and starve to death. Instances, alas ! are not
uncommon of ponies having met this fate.

As I was painting this afternoon, one of the miners
came with a message, and asked if he might see mysketches, as he had "never seen a picture painted with abrush." le looked with interest at several, and then
said, "Well, I never thought as how one could- do allthese things with a brush and pencil. I thought as how
all these things were done by machinery." This man
had lived in the mountains for thirty-three years, and
.when I told him of the prices which were given for
beautiful pictures, he seemed utterly astonished.

September 22nd.-The weather commences to feel wintry,
and the nights are very cold; the wind blows through this
wooden house, and there is a feeling of snow in the keen
air. The hunters have returned this evening; both look
tired, having had no sport. I copy from Algernon's diary
an account of their week's expedition:
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" We left with three Kootenays, all riding, and a pack-
"pony, to look for goat. The trail, after leaving the flat
"on the other side of Findlay Creek, was very rough, full
"of fallen timber, bogs, and nearly perpendicular bluffs.
"Our animals are excellent mountain ponies. We camped
"the first night about half-way to Skookum-chuck ('quick
"water'), at an old prospector's camp. No tent require
"as the night was lovely. The ponies found plenty f
"grass as we hobbled them.

"Started at 5 A.M. A much worse trail; one of the
"Indians staked his pony, and had to leave hin hobbled
"on the trail. Got to Skookum-chuck at'4 P.M.; went
"to look for deer.

"Tuesday.-This is a lovely creek and fine scenery.
"We went along the bank up-stream for about six hours,
"and camped at an old Indian camp-quite the most
" beautiful situation one could imagine. I wished to try
"for goat here, as there were heaps of fresh sign, but
"the Indians said there were none here now, and promised
"any number farther up the creek. N- and I
"went up a goat-trail in the evening, and waited in hopes
"of catching one coming down from the range to drink,
"but had no luck.

"JWednesday.-Went further up the creek to the pro-
"mised 'happy hunting-grounds.' I climbed a nearly
"perpendicular mountain 3,000 or 4,000 feet, and when
"on top, saw only a succession of precipices, with no sign
"of goat. The Indian went as fast as he could, and had
"no knowledge of hunting-more of trying to run me out
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"cof siglit; so I told him, 'Not my idea of hunting; no

" sigin of goat.' This made Louis very sulky, and as they

"were utterly useless as hunters, we decided to return.
"Priday.-Started at dawn, after some trouble in,

"catching Pongo, N--'s pony. The trail led first up a
terribly steep zigzag for 2,000 or 3,000 feet; then a

" descent began through very thick scrub over our heads,
"through which we made our way as best we could, over
"endless C windfalls' and rocks. By this time it was pour-
"ing with rain, and at intervals it changed to heavy sleet
" or snow, so that in a short time we had not a dry rag on

"us. After several hours of this work, the trail having
"quite given out, we scaled another mountain. Struck
"the trail near the top, and at last got well above the
" snow-line, making up our minds to camp in an old crater
"we found with a small lake in it-a most lovely spot.

"Just as we were getting down to the lake, Louis, who

"was a few yards ahead with the pack-pony, saw a small

"bear, and at once fired, without waiting for one of us.

"Needless to say, he missed, as most of the Indians are

"poor shots, especially at any running object. For any one

"who could shoot at all, it would have been an easy mark.
" After changing into some dry things, as it was freezing as

" hard as it could up here, I went out to prospect for goat,

"but with no better luck, beyond seeing some old tracks.

"C aturday.-An early start. The scenery when we rode

"on to the summit from our-camping-ground was most

"magnificent. The Selkirks and Rockies, with their tops

" covered with snow, and with the rising sun shining on
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"them, extended for hundreds of miles around us, for we
" were at a great height, and in a wonderfully clear atmo-
e sphere. A rough trail and steep. We reached the C-'s
"camp tired and hungry."

From the foregoing, one can see that many of the
Indians at the present time will take sportsmen away
from game, so anxious are they to keep it for themselves.
Those districts where the Indians are great hunters are
the worst places for white men to find sport.

September 25th.-I 'now xesume my journal. The horses
all stampeded during the night/though picketed with the
greatest care; but the soil her holds picket-pins very
badly. We thought a bear or wolf must have been the
cause. We found it most annoying; all had to turn out
to search for the missing horses. We walked in different
directions, and for many hours; sometimes a burnt stump
in the far distance seemed to shape itself to one's excited
imagination into the form of one of the black ponies. We
met the Indian pony staked at Skookum-chuck, looking
well and fat; then we got on the trail of a lariat, and fol-
lowed a long distance, only to find a black horse belonging
to the upper camp. Starlight at last we found wandering
alone, with his lariat broken, and saw other five ponies,
but alas ! none of them ours. The sun was hot, and
walking through the long grass and windfals was very
fatiguing; at length we began to retrace our steps.

I was glad to meet Algernon with Adela's horse, on
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which he had put a Californian saddle, and come to find
me .from the upper camp. I tried to ride sideways, but
that did not do, so seated myself in the ordinary way. I
suppose custom is everything, but I felt very little would
send me flying-an inglorious voluntary. Al the squaws
"out West " ride across, and ride very well.

On reaching the upper camp, met Adela. She had
found all the horses except one-the black one with a
white blaze-our bane, and also not paid for! We spent
the afternoon looking for him, without success.

September 26th.-Algernon was up early, and shot a
grey wolf which was trying to play with the dogs ; a
huge brute it was, with a good coat, and not unlike an
"Esqui-" dog in colour. We had heard the wolves making
a great noise for several nights, but did nt think they
would venture so near in the daytime. Algernon prepared
the head for stuffing, and the skin was stretched to dry on
the wall in the sun.

Adela and I searched for the lost pony. We feared he
was stolen, or hung up somewhere .in the way I have
already described; if the latter, we felt no time was to be
lost, so we searched al the woods round for him, but with
no success.

We never saw or heard of him again.

. àý i iâ m '
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CHAPTER XV.

IN SEARCH OF BETTER SPORT-LIFE AT FINDLAY

CREEK-GOOD-BYFr-DAYS ON THE TRAIL.

"And so in mountain solitudes o'ertaken,
As by some spell divine

Their cares drop from them, like the needles shaken
From out the gusty pine."-Bret Harte.

Findlay Creek, September 27th.-Algernon and N
said good-bye to Findlay Creek, having arranged to meet
their hunters at Windermere. Tom C- went also
on his way to Calgary. Adela and I rode part of the
way with them, and I felt rather depressed at being
left behind, but Algernon thought I could not stand the
rough work or walking.

Margeau, the half-breed, one of the best hunters in the

Kootenay Valley, when they saw him three weeks ago,
told them that last year he was out with two Austrians;
they had seven pack ponies, and as far as he could see,
one of the ponies carried a load of white pocket-handker-

chiefs ! the quantity of "kit " these men had seemed to

amuse him very much.
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Algernóon and N have started off on this their third
hunt with renewed hope and energy.

The house was very lonely to-night with al the
men gone, and the stillness only broken by the dismal
howling of the wolves. But though we hung up the
carcase of the dead wolf as a bait, we did not get a shot,
these animals being most wary.

Our days were mostly spent in riding about seeking for
the missing horse, and in visiting the hydraulic. The
weather was delightful, a hot sun with a light breeze off
the mountains. We passed in our rides sometimes over
flats covered with bunch grass, and here and there clumps
of pine-trees, with high wooded hills on either side; now
and then our ponies had to climb over windfalls or down
the side of some steep rocky gulch.

I had my rifle hitched to my saddle, and felt

happier with it there. We passed many elk-horns lying
about, some of them large ones. The Indians seem to
have cleared this part of the country of game last year
at their Christmas feast they had 800 deer; they kill
them in season and out of season, which seems a great

pity.
My pony "Baldie" and I have become good friends;

he is a queer-looking creature, with a white blaze on his
forehead and four white legs, but pretty tough and a good
hack. If he is given' an hour or two's rest with his
saddle off (when he enjoys a good roll), he can canter
along with me all day; he likes to drink at every creek
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he passes, and no amount of water seems to do him
any harm.

October 2nd.-There is much sameness in our daily
record. We eat, drink, and sleep; we would read books,
but that our small ]ibrary has become exhausted. No
post, no church, no garden, and all the wool I was making

stockings with is also finished.
The miners have àlmost got down to the bed-rock in

the river; hard work; the men continually have to keep
moving large stones and rocks which impede their progress,
and when unable to do so, they have to blow them up with
dynamite. The Chinamen who work here are miserable-
looking specimens, and do al this labour, feeding almost
entirely on rice; the horrible effects of opium-smoking are
seen in their languidness and death-like pallor.

The difficulties connected with mining here are very
great. Though the men have only been working a short
time, the ditch which carries the water has broken
incessantly; this is frôm no fault in construction, but
because the banks in some places have not settled. All
this delays the work, for when a break occurs the water
must at once be turned off at the nearest gate to prevent
further damage. The ditch carrying the water for this
hydraulic comes a distance of five miles.

October 3rd.-Last night I felt somewhat alarmed,
having heard Indians passing just before we went to bed.
Here we are with only two English maids and a lad
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who had lately come from England. Adela (to prevent
my being frightened) assured me that there were no
Indians, that I was mistaken, in fact, that it was only
the lad snoring, but this morning we saw two Indians
coming down from the upper camp; they had passed
during the night, driving some cattle with them; these
were the sounds that had disturbed me.

The Indians do not sel their calves, but sell yearlings
which have been on the range the better part of two
summers; the meat of these is excellent; perhaps feeding
on the bunch grass brings the animal to earlier maturity
than with us. A two-year-old steer, which will weigh
500 lbs., can be bought for $30 = £8, his value when killed
being about 6 cents per lb., or about3d. in our money.

We called the Indians, as I wanited to buy some of
their ornaments, and when they rode ùp to the house, we
gave them each some tobacco, and I purchased from
them an embroidered fire-bag, with a fringe of mink tails,
and a bead necklace strung on leather. The Indians
spoke to each other all the time, and I heard one of them
say in Chinook " that there were a lot of Clootchmans

(women) about." Adela whispered, "Let them go, it's
time they went away." I saw she was uneasy, and I
was not sorry when they rode off.

Our life here is an entirely outdoor one, and the weather
having been so fine for the last six weeks, has made the
greatest difference in the pleasure of our visit.

Whilst sketching one day, Adela and i viewed two
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partridges; the gun was two miles away at the-shack, but
she quickly jumped on one of the ponies, and returned
with it. We were so pleased, and even thought of our
possible dinner. Alas!- there is many a slip 'twixt the
cup and the lip. The too impulsive deerhound ran in too
soon, spoilt our chance, and we saw our hoped-for dinner

fly away. Partridges are scarce here, owing to the number
of grey wolves, which prey upon them when no larger
game is to be procured.

We have been expecting C---'s return for the last
three days; the anxiety of being without men in the house
we do not like ; I have kept my little Colt's repeating
rifle loaded in my room, and Adela has a pistol.

We had almost given up hopes of him when I heard a
holloa, and we saw a cloud of dust coming up the trail,
and in a short time he was with us. His pony was about
"played ont." I took charge of poor "Whitebait,"
watered him, took off his saddle and bridle, and turned
him loose; no wonder he was tired, for he had come about
80 miles in two days.

Adela tells us to-night how pleased she was when our
Indian visitors rode away the other day, as she recognised
one of them as "Capla " as soon as she saw themn, he
being the Indian who shot two white men in the valley
some time before. The story is as follows, but certainly
there were extenuating circumstances:-

In some out-of-the-way place, Capla met two miners;
he was starving, and asked for food; this they refused
to give, and moreover told him that they would
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shoot hlm if he did not " clear out." He went, but weited
until they gave him a chance, and then shot them both.
A squaw of his own tribe informed the police, but there
was not sufficient evidence to convict him, and he got off;
he has been rather avoided by the settlers and miners
since that time.

One day I said to Frank (one of the miners), "Don't
you know any good stories to tell me ? "

"Well, I guess, a good many. In the year 1863, a lot
of us were up in the Yellowstone Park, at a place they
called the Big Gulch. Well, the party were attacked by

"Indians ; we were eighteen hunters, but we knew that the
"300 Indians would wipe us all out if they got the chance;
"having a good quantity of ammunition, we were able to
"hold our own. One of the hunters had an Indian wife;
"she fought for us against her people, killing seven Indians
"to her own rifle, and when the bullets were nearly al
"used up, she made more under a heavy fire. Ah! she
" was a good woman for fighting; we repulsed the attack
"after many hours.

"Yes, I could tell you many stories of things I've seen

myself:-
"eOn the Mississippi one time, when the mineis were

"away from camp, the Indians came down, cleared the
"camp of all:that there was to carry away; one person
"was in it, a white- woman, the wife of one of rhe men;

her they knocked on the head and scalped, leaving her
" for dead. In the evening, however, when the miners
"return-ed, they found she was not dead but scalpedi and
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cc what was worse, the scalp carried off, and irretrievably
" gone!"

" Did she live ? " I asked.
" Oh, yes, she lived. She was ill all winter, but the

" boys made a sort of plaster of canvas and balsam they got
" off the trees, and put her head into a case of this, and
" when she got wel they got her a wig. We were soon-
" even with them ; we killed eighteen Indians that night,
" and put their heads in a row close to where the steamer
cc passed. Some fresh comers on board were shocked at
"the sight, called us cruel: we were armed, and forced them
"to leave the steamer, and come with us to our camp,
"where they saw the scalped woman. They did not call
"us cruel then !"

These pioneering days must have been troublesome and
rough; although things are changed for the better now, so
lately as five years ago our host found three dead men on
the trail as he was coming up to Findlay Creek from
Golden.

The Prairie Indians in the North-West Territory do not
take to industrial pursuits like those in British Columbia,
and for this reason, that while the former have Government
grants and rations, the latter have none ; therefore they
like farming, fishing, lumbering, and such work, while
the Prairie Indians, having no incentive to work, hunt,
and this is their sole occupation. The system of reserva-
tions is just and right. They provide a settled home to
those Indians who would otherwise be without land of
their own; but education for the rising generation would
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be decidedly more advantageous than the system of
rations, which only tends to pauperize them, while many
of the poor Indians, being completely i the power of the
agents who distribute the rations, are robbed by them in
the most disgraceful manner.

In Canada the Indians are in undisputed possession of
their reserves, and long may it be so, until time and the
march of civilisation transform them into a useful
population.

October 15th.-Lovely weather, with brilliant sunshine.
Had we been in a log-house we should have felt
perfectly warm; but it got bitterly cold at night in the
"shack." When I opened my little window in the early
morning, the temperature was the same outside and i;
the water was frozen in my basin, and my sponge like a
rock. Fortunately I have warm clothes-one requires
them-and also I have a large indiarubber water-bag
which is almost a necesSity when travelling in out-of-the-
way places, which I put into my bed at night, and is a
great comfort. We have nailed- woollen shawls up to
keep off the draughts, as we were all beginning to suffer
from the effects of them. A log-house is usually built by
squaring the logs, and notching them where they cross at
the corners, so that they fit closely together, the notches
also binding the building firmly; the roof is also made
of logs resting on a strong roof-tree, and covered with a
foot of earth. If it be wished to make the house extra
warm, the chinks between the logs are filled with moss.
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A shack is built by nailing boards upright to a frame the
size of the intended house; the roof is also of boards
roughly nailed on, and the whole construction often leaks
like a sieve.

A passing Indian promised to deliver a letter to
Algernon. flaving been paid, he started, after a long
and animated conversation chiefly carried on by signs,
during which he repeatedly nodded his head, and I fondly
imagined understood. I enclosed my letter to Captain
Armstrong, who, I knew, would send it to Algernon where
he is hunting on Horse-thief Creek. (I may mention that
the Indian did not fully understand me. He thought he
had to find Algernon, and never went to Captain
Armstrong. Ie followed the former's trail for three days,
and then, finding it led over a small glacier, and a storm
coming on, he, as the miners say, made tracks for home.
As he had had a three days' ride for his two dollars, he
was not overpaid, although unsuccessful in his mission.)

The stage waggon, with four very hard-worked-looking
ponies, came up this afternoon. The driver told us that
Capla, the Indian I mentioned before, "lheld up" a man
yesterday and took $16 from him. To hold a man up in
North-West-parlance means to threaten to shoot him if he
does not hold his hands up over his head. The man
seemed frightened, and after being robbed offered Capla
his watch, which was promptly thrown back in his face.

We travel over the same trail to-morrow and next day,
but the driver has his revolver, and I decided to hitch my
rifle on to my saddle.

g 0~ ob"*ý4A- m A 10 mi
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Said good-bye to Findlay Creek. I was sorry to leave
the C---s behind (they are going to move to the
log camp farther up the valley), but glad to leave the
place, as the cold was intense, being below zero. I
preferred to ride all the way, as the jolting and discomfort
of driving over a rough trail is more easily inagined than
described. We all breakfasted in our fur cloaks, but the
bright sunshine soon made us feel warmer.

The stage waggon came to the door at 8 A.M. The

baggage was quickly packed; the C-s sent all their

heavy things, as this was the last chance of their having
them conveyed by steamer on the Columbia this year, as
the river was beginning to freeze up. Then Adela's two
maids, who looked upon their journey as a very important

one, were seated, and lastly Percy D-, who seems to have
had enough gold-mining for the present, one half-day's
hard work at the hydraulie having damped his youthful
ardour.

Fresh snow lies on the mountains everywhere; white
hoar-frost has covered the trees, the leaves, and the grass,
and the ground\ crackles under the weight of the ponies
and waggon. So cold is it that I am glad to fasten my
big cloak round m as I ride along.

Findlay Creek lu ked its best as we were leaving; the
mountains covered with snow, the foreground of larch and
dark green stone-pine standing out sharply in the clear
atmosphere of a winter day. The trail about 150 feet
above the creek did not daunt the Jehu of the waggon,
who, by many imprecations, threats, and a free use of the

M "
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whip, urged the ponies into a hand-gallop, and, with only
sufficient room for the waggon to pass, they made the
best pace they could over a very bad road. Custom
certainly makes a difference to every one; indeed, I am
not at all sure that habit is not often niistaken for courage.
A man accustomed to horses is not afraid of them, neither
is a sailor afraid in a boat, but a tailor or a landsman
might in their places be wrongly mistaken for a coward.
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CHAPTER XVI

BEWER's "STOPPING-HOUSE "-OT SPRINGS-INDIAN

WOMEN-FROM WINDERMERE TO GOLDEN CITY.

From toil he wins bis spirits light,
From busy day the peacefuîl night;
Rich, from the very want of wealth,
In heaven's best treasures, peace and health."-Grey.

AFTER an eight hours' ride Mrs. Brewer, the wife of the
proprietor of the " stopping-house " at Hot Springs, greets
me at her door withI "Oh ! you've come, have you? I was
expecting you."

Adela's two maids and Percy D- arrive ten minutes
later in the waggon. It amuses me to notice that the maids
have donned a quantity of tawdry jewellery during their
drive; this seems to impress Mrs. Brewer, who receives
them as visitors of much greater distinction than myself.
We follow her into the kitchen, and not having had any-
thing to eat since 7 A.M., I ask for a cup of tea. She says
nothing, but begins an impromptu toilet, first brushing and
replaiting her hair, then by placing a tin basin on the
stove she contrives to get the chill off the water, and
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with the aid of some yellow soap produces a most excellent
polish on her good-humoured face; she then suddenly
appears in a clean gown, fastening with the aid of a large
brass pin, a coloured kerchief round her neck, and while
donning these garments keeps up a running conversation
with us, the principal subject of it being complaints
of how Brewer's manners have fallen off since he came to
this country! Mrs. Brewer, though Irish, is a good type
of a "western woman," for she does the whole work of the
"stopping-house," having to get through all the cleaning
and cooking, besides the waiting on fourteen or fifteen

people at their meals three times a day. I am so uuch
amused with her and her conversation that I forgete all
about my tea, and having been told there are sulphur
springs near here, am just starting out to find them, when
I am recalled by Mrs. Brewer's lusty voice, "It is only at
" this first tea that stewed cabbage and hashed turnips are
" provided," so I gladly sit down at once to revel in these
delicacies of civilisation! The meat, however, is very
tough-rather makes me fancy J am eating the sole of my
shoe; but there are excellent rolls, potatoes, and molasses.

Brewer is a hard-working man, and in spite of his wife's
complaints of the effects of British Columbia on his
manners, I find they are still much better than her own.
Every picture has its pathetic side. This couple have
been married thirteen years and have one small child, poor
little fellow I when only eight months old he fell into the
fire, and half his face was dreadfully burnt; the hard-
working mother stopped to tell me al about the accident,
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and of how unhappy they both were when they thought
they would lose him. In their love the disfigurements
of his little face are forgotten! There are no fewer than
sixteen cats under the stove; the little burnt child sits
and hugs the kittens in his arms, until one wonders they
are not squeezed to death. This army of cats is required
to keep the mountain rats in check ; they are very destruc-
tive and will ruin a saddle in a few hours, and have a
curious habit of carrying off any shining object to their
holes; they will also empty a sack of grain in an incredibly
short time.

Brewer came to talk to me after tea; he asked me if I
should like to see his gold nuggets, and having replied in
the affirmative, he returned presently with several small
canvas bags full of them; the value of the gold he said
was about £300. Hlere, with all sorts of people coming
and going, he seemed to have no anxiety about the safety
of his treasure. This speaks well for the country.

I must also mention that during the whole time of our
visit in the mountains, though we kept al the saddles,
bridles, and lariats under the verandah by the front door,
nothing was ever lost or missing.

I started for the Hot Springs after tea. A climb over a
steep trail of nearly a mile brought me to the first basin,
the water of which is perfectly hot and very clear; it is
eight or nine feet long, about two feet deep and four
feet wide; the overflow leaves a curious rocky-looking
deposit, and in the crevices of the sandstone below
quantities of maiden-hair fern grow. It is curious to see
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such delicate ferns growing here where the temperature is
so low at night; but if one feels the ground, it proves quite
warm, and must have, therefore, the same effect as a hot-bed.

On going a couple of hundred yards further and making
a steep descent, I found myself by the side of a mountain
stream. Another large basin had been formed here, and

into it the clear water comes bubbling up boiling hot,
looking like champagne, while by the side of it runs the
icy cold water of the mountain stream. I felt much
tempted to have a bathe, but just as I had made up my
mind to do so two miners appeared on the scene.

October 16th.-The mail waggon did not start till 12.30,
and we had a shorter distance to go to-day, so I amuse

myself wandering about. The morning was very cold

and sunless, but fortunately the snow kept off. The

trail seemed quite lively with passers-by; first come

three bullock teams, hauling heavy loads of lumber;

the great creatures move slowly but do ten miles a

day, oxen taking much longer to feed than horses. Then
pass three squaws, with ten ponies, evidently following

the men who went up yesterday evening, on their

way to hunt. The women ride astride their saddles,

and do not seem to mind what load their ponies

carry. One squaw has two boys on the pony with her,

another carries in the hood of her blanket a crying

papoose, while the third conveys a cat in the same way.

The children seem much frightened when I go to speak to

them, evidently not being used to " white " people. I



make them understand by signs that I wish to purchase
one of their "quirts " (riding-whips); they seem amused,
and I secure one for $1. It consists of a short wooden

handle, painted red and ornamented with brass nails,

having at one end a loop of coloured cloth for the wrist

and at the other end two leather thongs, which form a lasli

about two feet long.
At last the time came to start; the four ponies were

caught, and harnessed to the waggon. I saddled up

Baldy, and said good-bye to Mrs. Brewer, who regretted
that she had not had more time to talk to me and to the

two maids !
Shortly before we left, a waggon arrived from Canal

Flat with two poor men in it very ill with mountain

fever; they asked for beef tea; stewed beef was offered

to them instead. Fortunately I had a sausage of Brand's

beef tea, and was very glad to give them some of it. (For

the next three days they happened to travel with me,

and I was able to doctor them with chlorodyne, and other

things, which I think saved their lives; they had no one

else to look after them.)
I kept as near the waggon as I could, as there had been

a scare about the Indians the day before. At one place

we heard some shouting, but found it was only some
Indians bringing a band of horses down the trail. They

generally on good ground go at full gallop and seldom

lose a pony, as they are accustomed to be driven in this

way. From the time they are small foals they follow

their mothers, and instances have been known of their
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going forty to sixty miles when only a week old. In this
way they become tractable before they are broken. Al
the time we were in British Columbia, we never saw a
lame or broken-kneed pony, although taken very long
journeys. Percy D - got the loan of a pony, and
therefore I had a companion for the remainder of my ride
to Windermere, of which I was glad, as to ride with a
waggon is to go at a very tiresome pace.

We cantered along leaving the stage far behind, and
just as it was getting dark, reached the wooden house
near the Columbia Lake, which is designated the "Winder-
mere Hotel" Imagine my pleasure; the first person who
greeted me was Algernon; he and N- had both come
in from the mountains two hours before, and were greatly
astonished to see me, thinking I had left Findlay Creek
some time ago. They looked tired and unkempt, having
been for twenty-four hours without food.

Everything was beautifully clean, and we enjoyed
a most excellent tea, the only drawback to our repose
and comfort being the "Saloon " or "Bar." After we had
gone to bed, there was too much noise to allow us to sleep,
and the drunken orgie ended in what they cal a " Bull's
Bal" in this country. A fiddler arrived, about thirty men
danced together, and the shuffling of feet and the talking
and the laughing, and the reek of bad tobacco, disturbed
us until an early hour the next morning.

Algernon is w-akened by N- at 4 .M., and on
going out to the stables they find the white pony and
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another, belonging to the manager of the hotel, gone ; but
after an hour's search, they are both recovered. One of
the drunken heroes of the night's merry-making let them
out of the stables. At first we heard that they were

stolen, and Algernon at once equipped himself to go after
the thief. I was so glad that this was not necessary,
as besides the risks, had he ridden in the opposite
direction, we should have missed the steamer, the last one
down the Columbia this year, and I heard that the 150
miles' ride to Golden was over a very bad trail.

Algernon saddled the ponies and we started for the ten-
mile ride down the trail to the steamer. The weather
looked threatening, but fortunately held up until we were
quite near the end of our ride. Three waggons with pas-
sengers of al sorts followed us. The Government have
been improving the trail, which is now much better than
it was last year. At length we reached the boat, and were
welcomed by Captain Armstrong, and as there is no cabin

on the Marion, we were glad to avail ourselves of his kind
offer of tea in the warehouse, where there is a cooking-
stove, used to prepare food for some men whom he has
working above here to improve the channel of the river.
At first the prospects of our journey looked gloomy
enough. There was no possible room for the ponies on
board, and it seemed as likely as not that we should have
to ride them ourselves ail the way to Golden. Fortunately,

as the boat was about to start, a man was found who was
willing to take them down for us for the sum of $12.

There was a board roof or hurricane deck, with canvas
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THE "MARION."

hangings at the sides, which afforded some shelter against
the rain, which came down in torrents. The passengers sat
shivering round the funnel of the steamer, while the poor
sick men were stretched out on blankets amidships. The
larger steamer The Duchess no longer runs on the river, as
she draws too much water. The Marion, therefore, a
much smaller boat, has taken her place, which the men
say could float in a heavy dew! When full of cargo and
passengers, she draws little more than a foot of water.

The day improved as we ran down the river, and the
wheel-house where Captain Armstrong allowed us to sit
was certainly the most comfortable place in the boat, and
from it we had beautiful views of the river as we steamed
along. The heavy mist rose slowly off the mountains on
either side of the valley, and» let us see the hill, quite
white with snow.

Bump ! bump ! bump! and we were aground upon a
sand-bank. After much patient work with poles, and
having made a hawser fast to a tree on the bank, which
all the men on board hauled at with a will, the Marion
was floated again. This happened several times, and
rendered our progress rather slow.

At one place, as we drew near the bank to "wood up,"
-as taking on board wood for the engines is called,-Al-
gernon sees Moulson, a miner and hunter whom we saw
on our way up. He tells us that the Shushwap Indians
have had good hunting in the neighbourhood, so Algernon
decides to remain for a week and have a hunt with him.
We hastily collect his blankets, rifle, cartridges, and -
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kit-bag, have only just time to say good-bye before the
steamer starts, and we leave them standing on the bank.
N- has had enough of it, he says; and certainly it
must be very cold work camping out at night, with the
thermometer below zero.

The storm which was so severe in the mountains a few
days ago is over, and after the first fall of snow there is
often a good chance of getting bear, before they finally
settle down in their winter quarters.

I much wished to stay with Algernon, but N- and
Captain Armstrong advised me strongly against doing so,
both on account of thecold and also because a third
person's presence might diminish the chances of sport;
and further, they will need a pack-pony, and they hope to
get ours on the way to Golden.

N goes to Mitford en route for England at once,
while I am bound for Banff Iotel as the nearest point
where I can wait for Algernon. Meantime, as we steam
along, the amusement of firing at ducks and geese with a
rifle is diverting; but as the birds get alarmed the moment
they hear the boat coming, we put down the rifles. Then,
bad luck ! from a bed of rushes up rise three large geese.

Al the lakes which lie along the Columbia valley are
covered with wild-fowl at the present time; besides wild
swan, there are geese, ducks, herons, bitterns, grebes,
pelicans, and many other varieties in abundance. We hear
the weird cries of many of these birds towards evening,
and it becomes too dark at 6 o'clock to proceed further.

The steamboat is moored near the bank, by a log-house
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owned by a man called9" Duteh Pete "-not an uncommon
name in the Columbia valley, for we have already heard
of " Shushwap Pete " and "Kootenay Pete."

Our landlord looks exactly as if he had tumbled out of
one of Teniers' pictures; he is rather stout, with fair hair,
has a Dutch-looking face, wears a round-brimmed hat,
and the inevitable pipe is always in his mouth; and
though apparently rather overwhelmed by such a sudden
invasion, he soon rises to the emergency. He has to pre-
pare supper for twelve hungry people. The log-house is
divided into three rooms; in one of them the sick men
are lodged; in the centre room, which is provided with a
good wooden table and long benches, we are al glad to sit
down and wait for supper.

There are three women on the steamer besides myself;
they have the third room allotted to them, while Captain
Armstrong kindly gives me the wheel-house on the
steamer -as my sleeping-place. It has the merit of being
quiet, and though it is tiny, I have it all to myself ;
so with my warm blankets and fur rugs, I shal be fairly
comfortable, and able to defy the weather. The night
air is exceedingly cold, and the evening almost as light
as day now the moon is up, and thousands of stars are
visible.

We are all very hungry, and glad when, after a great deal
of shufihing, whispering, and preparation, supper is at last
ready; and really excellent it is for such a place, for we
have beefsteaks (where fropn?) and baked potatoes, hot
rolls and tea, with good salt butter. I sit near Captain
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Armstrong; opposite to me is a female passenger, returning
from Windermere. She wears upon her head a. thing they
please to cal a "Fascinator." It fascinates me, but not
in the way its owner would wish; for as I look at this
comical brown woollen head-dress trimmed with beads, it
makes me smile, in spite of my efforts not to do so.
I am asked to explain the reason of my amusement
by N and Captain Armstrong, but of course I
cannot.

Some one to-morrow will mourn the loss of these beef-
steaks which we have so much appreciated this evening,
because they were put in a "C cache "* by a boatman who

went up the river yesterday, for food on the way down.
No ill-feeling seems to resuit from thus taking possession
of the property of another; that it was required to feed
hungry people seems sufficient excuse.

This stopping-house is what I expected, but the English
maids, who have been rendered perfectly unbearable by
the attentions they have received during their exit from
British Columbia, complain bitterly of their discomforts,
and of the cold.

In order to be a good traveller, one must always be
prepared to accept the inevitable, and I am sure this rule
would also apply well to al travellers on life's journey.
These months in the iRocky Mountains have taught me a
great deal lu that way. When I see these poor sick men
enduring all this cold and fatigue uncomplainingly, I
thank God that we are al well after our wanderings.

* Hiding-place.
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Fortunately I have tinned soup, quinine, and, other
things with me, so that I am able to look after the
invalids.

Nature is very beautiful and perfect in her dispositions
in most places in these mountains grows the " mahonia
or Oregon grape ; also ,the white sage. The root and
berries of the mahonia infused as a strong tea, or the
leaves of the sage treated in the same way, as the
settlers say, "breaks the fever," or in other wórds, is au
excellent remedy. With considerable trouble, we had
collected some of the roots of the mahonia, and were pre-
paring it in the above manner, but the untiring «IDutlh
Pete," who desired to put everything in order, threw it
away when we left the room for a few minutes !

Life is a struggle, a survival of the fittest ; but this -
is surely a sorry place for invalids, but'in spite of many
drawbacks, the patients are improving; moving home-
wards possibly cheers them.

Ere long I return to my little wheel-house on the
steamer, and after wrapping myself up in the warmest
possible way, soon fall asleep. Sounds of wood-chopping
and of engine fires being lighted are the first I hear in the
morning; then the more welcome call to breakfast; after
that we soon start again.

I left in the care of "IDutch Pete " two extra plaids,
whicli he promised to deliver to Algernon, the weather
being so extremely cold that I feared he had not taken
sufficiently warm thingswith i these never reached

ntl thing r2
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him, Al these hunting expeditions are a great anxiety
to me.

On the Cars.-Our steamboat Marion reached the wharf

half-a-mile from Golden, at three o'clock. At six o'clock,N- and I stepped into the cars, and were again sur-
rounded by comforts of al kinds.

Snow al round us, and by moonlight we have occasional
glimpses of the wondrous scenery through whiclf we are
passing. Before Banff is reached, the snow has become
quite -deep. Al looks horridly wintry, the severe cold
having come rather suddenly; however, we have little to
complain about, this having been one of the finest autumns
on record in the North-West.

October 19t.-Wish N - good-bye; step out on the
snowy platform 3 A.M. A quick drive takes me to the
Banff Springs Hotel.

Nothing to do but rest and get my luggage unpacked.
The hot air after the freshness in the mountains is to me
intolerable; I am obliged to sleep with all my windows
open.

Find some Canadians whom we met at Vancouver; one
of them playaimost charmingly. There is a new Steinway

grand piano in the hotel. As I listen to Chopin's
Nocturnes and Brahm's Hungarian dances, I close my
eyes and think of all we have seen and done, with a
feeling of security and rest which is delightful, although I
thoroughly enjoyed the free life in the mountains.

The season at Banff is over; all the large rooms are
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closed. Stili by every train one or two travellers arrive,
either on their way to the coast or homeward bound. The
hotel, however, though half empty, is not devoid of some
romance. "'Tis love, 'tis love that makes the world go
round." A bridal pair are in the house, having been
married in the small English church here last Tuesday.

October 21st.-Nice simple service in the English
church; there are also Presbyterian and Methodist

services held here every Sunday.

October 25th.-More snow. It is coming down in pow-
dery flakes to-day. Had a lovely drive in a sledge; with
the bells it sounded cheerful. All carts and waggons
are now on runners, and the river is frozen, which gives
the place quite an unfamiliar look.

The horrors of being frost-bitten are not an uncommon

experience here, but the speedy application of snow to

the affected parts, or, in the case of the hands and feet,

plunging them into cold water and keeping them there

while the thawing process is going on, prevents much
harm being done except in very aggravated cases.

Played a rubber of whist this evening, and discovered

that in "American whist" honours do not count, and

short whist is seven, not five, as with us.
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CHAPTER XVII.

NOTEs ABOUT -EÀRLY FRENCH- SETTLERS-HUNTING IN

THE MOUNTAINS.

"What man would read and read the self-same faces,
And like the marbies which the windmill grinds,
Rub smooth for ever with-the same smooth minds,

-This year retracing last year's, every year's dull traces,
When there are woods and un-man-stifled places ? "-Lowell.

Banf Springs Iotel, Rocky Mountains.-Some of the

early Canadian histories are very interesting; among
others, ' The Old Régime in Canada,' by Parkman, and
extracts from old French letters given in this work are
specially quaint and curious.

Early in the 17th century we fmd the following entries
relating to the noblesse who had emigrated to Canada
during the reign of Louis XIV.:--

"The gentilhomme had no vocation for emigrating. He
"liked the army; he liked the Court. If he could not be
"of it, it was something to live in its shadow. The life of
"a backwoods settler had no charm for him; he was not
"used to labour, and he could not trade without being
"liable to forfeit his nobility."

" When Talon came to Canada, there were but four
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"noble families in the Colony. Where, then, could be

"found the material for a Canadian noblesse ? First, in

" the regiment Carignan Salieres, sent from France by
" command of Louis XIV., for the assistance of his Cana-

« dian colony. Two hundred of them landed at Quebec,

" 1665. Most of the officers of the expedition were gentils-

"hommes. Secondly, in the issue of patents of nobility.

" Stracy asked for four such patents; Talon for five more.
j' Money smoothed the path to advancement.*

"e Jacques le Ber, the merchant who had long kept a

"shop at Montreal, got bimself made a gentleman- for

"6,000 livres."t They did not, however, make much

progress or continue to flourish, as seen by the following

extracts from letters:-

"Many of our gentilshommes oficiers and other owners of

"seignories lead what in France is called the life of a

"country gentleman, and spend most of their time in

hunting or fishing. As their requirements in food and

"clothingt are greater than those of the simple habitants,

"l and as they do not devote themselves to the improving of

"l their land, they mix themselves up in trade, run into debt

"con al hands, incite their young habitants to range the

' woods, and send their own children there to trade for furs

" in the Indian villages and in the depth of the forest, in
" spite of the prohibition of His Majesty. Yet with all

"this they are in miserable poverty."

* Talon's 'Memoire sur l'Etat présent du Canada,' 1667.
† Ex ' Vie de Mademoiselle le Ber,' 325.

" Lettre de Duchesneau at(Ministre," 10 Novembre, 1679.
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"It is pitiful to see their children, of whom they have great
"numbers, passing all the sunmer with nothing on them
" but a shirt,and their wives and daughters working in the
" fields."*

"We must give them some corn at once, or they wll
" starve."†f

" Above all things, monseigneur, permit me to say that
"the nobles of this new country are everything that is most
" beggarly, and that to increase the number is to increase
"the number of do-nothingŠ. A new country requires
"hard workers, who will landie the axe or mattock."

"The sons of our councillors are no more industrious
"than the nobles, and their only resource is to take to the

woods, trade a little with the Indians, and for the most
part, fal into the disorders of which I have had the

" honour to inform you. I shall use al possible means to
"induce them to engage in regular commerce; but as our
" nobles and councillors are all very poor and weighed
" down with debt, they could not get credit for a single
" crown-piece."

Louis XIV., dispenser of charity, came to the rescue.
He granted an alms of 100 crowns to each family, coupled
with a warning to the recipients of his bounty that cC their
misery proceeds from their ambition to live as persons of

quality and without labour." §
* "Lettre de Champigny au Ministre," 26 Août, 1687.
t Zid., 6 Novembre, 1687.
‡Abstract of Denonville's letters and of minister's answers, N.Y.

Colonial Documents, IX. 317, 318.
§ 'Old Régime in Canada.' Parkman.
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" Nobles in Canada were also permitted to trade even at
"retail, without derogating from their rank."*

" Time and hardships, however, seem to have made
"later on pioneers of these same men, who are spoken of
" thus contemptuously ; " and stili writing of the early
settler, the letter continues, "and it is no matter of
"wonder that he threw himself into the only field of action
" which in time of peace was open to him. It was trade,
" but trade seasoned by adventure and ennobled by danger ;
"4defiant of edict and ordinance, outlawed, conducted in
"arms among forests and savages." In short, it was the
western fur trade. The tyro was likely to fail in it
at first, but time and experience formed him to the
work.

"On the Great Lakes, in the wastes of the North-West,
"Con the Mississippi and the plains beyond, we find the
" roving gentilhomme, chief of a gang of bushrangers often
"Chis own habitants; sometimes proscribed by the Govern-
"Cment, sometimes leagued in contraband traffic with its
"<highest officials, a hardy vidette of civilization, tracing
"unknown streams, piercing unknown forests, trading,
"fighting, negotiating, and building forts. Again we find
"him on the shores of Acadia or Maine, surrounded by
"lIndian retainers, a menace and a terror to the neigh-
"bouring English colonist.

"Saint Custin, Du Slent La Darantaye, La Salle, La
"CMotte-Cadillac, Iberville, Bienville, La Verendrye, are
" names that stand conspicuous on the pages of half-savage

* "Lettre de Meules au Ministre," 1685.
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"'romance, that refreshes the hard and practical annals of
"American colonisation. It was they and such as they
"who discovered the Ohio, explored the Mississippi to its

mouth, discovered the Rocky Mountains, and founded
Detroit, St. Louis, and New Orleans.
"C In the summer of 1648 was held at the mission

"station of Sillery, a temperance meeting, the first in all
"probability on this continent. In the eyes of the
"C missionaries, brandy was a fiend with al crimes and
" misèries in its train. The Jesuits of that day went with
" a high hand into the work of reform, and it fared ill
" with any found selling brandy.to the.Indians." *

Now after more than two hundred years have passed,
under a different government, and a new régime, with the
country civilized, it is somewhat curious to find the same
law still existing over the North-West Territory. Any
one at the present time found selling spirits to Indians is
liable to be heavily fined, and there- exists a prohibition
against any spirituous liquors being brought into the
country without a permit. In spite of these restrictions
however, I am sorry to say a great deal of drinkinggoes
on, and now most of the large hotels have got a permit,
which makes this law in reality a farce.

~ October 28th.-Algernon returned at 12 P.M., having had

bad sport. In his own words follow the accounts of his
two hunting expeditions.

"Windermere, October 4t.-We are still here, having

'Old Régime in Canada,' Parkman.
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" waited for Margeau. Having nothing else to do, we
"paddled across the lake at daybreak, and spent most of
"<the day cruising through the woods looking for deer, but
"saw none. Margeau arrived this evening, so we are to

start to-m.orrow.

October 5th.-Up at break of day; packed our kit.
" Baptiste and Prevost arrived at 9.30, when we packed
" two ponies and started for Horse-Thief Creek. Margeau's
" wife, a Kootenay, and his daughter, a pretty girl and
"capital rider, came up with us,,as they wanted to gather
"cblueberries to preserve for the winter, and, like all people
c" of Indian blood, love to get into the woods. When we
"came to the crossing at Horse-Thief Creek it was bank-

< full, and as we did not want to wet our packs, we took
" them off the ponies and carried them over a fallen tree
" which lay across the creek, making the ponies half wade,
" half swim over. Margeau's girl rode her pony, though it
CCwas swimming when in the middle of the creek. If -it
" had been carried off its legs, the girl would have had a
" bad time, for the creek was flooded with glacier water.

cc We camped as soon as everything had crossed, and
" hobbled the ponies; the feed was poor, the fire having

run through the woods here. We drove them a little
way from the creek, and, having put a beU on my pony
and Margeau's, we left them to shift for-themselves.

" ctober 6th.Broke up camp at daybreak. Had some
trouble in fnding the ponies. After going up the trail
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"about six miles, we camped, and after watering the ponies
"and getting some dinner, went to look for bear. We saw
"some fresh tracks, but that was all. This place is where
"the sheriff ,aught the horse-thieves after whom the

creek is named. They had camped here, and only one of
"them was in camp when the sheriff came on him; the
"other two were hunting, and were of course Cheld up' as
"they were returning, suspecting nothing. Judging from
"the lot of beaver dams here, the number of camps and
" the amount of work they have done, there must be about
"thirty or forty beaver. I regretted much I had not
"Ibrought up some traps, and should certainly have done
"so if I had known the country better.

" Baptiste's wife and daughter were delighted with the
"profusion of berries growing about here, and by evening
"had filled everything which they had with them in the
"way of bags'; so they returned home next morning.

"October 7th.-We came up about six miles; some of
"the trail pretty rough. Camped on a fiat by the creek,
"and hunted for bear with no better success, although
"there were plenty of fresh tracks.

"Bears are most shy, and have wonderful noses, though
"their sight is poor, and in the mountains, where the wind
"hardly ever blows fair in one direction for half an hour,
"they have every chance in their favour of scenting the
"hunter before they are themselves seen.

"October 8th.-Started at break of day. The trail ended
"'here, so we had to take through the woods as best wè
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"could. We had some tremendous climbing through heavy
"timber up one of the steepest mountains I could well
"imagine. The ponies were all good at the work and in
"hard condition, so that, with the exception of having to
"re-pack them once or twice when they shifted their loads
"by brushing against trees, we got on very well, and

about 3 o'clock reached our intended camping-ground,
"just on the edge of the timber-line, a few hundred feet
" from the top of the range.

"C Some Kootenays had 'camped here in the summer.
"There was first-rate water, wood, and plenty of excellent

grass, so we and the ponies were al suited; the latter
"were soon hobbled and feeding up to their knees in grass.
"Our tents were pitched, and the rest of the evening spent
"'in making the camp comfortable, and mending moccasins.

" October 9th.-We all started from camp together, spying
" the ground carefully when we reached the ' divide,' but
" saw nothing for a long time. At last Baptiste, who
"was ahead a few yards, came suddenly upon a goat. I
" just had a snap-shot as he bolted round some rocks, and
"missed him clean-bad luck! It was a great mistake and
"very much against my wish that we all kept together.
"Two people are quite enough, particularly where there are

so many loose rocks, which one careless step may set
" rolling; added to which, four people cannot help making
«far too much noise to get near game on this open ground,
"where sound carres so easily.

" October lOth.-We again started from camp together,
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"but after we had got a little beyond the divide.above the
"camp, N-and his man stopped. Baptiste and I went

".on~over another ridge, then down into a deep valley, where
we found fresh tracks, which we followed nearly down to·

"the creek in the bottom, then up again and along the
side of the mountain, over some very queer ground for

"climbing. At last we saw an old buck feeding, and, after'

"a long stalk-for he was suspicious, and in a position to

"command a good view of most of the ground, and the

"«wind as usual was very shifty-I was just getting into

"position for a shot when he bolted, and though I fired I

"did not get him.
"We saw three or four goats lying high up on the range

"on the opposite side of the valley we were in, but we had

"no blankets nor food, so had to leave them in peace, and

"got back to camp very late, rather tired and disappointed.

"We found N- had prepared us an excellent supper,

"and had made bis first attempt at baking, which was a

"great success.

"October llth.-Woke up to fiud the tent weighed down

"with a load of snow; the ponies had worked their way

"cnearly to the dtvide above the camp the night before, but

"the snow had driven them down far below us. We soon

caught them and drove them up to camp, picketed them,

"and after breakfast loaded up the pack-ponies, and

started over the range, a very rough trail, not improved,

f "by the wet snow.
"We crossed the first divide, and descended into the
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"valley beyond; the wet snow had made the goingyery
"bad, and when we left the high ground the ponies were at
"times nearly up to their hocks in mud. The next divide
"we had- to cross was barred by a small glacier; the olt
"snow was al gone, and nothing but 'glare' ice, with fresh
" loose snow, was left upon which to cross. Baptiste said
"lhe would try with a pack-pony first; so we chose what
" looked the best line, and he started, leading the pony by
"the lariat. They got half across the ice when the pony
"slipped, got frightened, lost its footing, and slid down the
" steep incline on its side at a great pace, Baptiste holding
"on by the lariat, and following in the same way. The
"pony spun round and, round with the pace it was going
"but the pack stopped him from rolling over on bis back. I
"thought some one would be hurt, but at last they brought
"up in some snow, and were none the worse. It took a
"great deal of persuasion to get the pony to stand up again,
"as it was well scared; we ultimately got it and al the
"others over this place, and down some very bad rocks on
"the other side the divide ; nothing but a goat or a good
"mountain pony would have got over this place ; it is won,«
"derful how they get about with a heavy pack or still
" heavier man on their backs.

"About 4,30 in the afternoon, we reached the creek we
" meant to camp on; excellent water, wood, and lots of
"gras? again, added to which it looked good goat country.
"We turned the ponies loose after hobbling them, and had
"the tents up and dinner cooking; the glasses were got
"out, and with them we at once got a sight of three or
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"four- goats feeding nearly on the top of the mountain
facing our camp.
"It was too late to go after them to-night, so we passed

"<the time cutting a good supply of wood, but making as
"little noise 'as possible in doing so, as sound carres
" wonderfully on this high ground.

"October 12th.-We started directly it was light for the
goats we had seen last night, but when we got high up,
the wind kept shifting so much that, after waiting for

"some hours in hopes of its becoming.settled, we decided
«to return, and wait for a better chance next day. The
" goats were still in the place we had seen them in the
'night before. By the time we got to camp, it looked

«as if we were in for a heavy storm.

"October 13th.-We found there had been a fal of snow
«in the night, but it stopped by daylight, and we started up
l <to where we had seen the goats ; we found by their tracks
" that they had moved, owing to the rough night. N-
"and Baptiste started after them; Prevost and I hunted
" along the ridge to the south-east, but saw neither goat nor
" tracks. The going was bad and in places dangerous, as
"the steep hill-sides had frozen in the early part of the
"night, and the snow prevented us seeing what we were
"treading on. I slipped in one bad place, and know 1
«shall feel the strain J gave my side for some time.

"October 14th.-A really heavy snow-storm began after
"dark last night; this morning it is still snowing as it only



"e can snow in these mountains; the air is full of driving
cc powdery flakes, and the clouds, when one catches a sight
"of them, look as if there were plenty more to come. The
"thermometer has gone a good many degrees below zero,
" and as hunting is impossible, there is nothing to do
"but to drive the ponies up from below camp, as they
"seem inclined to work towards the Columbia, and then
" spend the day in camp.

"October 16th.-Our food was now about finished, and
" as my companion did not like the idea of going on short
" rations for a day or two, on the chance of getting goat, to
" my great regret we had to start for Horse-Thief Creek.
"The trail was very bad most of the way, and for the last
"few miles led through second-growth spruce which had
"been burnt the last- year, just enough to kil it and no
"more. Any one who has travelled through this would
"understand~that with pack-poniés, it was not all pleasure.
"We rode across Horse-Thief Creek where the trail struck
"it, and camped on the other side, on a nice fiat with
"plenty of goose-grass for the ponies, so we knew they
"would not stray, and only hobbled them. It was a lovely
"moonlight night, and we were all soon asleep. I woke
" about midnight, and heard something splashing in the

creek, but thinking it was only some of the ponies
" drinking, or crossing the water to another bank of goose-
" grass we had come through from the other side, I slept
" until morning. On turning out, I went down to the
" creekto see if any ponies had crossed, and there found
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the tracks of a large grizzly, and which I could have easily
"shot in the bright moonlight, if I had known it was a bear.

" October 16t.-Started early for Windermere. We met

"Baptiste's son before we got to Toby Creek; he was
"starting with Susan Margeau, the girl who searched for
eberries,to come and find us, and hunt the ground beyond
"where we were camped; but Baptiste told them to return.
"We reached the hotel at Windermere about two o'clock,
"and to my great delight my wife arrived shortly after.

"This trip proves the truth of my opinion that, unless
"one knows the country oneself, and is not tied to time,
"it is little good hunting here. I am certain that,'
"knowing the country as I do now, I could have good
"sport even alone, if I return, and choose my own time
"dand place. I have lost six weeks of the best season for
"hunting, owing to a friend not having been able to get
"hunters engaged for me as he had expected; this has
"<entirely spoiled my sport.

" October 17th.-We stopped to-day in the steamer at
"a wooding-stage, and to my surprise, were hailed from
"the bank by Moulson, a miner and hunter whom I knew.
"On hearing I had had no sport, he was very anxious I
"should come ashore, and go on a hunt with him, and that
"my wife should also come. I thought it too rough a trip
"for her: so with my blankets and a change in my kit-
"bag and my stalking-glass over my shoulder, I said
"good-bye to her, and jumped ashore with my rifle,
"leaving her to.go down to Banff to await me there.
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"1Éoulson had two horses and all his cooking-kit, so I
"I left mine on the boat. We hoped to hit off my ponies
" on the trail, but the rascal we got to ride them down
"did the whole seventy miles in the half-day and night,

so had passed, as we found on getting to the trail and
"<inspecting the tracks. We sleep to-night at Macmillan's
CC 'shack,' a few miles from where I came ashore.

" October 18th.-We packed one horse and I rode the

"other, while Moulson walked. We reached Whisky Hi1
"about mid-day, and camped on the river, which ran close
" below it. After picketing the horse we took a look round,
"but saw no tracks. Moulson's reason for coming here was
" that he knew it to be a great spring hunting-place for
"sheep, and he hoped, as no Indians were now hunting

"here, that we should get sheep high up in the range. I
" find bim an excellent hunter and first-rate climber.
"The ground here is much more difficult and dangerous

"than where I have just come from, on Horse-Thief Creek.
"We are now in the Rockies, and the high ground we
"are hunting over is full of precipices and caîíons, re-
"quiring care and good nerves to enable one to get- about.
"I have done no big climbing for many years, and.was
"afraid I should not be any good, but after the first few
"hours, found I could get along as well as in the old days.

'October 19th.-We started early, breakfasting before
"daylight, and hunted al over Whisky Hill, a huge
"mountain of granite, broken up by canons in all directions,

Q2
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"and split in two longitudinally, by one of great depth.
"The latter was a surprise to us, and when we had cruised
" over all the ground on this side of it, we had to descend
"and start up the other half of the mountain, so to speak,
" which meant a good deal of extra climbing. When we
"reached the top, or rather a fiat just on the edge of the
"timber, as the real top was a bare peak of granite, it
"looked just the ground for sheep, as there was plenty of
"grass, water, and lots of sheltered ledges, wýich they like
"to lie in, but not a sheep nor a track did we see.

" The scenery was beautiful-range after range of snowy
"peaks in every direction, and the;ýColumbia, from the
"upper lake down to Golden, winding along the valley.

"Below us flocks of geese and ducks were flying up and
"down, but we noticed that the geese were leaving for the
"south, which was a sure sign winter would be on us in a
"few days.

" Moulson is disgusted at having brought me to a place
"withno game in it; so we have decided to move down to
"Washout Creek to-morrow, as there we shall be nearer
"~to the main range.

" October 20th.-Moved camp and turned the horses
"loose, having belled one of them, for we knew they would
"work down to their old range near Macmillan's shack.
* We fixed up camp near a nice creek, about half a mile
"back from the trail, and then took a short turn to see our
"best route for to-morrow; it looks bad, as the creek we
"are camped on is caníoned a mile from the mouth, and the
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"cmountains on either side are split lengthways by cañons
"lwith wall sides every mile or so, each of which we shal
" have to go round, after hunting the ground between them.

"IOctober 21st.-Started at daylight; climbed up to the
"left of the creek. Spent the whole day hunting over
"almost impracticable ground, and found not a single track.
"Got to camp late, and started in the dark for Macmillan's.
" Caught the horses and got some food, and returned with
"both; the horses we had to picket for fear of their going
"back, but we have brought some oat-straw for them, so
"they held out pretty well.

"IOctober 22nd.-It snowed, froze, and rained alternately
"most of the night. Packed one horse, and we went 'ride
"and tie' on the other. The weather did not improve,
" but was if possible worse. We made twenty-two miles,
"and camped close to the Hay ranche. The worst camp
"we have had, but we got beef and potatoes, so we lived
"well. If there only comes a really heavy storm, we

ought to get sheep now, if there are any on the range.
"Two tepés of Shushwaps here, and the usual lot of
"papooses and cur-dogs; the latter are fearful thieves.
" The Indians have been hunting further down the river,
"and are now taking a. band of ponies packed with their
"winter supply of flour up to where they live. We went
"and had a talk with them, and I took the opportunity to

get a squaw to do some mending for me, as they sew
" buckskin beautifully with sinew, which is the only thing
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"which stands hard work, and I had none, as we have
"killed no game.

" October 23rd.-]Heavy rain and snow all night; looked

"like lasting all day too. It cleared about 3 P.M.-a good
" sign for our chances to-morrow. We dined sumptuously
"on beef and boiled beans, but, for some unknown reason,
" the latter made us both feel wretchedly ill.

" October 24th.-We turned out at 2.30 A.M., got breakfast,

" and walked to the foot of the range over some awfully
" swampy ground covered with alders-never very good
" going, but in the dark and covered with fresh snow, it was
"no holiday. We there lit a fire and waited for daylight,
"which appeared in about an hour. We had noticed one
"deer trail fresh in the snow, and that was ail. We now
"started up the mountain-a very hard climb at any time,
"but, with six inches of fresh snow, it was really queer
"work, and we both were feeling very ill. On reaching the
"top we found our climb useless, as we were separated from
"the good ground by a wall canon several hundred feet
"deep, so we had to retrace our steps, and were too seedy
"to do anything but return to camp.

"IA miner staying at the ranch had found a keg of
"whisky cachéd in the potato-ground. He must have had
"a wonderful nose for spirit to fmd it in such an unlikely
"place; having found it,he had some out, and we annexed
"a portion, and had it hot and strong and full of pepper,
"which did us both good.

p ~
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"t On the way back I shot three grouse, which we stewed,
and they made us an excellent supper.

"October 26th.-I was very ill all night, but slept in the
"morning. Another heavy snowstorm; stopped in camp
"and wrotex1a letter for the discoverer of the whisky.
"In the evening we packed a blanket a-piece, a kettle, an
"axe, tea and bread, and started up the mountain. I shot
" a grouse on the way, and we camped high up. A cold

"lnight, but we found dry cedar to burn, so we had a warm
"camp under a rock.

"lStarted over the mountain at daybreak; there was now
"a lot of snow, and we had a rough climb, but saw no

"tracks, though it looked excellent ground for game. We
"worked back to our fire by 2 P.., packed our blankets,
"and started for camp, having made up our minds that
" there were no sheep here at this time of year. J shot a
"tgrouse on the way down, and with beef, potatoes, stewed
« fruit, and rice, we made up for our disappointment as

"e regards sport, by an excellent dinner.

"October 27th.-We packed the horse, and took the
" trail as far as a shack five miles from Golden, where we
"stopped for the night, as the horses were about played
"cout, for the snow had balled al day, and the trail was
"terrible going. I shot two grouse, which were useful for

Supper.

" October 28th.-It had snowed all night, and was at it

q
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as hard as ever this morning, but soon after daylight we
"packed our horse, and made for Golden, arriving about
" eleven o'clock.

"lHere I settled accounts with Moulson, with whom I
"was quite sorry to part; he was a charming companion,
"and first-xwte in the mountains.. He takes care of
"Chance and Baldie, our two ponies, till next year, when
"I hope to return, and at 5.30 J take the cars for Banff,
"arriving at 11.30."

October 28th, Banf Springs Hotel, Rocky Mountains.-
(I now resume my own journal where I left off at page 218).
Met pleasant people here, who told us much that interested
us about their travels in Cashmere, Mongolia, and other
out-of-the-way places.

While we were all talking in the drawing-room after
dinner, the editor of some Chicago newspaper introduced

4 himself, bowing first to me. "Mrs. St. Maur, I believe?"
I told him I was Mrs. St. Maur. He then said, "1
"have come to ask whether you were perfectly satisfied
"with the article I wrote about your fishing in the Minne-
"wanka Lake. Was the description of the gaffing of the
"28-lb. trout correct?"

Only two dayepreviously I had been shown the article
referred to for the first time. So far as I could judge, it
was chiefiy a family history of Algernon and myself, the
28-lb. trout only occupying a secondary place in the
narrative. How he had found out anything about us
puzzled me. It was badly written, and when, on our
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return to England, I heard it, or part of it, had been copied
into the Field, we were exceedingly annoyed.

Here was a dilemma. But had I not appeared satisfied,
somethiig more distasteful might have been written. So
I answered briefly, and thanked him. Fortunately he
had to catch a train-his train for Chicago,-and that
was the last we saw of him.

It was not the last we heard of him, for the -- s re-
cognised him as having been one of their fellow-travellers
on their journey from Vancouver. At one of the places
where they stopped to dine, this Yankee got out with them
for dinner. The "menu," which was written in French,
was not legible. Mrs. C- remarked to her husband that
she could not read it. The editor immediatelj bined lu
their conversation from the other side of the tablé, saying,
"I guess, in the States we do all our chewing in English; I
like to know what my victuals are when I eat them."
When one considers that the article on our fishing had
been written by this untutored person, was it to be
wondered at that it did not quite suit my fancy 1

October 29th.-A busy day, putting all our wardrobes
into order. When there is an accumulation of mending
to be done, it is then one misses a maid. Fortunately for
me, there were two nice Scotch girls in the hotel, who
were concerned with the temporary management. One
of them, I believe for the sole reason that I was from the
"l auld countree," took away a great pile of Algernon's
stockings, and brought them back beautifully mended.
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October 30th.-We walked through the woods, very

rough going, as the only trail is where the trees have been

cut about one foot from the ground; these stumps catch
one's. petticoat (though it be very short), impeding
progress ; and there was deep snow as well.

October 31st.-A glorious day ; tried another sketch of
these wonderful mountains with indifferent success. In
the afternoon drove with two people staying here to the
« Minnewanka Lake." Saw a cayote on the way there,
but he was too quick for Algernon, and before he was out
of the waggonette with his rifle, had disappeared into the
woods.

At the lake, the boatman thought there was an off-
chance of a wild sheep, so Algernon remained there for
the night in order to hunt at early dawn. We had a
funny little tea-party in a warm log-house, before we
started for our return journey. A gentleman's house ! for
we saw at once our host was such, though he was at
some pains to conceal his identity. Ah! how fond
mothers at home would grieve, were they to see some of
their dear sons out here, getting along as best they can!
There is this difference, however; here no one is
ashamed of working, and the free life makes men con-

tent

"Here Life the undiminished man demande,
New faculties stretch out to meet new wants,
What nature asks, that nature also grants,
Here man is lord, not drudge, of eyes and feet and hands,
And to his life is knit with hourly banda."
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A wooden hotel is being built here, and will be available
for sportsmen next spring; the only tenant at present is a
mountain rat, who lives in the unlighted stove. Now a
rat I have a great antipathy to at any time, but when two
cats were taken into the empty room, where he was to be
exhibited, I was inspired with confidence. Seeing a high
wooden table in the corner of the room, Mrs. B- and I
chose this as our 'point of observation, sitting after the
fashion of Turkish ladies. The mountain rat was let out
of his temporary home-the stove; a creature much
larger than an English rat, with a bushy tail, came out
and ran so fast, that a doubt was expressed as to where he
had gone. From our vantage-ground, the table, we heard an
unpleasant suggestion that the rat was behind us. In an
instant we were both out of the room, and preferred a
view of this interesting animal through the window. The
two cats did not attack, they only ran after it!

Our drive back to the hotel through the mountains was

beautiful; all descriptions would fail to tell of what we
saw: far below us in the valley the little mountain
stream, half frozen in the arms of its strange nurse winter,
shining all along the silvery way it had mapped out for
itself. Among the grey rocks, half covered with snow,
were many frozen waterfalls, seemingly arrested in their
course, and transfixed into thousands of icicles, while
towering mountain ranges with snowy peaks seemed to
surround us on ail sides.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

TIE0 PRAIE-WINNIPEG-MOOSE-HU NG-MANOBA.

"The wild free woods make no man halt or blind,
Cities rob men of eyes and hands and feet."-Lowell.

Banf Springs lotel, Rocky Mountains, November 2nd.-
The guardian of the National Park told me the following
anecdote of the Stony Indians. When he first arrived
here everything was in a state of disorder, not a house in
the place, and his party were in tents and not too well
stocked with provisions. Under these circumstances it
was deemed advisable not to encourage the Indians, who
from time to time came round begging for food, but to
refuse to give them anything. However, late one after-
noon an Indian arrived with his squaw and papoose and a
little boy; they had evidently come a long way, and
when food was refused the small child began to cry,
and the Indian gave him his pipe, which is supposed to
allky the pangs of hunger. On seeing that they were
realy in need, Mr. Stewart ordered them a dish of food;
before touching it they sat down, and, closing their eyes,
asked their grace. The sight of starving people not
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forgetful to thank their Father above for His mercies
could not fail to impress any one who witnessed the scene.
What bright and simple faith was theirs ! Is it not true

"That in even savage bosoms
There are longings, yearning, strivings,
For the good they comprehend not,
That the feeble hands, and helplebs,
Groping blindly in the darkness
Touch God's right hand in that darkness?"

I was told of a Blackfoot Indian who the other day got
into the cars at one of the prairie stations. After a time
he signed to some man to ask if he could get anything to
eat; the man thus questioned gave him a dinner in the
dining-car. The Indian was much pleased, and maintained
a most dignified demeanour throughout, but looked round
to see how he should use his knife and fork, which
he then managed just as well as the other people who
were dining round im. An Indian considers it undigni-.
fled ever to seem surprised, and is seldom in a hurry.

When the railway was being built, the things which
pleased the Indians most were the Clydesdale horses,
as they had never seen anything larger than their
own bronchos; but here were horses seventeen hands
high! They sat looking at them with the greatest
astonishment, and a Kootenay, who was mounted on
one, return.ed to his tribe with such wonderfurl stories of
the size and breadth of the great English horses that they
laughed at him, thinking he spoke nonsense.

Royal Hotel, Winnipeg, November 8th.--We left Banif
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some days ago for Mitford, where we arrived at 3 in the
morning. It was not very pleasant turning out of the
warm'cars at that hour, and finding oneself on the snow-
covered prairie, writh a cutting wind and hard frost.
Fortunately E. W-- knew we were coming, and we
found him waiting for us with a lanterný our only light
until we got to the new hotel, which has been built and
furnished since we were here last. We were glad to get
to bed, though I was so thoroughly chilled that I could
not get warm all the rest of the night.

Next morning after breakfast we took a twelve-mile
walk, first to the coal-mine, and afterwards to Cochrane
and back, leaving for Calgary at the same dismal hour,
3 A.M., at which we had arrived. We spent half the night
and the next day there, as Algernon had some business to
attend to, and then left at 3.18 A.M.

Three very cold and broken nights had quite tired me
out, and I found two days in the cars to Winnipeg
comparatively restful.

The prairie in June and the prairie in November are
woefully unlike. In June all was green and bright; the
glorious summer, with all its hope and joy, had plenty in
store for our pleasure. Now it looked bare,°and gloomy,
and hopeless; the prairie towns seemed like belated
travellers, camping until they found bâter things, the
thin frame houses in straight stiff rows appearingill fitted
to keep out the piercing cold.

Of game on the prairie one sees little or none from the
cars; the shrill whistle of the locomotive over the wide

Mýl , 'z ý , WA
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expanse and in the once silent mountain valleys has
sounded the death-knell of the splendid big game of
North America.

We reached Winnipeg at 6 P.M., and were not sorry to
frnd ourselves there and to have a good rest.

November 9t1h.-We went to see the opening of the
House of Legislature for the province of Manitoba this
afternoon, and were pointed out some of the principal
men. We heard the leader of the Government, Mr.
Greenaway, make his opening speech-a defence of
himself and other members of the Government, who had
been accused of bribery in one of the Winnipeg papers.,

The most remarkable person we saw was Mons.'Narquet,
a half-breed, a most able man, who for fifteen years had
been premier, but this year, on his Government going out,
was leader of the Opposition.* He was by far the most
eloquent rimember of the House, and very proud of his
Indian descent. In a former session he was jeered at for
this by a Scotchman, who should have known better.
Narquet's reply, however, was so dignified that it silenced
any further remarks, and left the member who had
attacked him somewhat humiliated; it was to this effect,
"that he was proud of the Scotch blood in his veins, but
still prouder of his Indian descent, knowing that an
attack Qf th description to which he had been subjected
wout4=nevrve been made by an Indian."

There is a most excellent library and museum attached

Mons. Narquet died this year.
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to the House of Legislature, and any one in the Province
of Manitoba having an order from a member can make
use of them.

While in Winnipeg we were shown a charming private
collection of Indian curios-beautiful bead-work, some of
the patterns looking quite Oriental. The brod ribbons of
bead-work have the patterns the sanš on botli sides, the
combination of colours being harmonipus and well chosen.
The work done by the half-breeds is inferior in every way,
the work being coarser and the colours harsher in tone.
From whence have these isolated Indian tribes got their
Oriental patterns?

We paid an interesting visit to the Hudson's Bay
Company's stores, which stand almost on the site of the
Old Fort Garry, of which only the old gateway now
remains. The stores are able to supply everything one
can think of. Al kinds of provisions, furs, ironmongery,
and machinery, can be bought there, and al of good quality.
Winnipeg is the great commercial centre of this western
country. As I passed the millinery department with
Paris fashigns in hats and bonnets, I thought how different
must Old tort Garry have been, when the trade consisted
principaly in outfitting the company's hunters, and
receiving in the spring the proceeds of their hunt, or in
trading goods to strange Indians and hunters in barter for
furs, and other native produce.-

Our train left-at 6 P.M., and we had to hurry our pre-
parations, and obtain another supply of camp-kit, in the
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way of kettles, and provisions, as Algernon had set his
heart on getting a moose if possible before we went home,
We have heard of a place where there is a good chance, if
it will only snow ailittle.

Algernon went to the Hudson's Bay Stores, and as he
'knew exactly what he wanted and they are used to out-
fittinig hunters every day, he soon had all he required
paeked in a case, and sent to the "depôt," as the station is
called.

On our way to the station, we stopped at the taxider-
mist's shop; he is setting up a head for me.. I never saw
such a fine collection, of heads. He had two splendid
buffalo, the last they are ever likely to get. One, shot
near Swift Current a few mônths ago, was for sale for $100.
The price asked did not seem excessive when one considers
the value of an auk's egg! He also had very fine
specimens of moose, elk, caribou, wild sheep, tùnber
-wolves, goat, mule, deer, and lynx. We also saw in the
town many specimens of this season's furs.

Arrived at the station, with vague ideas of our destina-
tion, in bitterly cold weather, so that I was very glad of a
large rabbit robe which had kindly been lent to me.

Algernon has not even'seen his hunter yet, but he was
'taken by a man to 'a bootmaker's shop; the bootmaker
said his friend, who was in the shop, was friend of the
man who would take us hunting ! This sounded rather
complicated. The bootmaker and his friend, who showed
most kind interest in our preparations, both arrived at the
station "on time," as they say here, and after our "kit"

R
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was all checked, to one place, on second thoughts they
c.hanged our destination. By "kit " I mean blankets,
provisions, tent, rifles, kettles, and the everlasting frying-
pan; all our other baggage we had checked through to
Ottawa, to await our arrival there.

It is very pleasant to see how people out here, who
know little or nothing about us, put themselves to the
greatest trouble and inconvenience to help uk>f they can.

We found ourselves before morning on the platform of
a little wayside station, en route for the happy hunting-
grounds. My heart certainly failed me at Winnipeg-it
seemed ahnost a wildgoose chase, but my failing spirits
revived here, when we found ourselves at a charming little
clean wooden hotel, and heard one man after another say
that there was a good chance for moose.

Here, as at Winnipeg, the men all tried to dissuade me
from going with Algernon, saying it was too rough; but
having experienced the horrors of being left behind so
often, I determined at all risks to keep with him.

So many men we have seen this year have had little or
no sport; this is very disappointing, but if one were
always successful, there would not be the same excitement.

Hunting moose requires the greatest skill; they possess
the keenest powers of smel and hearing, and if they get
the slightest scent of the hunter, or if he snaps, even a
twig within their hearing, they are' off, and sometimes do
not stop for twelve hours or more. Algernon, who has
hunted them a great deal in New Brunswick, says it is a
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curious fact that they seem to distinguish at once between
the snapping of a bough caused by a storm in the woods,
and that caused by persons striking one or treading on it.
Their food consists of willows, dogwood, and, if they
cannot get these, young birch; the dogwood they prefer.
They also browse on the young wood of other hardwood
trees, but the two mentioned are their staple food; they
therefore live principally in swampy ground, and in
summer prefer the neighbourhood of a lake or river, in
which they will often stand for hours with nothing out of
the water but their heads, so as to avoid the bites of the
mosquitoes and moose-fly.

There are tliree ways of hunting moose: calling, still.
hunting or creeping, and running them down on snow-
shoes.

Calling begins the first ful moon in September; few
wbite men and for that matter few Indians are good
callers. The cal is given through. a birch-bark horn; the
hunter selects, if possible, a small lake with open meadow
round it, or a wide grassy creek side, in the neighbourhood
of which he knows there are moose; he gets to this place
just before sundown, and after selecting a position so that
as much of the open ground as possible shall be out of
shadow of the surrounding trees when the moon rises, and
also commanded by the rifle, which is generally in the
hands of a companion, waits till the sun is down, and then
usually climbs a convenient tree, so that the sound may
carry further. He now gives the call, a most wild com-
plaining kind of cry, which can be heard two or three

R 2
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miles in the still evening ;- perhaps he may get no answer,

but if there are moose in the neighbourhood, as' a rule an

answer will be heard in half an hour or so, if the call has
been given correctly. Sometimes after the answer another

call has 'to be given, but generally this does more harm
than good. The caller now descends, and if alone pre-

pares for a shot, if with a friend, joins liim and keeps
watch. The most perfect silence must be maintained, and
on no account must thie hlinter move, as a twig cracking

when the moose comes is enough to cause him to glide
silently away, which he will do in the thickest underwood
without making a sound. Often one hears the moose

coming for a mile, smashing the dead branches, and

breaking down everything in his way, making a novice
think that twenty moose are coming instead of one. When,

however, he arrives within about 200 yards, he-,generally
stops and becomes suspicious, and, if possible, tries to get to

leeward of the spot from which the call proceeded ; if he

succeeds in this, he is of course gone directly; if not, the

caller gives a low call which is most difficult, as half a

note out is enough to undeceive the moose: but if all goes

well, the bull will now walk and often trot right out into

the open, straight to where the hunter is concealed, when, if
the light is not too bad, a bullet drops him dead at fifty
yards.

Still-hunting, or creeping, is really the most sportsman-

like way of killing moose, and likewise the most difficult,
and consists of stalking him in his feeding-ground, which is

generally of a swampy nature, thickly covered with willows
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and other growth. It is almost hopeless to attempt this,
except in moccasins, and then a " tenderfoot," which is what
they call one new to the country out here, will generally
find he has given the moose his wind, as moose almost
invariably before settling to feed or rest, which they
generally do standing up, take care to get to leeward of
their own trail, so that a hunter not up to this always
gives them his wind; whilst any one used to the sport
keeps working well to leeward of the trail, and so catches
the moose unawares. If once alarmed moose will,
generally travel from twelve to twenty-four hours without
a halt, and at their usual trot soon put thirty or forty
miles between themselves and their enemies.

Chasing on snow-shoes when the snow is over 2j or 3
feet deep is of course'no sport, but simply murder, and
should be stopped by law, but with l feet of good snow
the hunter and the moose are about equally matched; it
is then a question of great patience, endurance, and
perseverance to kill a moose in this way.

Algernon says, " We used if possible to find out where a
"moose-yard was, and try and start the moose just at
"daybreak; if there were three or four, we would pick the
"biggest by the tracks, and start after him at a steady trot.
'The moose always chooses the roughest ground; it makes
"no difference to him, and bothers the hunter a good deal.

If the hunter is in good condition, the moose can
"generally be run to a stand-still by sundown.

It is best on getting up to the moose to sit down and
"get one's wind before attempting to shoot him, as after a
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"lhard day like this one otherwise makes a very bad shot.A good feed of moose liver broiled on the fire while youskin him soon puts you right for the tramp home to camp
by moonlight, with some of the meat packed on your back
or in the hide, which is used as a temporary toboggan;

'<the rest you probably fetch next day."



CHAPTER~ XIX,

LIFE IA LU-MBER-CAMP.

"The roaring camp fire with rude humour painted
The ruddy tints of health."-Lowell.

.T&e Woods, Manitoba, November.-A sledge drawn by
two horses arrived, and on it were soon firmly fastened
our provisions, blankets, and other things.

The trail was very bad, and part of the way lay through
burnt woods, but some of the swamps we had to pass over
were fortunately frozen hard. One of the men going on
with us told us that the day before, when coming out of

the wood, he had seen a fine moose, but had not his rifle
with hlm.

A few miles from the camp we had to cross a river in a
tub of a boat, and after making the best of our way
through more "muskegs " and over rough ground, just as
it was gettiug dark we came in sight of the lumber-camp.
As none of my sex.-except the doctor, who happens to be
a woman-had ever been up to a lumber-camp in this
part of the country, my arrival caused mucli surprise.
One of the men who were standing about the door of the

( 247 )xix•]
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camp when we appeared ran in, « ,cc P saying, ' By --- herela woman!"

I must confess when I reached the inside I wishedmyself back at Winnipeg. A large fire of piled logsburnt on a raised hearth in the centre of the camp, thesmoke escaping by a hole in the roof. When we entered
the only light was from this huge fire, which threw aruddy glow on the rows of weather-beaten faces whichsurrounded it. The men seemed of many nationalities-r Germans, Norwegians, Finlanders, Americans, Canadians,

and Scotchmen, and their fine physique testified to thehealth of the life they were leading.
Great disappointment was expressed that no one hadbrought a newspaper. The Americans were interested ithe elections now going on in the States, and evenhere party-feeling seemed to run high. It is difficult todescribe the pleasure which books and papers give to

these men, as there are always two or three hours iwhich they have nothing to do before bed-time. For thisreason the few books in a camp are read and re-read manytimes.
One of the men told me that he had worked for a timeon Lord Lansdowne's ranch, and there the men were given

a good supidy of books. He said once he had as manyas eighty of his own, but they got lost, "some of the boys"borrowing theni and forgetting to return-them.
The camp itself is a low log building, oblong in shape,with rough. bunks in two tiers r •nnin round three sides

of it; and on the fourth side is the ge cooking-stove

,jiM
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and the cook's shelves and table, holding plates, dishes,
cooking utensils, and food. Suspended on poles run over
the cross-beams in the roof were the men's wet gloves,
and socks, drying, and each man kept in his bunk or
under it, his box or bag, containing his extra clothes and
his few other possessions. There are two doors, one at
the back, and the other in front of the hbuse. ,-'

After resting awhile, we heard the sledge with or " kit"
arriving, and went out to get our things off. Then
Algernon and the foreman of the camp, who was going to
hunt with him, pitched our tent about 200 yards from the
lumber camp, on the top of a little hill, some of the other
men good-naturedly giving assistanceý and cutting up a

supply of firewood for us. The forematn lent us an old
tent, which we put over our own, thus doubling the
thickness of the canvas; he also lent us a sheet-iron stove,
which we put at the end of the tent nearest to the door,
and which, when lighted-, made the inside very warm in a
few minutes. An even temperature in a tent is impossible
to maintain; it is either very hot or very cold. Some
rough hay froin the -stables was put under our blankets,
and as we had plenty of the latter and rabbit-robes, we
felt we should sleep well. The stove soon burnt brightly;
we had our kettle boiling and supper cooking in half an

hour. We hung up our 'ap by a string from the ridge
pole, so had a pieasant light in our little tent ; then I was

glad to stretch myself out, weary as 1 tien was, on the

blankets and rugs, which made a capital sofa pro tem., for
we had had a lông daynand we were both tired.
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November 13th.-At 5.30 in the morning Algernon

started with his hunter after moose: to him, therefore, fell
the task of preparing breakfast.

After they were gone I put on a long pair of dogskin
gloves, aid then began my duties. The first thing was to
arrange the inside of the tent, to fold up the blankets,
and place everything in its own place ; if this be not
done, then all the comfort of tent-life is at an end,
because nothing can be found when wanted.

Luncheon I was supposed to get for myself, but bread
and marmalade are enough, and I drink water rather than
have the trouble of boiling the kettle. With a hungry
hunter to be fed at night it is a very different matter, and
I always, prepare a very good supper before Algernon's
return. The cook at the camp with whom I have made
friends, makes excellent bread and cakes for us daily,
thus saving me al the trouble of baking; and any of the
other men who are about the camp are most anxious to do
anything to help me, and they seem very much pleased if
I talk to them about their homes and people.

I took one of the men with me, and went off to shoot
some rabbits with my rifle. I got four. One of these I
exchanged at the lumber-camp for a partridge, and the cook
was good enough to prepare the other three for the pot.
I then set to work, and this was our menu at supper.

Rabbit Broth.
Grilled Partridge.
Baked Potatoes.
Stewed Apricots.
Rice Pudding.
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(We drank nothing but tea while in camp.)
The hunters returned-no moose ! The weather they

say is too fine; there has been just a sprinkling of
snow but not enough to prevent them from makincg too

much noise in travelling through the woods. To-day
they came on the fresh tracks of a moose that they had
disturbed.

Just as we were beginning supper, a hand was thrust
into the tent door with a large plate full of buns-a most
welcome addition.

I saw the first snow-birds to-day; the moose-birds,

of which there seem many round the camp, are wonder-
fully tame; the latter seem rather like jackdaws in their
ways, the same sort of independent birds; indeed when
the weather is cold and food scarce they will eat out of
one's hand. They are called by the men Whisky-Jacks,
and bear a charmed life for the most part, as they are
thought lucky about a camp; they are pretty birds about
the size of a jay and of a bluish-grey colour.

The rabbits here do not burrow, but hide under the
brush and in hollow logs; they resemble the blue hare,
and like him turn snow-white m winter. Poor little
fellows! so much of the brush was burnt by last year's
fire that they find it rather hard to hide themselves
until there is a. fall of snow. The Sauteaux Indians
make their skins into beautiful robes, which are so warm
that when rolled in one of them no cold can penetrate.

It takes about 500 skins to make a good robe. The skins

areplaited into ropes with the hair outwards on both
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sides, and then these ropes are fastened together until the
robe is the right size: one can put one's fingers through it
anywhere.

The little squirrels and chipmunks scold me as I pass
along under the bare trees and wander about for houis at
a time with them as my only companions.

Last night I heard one little squirrel very busy making
a raid on our provisions; I did not grudge him his share
so long as he did not invite his uncles, his cousins, and his
aunts to assist bim, for I fear then the store-house would
not have withstood the strain.

The man who owns all this lumbering business here is
married to a daughter of Wbitehead the engineer, who
helped to drive the first locomotive in England with
George Stephenson. Whitehead still lives, a hale old
man of eighty-six years, and sometimes comes to pay his
daughter a visit. He lives in the States, and from
his association with Stephenson was looked upon as
such a celebrity, and so many came to see bim in con-
seguence, that he had to build a high fence round his
house to shut himself off from the too curious public.

This morning Algernon and his hunter wished to start
very early because they knew exactly where the moose
were; so Algernon woke me at 5.30 A.M.

One sleeps here with one's head well under the blankets
and furs, because of the intense cold. My first thought,
What a cold morning ! and so it was. Al water frozen
solid in the tent, but with the aid of the stove, which we
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soon have blazing, we get up some degree of heat, and

after breakfast felt quite warm.

A glorious morning, but snow is required for hunting,

and of course the snow has not come.

There are moose-tracks al round, but it is impossible to

get near them without making a noise, more especially as

we are in the midst of burnt woods; for this reason

Algernon and W- returned at 12 o'clock, as they were

anxious not to frighten these moose off the ground.
We arranged the tent, and I obtained a supply of water

for our day's requirements at the creek. The stream is all

frozen over, but by dipping one's can through a hole in
the ice one can get some out, the danger being (from the
slippery state of the ground) the probability of following

the can into the hole. It is somewhat of a novel experi-

ence this winter camp-life to me. The squirrels, ermine,

chipmunks, snowbirds, woodpeckers, and moosebirds al

eye me curiously as an intruder into their dominions, and
so I doubtless am. How tame they are! they hop round

the camp-door or the tent-door; it amuses me to watch

them. One little brown squirrel with a straight brush of

a tail, not like the feathery tails of our English squirrels,
is provisioning his camp for the winter witli a cold

potato, which seems rather a big load; he moves off with
considerable difficulty, having fastened the potato into

his two upper teeth, and by holding his head very far back

he just manages it. Wise squirrel! in a few weeks the
lumber-camp moves ten miles further into the bush, as by

that time the men will have finished cutting the logs
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here, and the chances of a further harvest for him will
have gone.

The men cal the ermine white weasels; their little coats
are familiar to me, I have seen them frequently on muffs
and used as the lining of cloaks. These tiny creatures
will often go into the camps and eat out of the men's
hands, even take crumbs out of their.pockets, and these
lonely lumbermen seem to love animals and will seldom
do them any harm.

I am greatly struck with the happy contentment of
the men; the majority appear to wish for nothing more
than their circumstances allow, and rarely do they change
their employment.

It is quite a.pleasure to see an expert lumberman wield
his axe; he does make the chips fly, and the axe seems
never to rest, but to be swung round with the most
perfect ease as each blow fals. Not until a new hand
has been two winters in the woods is he considered
to have had sufficient practice to use it properly.

Some raw rabbit meat froze solid, so that we had to cut
it off the tin dish with an axe. People do not know the
power of frost at home; I only record these trivial
incidents as they have never occurred to me before.

The lumbermen have come out in their winter clothing.
They mostly wear capotes, a red cap the same as the bonnet
rouge at the time of the, French Revolution, doubtless
brought into the country by the early French settlers, and
made of blue or red wool; they pull these over the ears if
necessary. They also wear over their ordinary clothing

24
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long red duffel stockings, and over them, boots lined with
flannel. Their hands have to be kept constantly covered
with great warm buckskin mits; these have one place for

all the fingers and thumb, like a baby's glove. Al this
extra clothing costs a great deal-these mits $2 (over 8s.)
a pair, and with the hard work they do not last long.
One of the men tells me his boots and overboots cost him
$100 a year.

At the lumber-camp the foreman keeps two large chests
filed with blankets, mits, caps, trousers, jerseys, tobacco,
all the goods the men are likely to want; he even has
watches. Al this encourages thrift among them. He
sometimes sells as much as $4,000 worth during a

winter. Many of the men arrive totally unprovided with

the necessary clothes for this out-of-door life; these are

speedily supplied from the chests, and the price deducted
from their wages.

If snow would only come, then moose would easily be

obtained, as they are in the woods al round this camp,

but with hard frost and little or no snow, every sound,

even the breaking' of the tiniest twig in this keen air,

makes a noise like a pistol-shot. We wake each morning,

expecting to find the ground thickly covered with snow, in

which case the hunters would have a good chance; they

are out al and every day as it is, but have not yet had

one shot.
After we have finished supper in the evenings, we often

hear a voice outside-Algernon's hunter-asking how we

are getting along, if we are cold, if we have enough of
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everything. Algernon invites him to come in and have a
talk. He is foreman of the lumber-camp, and an
excellent hunter as well. I ask for bear stories.

«Yes! oh yes! there are," he says, "lots of bears
"round here, but all are hybernating now."

" Do you never come across them during the winter?"
" One time we were clearing a new trail for hauling

"logs, and under a great tree stump which they were
"removing the boys came upon no less than four together.
"The men seemed startled for a moment; I ran off to fetch
" my gun, and shot two of them; one escaped into the
" woods, and one took up a tree, and a half-breed toma-
"hawked him. An old hunter who is here had his foot
"clawed by a wounded bear. He had to run, and took
" refuge in a tree, which was too small, and his leg hung
"down too near the bear: finally her attention was diverted
"by a dog, and she left him; for which, as he had dropped
"his rifle, he was not sorry."

These men's lives are full of hardships and adventure,
consequently they do not seem to think much of a fuss
with a bear.

When Algernon was in Colorado some years ago, he
went to a log-house one day, where he found the owner in
bed. He knew the man, and asked what was the matter.
It appeared that he had set a trap in the alder-brush near
his house for a bear which had been about there for some
days. Going to look at it the morning before Algernon
paid this visit, he found a cub in the trap. He went to
knock it on the head, but it began to cry. The old bear

ý 1. -1 - -- - quzLà-le>.
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was up i the brush close by,'and charged directly. The
man fired at her with one of the old small-bore Kentucky
rifles, and as it turned out afterwards, shot her through
the heart; but she did not mind, and came on. He ran
for his life, but tripped over an alder root. She caught
him at once, biting him through one shoulder and both
thighs, in which she made her teeth meet, and with a hind-
foot took a strip of flesh off from his' neck tó the small of
his back. His son, who had luckily gone with him, then
killed the bear with a blow at the back of the head with
the heavy barrel of the rifle. The man recovered, but a
year after Algernon went to ask him to come bear-
hunting with him. He replied that "l he guessed he had
"cnot lost any bears1!"

Stream-driving, as floating the logs down the river to
the mil or other destination is called, is the roughest work
the hunbermen have. The foreman told me that from the
time the drive starts until it arrives neither he nor any
of the men have dry clothes on them day or night, and
that for seventy-five days on last year's drive he never had
more than four hours' sleep.

The foreman of a drive is always supposed to go at the
head of it, which is the post of danger. As W- said,
"How can I put other men's lives in danger and not risk
"my ownH?" He then told us the following story:

"Well, two men came from New Brunswick who had
"the reputation of being the best men on a drive in their
"district. 27,000 logs had jammed on our river, and I
" started in a canoe with them to break it. I told them I

S
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"would break it with my axe, and they promised to pick
" me up; at the second blow of the axe off went the logs.
"I got back into the canoe, but the men scared, and jumped

out on to a rock in the rapids. I was unable to manage
" the canoe alone, so canoe and I went over the fals with
" the logs, and she turned over. I was used to walking on

logs-you see our driving boots have 112 spikes in them,
"which stick firm into a log when you jump on it-so I
"was able to jump from log to log until I reached the shore.

The two men thought they had seen the last of me, but
they'hadn't, and I was able to tell them afterwards they-
weren't the right sort, and to dismiss them. When the
boss heard of it, he said he would not have me run no
such risks again, anyway not on his jams."
Two men cutting with a cross-saw and two men

skidding with a team will, if timber grows fairly thick,
cut and pile eighty logs in a day, while four men uni
accustomed to the work will only manage half that
number.

A few of the men here have farms in Ontario, which
they have sublet, as they prefer working in the woods.

This is a wonderful country for the industrious working
man. For $10 he can become the possessor of 160 acres
of land, on condition that he builds a house, cultivates a
certain amount of ground annually, and lives on it for six
months in the year. He can select any unoccupied land,
and for any extra quantity he may require he pays $2 per
acre. A good log-house can be built for $150. Why
then do not more of our surplus population emigrate to
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this country? Many of them could ffud the small sum
-necessary to bring them here and buy land; there is
room for any number. But no, many who might come
remain at home idle, coveting what is not theirs, too lazy
to work, listening with willing ears to the gospel of
spoliation preached by those who make a living by it, and
who really do not care what becomes of their country or
of their dupes.

It is cold at nights in spite of blankets and furs, as we
have now 10° or 150 below zero. The heat of our bodies
condenses on the outside of the rabbit.robes, so that they
are covered with a coating of ice in the morning.

Algernon's hunter is a fine example of how a working-
man can get along if he will. He has taught bimself to
read and write, and amuses me when he talks of his wife.
He seems to consider weight and size everything; telling
me with evident pride she weighs over 200 lbs. He
married her when she was fifteen and he two years older;

he saw her first helping her father to clear a road to his
homestead, which sounds rather hard work for a young
woman. They have got on "just splendid," he says. Now
he earns at the rate of $100 a month, and has the summer

»to himself. , He owns over 400 acres neari here, as well

as his farm in Ontario. He evidently does not think

with the old Scotch saying, " Good gear is put up in

small bundles."
"Buccaro Jimmy" came up from the camp this

morning with a book, thinking I might like "a bit of

reading," Jimmy's idea of a delightful book being "Quick
s2
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" and Dead," by Amelia Reeves. Its principal mefit

seemed to be that it was improbable and highly sensational.
I asked if he ever went to see his relations, and where

they lived.
"Well," said Buccaro Jimmy, "I have not seen my

people for nearly nine years, and they think me dead;
" anyway, it was in the newspapers I'd been killed by
" Indians when scouting."

"Why don't you write, or go home and see themI?"
asked.

" I did go to the office where the old man was working
"eafter I'd been away three years. My own father looked

up -from his writing, and asked me what I wanted; he
"-did not know me, so I just left, and have never been
"e there again. I love the life on the plains, and as soon
"as the grass gets green again I shal go back there, but
" I prefer the States to Canada-it's more home-Jlike."

Seemingly encouraged by my listening to him, he went
on in a little while, as if he were thinking aloud. "What
"more does one want with all the woods around? But it's
"a hard life, I tell you, riding after the wild cattle on the

"plains, and l ping along on a horse for days together, out
" in all weathers, and, as often as not, all night.too. Yes,

we like our rig"(meaningsaddle, bridle, shaps, spurs, and
lariat) "to be of the best. Mine are worth $360, and are
"lying at Winnipeg until I want them again. One time
" I lost a whole rig; my horse was drowned crossing the
" Snake ]River. It's very deep, you know, and a strong
"current, and while we were crossing he got carried off. I
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"(got hold of a cottonwood and pulled myself out, but I lost
"all that rig, and it was worth $300, and the horse too.
"When the spring comes, I'm going on one of Sir John
"Kaye's places. I guess there will be some bronchos to
"break there. Often when I've been breaking them in
"Montana, they've bucked till the blood came out of my
"nose, ears, and mouth, and it gives a man a pain here,"
putting his hand on his chest. "I like to travel. When
"I make $2,000 or $3,000 I go off for a trip; you. see I
"don't care, to drink or gamble, so I spend my money
"travelling. I've been to the Sandwich Islands and New
"Mexico, and think some day I'l go to South Africa to see
"that. Yes, we often get killed off, but that is because
"we are just out of luck."

Alas, poor Jimmy! I have since heard he both drank
and gambled, and was a hardish case.

Such are the men daily met with here. I am told by
W-, he has known a i4an to change his name six times
in a year. No characters are necessary in a lumber camp;
each stands on his own mierits. No gambling is permitted,
and the men have to go to bed at 9 o'clock. If they
work well, they stay generally through the winter; if they
are idle, they are paid off directly. They are comfortable
and well fed, and can earn from $1J to $2j per day. The
cost of boarding the men is about $24 per week when
well managed.

This evening one of the new hands, having 'given
himself a hoiday, came back with four bottles of whisky.
After he had been put to bed, for the reason Ithat he
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could not go himself, Karl, who is W-'s nephew, and
who was in charge of the camp, poured ont the contents of

the bottles into the snow. In the morning the owner was
frantic; but it is by these rough methods that good order
is maintained.

Sunday, November 18t.-A calm, lovely and very frosty
day. There is no work to do, so the men wander listlessly
about. It really.made me feel quite miserable that they
had no one to speak to them of better things. At last'I
mustered up sufficient courage to offer to come and read to
them. They accepted gladly, and at 7.30, after the
supper was cleared away, I went to the camp, sat on a
barrel near where the lamp hung, because half the camp
seemed dark, and read the psalms and lessons for the day,
and then talked to them about what I had read, and they
were so quiet and attentive, one could not hear the
slightest sound. We had several hymns, in which the
men joined. I read each verse to them first, because they
had not a Bible, prayer-book, nor hymn-book among them.
The intense earnestness of some of their faces showed how
much they felt even this little effort on their behalf.

When the big camp is started and there are 150 to 200
men at work, they have a weekly service.

Recklessness is their principal characteristic; they seem
to think little and care less. In spite of this, however,
there is much that is noble and to be admired in some of
these lumbermen. They would share their last sixpence
with any friend who required it, and they nurse each
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other when ill with the, tenderness and gentle care of, a
woman,

November 19th.-Algernon was up very early. Just as
I was dressing, the tent caught'. fire; it was caused by
the ridge pole being too near the stove-pipe. Of course it
al blazed up, and I had only just time to dash out,
drawing my fur cloak over me as I went.

The men, fortunately for us, were just starting for work.
The cry of "Fire " soon brought them running, and many
willing hands extinguished the flames. Part of the tent
was burned, but we were able to put it right with spare
bits of canvas. We are glad that all our things were not
destroyed.

When I came in this evening I found a corner of the
tent again smouldering, but I put it out qute easily.
Two fires in one day are rather alarming.

The foreman told me that last year a man arrived at
the camp on a Sunday, and said that he had been sent by
the Presbytery at Winnipeg. He asked'him if he might
hold a service for the men, to which he willingly con-
sented. He then said it was customary after the service
to make a collection, and that the Presbytery expected
every man to give a dollar towards the expenses. To this
the foreman said no, that the service might be held, but no
money collected from the men. Afterwards the man tried
to make him alter his decision, without success. He heard
of him later going the round of other camps, collecting as
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much as $17 at one. To make a long story short, it was
found that he was sent by no one at Winnipeg, bu*t was a
Yankee swindler from Montana, and that he had collected

$400 in this way during the winter.
Karl, the young fellow who took me out shooting

several times, . thought was a Norwegian, but he says he
is an American. On asking hm a little about his family,
he told me that his mother came from Glasgow and his
father from the Clyde, therefore I should have said he
was Scotch. They, however, all like, the privileges of
American citizens.

Once, having gone to the lumber-camtp to fetch
something, I found the camp cook and foreman examining
and sorting the letters for the morrow's post,dand was
amused at hearing the following dialogue. It must be
remembered that from always being a very necessary
person in camp, the cook not only holds an-important
post so far as the comfort of the- men is concèrned, but
also, from being always at home, sees and knows all that
goes on. On this occasion he seemed to take a great
interest in the correspondence-not idle curiosity, but
rather a fatheTly interest in the well-doing of the
camp.

"Whose letter is this ?" asked the foreman, taking up a
thick and closely written envelope.

- "Oh," replied the cook, "that one is Jamie's letter to
"his sweetheart; it took him several evenings to write

"it acl'l

Many letters were looked over with passing remarks..
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At last one seemed to puzzle, them ; it was firmly closed,
with no address.

"That," said the cook, "~must be Karl's letter, but he
does not wish us to know her name !"
They had not decided the probable destination of the

letter when the door was burst open and Karl himself
walked in, having shaken the snow from his rough
clothing, which was, however, made picturesque by a red
cap "toque," sash, and red duffel overall stockings.
Standing before them 6 feet 4 without his boots, a picture
of health and strength, with honesty and candour written
on every line of his young face,-they asked him,-

"Whose letter is this?"
"It's mine!" replied Karl, "you can address it to my

"Cmother! " *

The Canadian lumbermen so thoroughly understand
their work, that in the States they are paid $10 a month
more than any other men. Many out here squander
their wages;- happily there are exceptions. One young
fellow who has been in the woods two years has saved
over $300, bought a hundred and sixty acres of land, and
owns a house besides, which he has sublet for $5 a
month. U:Jelhopes in the spring to have out his father,
mother, land sisters, "from the old country " to live with
bim. He told me he came from an estate in Forfarshire.
This gives au idea of what any steady hardworking young
man may do in this country, if he will.

* Poor Karl will have to get some one else to write his love-letters
now, for alas ! we hear that a gun accident has blown off his right hand1
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November 21st.-Breakfast in our tent this morning
at 5.30. No snow having come, and I feeling the
cold very considerably, Algernon has decided to leave.
Packed al our blankets, gave our tent-or what was left
of it, our kettles and camping things to. W-, and said
good-bye to all the men. Our things were soon piled
on the sledge that was to take us out of the woods,
and we started.

< - I am glad to have had a glimpse of hunting-ife in
winter, also to have visited a lumber-camp. My only ideas
of both have been gathered from Bret Harte; certainly his
descriptions are very true and realistic, but the actual
reality more hard and rough than I could have bélieved
possible. Under such conditions men are living who
might 4do greater things, if the wheel of fortune had
arrangedeotherwise,-this is, of course, granting there is
such a wheel!

The season for camping out with pleasure is in autumn ;
that time is long since past. The wintry weather and
intense cold made me often glad to retreat into the
shelter of our tent for fear of being frost-bitten, and al
last night our rest was disturbed by the purring of a lynx
close by. Algernon crept cautiously to the entrance
with bis rifle several times, but the night was too dark for
hima to get a shot. The place where we crossed the
Winnipeg river ten days ago, was that same night

R frozen strongly enough for a waggon and team to cross
the ice, and to-day our team and ourselves came over it
also.
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When we were leaving, after ten days spent among the
lumbermen, Algernon asked what he was te pay. The
foreman, who had nearly every day hunted with him,
would not take any money. They all said they had "liked
"so much having a visit from Mr. and Mrs. St. Maur."
This from those who only knew us as strangers from a far
off country which the majority had never seen, and those
who had seen were never likely to see again, touched us
deeply, and I realised the old truth, that some are born
nature's gentlemen, and that on the other hand, how often
does experience teach us that "uIn the midst of the
"banquet of culture clowns delight to pasture on what

wise men reject as garbage."

Since leaving the woods we sent the men a supply of
seventy books for winter reading; the folowing is a
copy of the letter acknowledging them which arrived after
our return toqngland.

To Mr. ALGERNON ST. MAUR.

DEAR SIR,-The books sent by Mrs. St. Maur came

welcome to hand, and were happily received by all hands
in the camp, and the boys all wish her the happiest
Christmas and New Year she ever had, and they are
terribly well pleased with the selection of books she made;
and also I received the knife and book you sent me from
New York, and I am sure I am not worthy of getting
such a gift, but I will keep them in long remerg-
brance of you and with many thanks. The snow is no
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deeper than when you left, and the weather much
warmer.

I have one hundred and fifteen men in camp now.
I wish Mis. St. Maur was here now, she would see
a difference in my camp and see how happy the men
are with the books she sent them. The cook and al the
men send their best respects to you both, and Karl and I
our best wishes to you both, and hoping you wil have a
good Christmas,

I remain, yours respectfully,
WALTER WARDROPE.
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CHAPTER XX.

HOMEWARD BouND.

"What man o'er one old thought would brood and pore,
Shut like a book between its covers thin,
For every fool to leave bis dog-ears in
When solitude is bis, and God for evermore,
Just for the opening of a paltry door?"

On the cars en route for Ottawa, November.-Last night

we were fortunate enough to secure the state room, so this
morning we could dress comfortably, which is not possible
elsewhere on the car.

From Winnipeg it is a three-days' journey to Ottawa,
the first part mostly through '.barrens " and burnt woods;
the rivers which we passed were all frozen, and over every-
thing there was a wintry mantle of thin snow and ice,
while overhead the sky was grey and heavy; so that we
were glad to turn away from the dreary landscape outside
and amuse ourselves by reading and talking to some of
our fellow-travellers.

When we entered the cars last night we were accosted
by a Scotchman returning from Australia, where he

'4
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had settled, and we supposed made money. He told
Algernon that his heart warmed to ihim on seeing lie
was an Englishiman, and he pressed him to partake of a
large bottle of brandy which he produced from his pocket.
Algernon declined his company and offer, which seemed
to offend hm, for he sat and sulked for the rest of the
evemng.

Two old Scotch women, a mother and daughter, were
also travelling with us; they told me they had just
succeeded to $40,000 by the death of the old woman's son.
They would have been much better in an emigrant car,
for we soon saw the old woman's only idea was to drink
the whole time. Here was an instance of too much
money being left to totally uneducated people doing them
more harm than good.

We felt extremely sorry for a poor lady who was very
ill; she was going with her husband to Montreal for
advice. The had spent more than twenty years of their
lives 'ih the colonies, engaged in mission work ; now she
seemed quite'broken down.

At Chapleau Algernon saw one of the factors of the
Hudson's ]Bay Company, whom he had last met at Fort
Alexander in 1870 when on his way to Fort Garry; he
was glad to see him agai and have a talk over old
times.

Russell House, Ottawa, November 28tk.-i-We were not
sorry to arrive here a few days ago and settle down in
comfortable rooms in this hotel.
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Dined at Rideau Hall with the Governor-General and
Lady Stanley of Preston; a party of twenty-six, We hear
from every one, although they have but lately arrived, how
much they are liked in Canada. The librarian, Monsieur
de Celles, took me in to dinner, and invited us to come
and see the library the following day, which we accordingly
did.

Monsieur de Celles kindly took us.round the library,
pointing out all that was particularly interesting.
There is a fine collection of 150,000 volumes, the most
valuable and interesting books in the collection being
those relating to the early history of Canada. Some
of these were written by the Jesuit fathers as early as
the 15th century; among them we saw works of De
Champlain, De Salles, a history of Philip de Commines,
and many others. Nearly all these books were collected
in Europe, mostly in London, Paris, and Leipsic.

Champlain's surveys have been proved to be most
correct; in his memoirs he mentions the loss of one of
his surveying instruments; this has recently been dis-
covered at the place indicated by him, and is now in the
possession of Mr. Walter Cassels, at Toronto.

During the 17th century several Frenchmen of certain
intellectual eminence from time to time made their home
in Canada. Among these may be mentioned the Jesuit
Charlevoix, traveller and historian ; the physician Sarrasin,
and the Marquis de la Galisonière, one of the French
governors of Canada.

Sarrasin, a naturalist as well as a physician, has left
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his name to the botanical genus Sarracenia, of which the
curlous American species S. purpurea, the "pitcher-plant,"
was described by bim*

We drove to see the Chaudière Falls, a fine volume of
water, for some distance a continuation of rapids extending
fromx'shore to shore; flnally the mass of water rushes over
an irregular wall ef rock some 30 feet high. , The natural
beauties of the river at this place have been- much
destroyed by saw-mills and telegraph-lines, the poles
being placed on rocks in the stream and the wires
stretching across the river. Here in 1869 three men of
the 60th Rifles were drowned, the small raft they were
fishing from breaking from its moorings and going over
the falls.

The situation of Ottawa is beautiful, and the Parliament
buildings very fine; the view from the terrace round them

quite magnificent. We are enjoying our little visit,
the kind friends we have met here making it very
pleasant.

The weather is hopeless. Much as we had wished to
have some sleighing and tobogganing here, since I had
never had any, it is impossible, for there is nothing but
rain overhead and slush underfoot. When it does not
rain it is what we call in Scotland "very saft," altogether

very unusual weather in Canada at this time of year.
But we read of frightful storms in the Atlantic, with
blizzards at Quebec and elsewhere, so at any rate we are
better off where we are.

ExParkman's 'History of Canada.



We visited thé museum, and Professor Dawson kindly
showed us many things which interested us. There is a
fine collection of specimens of all the minerals, marbles,
and rocks found in the Dominion. We walked through

several rooms containing stuffed specimens of animals
and birds. I was glad to see again my friend of the woods,
the moose-bird. I found his real name was the great
northern shrike, Lanius borealis; he has many aliases,
being also called the Hudson's Bay bird.

Professor Dawson was sending specimens of seeds found
this year in the mountains to the trial farms, and he most
kindly gave me a small packet of the "Castilleja pallida,"
procured on Mount Tod at an elevation of 6,000 feet. I
was very anxious to obtain some roots of this plant. Un-
fortunately the snow was so deep when we were in the
iRocky Mountains at Banff before we left that I could
not find them. It grows in luxuriant clumps of fiery
red, and is commonly called wild geranium from its
flaming red leaves, It is got in many districts in the
Rocky Mountains. Professor Dawson says it is thought
that this plant possesses some of the properties of an
orchid, living on the roots of other plants and trees.

Professor Dawson gave me a charming account of his
explorations up the Yukon river in Alaska this summer,
and showed me many photographs he had taken there.
He states that, most of the gold-mines on the Yukon are
on British territory.

We intend to leave Ottawa to-morrow.
T
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Hotel Windsor, Montreal, Decedber lst.-Arrived last
night, and found a bail going on in the hotel. On
entering the hall, a well-dressed man ran up to us and
insisted on shaking us. both warmly by the hand. Alger-
non forgets who people are, but I was much amused,
remembering shortly after that it was the manager of
the Dryad Hotel at Victoria. The house was horridly
crowded, and, we not being ball-goers, the evening was
somewhat disturbed by the sounds of music and dancing.

The patois spoken by the uneducated class of French
Canadians is exceedingly difficult to understand, the
pronunciation being so very different. Indeed, were some
of this people set down in the middle of Paris, I doubt if
they would be understood at all. For instance, a child
comes up to us in the street and says, "Quel tel." We
don't understand what she wants, but a Canadian gentle-
man passing pulls out his watch and tells her the hour.

Quelle heure est-il ?" was her question.

The snow has come at last, there being about six inches
in the streets, and we have had two sleigh drives; the
sleighs lined with buffalo robes and the drivers dressed in
furs are comfortable and picturesque.

December 4th.-The weather is again wretched, so we
have suddenly decided to sail on the 8th from New York.
Algernon this morning met Captain Armstrong, who told
him the C -s were well, and had left the Kootenay
Valley, which wewere glad to hear.
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We are sorry to say good-bye to Canada, where we have
spent so many happy months, but the prospect of home
is delightful, as I am tired of wandering.

Hotel Brunswick, New York.-We arrived here yester-

day ; the weather beautifully bright and mild. We
walked round most of the principal streets and saw the
shops, and many nice carriages and well-dressed people.
Here one feels instinctively that dress is more studied

-than in England.
The elevated railway was not quite so ugly as I

expected; it looked to me like a railway bridge.

Friday.-Most hospitable are the Americans. We left
one of our letters of introduction with Algernon's card
before dinner last evening. In an hour or so we received a
very kind note, saying that the friend to whom it was ad-
dressed would cal in the morning. He duly arrived, and
was most kind; promised us an excellent time if we would
remain for even a week longer in New York. Alas! our
plans are settled, the passages in the Umbria taken for
to-morrow, and, after considering the matter, we think that
as the weather is unusually fine and mild, we had better
seize this favourable opportunity for crossing the Atlantic,
as only ten days ago furious storms raged all along ,the
Atlantic coast, causing shipwrecks and disasters of every
kind.

Failing to induce us to prolong our visit, our friend
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at once said, " Then we must do all we can to-day," and
we start forthwith.

Firstly, he gives us a luncheon-party at Delmonico's,
the well-known restaurant, where we tried the famous
American dish, terrapin. Terrapin is a species of small
turtle; ours was served stewed in a wine sauce, with
truffles. After an excellent lunch, at- which a most
charming young, lady made the fourth, we started for
Tiffany's, the shop in New York which one ought to see.
Our friend seemed wel known there as a good customer,
and we were shown at his request the most beautiful gems,
necklaces, pearls, and other beautiful and costly things,

many of them having been purchased at famous sales i

Europe. This building is a great square block of five
floors, and one mounts to each floor at will in an elevator,
which mounts at twice the ordinary pace. We pass
through endless clocks, bronzes, statuary, china, and fans,

;iý until we cry, "Enough." During Christmas week, Mr.
Tiffany tells me he generally sells over $1,000,000 worth
of goods.

From" Tiffany's to the curio shops, from there to the tea-

party of a friend our kind guide takes us. In the evening
we have a pleasant dinner-party of six at his house, and
this makes a charming finale to our few days at New
York. In all countries and among all nationalities, there
are interesting people and the reverse. Nowhere did we
meet more pleasant men and women than in America.
There is a charm and originality about the race one sees
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nowhere else. But there are Americans and Americans
in the same way as there are pleasant people and the
reverse in other countries. It is for this reason hard
on the nice Americans to class them all together like a
flock of sheep, often too-much the way in England.

For many weeks I have been on the look-out for some
pea-nuts, as one can arrange capital Chinese dolls by
dressing little figures, using the nuts to form thee face,
hands, and feet. Now to buy pea-nuts in the street of an
American town is the quintessence of vulgarity; it would
be like eating hot chestnuts at a stallin Piccadilly. As
we go along the street, I see a stall and a basket of
pea-nuts. ALgernon sighs, but we are alone and nobody
knows us, so I ask the proprietor of -the pea-nuts to sell
me a small number; he proceeds to fill a bag, is
overjoyed with the five cents I give him, andI carry off
my nuts in triumph-truly the only cheap thing we have
seen in New York. My triumph lasts but a short -time ;
the paper of the bag is thin and breaks, my muff is
small and won't hold them, and our friend, who is to
rejoin us shortly, will be terribly shocked at my
carrying such vulgar things. Happily, though; there is
a large deep pocket in my gown, and into this the bag of
nuts fits well, and there it remains, harmlessly enough,
for the rest of the afternoon.

Saturday, December 8th.-An early start, and we are soon
on board the Umbria. Crowds of people on the pier, seeing
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their friends off. A beautiful morning as we steam down
the river and out into a perfectly calm sea.

Another fine day, which I enjoy whiling away the long 2
hours watching the varied lights and shadows on the
water, and a stray sail now and then.

The ship began to roll, and roll she did. Happy lands-
men, who have never been to sea, write nautical songe,
like "A. Life on the Ocean Wave," and "Over the
rolling Sea." I would advise them not Io twy thie
reality. How the ship groans ! how she rocks and strains,
and seems even to gasp as fresh waves strike her! I
feel for the next few days too ill to live; existence is
painful, and the most dismal thoughts crowd into my'
aching head. Al our loose things fall from time to time
heavily on the floor of our cabin, or roll about there.
Algernon, who is an excellent sailor, sleeps peacefully the
whole night. The captain and sailors call al this motion
a breeze. I am thankful not to have seen a storm. I
impart to the stewardess who looks after me the informa-
tion that personaly I would prefer the occupation of
ciossing-sweeper to any position of distinction on board

ship. Yet she tells me that there is considerable difficulty
in procuring the situation of stewardess, so many women
apply for the vacant situations.

My maid was too ill to be of the slightest use to me
either going or returning. They may be willing, but, as
a rule, servants are not good travellers.
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wu After six days and nine hours (then thé second best
passage on record), a sight of Ireland made us feel our
voyage was nearly ended, and the following morning we

ngl steamed up the Mersey, and found ourselves safely at
the Liverpool. I felt so happy that I could have shaken

hands with every one I saw.
To thoroughly enjoy home one must travel, and when

4,; far away by comparison is realized the rest, the comfort,
lie and the repose which one finds in no other place.
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POETICAL WORKs. Pearl Edition. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d. Cloth.

8s. 6d.
CHILDE HAROL». With 80 Engravings. Crown 8vo. 128.
CHILDE HAROLD. 16mo. 28. 6d.
CRIL»E HAROL». Vignettes. 16mo. 1a.
CHILDE HAROLD. Portrait. 16mo. 6d.
TALEs A» PoEMs. 16mo. 2y. 6d.
MIsCELLANEoUs. 2 Vols. 16mo. 58.
DaÀMis AN» PLÂYs. 2 Vols. 16mo. 58.
DON JUAN AND BEPPO. 2 Vols. 16mo. 5s.
BEAUTIEs. Poetry and Prose. Portrait. Fcap. 8vo. 3s. 6J.

CAILLARD (Miss E. M.). The Science of the Age; or Elec-
tricity, What we know of it, and What we can do with it. Illustra-
tions. Crown 8vo.

The Invisible Powers of Nature. Some
Elementary Lessous lu PhysicalScience for Beginners. Post 8vo. 6.

CAMPBELL (Loa»). Autobiography, Journais and Correspon-
douce. By Mrs. lardcastle. Portrait. 2 Vols. 8vo. 30S.

Lord Chancellors and Keepers of the Great
Seal of England. From the Earliest Times to the Death of Lord Eldon
in 1838. 10 Vols. Crown 8vo. 68. each.

Chief Justices of England. Prom the Norman
Conquest to the Death of Lord Tenterden 4 Vols. Crown 8vo. 6s. each.

(Tnos.) Essay on Englhsh Poetry. With Short
Lives of the British Poets. Post 8vn s.64.

CAREY (Life of). [See GEORGE SXITH.]

CARLISLE (BIsHoP or). Walks in the Regions of Science and
Faith--a Series of Essays. Crown Svo. 7s. 6d.

The Foundations of the Creed. Beinz a Discassion
of the Grounds upon which the Articles of the Apoîtlc4' Creed may be
held by Earnest and Thoughtful Minds in the 19th Century. 8vo. 14s.

CARNARVON (Loa»). Portugal, Gallicia, and the Basque
Provinces. Post Svo. 8s. 6d.

CARTWRIGHT (W. C.). The Jesuits: their Constitution and
Teachmug. An Historical Sketch. Svn. 9s.

CAVALCASELLE'S WORKS. [See CaowE.]
CELEBES. [See HIcxsoN.]
CESNOLA (GEN.). Cyprus; its Ancieut Cities, Tombs, and Tem.

pies. With 400 Illustrations. Medium Svo. 50.
CHAMBERS (G. F.). A Practical and Conversational Pocket

Dictiouary of the English, French, and German Languages. Designed
for Travellers and Students generally. Small 8vo. 68.

CHILD-CHAPLIN(Dr.). Benedicite; or, Song of the Three Children;
beug Illîstrations of the Power, Beneficence, and Design manifested
by the Creator in his Works. Post Svo. es.
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CHISHOLM (Mrs.). Perils of the Polar Sean; True Stories of
Arctic Discovery and Adventure. Illustrations. Post 8vo. 6s.

CHURTON (ABI0BDEAoN). Poetical Remains. Post 8vo. 7s.6J.

LARKE (MAJO G. SYDEZHAx), Royal Engineers. Fortification;
Its Pat Achievements, Rerent Development. and Futur Progress.
With IllustR) atiois. Medumv. 8vo.

CLASSIOC PEA CHERS oF THE ENGLISH CHURCH.
î Lectures delivered at St. James. 2 Vols. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d. each..

CLEVELAND (DuniEsst o). The Battle Abbey Rol. With
some account of the Norman Lineages. 8V OS lS m. 4to. 48.

CLIVE'S (Lonn) Life. By REcv. G. I. Gii er. Post 8,vo. s.6d.
CLODE (C. M.). Military Forces of the Crown; their Administra.

tion and G overnment. 2 Vols. 8vo. 21si. each.
A dministration of Justice under Military and Martial

Law, as applicable to the Army, Navy, and Auxiliary Forces. 8vo. 12sy.
COLEBROOKE SiR EDWARD, BART.). Life of the Hon. Mount-

stuart E phinstone. With Portrait and Plans. 2 Vols. 8vo. 26s.
COLERIDGE (Sam0EL TAYLoR), and the English RomantieSchool.

By PBoF. BRANDL. With Portrait, Crown Svo. 12s.
Table-Talk. Portrait. 12mo. 38. 6d.

COLES (JouN). Summer Travelling in Iceland. With a Cfapter
on Askja. By E. D. MoRGAN. Map and Illustrations. 188.

COLLINS (J. CauRToN). BolINGBROKE : an Historical Study.
With an Essay on Voltaire in England. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

COLONIAL LIBRARY. [See Home and Colonial Library.]
COOK (Canon F. C.). The Revised Version of the Three First

Gospels, coDsidered in its Bearings upon the Record of Our Lord's
Words and Incidents in HEis Life. 8vo. 9s. i

The Origins of Language and Religion. 8vo. 15s.
COOKE (E. W.). Leaves from my Sketch-Book. With 'Descrip-

tive Text 50 Plates. 2 Vols. Small folio. 31s. 6d. each.
(W. H.). History and Antiquities of the County of

Hereford. Vol. III. In continuation of Duncumb's History. 4to.
£2 12s. gd.

Additions to Duneumb's History. Vol. II. 4to. 15s.
The Hundred of Grimsworth. Part . 4to. 17s. 6d.

COOKERY (MODERN DoXEsTIC). Adapted for Private Families.1By a Lady. Woodcuts. Fcap.Svo. 5s.
COOLEY (TRoxAs M.). [See AERnicA, RAriwAL s or.]
CORNEY GRAIN. By Himself. Post 8vo. 18.
COURTHOPE (W. J.). The Liberal Movement in English

Literature. A Series of Essays. Post 8vo. 6s.
Life and Works of Alexander Pope. With Por-

traits. 10 Vols. 8vo. 10s. 6d. each.
CRABBE (Rzv. G.). Life & Works. Illustratioûs. Royal 8vo. 7s.
CRAIK (HENRY). Life of Jonathan Swift. Portrait. 8vo. 18*.
CRIPPS (WILpRED). Old English Plate: Ecclesiastical, Decorative,

and Domestic, its Makers and Marks. New Edition. With Illustra-
tiopa and 2010 facsimile Plate Marks. Medium Svo. 218.
** Tables of the Date Letters and Marks sold separately. 5.

French Plate: Its Makers and Marks. With faceimiles.
Svo.
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CROKER (RT. IHos. J. W.). Correspondence and Journals, re-
lating to the Political 'and Social Events of the first half of the present
Century. Edited by Louis J. JEiNixGs, M P. Portrait. 3 Vols.
8vo. 45s.

Progressive Geography for Children. 18mo. 1. 6d.
Boswell's Life of Johnson. [&e BOsWELL.J
Historical Essay on the Guillotine. fcap. 8vo. la.

CROWE AND CAVALCASELLE. Lives of the Early Flemish
Painters. Woodeuts. Post 8vo, 7a. 6d.; or Large Paper 8vo, 15g.

Life and Times of Titian, with some Account of his
Famlly. Illustrations. 2 Vols. Svo. 21s.

Raphael; His Life and Works. 2 Vols. 8vo. 33.
CUMMING (R. GORDON). Five Years of a Hunter's Life in the

Far Interior of South Africa. Woodcuts. Post tvo. 6s.
CUNDILL (MÂoJ J. P.), R.A., and HAKE (C. NAPIER). Re-

searches on the Power of Explosives. Translated and Condensed ftom
the French of M. BEIEHELOT With Illustrations. Svo.

CURRIE (C. L.). An Argument for the Divinity of Jesus Christ.
Translated from the French of the ABB Ex. BOUGAUD. Post Svo. 63.

CURTIUS' (PaorEssoa) Student's Greek Grammar, for the Upper
Forms. Edited by Da. Wx. SXITE. Post 8vo. 6s.

Elucidations of the above Grammar. Translated by
EvELYN ABBOT. Post Svo. 7. 6d.

Smaller Greek Grammar for the Middle and Lower
Forms. Abridged from the larger work. 12mo. 3s. 6d.

Accidence of the Greek Language. Extracted from
the above work. 12mo. 2e. 64.

Principles of Greek Etymology. Translated by A. S.
WumiNes and E. B. ENGLAND. New Edition. 2 Vols. Svo. 28s.

The Greek Verb, its Structure and Development.
Translated by A. S. Wiîuwss, and E. B. ENGLAND. Svo. 128

CURZON (HON. ROBERT). Vi to the Monasteries of the Levant.
Illustrations. Post 8vo. 7.

CUST (GEiNRAL). Warriors of e 17th Century-Civil Wars of
France and England. 2 Vols. 16e. Commanders of Fleets and Armies.
2 VOIS. 188.

.Annals f the Wars-18th & 19th Century.
With Maps. 9 Vols. Post 8vo. 5s. each.

DARWIN'S (CuanLEs) Life and Letters, with an autobiographical
ChApter. Edited by his Son, FaAscis DAnwIN, F.R.S. With Por-
traits and Woodcuts. 3 Vols. 8vo. 36s.

An llustrated Edition of Darwin's Voyage
of a Naturalist Round the World in H.M.S. Beagle. With Views of
Places Visited and Described. By R. T. PRITCHETT. WIth Mape and
100 Illustrations. Medium Svo. 21s.

JOURNAL OF 4 NATURALIST DURING A OYAGE ROUND THE
WORLD. Popular Edition. With Portrait. 3s. 6d.

ORIGIN or SPEQIES BY MEANS or NATURAL SELcTIoN. Library
Edition. 2 vols. 12s. ; or popular Edition. 68.

DESCENT OF MAN, AND SELECTION IN RELATION , TO SEX.
Woodcuts. Library Ed. 2 vols. 15s.; or popular Ed. 7e. 6d.

VARUTION o ANINALs AND PLANTS UNDER DOMESTICATIoN.
Woodcuts. 2 Vols. 158.

EXPRESSIONS OF THE EXOTIONS IN MAN AND ANUMe. With
Illustrations. 12.

VARIoUs CoNTRIvANCES BY wnicn ORcHIDs ARE FERTIITun
BY INSEcTe. Woodcuts. 7e. Gd.
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DARWIN-continued.
MOVEMENTS AND HABITS OF CLIMBING PLANTS. Woodcuts. 6s.

IfsECTIVonoUs PLANTS. Woodeu's. 98.
CROSS AN» SELF-FERTILIZATION IN TEE VEGETABLE KINODoI.

9:.
DIPPEREiT FoRxs or FLoWERS ON PLANTS OP TEE SAXE

SPEOIEs. 78. 6d
PoWErn Old OVEET liN PLA. Woodcuts. Pot Cr. 8vo.
Taz FonNATION 07 YVEGhITABLE MOULD THROUGH TBE ACTION of

Wo s. With Illustrations. Post 8VO. 6.
LIirE or EiAsmus DAnRwii. With a Study of his Works by

JEEECsT KaRAUsE,. portrait. Ne w Edition. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.
FACTO AND ARGUZENTs roR DARWIN. By 1PRITZ MULLER.

Translated by W. S. Dar.tas. Woodcats. Post 8vo. 68.

DAVY (Sin HUxPHEy). Consolations in Travei; e r, Last Days
of a Philosopher. Woodcuts. Fcap. 8vo. 38. 6d.

Salmonia; or, Days of Fly Fishing. Woodeuts.
Feap.8vo. 8U. 6d.

DE COSSON (MAJoR E. A.). The Cradle of the Blue Nile; a
Journey through Abyssinia and Soudan. Map and Illustrations.
2 Vols. Post 8vo. 21s.

Days and Nights of Service with Sir Gerald Grabam's
Field Force at Suakim. Plan and Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 14s.

DENNIS (GEoRGE). The Cities and Cemeteries of Etruria.
20 Plans and 200 Illustrations. 2 Vols. Medium 8vo. 21s.

(ROBERT). Industrial Ireland. Suggestions fur a Prac-
tical Policy of "Ireland for the Irish." Crown 8vo. 6s.

DERBY (EARn or). Iliad of Homer rendered into English
Blank Verse With Portrait. 2 Vols. Post 8vo. 10s.

DERRY (BisHoP or). Witness of the Psalms to Christ and Chris-
tianity. Third Edition. Revised. Crown 8vo. 9s.

DICEY (PRor. A. V.). England's Case against Home Rule.
Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Z1 Why England Maintains the Union. A popular rendering
of the above. By C. E. S. Fcap. Svo. Is.

DOG-BREAKING. [See HUTOINSON.]

DOLLINGER (DR.). Studies in European History, being Acade-
mical Addresses Translated by the request of the Author by
MARGARET WARRE. Portrait. Svo.

DRAKEWS (Sin FaRous) Life, Voyages, and Exploita, by Sea and
Land. By Joax BAEnow. Post 8vo. 2s.

DRINKWATER (JoHN). Hitory of the Siege of Gibraltar,
1779-1783. With a Description of that Garrison. Post 8vo. 2s.

DU CHAILLU (PAUL B.). Land of the Midnight Sun; Illus-
trations. 2 Vols. Svo. 36.

The Viking Age. The Early History, Manners,
and Customs of the Ancestors of the English-speaking Nations. With
1,800 Illustrations; and extracts from the anclent Sagas and Eddas.
2 Vols. Svo. 42.

Equatorial Africa and Ashango Land. Adven-
tures in the Great Forest of Equatorial Africa, and the Country of the
Dwarfs. Popular Edition. With Illustrations. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.
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DUFFERIN (Lonn). Letters from High Latitudes; a Yacht Voy-
age to Iceland,Jan Mayen,and Spitrbergen. Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Speeches and Addresses, Political and Literary,
delivered in the House of Lords, in Canada, and elsewbere. 8vo. 12s.

Speeches and Addresses delivered in India,
J8?4--8 8vo. 9s.

(LADY). Our Viceregal Life in India; Selections
from mny Journal, 1894-1889. Portrait and Map. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. 24U.
Also Cheap Edition. Map. Post Svo.

DUNCAN (Cov.. ilistory of the Royal Artillery. Com.
piled from the Original Records. Portraits. 2 Vols Svo. 18s.

English in Spain; or, The Story of the War of Suc-
cession, 1834-1840. With Illustrations. 8vo. 16s.

DURER (ALERT); his Life and Work. By DR. THÂUsine.
Edited by F. A. EAToN, M.A. M ith Illustrations. 2 Vols. Medium
Svo. 428.

EASTLAKE (Su C.). Contributions to the Literature of the-
Fine Arts. With Memoir by, Lunt EAsTLAKE. 2 Vols. Svo. 24t.

EDWARDS (W. H.). Voyage up the River Amazon, including a
Visit to Para. Post 8vo. 28.

ELDON'S (LoRD) Publie and Private Life, witb Selections from
his Diaries, &c. By HonAic Twiss. Portrait. 2 Vols. Post 8vo 218.

ELLESMERE (Loa»). Two Sieges of Vienna by the Turks.
Translated from the German. Post 8vo. 2s

ELLIS (W.). Madagascar Revisited. Illustrations. 8vo. 16s.
Memoir. By Hs SoN. Portrait. 8vo. 108. 6d.

(Roarisox). Poems and Fragments of Catullus. 16mo. 5s.
ELPH[NSTONE (HoN. M.). History of India-the Hindoo and

Mahommedan Pennds Edited by PRorssoR> CoWELL Map. Svo. 18s.
The Rise of the British Power in the East. A

Continuation of his Historyof India in the Hindoo and Mahommedan
Periods. Edited by Sa E.1ÇOLEBROOKE, Bart. With Maps. Svo. 16s.

Life of. [8eéCòLEBn0oo.]
(H. W.). Patterns and Instructions for Orna-

mental Turning. With 70 Illustrations. Small 4to. 15s.
ELTON (CAPT.) and H. B. COTTERILL. Adventures and

Discoveries among the Lakes and Mountains of Eastern and Central II
Africa. With Map and Illustrations. Svo 21t.

ELWIN (Rev. WiwicE). The Mîinster of Baptism. A History of
Church Opinion from the tine of the Apostles, especially with refer-
ence to Heretical and Lav Administrat on. 8vo. 12s.

ENGLAND. [See ARTEtTR-BREWER- Caonx-HUME-MARRHAX
-8xrTa--and STANHOPE.]

ESSAYS ON CATHEDRALS. Edited, with an Introduction.
By DEAÂs HowsoN. 8vo. 12s.

ETON LATIN GRAMMAR. For use in the Upper Forms.
By FRANcIs HAY RAWLINS, M.A., and WILLIAM RALPH INGE,
M.A. Crown 8vo. 68.

ELEMENTARY LATIN GRAMMAR. For use in
the Lower Forms. Complied by A. C. AiNEx, M.A., andI H. G.
WINTLE, M A. Crown Svo. 3&. 6d.

PREPARATORY ETON GRAMMAR. Abridged
from the above Wo'k. By the ssme Editors. Crown 8vo 2s.

FIRST LATIN EXERCISE BOOK, adapted to the
Elemen'ary and Preparatory Grammars. By the same Editors.
Crown 8vo 2* 61.

FOURTH FORM OV[D. Selections from Ovid and
Tibullus. With Notes by H. G WirTLc. Tost 8vo. 2s. 6d.
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ETON HORACE. The Odes, Epodes, and Carmen Seculare.
With Notes. By F. W. Consisa, m.A. Maps. Crown 80. 6s.

EXERCISES IN ALGEBRA, by E. P. Rous, M.A., and
AaTHUa CoCKsHOTT, M.A. Crown Svo. 3s.
ARITHMETIC. By Rsv. T. DALT1oN,M.A. Crown 8vo. 38.

EXPLOSIVES. [See CUNDILL.]
FERGUSSON (JAxMs). History of Architecture in all Countries

from the Earhest Times. With 1,600 Illustrations. 4 Vols. Medium8vo.
Vols. I. & II. Ancient and Medieval. 638.

IIL Indian & Eastern. IV. Modern.
FITZGERALD (Bishop). Lectures on Ecclesiastical History,

ineluding the origin and progress of the Englhsh Reformation, from
Wicliffe to the Great Rebelihon. With a Memoir. 2 Vols. 8vo. 21s.

FITZPATRICK (WiLLix J.). The Correspondence of Daniel
O'Connell, the Liberator. Now first pubhshed, with Notes. With
Portrait. 2 Vols. Svo. 36s.

FLEMING (PaofEssou). Student's MaRual of Moral Philosophy.
With Quotations and References. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.

FLOWER GARDEN. By Rzv. Tuos. JAESa. Fcap. 8vo. la.
FORD (RIonARD). Gatherings from Spaîn. Post 8vo. 8. 6d.
FORSYTH (WiLLIAm). Hortensius; an Historical Essay on the

Office and Duties of an Advocate. Illustrations. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

FORTIFICATION. [See CLARRE.]
FRANCE (HIBTOR oF). [See ART-UR-MItXK A -SITH -

STUDENTs'-TOCQUEVILLE.]
FRENCH IN ALGIERS; The Soldier of the Foreign Legion-.

- and the Prisoners of Abd-el-Kadir. Post 8vo. 2s.
FRERE (MAiRy). Old Deccan Days, or Hindoo Fairy Legends

current in Southern India, with Introduction by Sir BARTLE Faxas.
With Illustrations. Post 8vo. 5s.

GALTON (F.). Art of Travel; or, Hints on the Shifta and Con.
trivances available in Wild Countries. Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.

GAMBIER PARRY (T.). The Ministry of Fine Art to the
Happiness of Life. Revised Edition, with an Index. 8vo. 14s.

GEOGRAPHY. [See BuxBuRy-CitoREm-iticAansoN -SKITS
-STUDENTs'.]

GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY'S JOURNAL. (1846 to 1881.)
SUPPLEME.NTABY PAPERS. Royal8vo.
Vol. I., Part i. Travels and Researches in Western China. By E.

COLBOENE BABER. Maps. 53.
Part ii.-1. Recont Geography of Central Asia; from Russian

Sources. By E. DELMAL MoEGA. 2. Progress of Dis.
covery on the Coasts of New Guinea. By (. B. Marxu.Ax.
Bihliograpbical Appendix, by E. C Rye. Maps. 6s.

Part iii.-1. Report on Part of the Ghilzi Country. &c. By
Lieut. J. S. BEOADFooT. 2. Journey from Shiraz to Jashk.
By J. R. PREECE. 28. 6d.

Part iv.-Geographical Education. By J. S. KELTIE. 2S. 6d.
Vol. IL, Part I. - 1. Exploratinn un S. and . W. Cbina. By A. R.

CotQunouw. 2. Bibliography and Cartograpby of His-
paniola. By H. LiNG RoTH. 3. Explorations in Zanzibar
Domnionq by Lieut. C. STEWART brTH, t.N. 2s. 6d.

Part ii.-A Bibliography of Algeria, from the Expedition of
Charles V. in 1541 to 1887, By Sia R. L. PLAXPAIR. 4.
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GEORGE (ERsT). The Mosel; Twenty Etchings. Imperial
4to. 42.

Loire and South of France; Twenty Etchings. Polio. 42s.
GERM.ANY (HIsTOnY or). [See MAIxREx.]

GIBBON'S History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire.
Edited with notes by MMËAN, GuizoT, and )r. Wx SXITB. Maps.
8 Vols. 8vo. 60s. Student's Edition. 7s. 6d. (See STunNT's.)

GIFFARD (EDwARD). Deeds of Naval Daring; or, Anecdotes of
the British Navy. Fcap. 8vo. 8. 6d.

GILBERT (Josuia). Landscape in Art: before the days of Claude
and Salvator. With 150 Illustration4. Medium Svo. 80s.

GILL (CAiT.). The River of Golden Sa.nd. A Journey through
China to Burmah. Edited by E. C. BABER. With MExoIR by Col.
YuLx, C.B. Portrait, Map, and Illustrations. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.

(Mas.). Six Months in Ascension. An Unscientifie Ac-
count of a Scientific Expedrtion. Map. Crown Svo. 9s.

GLADSTONE (W. E.). Rome and the Newest Fashions in
Religion. 8vo. 78. 6d.

Gleanings of Past Years, 1843-78. 7 Vols. Small
8vo. 2s. 6d. each. I. The Throne, the Prncsflonsort, the Cabinet and
Constitution. IL Personal and Literary. III Historical and 8pecu-
lative. IV. Foreign. V. and VI. Ecclesiastical. VIL Miscellaneous.

GLEIG (G. R.). Campaigns of the Brtish Army at Washington
and New Orleans. Post 8vo. 2s.

Story of the Battle of Waterloo. Post 8vo. 3s. 6d.
Narrative of Sale's Brigade in Affghanistan. Post 8vo. 28.
Life of Lord Clive. Post 8vo. 3. 6d.

Sir Thomas Munro. Post 8vo. 38. 6d.
GOLDSMITH'S (OLIVER) Works. Edited with Notes by P=ra

CuIxuNoHA. Vignettes. 4 Vols. 8vo. 30s.

GOMM (F.M. Sia Wx.). Ris Letters and Journals. 1799 to
1815. Edited byF. C. Carr Gomn. With Portrait. Svo. 12t.

GORDON (Srm Axax.). Sketches of German Life, and Scenes
from the War of Liberation. Post 8vo. 3s. 6d.

(LADY Dur). The Amber-Witch. Post 8vo. 2s.
See also Ross.

The French in Algiers. Post 8vo. 28.
GORE (Rev. CHARLEs, Edited by). Lux Mundi. A Series of

Studies in the Ieligion of the Ivcarnation. By the followingwriters--
Faith. Rev. HENRY SCOTT HOLLAND. Christian Idea of God. Rev.
AUBaEY MooRE. The Incarnation. Rev. J R. ILLINGwoRra. Dogma.
Rev. Rk. C MOBERLY. Preparation in Ilistory for Christ. Rev. E. S
TALBOT, D.D. The Atonement. The Hon. and Rev. A. LYTTLETON
The Holy Spirit and Inspiration. Rev. CHARLES GORE. The Church.
Rev. W. LocK. The Sacraments. Rev F. PAG&T, D D. Christian
Ethics. Rev. R L. OTTLEY. Christian Polhtîes. Rev. W. J. CAmPION.
Problem of Pain. Rev. J. R. ILLINGWORTH. One volume. 8vo. 14s.

GOULBURN (DEAN). Three Counsels of the Divine Master for
the conduct of the Spiritaal Life:-The Commencement; The
Virtues; The Conflict. Cbeap Edition (424 pp.). Crown 8vo.

GRAMMARS. [See CURTIus - E TON--HAL - HUTTOX-K=Ie
EDWAED-LEATHEs- MAETZNEE-MATTHIE-SMITB.]

GREECE9 (HisToRy oF). rSee Gaora-SXrIT-STUDENTs'.J
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GROTE'S (GEoRGE) WORKS
HIsToux or GREECE. From the Earliest Times to the

Death of Alexander the Great. New EIition. Portrait, Map, and
Plane.1 OVoIs. Post8vo. 5s. each. (The Volumes may be had Separately.)

PLATO, and other Companions of Socrates. 8 Vols. 8vo. 4àa.;
or, New Editinn, Edited be ALEx. BAIN. 4 Vols Crown 8vo 5s. each.

ARISToTLE. 8Vo. 12n. MINoR WoxKs. Portrait. 8yo. 148.
PEISONAL LiFE. Portrait. 8vo. 12Y.

S (MuR.). A Sketch. By LADY EAsTLAKE. Crown 8vo. 68.
GUILLEMARD (F. H.), M.D. The Voyage of the Marchesa to

Kamschatka and New Guinea. With Notices of Formnosa and the
Islands of the Malav Archipelazn. New Edition. With Maps and 150
Illustrations. (rte volume. Medium Svo. 21s

HAKE (G. NAPIER) on Explobives. [See CUNDILL.]
HALL'S (T. D.) School Manual or English Grammar. With

Illustrations and Practical Exercises. 12mo. 3s. 6d.
Primary English Grammar for- Elementary Schools.

With numerous Exercises, and graduated Parsing Lesson. 16mo. 18.
Manual of Enghsh Composition. With Copious illustra-

tions and Practical Exerciases. 12mo. 3. 6d.
- Child's First Latin Book, comprising a full Practice of
Nouns, Pronouns, and Adjectives, with the Verbs. 16mo. 2s.

HALLAM'S (HENRY) WORKS:-
THE CoNsTITUTIoNAL HISTORY oP ENGLAND, from the Acces-

sion of Heury the Seventh to the Death of George the Second. Lsbrary
Edition, 3 Vols. Svo. 30a. Cabmet Editton, 3 Vols. Poat 8vo. 12s. Bt-
dent's Edston, Post 8vo. 7s. ôd.

HIsTORY O EUROPE DURING THE MIDDLE AGEs. Library
Edition, 8 Vole. Svo. 30s. Cobin4 Edtuwn, 3 Vols. Post 8vo. 12s.
Btudent's Edttwn, Post Svo. 7s. 6d.

LITERARy HISTORY or EUROPE DURING THE 15TE, 16TH, AN»
17TH Cawruares Lnebrary Edaitan, 3 Vols. gvo. Sfs. Calnet Editum,
4 Vols. Pobt 8vo. 168. [Portrait. k cap.Svo. 3. 6d.

HAMILTON (ANDREW). Rheinsberg: Memorials of Frederick the
Great and Prince Henry of Prussia. 2 Vols. Crown Svo. 21s.

HART'S ARMY LIST. (Publi8shed Quarterly and Annuay.)
HAY (SIR J. H. DRUEXON»). Western Barbary, its Wild Tribes

and Savage Animals. Post Svo. 2*.
HAYWARD (A.). Sketches of Eminent Statesmen and Writers,

2 Vols. 8vo. 28s. [Post 8vo. 2s.
The Art of Dining, or Gastronomy and Gastronomers.
A Selection from his Correspondence. Edited with

an Introductory account of Mr Hayward's Early Life. By H. E.
CARLISLL. 2 vols. Crown Svo. 24s.

HEAD'S (SiR FRA.NoIs) WORKS:-
THE RoYAL ENGINEER. Illustrations. 8vo. 128.
LITE or SIR JoHN BURGOYNE. Post 8vo. 18.

RAPIn JOURNEYs ACROSS THE PAMPAs. Post 8vo. 28.
STOKERS AND PoKEIRs; or, the L. and N. W. R. Post 8vo. 28.

HEBER'S (BIsnoP) Journals in India. 2 Vols. Post 8vo. 78.
Poetical Works. Portrait. Fcap. 8vo. 8. 6d.

HERODOTUS. A New English Version. Edited, with Notes
and Essays by CANON RAWLINsON, Sîi H. RAWLINsoN and SIB J. G.
WILrrIsoN. Maps and Woodcuta 4 Vols. 8vo. 488

HERRIES (RT. HON. JOHN). Memoir of his Publie Life.
By his Son, Edward Herries, C.B. 2 Vols. 8vo. 24.

12
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FOREIGN HAND-BOOKS.
HAND-BOOK-TRAVEL-TALK. English, French, German, and

Italian. New and Revised Edition. 18mo. 88. 6d.
DICTIONARY: English, French, and German.

Containing all the words and idiomatic phrases lhkely to be required by
a traveller. Bound in leather. 16mo. 6s.

HOLLAND AND BELGIUM. Map and Plans. 68.
NORTH GERMANY and THE RHINE, -

The Black Forest, the Hartz, Thlringerwald, Saxon Switzerland,
Rilgen, the Giant Mountains, Taunus, Odenwald, Elsass, and Loth-
ringen. Map and Plans. Post 8vo. 10s.

SOUTH GERMANY AND AUSTRIA,-Wurtem.
berg, Bavaria, Austria, Tyrol, Styria, Salzburg, the Dolomites, Hungary,
and the Danube, from Ulm to the Black Sea. Maps and Plans. Two
Parts. Post 8vo. 12s.

SWITZERLAND, Alps of Savoy, and Piedmont.
In Two Parts. Maps and Plans. Post 8vo. 10s.

FRANCE, Part I. Normandy, Brittany, the French
Alps, the Loire, Seine, Garonne, and Pyrenees. Maps and Pians.
7s. 6d.

FRANCE, Part Il. Central France, Auvergne, the
Cevennes, Burgnndy, the Rhone and Saone, Provence, Nimes, Arles,
Marseilles, the French Alps, Alsace, Lorraine, Champagne, &c. Maps
and Plans. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.

THE RIVIERA. Provence, Dauphiné. The Alpes
Meritimes. Avignon, Isimes, Ailes, Marseilles, Toulon, Cannes,
Gra-se, Nice, Menaco, Mentone, Bordighera, San Rem", Alasso,
Savona, &c.; Grenoble, Grande Chartreuse. Maps and Plans. Svo. 5s.

MEDITERRANEAN - its Prneipal Islands,
Cities, Seaports, Harbours, and Border Lands. For Travellers and
Yachtsmen, with nearly 50 Maps and Plans. Two Parts. Post 8vo. 21s.

ALGERIA AND TUNIS. Algiers, Constantine,
Oran, Tlemcen, Bougie, Tebtssa, Biskra, the Atlas Range. Maps and
Plans. Post 8vo. 128.

à PARIS, and Environs. Maps and Plans. 3q. 6d.
SPAIN, Madrid, The Castiles, The Basque Provinces,

Leon, The Asturias, Galicia, Estremadura, Andalusia, Ronda, Granada,
Murcia, Valencia, Catalonia, Aragon, Navarre, The Balearic Islands,

&c. &c. Maps and Plans. Two Parts. Post 8vo. 20s.
PORTUGAL, LisBox, Oporto, Cintra, Mafra,

Madeira, the Azores, Canary Island-, &c. Map and Plan. 12s.
NORTH ITALY, Turin, Milan, Cremona, the

Itahan Lakes, Bergamo, Brescia, Verona, Mantua, Vicenza, Padua,
Ferrara, Bologna, Ravenna, Rimini, Piacenza, Genoa, the Riviera,
Venice, Parma, Modena, and Romagna. Maps and Plans. Post8vo. 10s.

CENTRAL ITALY, Florence, Lucca, Tuscany, The
Marshes, Umbria, &c. Maps and Plans. Two Parts. Post 8vo. 10.

ROME 1D ITS ENVIRONS. 50 Maps and Plans. 10s.
-- SOUTH ITALY AND SICILY, ineluding Naples

a-ad its Environs, Pompei, Herculaneum, Vesuvius; Sorrento ; Capri ;
Amalfi, Postum, Pozzuoli, Capua, Taranto, Bari; Brindisi and the
Roads from Rome to Naples; Paleimn, Messina, Syracuse, Catauia,
&c. Two Parts. Maps. Post 8vo. 12s.

NORWAY, Christiania, Bergen, Trondhjem. The
Fjelds and Fjords. Maps and Plans. Post 8vo. 9t.

SWEDEN, Stockholm, Upsala, Gothenburg, the
Shores of the Baltic, &c. Maps and Plan. Post 8vo. 6s.
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HAND-BOOK-DENMARK, Sleswig, Holstein, Copenhagen, Jut.
land, Iceland. Maps and Plans. Post Svo. 6s.

RUSSIA, ST. PzTansnuRe. Mosow, PorNA, and
FrsL&nu. Iaps and Plans. Post 8vo. 18s.

GREECE, the Ionian Islands, Athens, the Pelopon-
nesus. the Islands of the &gean Sea. Albania, Thessaly, Macedonia.
&c. In Two Parts. Maps, Plans, and Views. Post 8vo. 248.

TURKEY IN ASIA-CON snTINiOPL, the Boë-
phorus, Dardanelles, Brousa, Plain of Troy, Crete. Cyprus, Smyrna,
Ephesus, the Seven Churches, Costs of the Black Ses. Armem,
Euphrates Valley, Route to India, &c. Maps and Plans. Post 8v.

EGYPT. The Course of the Nile through Egypt
and Nubia, Alexandria, Cairo, Thebes, Suez Canal, the Pyramids,
Sinai, the Fyoom, &c. Maps and Plans. Post 8vo. 158.

HOLY LAND-SRaI, PALESTINm. Peninsula of
Sinai, Edom, Syrlan Deserts, Petra, Damascus; and Palmyra. Maps
and Plans. Post 8vo. 20s.

Y Map of Palestine. In a case. 12s.
BOMBAY -Poonah, Beejapoor, Kolapoor, Goa,

Jubulpoor, Indore, Sarat, Baroda, Ahmedabad, Somnauth, Kurrachee,
&c. Map and Plans. Post Svo. 15s.

MADRAS-Trichinopoli, Madura, TinnevellyTuti-
corin, Bangalore, Mysore, The Nilgiris, Wvnaad, Ootacamund, Calicut,
Hyderabad, Ajanta, Elura Caves, &c. Maps and Plans. Post 8vo. 15s.

BENGAL - Calcutta, Orissa, British Burmah,
Rangoon, Moulmein, Mandalay, Darjiling, Dacca, Patua, Benares,
N.-W. Provinces, Allahabad, Cawnpnre, Lucknow, Agra, Gwalior,
Naini Ta[, Delhi, &c. Maps and Plans. Post 8vo. 20s.

TEE PANJAB-Amraoti, Indore, Ajmir, Jaypur,
Rohtak, Saharaupur. Ambala, Lodiana, Lahore, Kulu, Simla. Sialkot,
Peshawar, Rawul Pindi, Attock, Karachi, Sibi. &c. Maps 15b.

-- FOR INDIA. A Practical Guide for Travellers
through the Principal Routes ln Beigal. Bombay, Mairas, Punjab,
&c., and to the Sumner Resorti Simbi, Darjeeling, Mahabaleshwar,
Matheran, Mt. Aboo, &c. InOneVolurme. Maptiandi lani. Post8vo.

ENGLISH HAND-BOOKS.
HAND-BOOK-ENGLAND AND WALES. An Alphabetical

Hand-Book. Condensed into One Volume for the Use of Travellers.
With a Map. Post Svo. 12t.

LONDON. Maps and Plan. 16mo. 3s. 6d.
ENVIRONS OF LONDON within a circuit of 20

miles. 2 Vols. Crown 8vo. 21s.
ST. PAUL'S CATHEDRAL. 20 Woodcuts. 10. 6d.
EASTERN COUNTIES, Chelmsford, Harwich, Col-

chester, Maldon Cambridge, Elh, Newmarket, Bury St Edmunds,
Ipswich, Woodbridge, Felixstowe, Lowestoft, Norwich, Yarmouth,
Cromer, &c. Map and Plans. Post 8vo.

CATHEDRALS of Oxford, Peterborongh, Norwich,
Ely, sand Lincoln. With 90 Illustrations. Crown Svo. 21s.

KENT, Canterbury, Dover, Ramsgate, Sheerness,
Rochester, Chatham, Woolwieh. Mas and Plans. Post Svo. 7*. 6d.

SUSSEX, Brighton, Chichester, Worthing, Hastings,
Lewes,,Arundel, &c. Maps and Plans. Post 8vo. 68.

LI-ST OF W01¢KM14
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HAND-BOOK--SURREY AND HANTS, Kingston, Croydon,
Reigate, Guildford, Dorking, Winchester, Southampton. New Forest,
Lortamouth, IsX or WrGHT, &c. Maps and Plans. Post 8vo. 104.

BERKS, BUCKS, AND OXON, Windsor, Eton,
Reading, Aylesbury. Uxbridge, Wycombe, Henley, Oxford, Blenheim,
the Thames, &c. Maps and Plans. Post 8vo. 9s.

WILTS, DORSET, AND SOMEESET, Salisbury,
Chippenham, Weymouth, Sherborne, Wells, Bath, Bristol, Taunton,
&c. Map. Post 8vo. 12s.

DEVON, Exeter, Ilfracombe, Linton, Sidmouth,
Dawlish, Teignmouth, Plymouth, Devonport, Torquay. Maps and Plans.
Post8vo. 78. 6.

CORNWALL, Launceston, Penzance, Falmouth,
the Lizard, Land's End, &c. Map. Pust 8vo. 64.

CATHEDRALS of Winchester, Salisbury, Exeter,
Wells, Chichester, Roche-ster, Canterbury, and St. Albans With 130
Illuqtrations. 2 Vols Crown Svo. 36s. St. Albans separately. 6s.

GLOUCESTER, HEREFORD, A»D WORCESTER,
Cirencester, Cheltenhan, Stroud, Tewkesbury, Leoninster, Ross, Mal-
vern, Kidderminster, Dudley, Evesham, &c. Map. Post 8vo. 9s.

CATHEDRALS of Bristol, Gloucester, Hereford,
Worcester, and Lichfield. With 50 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 16s.

NORTH WALES, Bangor, Caruarvon, Beaumaris,
Snowdon, Llanberis, Dolgelly, Conway, &c. Ma-,. Post 8vo. 78.

SOUTH WALES, Monmouth, Llandaff, Merthyr,
Vale of Neath, Pembroke, Carmarthen, Tenby, Swansea, The Wye, &c.
Map. Post 8vo. 78.

CATHEDRALS OF BANGOR, ST. ASAPH,
Llandaff, and St. David's. With Illustrations. Post Svo. 15s

NORTHAMPTONSH IRE AND RUTLAND-
Northampton, Peterborough, Towcester, Daventry, Market Har-
borough, Kettering, Wellingborough, Thrapston, Stamford, Uppiog-
ham, Oakham. Maps. Post Svo. 7s. 6d.

DERBY, NOTTS, LEICESTER, STAFFORD,
Matlock,Bakewell,Chatsworth,The Peak, Buxton,Hardwick, Dove Dale,
Ashborne, Southwell, Mansfield, Retford, Burton, Belvoir, Melton Mow-
bray, Wolverhampton, Lichfield,Walsall. Tamworth. Map. Post 8vo.

SHROPSHIRE Ai» CHESHIRE, Shrewsbury, Lud-
low, Bridgnorth, Oswestry, Chester, Crewe, Alderley, Stockport,
Birkenhead. Maps and Plans. Post 8vo. 6s.

LANCASHIRE, Warrington, Bury, Manchester,
Liverpool, Burnley, Clitheroe,Bolton,Blackburne,Wigan,PrestonRoch-
dale, Lancaster, Southport, Blackpool, &c. Maps & Plans. PostSvo.7s.6d.

THE ENGLISH LAKES, iin Cumberland, West-
moreland, and Lancashire; Lancaster, Furness Abbey, Ambleside,
Kendal, Windermere, Coniton, Keswick, Grasmere, Ulswater,
Carlisle, Cockermouth, Pennith, Appleby, &c. Maps. Post8vo. 7s. 6d.

YORKSHIR, Doncaster, Hull, Selby, Beverley,
Scarborough Whitby, Harrogate, Ripon, Leeds, Wakefield, Bradford,
Halifax, Huddersfield, 8hettield. Map and Plans. Post 8vo. 12s.

CATHEDRALS of York, Ripon, Durham, Carlisle,
,Chester, and Manchester. With 60 Illustrations. 2 Vols. Cr. 8vo. 21s.

DURHAM &N» NORTHUMBERLAND, New-
castle, Darlington, Stockton, Hartlepool, Shields, Berwick-on-Tweed,
Morpetb, Tynemouth, Ooldstream, Alnwick, &c. Map. Post 8vo.

BEDFORD AND HUNTINGDON. Map.
LINCOLNSHIRE, Grantham, Lincoln, Stamford,

gleaford, Spalding, Gainsborough, Grimsby, Boston. Maps and Plans.
Poat 8vo. 78. 6.



HAND-BOOK-SCOTLAND, Edinburgh, Melrose,Kelso,Glasgow,
Bumfries, Ayr, Stirling, Arran, The Clyde, Oban, Inverary, Lcch
Lomond, Loch Katrine and Trossachs, Caledonian Canal, Inverness,
Perth, Dundee, Aberdeen, Braemar, Skye, Caithness, Rosa, Snthei.
land, &c. Maps and Plans. Post 8vo. 9&.

IRELAND, Dublin, Belfast, the Giant's Cause-
way, Donegal, Galway, Wexford, Cork, Limerick, Waterford, Killar-
ney, Bantry, Glengariff, &c. Maps and Plans. Post 8vo. 10s.

HAYTER LEWIS (J.) The Holy Places of JerusaleM. fMus-
trations. 8vo. 10s. 6d

HICKSON (Da. SYDIEY J.). À Naturalist in North Celebes; a
Narrative of Travels in Minahassa, the Sangir and Talant Islands,
with Notices of the Fauna, Flora, and Ethnology of the Districts
visited. Map and Illustrations. 8vo. 168.

HISLOP (STEPHEN). [See SMITE, GEoRe.]
BOBSON (J. A.). [See MUMMERiY.]
HOLLWAY (J. G.). A Month i Norway. Feap. 8vo. 2.
HONEY BEE. By RIv. ToxAsi JÂxEs. Fcap. 8vo. l.
HOOK (Dms). Church Dictionary. A Manual of Reference for

Clergymen and Students. New Edition, thoroughly revised. Edited by
WALTEHooK, M.A.,and W. R. W. STEPHNs, M.A. Med. Svo. 21*.
(THEoDoaE) Life. By J. G. LoOK.ART. Pcap. 8vo. 1*.

HOPE) (A. J. BEREsFoRD). Worship in the Church of England.
Svo, 9s.; or, Popular Selctwonsfrom, Svo, 2#. 6d.

WoRsHIPA ND ORaEn. 8vo. 98.
HOPE-SCOTT (JAXEs), Memoir. [See Onsar.]
HORACE; a New Edition of the Text. Edited by Dmux MIxix.

With 100 Woodents. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6.
[See EroN.]

HOUGHTON'S (Lon») Monographs, Personal and Social. With
Portraits. Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d.

PoxTîcaz, Woaxs. Collected Edition. With Por.
trait. 2 Vols. Fcap. 8vo. 12s.

HOME AND COLONIAL LIBRARY. A Series of Works
adapted for all circles and classes of Readers, having been selected
for their acknowledged interest, and ability of the Authors. Post 8vo.
Published at 28. and 8o.8d. each, and arranged under two distinctive
beads as follows:-

CLAl
HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY,

SIEGE OF GIBRALTAR. By
Jour DEaEWATEE. 28.

THE AMBER-WITCH. By
LA Dur GomDox. 2s.

CROMWELL AND BUNYAN.
By RoumaT Sourmry. 2s.

LIFE or Smt FRANCIS DRAKE.
By JoBns BAsow. 28.

CAMPAIGNS AT WASHING-
TON. By Rv.G.R.Grnre. 28.

THE FRENCH IN ALGIERS.
By LAnr Dumv GoaDox. 28.

THE FALL OF THE JESUITS.
2s.

LIFE OF CONDÉ. By Loin MA-
BON. s.6d.

SALES BRIGADE. By Rv.
G. R. GLEIG. 29.

THE SIEGES OF VIENNA.
By Lo» E.xo.1a . 2*.

AND HISTORIO TALES.
THE WAYSIDE CROSS. By

CMr. MI-ÂX. 28.
SKETCHES or GERMAN LIFE.

By Sm A. Goanox. Ss. 6.
THE BATTLE or WATERLOO,

By Euv. G. R. GiLîe. 88.6d.
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF STEF.

FENS. 28.
THE BRITISH POETS. By

TuoxAs CAxPBEr. 8S. 6d.
HISTORICAL ESSAYS. By

Loan MXox. 8s. 6 .
LIFE OF LORD CLIVE. By

REv. G. R. GLEiG. S. 6d.
NORTH WESTERN RAIL-

WAY. By Sm F.B.HKan. 2.
LIFE F MUNRO. By Bur. G.

R. Gaue. S&. 6.

-1
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CLASS B.
VOYAGES, TRAVELS, AND ADVENTURES.

JOURNALS IN INDIA. By HIGHLAND SPORTS. By
BIsRoP HEBER. 2 Vols. 7. CHÂRLEB ST. JO.X.U6d.

TRAVELS IN TRI HOLY LAND. PAMPAS JOURNEYS. By
By Iinasand MAsrcsn. 2s. P.B.HEAD. 2.

MOROCCO AND THE MOORS. GATHERINGS FROM SPAIN.
By J. Diaumo» HAY. 28. By RxOHÂRD Fo». Së. 64

LETTERS FROM Tas BALTIC. THE RIVER AMAZON. By
By A LAnr. 28. W. H. EDWÂDB.29.

NBW SO UTH WALE8. By Mas. MANNERS & CUSTOMS 0F
MEHEDrra. 2s. INDIA. ByRzv.C.Acao. 25.

THE WEST INDIES. By M. G. ADVENTURES IN MEXICO.
LEwIs. 2.ByG.F.RuxTos. 88.&6

SKETCHES OF PERSIA. By PORTUGAL AND GALICIA.
Sta JouN MALmLx. 8s. 6d. By LORD CARSÂRTON 88. 6&

MEMOIRS 0F FATEER RIPA. BUSH LIFE IN AUSTRALIA.
28. By Rzv. H. W. EÂYG&aRTu. 2s.

TYPEE AND OMOO. By THE LIBYAN DESERT. By
Hcuaxà" birs LVILL. 2 Vols. 7 C. BATLS ST. JOHN. 2s.6l.

PMISSIONARY LIFE IN CAN- SIERRA LEONE. y ALADB.
ADA. BYRv. J ASOFT. 2. .B.

LETTEGNS FROM MADRAS. By
A LADr. 28.**Esch work may be bad searatelDy.

HUN (A. VosW). The Struggle of the Bulgarians for National
Independence: A Hlstory of the War between Bulgaria and Servia
in 1885, under PRNCE ALEXANDER. Wsth Map. Crowu 8vo. 9s.

HUME (The StndentI. A History of England, from the Inv.
sion ùf Jullus Cesar to the Revolution of 1688. New Edition. revl-ed,
corrected9 and contlnued to fixe Treaty of Berlin, 1878. By J S.

B M. A. With 7 Colonred Map &70 Woodnts. Post vo.7. 6d.
oSold also in 3 parts. Price 2. 6d. each.

UNNEWELL (JAEs F.). Englands Chronicle in Stone
Derived front Personal Observations of tixe Cathedrals, Cixurches.
Abbeys, Mnasterles, Cas.is, B and Palaces, made in Journeystrouglthe IABpe .al Island. With Illustrations. Medumv . 24s.

UTCRINSONM (A Dog Breaking, with Odds and End for
those who love the Do and the Ghin. With 40 Illustrations. Crown

HUHN (A. 6od. The AStmrgleof the ulgias for Nationars.l

HtTTTON (HI. E.). Principia Groeca; an Introduction to the Studyof Greek. Conprehending Grammar, Delectug, and Exerclse-book,
with Vocabulan es. SxtParc LEA NE. Wth M.Co

(JT ES). James and hilip van Artevelde. Two
renarkable Episodes in the annei of Flanders: wth a description of
fxe stated fSocety in Flanders in the 4th Century. Cr. Svo. 10e 6.

HYMNOLOGY, DICTIONARY Oi. [Se J 2ULIAN
ICELAND. [See CO ES-DuF.ERIN.

INDIA. [See BRoÂDF>ooT-DiuFFIIIN-ELPHINSTONE-HND-BOOE
- SUITI-TuxoeLE-MoNexEa WILLIÂM5-LYALL.J

INGRAM iJ. K.>. A Dictionary of Latin Etymology. 8vo.
[In fthe Press.

IRBY AND MANGES CTravels l Egypt, Nubia yria, an
the Holy Land. PoWt h Io. 2s.

IRELAND. [See Dmxis.]
JAMES (F. L.). The Wild Tribes ofthe Sondan: with an aceount

0f the route frot Wady Halfah to Dongola and Berber. With
Chapter on the Condition of the Soudan, by tu S. B E. ap ud
tlustrateof. Crwn Svo. 7. . 1

H TM OLOG, DITIOARY F. [ee JLIA
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JAMESON (Mas.). Lives of the Early Italian Painteri-
and the Progres of Painting ln Italy-Cimabne to Bassano. With
50 Portraits. Post 8vo. 12à. 1

JAPAN. [See Binu-MoUNsEY-RED.]
JENNINGS (L. J.). Field Paths and Green Lanes: or Walks in

Surrlay and Sussex. Popular Edition. With Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. 6s.
JERVIS (REv. W. H.). The Gallican Church, from the Con-

cordat of Bologna, 1516, to the Revolution. With an Introduction.
Portraits. 2 Vols. 8vo. 288.

JESSE (E»winn). Gleanings in Natural History. Fep.8vo. 38. 6d.
JOHNSON'S (Da. SxUEn) Life. [See BosWELL.J
JULIAN (REv. JoHN J.). A Dictionary of llymnology. A

Companion to Existing Hymn Books. Setting forth the Origin and
History of the Hymns contained in the Principal Bymnals, with
Notices of their Authors. Medium 8vo.

JUNIUS' HNiaDRwnRTI Professionallyinvestigated. Edited by the
Hon. E. TwxsLE•ros. With Facsimiles, Woodents, &c. 4to. AS 8,.

KENDAL (Mas.) Dramatie Opinions. Post 8vo. is.
KERR (RoBT.). The Consulting Architect: Practical Notes on

Administrative Difficulties. Crown 8vo. 9s.
KING EDWARD VITH's Latin Grammar. 12mo. 38. 6d.

First Latin Book. 12mo. 28. 6d.
KIRK (J. Fosmzn). History of Charles the Bold, Duke of Bur.

gundy. Portrait. 8 Vols. 8vo. 45,.
KIRKES' Handbook of Physiology. Edited by W. Mona.mi

BArsa and V. D. BABits. With 500 Illustrations. Post 8vo. 148.
KUGLER'S HANDBOOK OF PAINTING.-The Italian Schools.

A New Edition, revised. By Sir H aNRY LAYARD. With 200 Illustra-
tions. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. 80s.

The German, Flemish, and
Dutch Schools. Revised. By J. A. Caowz. With 60 Illustrations.
2 Vols. Crown 8vo. 24à.

LANE (E. W.). Account of the Manners and Customs of Modern
Egyptians. With Illustrations. 2 Vols. Post 8v. 12s.

LAWLESS (HoN. Exuir). Major Lawrence, F.L.S.: a Novel.
3 Vols. Crown Svo. 38. 6d. Cheap Edition, 6s.

Plait-Frances Mowbray, etc. Crown 8vo. 6s.
LAYARD (Sir A. H.). Nîneveh and its Remains. With Illustra-

tions. Post 8vo. 78. 6d.
Nineveh and Babylon: Discoveries in the Ruins,

with Travels ln Armenia, Kurdistan, &c. Illustrations. Post 8vo. 7s.6d.
Early Adventures in Persia, Babylonia, and Susiana,

including a residence among the Bakhtiyari and other wild tribes,
before the discovery of Nineveh. Portrait, Illustrations and Maps.
2 Vols. Crown 8vo. 24s.

LEATHES (STAinEY). Practical Hebrew Grammar. With the
Hebrew Text of Genesis I.-vi., and Psalms i.-vi. Grammatical.
Analysis and Vocabulary. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.

LENNEP (REv. H. J. Vi). Missionary Travels in Asia Minor.
With Illustrations of Biblical History andArcbeology. Map and
Woodcuts. 2 Vols. Post 8vo. 24s.

LENNEP. Modern Customs and Manners of Bible Lands, in-
Illustration of Scripture. Maps and Illustrations. 2 Vols. Svo. 21s.

LESLIE (C. E.). Handbook for Young Painters. Illustrations.
Post 8vo. 7.6d.
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LETO (PompoNio). Eight Months at Rome during the Vatican
Council. 8vo. 12s.

LETTERS raox TaE BALTI0. By LADY EAsTLAKE. Post 8vo. 28.

MDnaIs. By Mas. MAITLAND. Post 8vo. 28.
SîEsaA LEONE. By Mus. MELvILLE. 38. 6d.

LEVI (LEorsc). History of British Commerce; and Economic
Progress of the Nation, from 1763 to 1878. 8vo 18#.

The Wages and Earnings of the Working Classes
in 1883-4 Svo. 3j. 6d.

LEWIS (T. HAYTER). The Holy Places of Jerusalem. Illustrations.
8vo. 108. 6d.

LEX SALICA; the Ten Texts with the Glosses and the Lex
Emendata. Synnptically edited by J. H. HEsuas. With Notes on
the Frankish Words in the Lez Salica by H.KErN, of Leyden. 4to. 42s.

LIDDELL (DEAN). Student's History of Rome, from the earliest
Times to the establishment of the Empire. Woodeuts Post Svo. 7s. 6d.

LIND (JENNY), THE ARTIST, 1820-1851. A Memoir of her
Early Artlife and Dramatic Career. From Original Documents,
Letters, Diaries. &c., in the possession of, or collected by Ma.
GOLDSCHMIDT. BIy H. ScoTr HOLLAND, M.A, Canon of St. Paul's,
and W S. ROCKSTRO Author of "Ijlfe of Men£delssohn," &c. Wih
Portraits and Illustrations. 2 Vols Svo.

LINDSAY uoao). rketches of the listory of Christian Art.
2 Vols. Crown Rvo. 24s.

LISPINGS from LOW LATITUDES; or, the Journal of the Hon.
ImpulsfaG ushington. Edited by Loao DUEeriNs. With24 Plates.4to 21à.

LIVINGSTONE (Da.). First Expedition to Africa, 1840-56.
Illustrations. Post 8vo. 78. 6d.

Second Expedition to Africa, 1858-64. Illustra.
tions. Post 8vo. 78. 6d.

Last Journals in Central Africa, to his Death.
By Rev. HoRACE WALLEE. Maps and Illustrations. 2 Vols. Svo. 15s.

Personal Life. By Wm. G. Blaikie, D.D. With
Map and Portrait. 8vo. 6s.

LIVINGSTONIA. Adventures in Exploring Lake Nyassa. By
E. D YoUNG, R.N. Maps. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.

LOCKHART (J. G.). Ancient spamash Ballad. HIistorical and
Romantie. Tranqlated. with Notes. Illustrations. Crown 8vo. ôs.

-- Life of Theodore Hook. Feap. 8vo. 1t.
LONDON: its History, Antiquarian and Modern. Founded on

the work by the late Peter Cunningham, F.S A A new and thoroughly
revised edition. Bv JAMEs THORvE, F.S.A. and H. B. WHEsATLr.
Library edition, on laid paper. 3 Vols. Medium Svo.

LOUDON (Mas.). Gardenng for Ladies. With Directions and
Calendar of Operations for Every Month Woodcuts. Fcap. 8vo. %. 6d.

LUMHOLTZ (DE. C.). Among Cannibals; An Account of Four
Years' Travels in Australla, and of Camp Life among the Aboriglnes
of Queensland. With Maps and 120 Illustrations. Medium Svo. 24s.

LUTHER (MARTIN). The First Principles of the Reformation,
or the Three Primary Works of Dr. Martin Luther. Portrait. Svo. 128.

LYALL (Sia ALERED C.), K.C.B. Asiatie Studies; Religions and
Social. Svo. 12s.

LTELL (Sia CHARLEs). Student's Elements of Geology. A new
Edition, entirely revised by PEoFEssou P. M. DuxcAx, F.R.S. With
- 'O) Illustrations. Post 8vo. 9s.

Life, Letters, and Journals. Edited by
his sister-in-law, MEs. Linn. With Portraits. 2 Vois. 8vo. 30t.

c 2
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LYNDHURST (Lon»). [See MARTIN.1
McCLINTOCK (SmR L.). Narrative of the Discovery of the

Fate of Sir John Franklin and bis Companions in the Arctic Seas.
With Illustrations. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.

MACDONALD (A.). Too Late for Gordon and Khartoum.
With Maps and Plans. ~8vo. 12s.

MACGREGOR (J.). Rob Roy on the Jordan, Nile, Red Sea, Gen-
nesareth, &c. A Canoe Cruise in Palestine and Egypt and the Waters
of Damascus. With 70 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 7. 6d.

MACKAY (THoxÂs). The English Poor. A Sketch of their
Social and Economic History; and an attempt to e,timate the influ.
ence of private property on character and habit. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

MAHON (Lon»). [See STANoP.]

MAINE (Srn H. SUMNER). Ancient, Law : its Connection with the
Early History of Society, and its Relation to Modern Ideas. Svo. 12s.

Village Communities in the Est and West. 8vo. 12e.
Early History of Institutions. 8vo. 128.
Dissertations on Early Law and Custom. 8vo. 12s.
L-Popular Government. Il.-Nature of Democracy.

III.-Age of Progress. IV.-Constitution of the United States.
8vo. 12s.

- - International Law. 8vo. 7s. 6d.
MALCOLM (Srn Jonu). Sketches of Persia. Post 8vo. 38. 6d.
MALLOCK (W. H.). Property and Progress. A brief Enquiry

Into Contemporary Social Agitation in England. Post 8vo. 6s.
MARCO POLO. [See YULE.J
MARKHAM (Ms.). History of England. From the First Inva-

sion by the Romans, continued down to 1880. Woodcuts. 12mo. 3s. 6d.
History of France. From the Conquest of Gaul by

Julius Cesar, continued down to 1878. Woodcuts. 12mo. 3.6d.
- History of Germany. From its Invasion by Marius
to the completion ofCologne Cathedral. Woodcuts. 12mo. 8.6d.

(CIxmTs R.). A Popular Account of Peruvian Bark
and its introduction into British India. With Maps. Post Svo. 14s.

MARSH (G. P.). Student's Manual of the English Language.
Edited with Additions. By Da. Wx. Srrau. Post Svo. 7s. 6d.

MARTIN (Sin THEo»osR). Life of Lord Lyndhurst. With
Portraits. Svo. 16s.

MARY, QUEEN OF SCOTS. [See SceAuF.]
MASTERS in English Theology. Lectures by Eminent Divines.

With Introduction by Canon Barry. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.
MATTHI£'BS Gnu Gn.MxaÂn. Abridged by B.oKnELD.

Bevised by E. S. OCooKE. 12mo. 48.
MAUREL'S Character, Actions, and Writings of Wellington.

Fcap.Svo. la. 6d.
MELVILLE (Hmxm<x). Marquesas and South Sea Islands.

2 Vols. Post Svo. 7s.
MEREDITH (Mas.C.) Notes &Sketches of li.S.Wales. Post8vo. 2g.
MEXICO. [See BaoornmEUnsT-RUxToN.]
MICHAEL ANGELO, Seulptor, Painter, and Architeet. His Life

and Works. By C. HEATS WILsON. Illustrations. 8vo. 158.

1
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MILLER (Wx.). A Dictionary of English Names of Plants
applbed among Enghsh-speaking People to Plants, Trees, and Shrubs.
In Two Parts. Latin-Englhsb and Englsh-Latn. Medium 8vo. 12s,

MILMAN'S (DEAN) WORKS:--
HISTORY oP THE JEws, from the earliest Period down to Modern

Times. 8 Vols. Post 8vo. 12s.
EARLT CHRISTIANITY, from the Birth of Christ to the Aboli.

tion of Paganism in the Roman Empire. 8 Vols. Post 8vo. 12.
LATIN CHRISTIANITY, including that of the Popes to the

Pontificate of Nicholas V. 9 Vols Post 8vo. 386s.
HANBOOK TO ST. PAUL's CATHE»RAL. Woodeuts. 10s.6d.
QuIT1 HORATIr FLAcr OPRA. Woodcuts. Sm. 8vo. 78. 6d.
FALL o JEIRtIJSALEX. Fcap. 8Vo. 18.

(Bîsnop, D.D.) Life. With a Selection from his
Correspondence and Journals. By bis Sister. Map. 8vo. 12a.

MILNE (DAvID, M.A.). A Readable Dictionary of the English
Language. Etymologically arranged.- Crown 8vo. 7&. 6d.

MINCHIN (J. G.). The Growth of Freedom in the Balkan
Peninsula. With a Map. Crown 8vo. 10s 6d.

MISS BLAKE OF MONRSHALTON. A New Novel. Crown8vo.
MIVART (ST. GEoRGE). Lessons from Nature; as manifested in

Mind and Matter. 8vo. 15s.
The Cat. An Introduction to the Study of Backboned

Animals, especially Mammals. With 200 Illustrations. Medium8vo. 8s.
MOGGRIDGE (M. W.). Method in Almsgiving. A Handbook

for Helpers. Post 8vo. 3s. 6d.
MONTEFIORE (Sva MosEs). Selections from Letters and

Journals. By LucIm WOLF. Wîth Portrait. Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d.
MOORE (TuomAs). Life and Letters of Lord Byron. [See BRtoN.~]
MOTLEY (JOHN LOTHRoP). The Correspondence of. With

Portrait. 2 Vols. 8vo 80s.
History of the United Netherlands: from the

Deathof William the Silent to the Twelve Years' Truce, 1609. Portraits.
4 Vols. Podt Svo. 6s. each.

Life and Death of John of Barneveld.
With a View of the Primary CauQes and Movements of the Thirty Years'
War. Illustrations. 2 Vols. Post 8vo. 12s.

MOZLEY (CANON). Treatise on the Augustînian doctrine of
Preder-tination, with an Analysis of the Contents. Crown 8vo. 9s.

MUMMERY (A. F.) AN» J. A. HOBSON. The Physiology of
Industry : Being an Exposure of cet tain Fallacies in existing Theories
of Political Economy. Crown 8vo 6s.

MUNRO'S (GENERAL) Life and Letters. By REv. G. R. GLExIG.
Post Svo. Ba. 6d.

MUNTHE (AxEL). Letters from a Mourning City. Naples dur-
ing the Autumn of 1884 Translated by MaunE VALERIE WRITE.
With a Frontispiece. Crown 8vo. 6s.

MURCHISON (SIRa Ro»aRIC). And his Contemporaries. By
ARCRIBALD GEcIKI. Portraits. 2 Vols. 8vo. 80s.

MURRAY (A. S.). A History of Greek Sculpture from the
Earliest Tunes. With 180 Illustrations. 2 Vols. Royal 8vo.

MURRAY'S MA GAZINE. A New Home and Culonial Monthly
Periodical. is Vol. I. to VoL VII. 8vo. 78. 6d. each.

* Forwarded Mouthly on receipt of an annual subscription of 13s,



MUSTERS' (CAPT.) Patagonians; a Year's Wanderings over
Untrodden Ground from the Straits of Magellan to the Rio Negro.
Illustrations. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.

NADAILLAC (MARQUIS DE). Prehistorie America. Translated
by N. D'ANVEEs. With l1lustrations. 8vo. 16s.

NAPIER (GENERAL S Cu nES). Bis Life. By the Hon.
Wx. NÀPiza BBUcE, With Portrait and Maps. Crown bvo. 12s.

(GENEAIAL SIR GEORGE T.). Passages in his Early
Military Life written by bimself. Edited by his Son, GENERAL WE.
C. E. NAPIER. With Portrait. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.
- (Sn Wx.). English Battles and Sieges of the Peninsular

War. Portrait. Post Svo. 5s.
NASMYTH (JAxEs). An Autobiography. Edited by Samuel

Smiles, LL.D., with Portrait, and 70 Illustrations. Post 8vo, 6s.; or
Large Paper, 16s.

And JAMES CARPENTER. The Moon: Con-
sidered as a Planet, a World, and a Satellite. With 26 Plates and
numerons Woodcuts. New and Cheaper Edition. Medium 8vo. 21à.

NEW TESTAMENT. With Short Explanatory Commentary.
By ABCEDEACON CEUBTON, M.A. and the BISoP OF ST. DAVID's.
With 110 authentic Views, &c. 2 Vols. Crown 8vo. 21s. bound.

NEW TH (SÂxUEL). First Book of Natural Philosophy ; au Intro-
duction to the Study of Statics, Dynamics, Hydrostatics, Light, Heat,
and Sound, with numerous Examples. Sm;all 8vo. BS. 6d.

Elements of Mechancs, including Hydrostaties,
with numerous Examples. Small Svo. 8s. 6d.

Mathematical Examples. A Graduated Series
of Elementary Examples in Arithmetic, Algebra, Logarithms, Trigo.
nometry, and Mechanics. Small 8vo. Se. 6d.

NIMROD, On the Chace-Turf-and Road. With Portrait and
Plates. Crnwn 8vo. 5s. Or with Coloured Plates. 7s 6d

NORRIS (W. E.). :Marcia. A Novel. 3 Vols. Crown 8vo.
31s. 6d.

NORTHCOTE'S (SIR JonN) Notebook in the Long ParliLament.
Containing Proceedings during its First Session, 1640. Edited, wit
a Memoir, by A. H. A. Hamilton. Crown 8vo. 9s.

O'CONNELL (DANiEL). [See FITZPATRIIK.]
ORNSBY (Paor. R.). Memoirs of J. Hope Scott, Q.C. (of

Abbotsford). With Selections from Lis Correspondence. 2 vols. 8&o. 24.
OTTER (R. H.). Winters Abroad- Some Information respecting

Places visited by the Author on account of bis Health. Intended for
the Use and Guidance of Invalids. 7s. 6d.

OVID LESSONS. [See EToN.]
OWEN (LIEUT.-Co.). Principlea and Practice of Modern Artillery.

With Illustrations. 8vo. 15s.
OXENHAM (Rzv. W.). English Notes for Latin Elegiacsa; with

Prefatory Bules of Composition in Elegiac Metre. 12mo. 88.6d.
PAGET (Lon» GEoRGE). The Light Cavalry Brigade in the

Crimes. Map. Crown 8vo 10s. 6d.
PALGRAVE (R. H. I.). Local Taxation of Great Britain and

Ireland. Svo. 68.
PALLISER (Mas.). Mottoes for Monuments, or Epitaphs selected

for General Use and Study With Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 7@. 64.
PANKRURST (E. A.).- The Wisdom of Edmund Burke: Being

Selections from his Speeches and Writings, chiefly bearing upon
Political Questions. Fcp. Svt, 63.
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PARIS (DR.). Philosophy in Sport made Science in Earnest;
or, the First Principles of Natural Philosophy inculcated by aid of the
Toys and Sports of Youth. Woodcnts. Post 8vo. 7s.6.

PARKYNS' (MANerizLD) Three Year8' Residence in Abyssinia;
with Travels in that Country. With Illustrations. Post Svo. 7a. 64.

PEEL'S (Sm.u RosaR?) Memoirs. 2 Vols. Post 8vo. 158.
PENN (RicuRD). Maxime and Hints for au Angler and Chess.

player. Woodcuts. Fcap. 8vo. 1s.
PERCY (JoHN, M.D.). METALLURGY. Fuel, Wood, Peat, Coal,

Charcoal, Coke, Fire-Clays. Illustrations. 8vo. 30#.
Lead, including part of Silver. Illustrations. 8vo. 308.
Silver and Gold. Part L Illustrations. 8vo. 308.
Iron and Seel. A New and Revised Edition, with the

Author's Latest Corrections. and brought dowa to the present time.
By H. BAUEEMutAN, F. G.S. Illustraions. 8vo.

PERRY (REv. CANoN). Life of St. Hugh of Avalon, Bishop of
Lincoln. Post 8vo. 10s. 6d

Jiistory of the inglish Chureh. See STUDENTS' Mannals.
PERSIA. [See BENJAMIN.]
PHILLIPS (SAxuan). Literary Essays from "The Times." With

Portrait. 2 Vols. Fcap.8vo. 78.
POLLOCK (C. E.). A Book of Family Prayers. Selected from

the Liturgy ot,the Churci of England. 16mo. 3s. 6d.
POPE'S (ALEXANDER) Life and Works. With Introductions and

Notes, by J. W. CROKCER, REv. W. Etwir, and W. J. COURTHOPE.
10 Vois. With Portraits. Svo. 1<s. 6d. each.

PORTER (REv. J. L.). Damacus, Palmyra, and Lebanon. Map
and Woodcnts. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.

PRAYER-BOOK (BE!UTTIPULLY ILLUsTRATED). With Notes, by
Rtv. Taos. JAMEs. Medium Svo. 18s.cloth.

PRINCESS CHARLOTTE OF WALES. Memoir and
Corresnondence. By LADY RosE WEIGALL. With Portrait. 8vo. 8s. 6d.

PRITCHARD (CHAULEs, D.D.). Occasional Thoughts of an
Astronomer on Nature and Revelation. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

PRIVY COUNCIL JUDGMENTS in Ecclesiastical Cases re.
latmng to Doctrine and Discipline. Svo. 10s. 6d.

PSALMS OF DAVID. With Notes Explanatory and Critical by
Dean Johnson, Canon Elliott, and Canon Cook. Medium 8vo. 10s. 6d.

PUSS IN BOOTS. With 12 Illustrations. By Orro SPEOcTER. t
16mo. 1a.Y6d. Or coloured.2à. 6d

QUARTERLY REVIEW (THE). 8vo. 68.
RAE (EDWARD). Country of the Moors. A Journey from Tripoli

to tihe Holy City of Kairwan. Map and Etchings. Crown Svo. 128.
The White Sea Peninsula. Journey to the White

Sea, and the Kola Peninsula. Map and Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 15s.
(GEoRGE). The Country Banker; His Clients, Cares, and
Work, from the Experience of Forty Years. Crown 8vo. 7s.6d.

RAMBLES in the Syrian Deserts. Post 8vo. 108. 6d.
RASSAM (HounuzD). British Mission to Abyssinia. Illustra-

tions. 2 Vols. Svo. 28s.
RAWLINSON'S (CANoN) Five Great Monarchies of ChaldaBa,

1 Assyria, Media, Babylonia, and Persia. With Maps and Illustrations.
8 Vols. Sve. 42.

Herodotus, a new English Version. &e page 12.
(Sm HNR) Englaud and Russia in the Eut; a

Series of Papers on the Condition of Central Asia. Map. 8vo. 12s.
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REED (Sir E. J.) Iron-Clad Ships; their Qualities, Performances,
and Cost. With Illustrations. 8vo. 12.
Japan : Its History, Traditions, and Religions. With

Narrative of a Visit ln 1879. Illustrations. 2 Vols. 8vo. 28.
A Practical Treatise on Shipbuilding in Iron and Steel.

Second and revised edition, with Woodcuts. 8vo. [lIn Preparaton.
REJECTED ADDRESSES (Tau). By JAxEs AN BOnAcE SXiru.

Woodcuts. Post 8vo.8..; or Popular Ediion, Fcap. 8vo. 1.
REVISED VERSION OF N. T. [See BECKETT-BUIRGoN-COox.]
RICARDO'S (DÂvm») Works. With a Notice of his Life and

Wrtings. By J. R. M'CULuaon. Svo. 16t.
RIPA (FAman). Residence at the Court of Peking. Post 8vo. 2s.
ROBERTSON (CANON). History of the Christian Church, from the

Apostolic Age to the Reformation, 1517. 8 Vols. Post 8vo. 68. eac.
ROBINSON (W.). English Flower Garden. An Illustrated

Dictionary of all the Plants used, and Directions for their Culture and
Arrangement. With numerous Illustrations. Medium 8vo. 15s.

The Vegetable Garden; or, the Edible Vegetables,
Salads, and Herbs cultivated In Europe and America. By M. VII-
xoaiN ANDRIEUX. With 760 Illustrations. 8vo. 15j.

Sub-Tropical Garden. Illustrations. Small 8vo. 5.
Parks and Gardens of Paris, considered in

Relation to other Cities. 850 Illustrations. 8vo. i%.
Wild Garden; or, Our Groves and Gardens

Made Beautiful by the Naturalization of Hardy Exotic Plants. With
90 Illustrations. 8vo. 10.6d.

God's Acre Beautiful; or, the Cemeteries of the
Future. With 8 Illustrations. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

ROMANS, St. Paul's Epistle to the. With Notes Uand Commentary
by E. H. GIFrorD, D.D. Medium 8vo. Is. d.

ROME (HIsToar or). [See Grauon-INGE-LIDDEI.r-SmiTu-
STUDNTss'.)

ROMILLY (HUo H.). The Western Pacific and New Guinea.
2nd Edition. With a Map. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

ROSS (Mss.). Three Generations of English Women; or, The
Memoirs and Correspondence of Mrs. John Taylor, Mrs. Sarah Austin
and Lady Duff Gordon. With Portraits. 2 Vols. Crown Svo. 24s.

The Land of Manfred, Prince of Tarentum and King
of Sicily : Rambles in remote parts of S. Italy, with special reference
to their Historical associations. Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 10s. £d.

RUMBOLD (81 HOa.cE). The Great Silver River: Notes of a
Residence ln the Argentine Republic. Seccnd Edition, with Additional
Chapter. With Illustrations. 8vo. 12s.

RUXTON (GEo. F.). Travels uiMexico; with Adventures amongWild
Tribes ud Animals of the Prairies and Rocky Mountains. Post Sve. 8.6d.

ST. JOHN (CHAnLEs). Wild Sports and Natural History of the
Highlands of Scotland. Illustrated Edition. Crown 8vo. 15s. Cheap
Edison, Post 8vo. 88. 6d.

(BAnLE) Adventures in the Libyan Desert. Post
8vo. 2s.

E ST. MAUR (Mas. Ai.GENoN). Impressions of a Tenderfoot,
during a Journey in search of Sport in the Far West. With Map
and illusfrations. Crown 8vo.

SA T '8(8maRosEn) Brigade ut Affghanistan. With an Account of
the Defence of Jellalabad. By Rv. G. R. GLaie. Post 8ve. S.
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SAL&ION (Paor. GEo., D.D.). An Introductionto the Study of the
New Testament, and an Investigation into Modern Biblhcal Criticism,
based on the most recent Sources of Information. Crown 8vo 98.

Lectures on the Infallhbility of the Church. Szcond
and Revised Edition. Post 8vo.

SCEPTICISM IN GEOLOGY; and the Reasons for It. An
assemblage of facts from Nature combining to refute the theory of
"Causes now in Action." BYVEiFIER. Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 6s.

SCHARF (GEoRGE). Authentie Portraits of May, Queen of Scots.
An artempt to distinguish tbose to be relifd upn from others indis-
criminately bearing her name, and to d'apel the cm.afsed ideas that
have go long prevailed respecung her personal appearani.e. With
Illustiratins. Large 8vo.

SCHLIEIANN (Da. HENRT). Ancient Mycenoe. With 500
Illustrations. Medium 8vo. 50s.

Ilios; the City and Country of the Trojans,
With an Antobiograplhy. With 2000 Illustrations. Imperial Svo. 50s.

Troja : Results of the Latest Researches and
Discoveries on the site of Hfomer's Troy, and other sites made mn 1882.
With Maps, Plans and Illustrations. Medium 8vo. 42s.

Tuyns: A Prehistoric Palace of the Kings of
Tiryns, discovered by excavations in 1884-5. with Preface and Notes by
Profess>r Adlerand Dörpfeld. With Colouired Li'bographs, Wood-
curs, Plans, &c., from Dîrawings taken on the spot. Mediu.u Svo. 42s.

SCIIREIBER (lADY CHARLOTTE). English Fans and Fan Leaves.
Collected and De-cribed. With 160 Plates. Fulio. 71. 7s.

Foreign Fans and Fan Leaves.
French, Italian, and Germian, chiefly relatmng to the French Revo-
lution, Collected and Described. 150 Plates. Folio Unform
with "Enghsh Fans."

SCOTT (si U1LBERT). The Rise and Development of Medieval
Architecture. With 400 Illustrations. 2 Vols. ledium 8vo. 42à.

SCRUTTON (T. E.). The Laws of Copyright. An Examination
of the Principles which sbould Regulare Literary and Artistic Pro-
perty in England and other Countries. 8vo. 108. 6d.

SHADOWS OF A SICK ROOM. Preface by Canon LIDDoN. 2s.6d.
SHAH OF PERSIA'S Diary durng his Tour through Europe in

1873. With Portrait. Crown 8vo. 12s.
SHAIRP (PRINCIPAL) AN] RIS FRrNDSr By Professor Wx.

KSGnT, of St. Andrews. With Portrait. Svo. 15s.
SHAW (T. B.). Manual of English Literature. Post 8vo. 78. 6d.

Specimens of English Literature. Selected from the
Chief Writers. Pnost 8vo. 7s. 6d.

(RoBEnT). Visit to High Tartary, Yarkand, and Kashgar.
With Map and Illustrations. 8vo. 16*.

SIEMENS (SiR WR.), C.E. Life of. By Wx. PoLE, C.E. Portraits.
Svo 16s.

The Scientific Works of: a Ccllection of Papers and
Discourses. Editel bv E. F. BAMBER, C E. Vol. i.-Heat and
Mttallurgy; i. - E'ettricty, &c.; ii. - Aidresses aud Lectures.
Plates. e vol. 5vo. Uts. each.

SIERRA LEONE. By MRs. MELVILLE. P<st 8vo. 38. 6d.
SIMMONS (CmP.). Consutution and Pracuce of Courts.Mar-

SMEDES (SusAN DasiyE). A Southern Planter. Memoirs of
Thomas Dabney. With Prefatory No.e by Ma. GLADSTONE. Pobt
8vo. 7s. 6d.
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SMILES' (SXUEi.,LL.D.) WORKS:-
BEITISE ENGINEERS; from the Earlhest Period to the Death of

the Stephensons. Illustrations. 5 Vols. Crown Svo. 7s. 6d. each.
GEORGE STEPRENSON. Post 8vo. 28. 6d.
JAxxs NASMYTH. Portrait and Illustrations. Post 8vo. 68.
SCOTCH NATURALIST (Tnos.EDwARD). 1Ilubtrations. Post 8vo. 6s.
SCoTcH GEOLOGIST (RoBERT DicE). Illustrations. Svo. 128.
Szyi-HELP. With Illustrations of Conduct and Persever-

ance. Post 8vo. 68.
CEARACTER. A Book of Noble Characteristice. Post 8vo. 68.
TiRIrT. A Book of Domestic Counsel. Post 8vo. 68.
DUTy. With Illustrations of Courage, Patience, and Endurance.

Posit 8vo. 6.
INDUSTRIAL BIoGRAPHY. Iron-Workers and Tool-Makers. 68.
MEN OF INVENTION. PoSt 8vo. 6S.

IFE AND LABOUR; or, Characteristies of Men of Culture
and Genius. Post 8vo. 6s

THE HUGUENOTS; Their Settlements, ChurcheS, and Indus-
tries In England aud Ireland. Crown Svo. 7j. 6d.

1)OY'S VOYAGE ROUND TE WORLD. Illustrations. Post 8vo. 6s.
SMITH (DR. GEORGE) htudeDt's Manual of the Geography of British

India, Physical and Political. Wiîth Maps. Post 8vn. 7s &d.
A Modern Apostle. Life of Dr. Somerville of Glasgow,

late Evangehst in India, Africa, Australia, Canada, and Chief
Countries of Europe (1813-1I89). Portrait and Map. Post Svo.

- - Life of Wm. Carey, D.D., 1761-1834. bhoemaker and
Minsionarv. Professor of Sanerit, Bengalee and M arathee at the College
of Fort William, Calcutta. Illustratione. Post 8vo. 7s 6d

Life ofStephen HBislop, Pioneer, Missionary,and Naturalist
in Centra iJndia,l844-I8Ma. Portrait and llustrations,. Post 8vo. 7864.

(PHILIP). 1story of the Ancient World, from the Creation
to the Fall of the Roman Empire, A D. 476 Vol8. Svo. SBs. 6d.

(R. BUSWORTE). Mohammed and Mohammedanism.
Crown 8vo. 7j. Bd.

SUITH'S (D. Wx.) DICTIONARIES:
DIoIoNARY OF THE BIBLE; it Antiquities, Biography,

Geography, and Natural History. Illustrations. 8 Vols. 8vo. 1068.
CoNCISE BIBLE DIcTIoNARY. Illustrations. 8vo. 21s.
SxALLER BIBLE DICTIONARY. Illustrations. Post 8vo. 7. 6d.
CHRISTIAN A NTIQUITIES. ComprisiDg the History, Inti-

tutions, and Antiquities of the Chrisuan Church. Illustrations. 2 Vols.
Medium 8vo. Si. 13. 6d.

CERISTIm BIOGRAPEY, LITERATURE, SECTS, AD DocTINEus;
from the Times of the Apostles to the Ageof Charlemagne. Medium 8vo.
Now complete In 4 Vols. 61 168. 6d

GRMErEAD ROXMAN ANTIQUITIES. Illustrations. Med. 8vo. 288.
GRmaiA» RoxAN BIOGRAPHY AND MYTEOLOGY. Illustrations.

B Vols. Medium Svo. 41. 4s.
GERE A» ROxAN GEOGRAPHY. 2 Vols, Illustrations.

Medium 8vo. 56.
ATLAS OF ANCIENT GEOGRAPHY-BIBLICAL AM> CADCSMA.

Folio. 61. 6*.
CLASSICAL DICTIONARY O MYTHOLOGY, BIOGRAPuY, AN»

GEOGRAPNy. 1 Vol. With 75) Woodcuts. 8vo. 18.
SMair.LB CLAssIcAO Dior. Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.
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SMITH'S (Dii. Wx.) DICTIONARIE--cOntinued.
Sv rnsa DIcTIONARY OF GaEEi AND ROXAN ANTQIrufEs.

Woodcuts. Crown Svo. 7à.6d.
CoMPLETE LATIN-ENGLISH DICTIONART. With Tables of the

Roman Calendar Measures, Weights, Money, and a Dictionary of
Proper Names. 20th Edition. Svo. 16à. [7s. d.

SxALLER LATIN-ENGLIsa DICTIoNiARY. 1st Edition. 12mo.
Coriors ANn CarTIC&L ENGLIs - LAxIN DIcTIONARY. 5th

Edition. 8vo. 169.
SÂILLER ENGLISE-LATIN DicTxoioARY. 14th Edit. L12mo. 7à. 6d.

SMITH'S (Di. Wx.) ENGLISH COURSE:-
Sonoon M AZNUL OP ENGLISH GRAMxxa,WITH CoPIous ExICIEs,

Appendices and Index. Post 8vo. S. 6d.
PaixAR ENGLIsE GRAmxxAa, for Elementary Schools, with

carefnlly graduated Parsing Lessons. 16mo. Is
MINUÂL oFN ENLISE CoPosITION. With Copious Illustra-

tions and Practical Exercises. 12mo. S. 6d.
PZtIKÂRY HIsToaRY or BaiTAIî. 12mo. 2s. 6d.
SCEOOL MANUAL o MODERN GEOGRÂPER, PRYSICAL AND

Political. Post 8vo. 68.
A SXIÂLE MANUAL or MODMNR EOEGRAPBY. 16mo. 2s. 6d.

SMITH'S (DR. Wx.) FRENCH COURSE:-
FiEoi PRNCIPIA. Part I. A First Course, containing a

Grammar, Delectus, Exercises, and Vocabularies. 12mo. 83. 6.
APPENDIX TO FRENCH PanÎoPIA. Part I. Containing ad-

ditional Exercises, with Examination Papers. 12mo. 2s. 6d.
Fama PaNoîIpA. Part Il. A Reading Book, containing

Fables, Stories, and Anecdotes, Natural History, and Scenes from the
History of France. With Grammatical Questions, Notes and copious
Etymological Dictionary. 12mo. 4s. d.

FmEH PaincpIA. Part III. Prose Composition, containing
Hints on Translation of English into French, the Principal Rules of
the French Syntax compared with the English, and a Systematic Course
of Exercises on the Syntax. 12mno. 4s. 6d. Post 8vo. 6s.

STUDEIN's FRENC O GR.ÀîAA. With Introduction by M. Littré.
Sxiuw oE GRMXXRM or THE FENuon LANGUAGE. Abndged

from the above. 12mo. 8s. 6.
SMITH'S (Da. Wx.) GERMAN COURSE

GExmu PRINciprA. Part I. A First German Course, contain-
lngaGrammar, Delectus, ExerciseBook, and Vocabulanies. 12mo.8s.6d.

GEEwAN PnINoiriA. Part Il. A Reading Book; containing
Fables, Anecdotes, Natural History, and Scenes from the History of
Germany. With Questions, Notes, and tîetionary. 12mo. 3. 6d.

PRAcTIcAL GERxAN GitÂÂxxi. Post 8vo. 38. 6d.
SMITH'S (Da. Wx.) ITALIAN COURSE:-

ITALIAN PReINpî. Part I. An Italian Course, containing a
Grammar, Delectus, Exercise Book, with Vocabularies, and Matenals
for Italian Conversation. 12mo. &*. 64.

ITALIAN PmtnioI . Part Il. A First Italian Reading Book,
containing Fables, Anecdotes, Historv, and Passages from tbe best
Italian Authors, with Grammatical Questions, Notes, and a Copions
Etymological Dictionary. 12mo 3s..&

SMITH'S (DE. Wx.) LATIN COURSE:-
TEE YouNG BEGINNER's FIEsR LATIN BooK: Containing the

Rudiments of Grammar, Easy Grammatical Questions and Exercises,
with Vocabularies. Being a Stepping stone to Principia Latina, PartI.
12mo. 2s.
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SMITH'S (D. Wx.) LAm CouBsa.-continued.
Ta YouNG BEGINNER's SICOnD LATIN BooK: Containing an

easy Latin Reading Book, with an Analyris of the Sentences, Notes,
andaDictionary. Being a Scepping-stone to Principia Latina,PartI.
12mo. 28.

PaNIOmP LIma. Part 1. Firet Latin Course, containing a
Grammar, Delectus,and Exercise Book, with Vocabularies. 12mo. 8S. 6d.

*** In this Edition the Cases of the Nouns, Adjectves, and Pronouns
are arranged both as in the oRDiîAr Gaixamas and as in the PuBtic
Scuoor, Paua, together with the corresp,nding Exercises.

APPENDIX TO PRINCIPIA LA TINA. Part I.; being Additional
Exercises, with Examination Papers 12mo. 2à 6d.

PMlcIPIm LÂTiNA. Part IL A Reading-book of Mythology,
Geography, Roman Antiquities, and History. With Notes and Dic-
tionary. 12mo. S. 6d.

PRINCIPU LÂTINA. Part III. A Poetry Book. Hexameters
and Pentameters; Eclog. Ovidianie: Latin Prosody. 12mo. Se. 6d.

PRxNIn LArNcA. Part IV. Prose Composition. Rules of
Syntax, with Examples, Explanations of Synunyms, and Exercises
on the Syntax. 12mo. Se.6d.

PRcIp LATINA. Part V. Short Tales and Anecdotes for
Translation into Latin. 12mo. Se.

LÂTIN-ENGLISH VOiCABULARY AND FIRST LATIN-ENGLIJs
DIcTIoNABY ro Pa Danus, CoîNELIUs NEPos, AND CssA. 12mo. 3s.6d.

STuDENT's LATIN GRAMMAB. Fur the Higher Forms. A new
and thoroughly revised Edition. Po.t 8vo. be.

SxaLLra LATIN RAKExMA. New Edition. 12mo. 38. 6d.
TÂCITUS, GERMANIA, ALGRICOLA, and FIxsT BoOK OP THE

ANNALS. 12mo. 3g. 6d.
SMITH'S (Da. Wx.) GREEK COURSE:-

INTiA GRmAc. Part L A First Greek Course,containinga Gram-
mar, Delectus, and Exercise-book With Vocabulane8. 12mo. 8. 6d.

APPENDIX TO INITIA GRaCA. Part L Contaiuing additional
Exercises. With Examinatin Pape-s. Post Svo. s. 6d.

Imu GacA. Part IL A Rieading Bouk. Containing
Short Tales, Anecdotes, Fables, Mythology, and Grecian History.
12mo. Se. 6d.

IMTIA GRt0a. Part III. Prose Composition. Containing the
Rules of Syntax, with copious Examples and Exea cis"s. 12mo. 3s. 6.

STUDENT's Gix GRAMmAB. For the Higher Forma.
Post Svo. 68.

SxALnER GRNEK GiuxmA. l12mo. 3s. 6d.
Ga ACCIDENCE. L12mo. 2s. 6d.
PLATo, Apology of Socrates, &c. With Notes. 12mo. 8. 6d.

SMITH'S (D. Wx.) SMALLER H ITOR I88
SRiiTuas HISTORY. Maps aud Woodcitâ. 16mo. 3s. 6d.
ANOIMT HIsToEY. Woodcnts. 16mo. 38. 6d.
ANaINT GEOGRAPHY. Woodeuts. 16Lmo. 38. 6d.
MoDIERN GEOGRAPHY. 16Lmo. 28. 6.
Ganc. With Coloured Map and Woodcuts. 16mo. 38. 6d.
Rox». With Coloured Maps and Woodcuts. 16mo. 3S. 6d.
CLMAICAL MYTHOLOGY. WoOdcut. 1ldno. 38. 6d.
ENGLAnD. With Coloured Mapi and Woodcuts. 16mo. 38. 6d.
ENGIsE LITEITURE. 16mo. 3s. 6d.
SPECIKEZNs or ENGLISH LITERATURE. 16mo. 38. 6d.
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SOMERVILLE (MntY). Physical Geography. Post 8vo. 9s.
Connexion of the Phygical Sciences. Post 8vo. 9s.
(D.or GLASGOW). [See Smiri, GEoRGE.]

SOUTH (JonN F.). Housebold Surgery; or, Hints for Emergen-
cies. With Woodcuts. Fcap. 8vo. & 6d.

SOUTHEY (RoNT.). Lives of Bunyan and Cromwell. Post 8vo. 2.
STANHOPE'S (Ein ) WORKS:-

HISTORT OF ENGLAND FROM TEE REIGN or QUEE ANlE To
TEE PEÂCE Or VERSAILLES, 1701-83. 9 Vols. Post 8vo. 5. es.ecb.

LIrE or WILLIAx PITT. Portraits. 3 Vols. 8vo. 368.
Misau.AwIEs. 2 Vols. Post 8vo. 13s.
BunTsa INDIA, rRox ITs ORIGIN TO 1783. Post 8vo. 3,. 6d.
HIsToxr or "FoRTr-FIvE." Post 8vo. 38.
HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL ESSAYS. Post 8vo. 3. 6d.
TnE RETREAT rxox MOSCOW,AND OTHER ESSAYS. Post 8Vo. is. 6d.
LIrE or BELsAmIus. Post 8vo. 10s. 6d.
Lirs or CoNDá. Post 8vo. 38. 6d.
SToor or JoAN or pAR. Fcap. 8vo. 18.
ADDRESSES ON VARIOUS OCCASIONS. 16mo. 18.
[See also WELLiNGTON.]

STANLEY'S (DEAN) WORKS--
SINAI AND PALESTINE. Coloured Maps. 8vo. 12s.
BIBLE IxN TE HoLI LAND; Extracts from the above Work.

Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 3s. 6d.
EAsHTEN Cuxox. Plans. Crown 8vo. 6s.
JEwIsa nURce. From the Barliest Times to the Christian

Era. Portrait and Maps 3 Vols. Crown 8vo. 18s.
Cuxca or SOOTLAND. 8vo. 78. 6d.
EIsInBS or ST. PAUL TO THE CORINTHIANS. Svo. 188.
Luirror DR. ARNoLD. Portrait. 2 Vols. Cr. 8vo. 128.
CAznEBURY. Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 6s.
WESMINSTR ABBEY. Illustrationg. 8vo. 158.
SERMONs PREACHED IN WESTMINSTER ABBEY. 8vo. 128.
MEoIR or EDWARD, CATHERINE, AND MARY STANLEY. Cr.8vo. 98.
CHRISTIAN INSTITUTIONS. Essays on Ecelesiastical Subjects.

Crownu8vo. 6s.
ESSAYS ON CHURCH AND STATE; 1850-1870. Crown 8vo. 68.
SERMONS TO CHILDREN, iaeluding the Beatitudes, the Faithful

Servant, &c. Post Svo. 3s 6d.
[See also BRADLEY.]

STEBBING (Wx.). Some Verdiets of History Reviewed. 8vo. 12s.
STEPHENS (REV. W. R. W.). Life and Times of St. John

Chrysostom. A Sketch of the Church and the Empire in the Fourth
Century. Portrait. 8vo. 7s. 6.

STREET (G. E.), R.A. Gothie Architecture in Brick and Marble.
With Notes on North of Italy. Illustrations. Royal 8vo. 26.

Memoir of By ARTauR E. STREET. Portrait. 8vo. 15s.
STUART (VItuuma). Egypt after the War. With Descriptions ofthe Homes and Habitq of the Natives, &c. Coloured illustrations

and Woodcuts. 
RoyalSvo. 

a1s. 6d,
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STUDENTS' MANUALS. Pos 8vo. 7. 6d. RAcE VouxE e--
Hum's HIsToR o EmGN from the Invasion of Julius

Coesar to the Revolution in 1688. Revised, and continned to the
Treaty of Berlin, 1878. By J. S. BawaR, M.A. Coloured Maps and
Woodents. Or in 3 parts, price 2s.6d. eseh.

Questions on the above Work, 12mo. 2s.
HIsRToa oP MODEN EUROPE, from the fali of Constantinople

to the Treaty of Berlin, 1878. By Rt. LODGE, M.A.
OLD TESTAxNT HisroRr; from the Oreation to the Return of

the Jews from Captivity. Woodcuts.
Nzw TusTÂAMNT BIsTOR. With an Introduction connecting

the Historyof the Old and New Testaments. Woodcnts.
EVIDENCEs or CElsTIANITY. By H. WAc, D.D. [in the Pres.
EOCLESIAsTICALa HISTOUY; a History of the Christian Chareb.

By Pmrrw SmySUv, B.A. With numerous Woodcuts. 2 Vols. PART I.
A.D. 30-1003. PART II., 1003-1614.

ENGLs CaRTCa HIsToar. By CANON PRRY. 3 Vols.
Frst Periodc, A.n 96-1509. Second Pernd, 1509-1717. T hrd Period.
1717-1884.

ANCIENT HISTORY OP THE EAsT; Egypt, Assyria, Babylonia,
Media, Persia, Asia Minor, and Phoenicia. By Panp SmTE, B.A.
Woodcuts.

GEoGRAPHY. By CANoN BEvAN. Woodcuts.
HIsTOR or GiREEE; from the Eariest Times to the Roman

Conquest. By Wx. SxT, D.C.L. Woodcuts.
*, Questions on the above Work, 12mo. 2t.

HIToRY or RoME ; from the Earliest Times to the Establish.
ment of the Empire. By Dzur LIDDELL. Woodcuts.

GIBBoN's DECLINE AD FALL Or THE RoxAN EMPIRE. Woodcuts.
HALLAM's HISTORY or EuRoPE during the Middle Ages.
HIÂAX's HIsTORY oP ENGLAND»; from the Accession of

Henry VII. to the Death of George II.
HISTORY oP FACMO; from the Earliest Times to the Fall

of the Second Empire. By H. W. JEavîs. With Coloured Maps and
Woodcuts.

ENGLISH IANGUAGE. By GEo. P. MAnsH.
ENGLIsH LITRRATURE. By T. B. Snaw, M.A.
SPECIxENs o? ENGLIsE LITERATURE. By T. B. SnAw.
MODERN GEOGRAPEr ; Mathematical, Physical and Descriptive.

By CARoN BzvAi, M A. Woodcuts.
GEOGRAPY or BaRITIs IN»IA. Political and Physical. By

GEORGE SmnTr, LL.D. Maps.
MoRaL PEILosopHy. By Wx. FLExING.

STURGIS (JuLIAN). Comedy of a Country House. Crown
Svn. 6s.

SUMNER'S (BIsEoP) Life and Episcopate during 40 Years. By
Rev. G. H. SUMNER. Portrait. 8vo. 14a.

SWAINSON (CANO). Nicene and Apostles' Creeds; Their
Literary History ; together with some Account of "IThe Creed of St.
Athanasius." 8vo. 16s.

SWIFT (JoNTE"n). [See CAIE.]
TEMPLE (Slm RICoAa). India in 1880. With Maps. 8vo. 16s.

Men and Events of My Time in India. 8vo. 168.
Oriental Experience. Essays and Addresses de-

livered on Various Occasions. With Maps and Woodcuts. Svo. 16t.
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THIBAUT'S (Antorum) Purity in Musical Art. With Prefatory
Memoir by W. H. Gladstone, M.P. Post Svo. 7s. 6d.

THIELMANN (BiaoN). Journey through the Caucssus to
Tabreez, Kurdistan, down the Tigris and Euphrates to Nineveh and
Palmyra. Illustrations. 2 Vols. Post 8vo. 18t.

THOMSON (ARnOBIsROP). Lincoln's Inn Sermons. 8vo. 10.. 6d.
-- Life in the Light of God's Word. Post 8vo. 58.

Word, Work, & Will: Collected Essays. Crownu8vo. 9s.
THORNHILL (Ma&). The Personal Adventures and Experiences

of a Magetrate during the Rise, Pr-gress, and Suppression ofthe Indian
Mutiny. With Frontispiece and Plan. Crown 8vo. 128.

TITIAN'S LIFE AND TIMES. With some account of his
Family, from unpublished Records. By Caowsuand CÂvAAOsaL.E.
Illustrations. 2 Vols. 8vo. 21t.

TOCQUE VIL LE'S State of SocietyinFrance before the Revolution,
1789,and on the Causes which led to that Event. 8vo. 12s. --

TOZER (Euv. H. P.). Highlands of Turkey, with Visits to Mounts
Ida, Athos, Olympus, and Pelion. 2 Vols. Crown 8vo. 24#.

Lectures on the Geography of Greece. Post 8vo. 9s.
TRISTRAM (CANoN). Great Sahara. Illustrations. Crown8vo. 15y.

Land of Moab: Travels and Discoveries on the Est
Side of the Dead Ses and the Jordan. Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 15#.

TWINING (REv. Tnos.). Recreations and Studies of a Country
Clergyman of the Last Century. Crown 8vo. 9s.

PAPERS (Selections from the). Being a Sequel to
the "Recreations of a Country Clergyman of the 18th Century."
Edited by RICHARn TwixniG. Crown 8vo. 98.

(LouisA). Symbols and Emblems of Early and
Medîival Christian Art. With 500 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 68.

TWISS' (Hoaaoz) Life of Lord Eldon. 2 Vols. Post 8vo. 21R.
TYLOR (E. B.). Besearches into the Early History of Mankind,

and Development of Civilization. Srd Edition. Svo. 12e.
Primitive Culture: the Development of Mythology,

Philosuohy, Religion. Art, and Custom. 2 Vnla Rva
UNIVERSITY (T HE) EXTENSION M ANUALS. Edited by

PROFEssoR Wx. KNiîGHT (St. Andrew's). A series of Manuals dealing
with Literature, Science, Philosophy, History, Art, &c. Crown Svo.
Prospectus with full particulars will be forwarded on application.

VATICAN COUNCIL. LSee Laro.]
VIRCHOW (Paorzsson). The Freedom of Science in the

Modem State. Fcap. 8vo. 2.
WACE (RBv. HmNay), D.D. The Principal Facts in the Life of

our Lord, and the Autbority~of the Evangelical Narratives. Post Svo 6s.
The Foundations of Faith. Bampton Lectures for 1879.

Second Edition. Svn. 7s. 6d.
Christianity and Morality. Boyle Lectures for 1874 and

1875. Seventh Edition. Crown Svo. 6s.
WALES (H.R.H. RHI PaNCE of). peeches and Addresses

diuring Twenty-fiveYears, 1868-1888. Edited by Dit. JAMES MACAUL&Y.
- With Portrait. 8vo 12s.

WATKINS (AncHDEAcoNr). The Bampton Lecture, 1890:
Modern Criticism, considered in its relation to the F.urth Gospel.
Svo. 15s.

WELLIEGTON (DuxE ol. Notes of Conversations with the
late Earl Stanhope. 1831-1851. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Despatcheus iuIndia, Denaurk, Ptrtugal, Spain,
the Low Countries, and France. 8 Vols. Svo. bl. 8s.
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WELLINGTON (DuRE cr) Supplementary Despatches, relating
to India, Ireland, Denmark, Spanish America, Spain, Portugal, France,
Congress of Vienna., Waterioo, and Paris. 15 Vols. 8vo. 2ws.ech.

WELLINGTON'S Civil and Political Correspondsnee. Vols, L to
VII. 8vo. 20. each.

Speeches in Parliament. 2 Vols. 8vo. 42e.
WESTCOTT (CANoN B. F.) The Gospel according to St. John, with

Notes and Dissertations (Reprinted from the Speaker's Commentary).
8vo. 10s. 6d.

WHARTON (CAPT. W. J. L.), R.N. Hydrographical Surveying:
being a description of the means and methods employed in constructing
Marine Charts. With Illustrations. 8vo. 15.

WHEELER (G.). Choice of a Dwelling. Post 8vo. 78. 6d.
WHITE (W. H.). Manual of Naval Architecture, for the use of

Naval Officers, Shipbuilders, and Yachtsmen, &c. Illustrations.Svo. 24.
WILBERFORCE'S (BisHoP) Life of William Wilberforce. Portrait.

Crown 8vo. 6S.
(SAxuxa, D.D.), Lord Bishop of Oxford and

Winchester; his Life. By CANON AsHWELL, andI R. G. Wi.BEK-
ronce. With Portraits and Woodcuts. 3 Vols. 8vo. 15. each.

WILKINSON (Sma J. G.). Manners and Customs of the Ancient
Egyptians, their Private Life, Laws. Arts, Religion, &c. A new edition.
Edited by SAxuI. BIRcH, LL.D. Illustrations. 8 Vols. Svo. 84a.

Popular Account of the Ancient Egyptians. With
500 Woodcuts. 2 Vols. Post 8vo. 12.

WILLIAMS (Sia Moitiz). Brahmanism and Hinduism, Religions
Thought and Life in India as based on the Veda. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Buddhism; its connection with Brahmanism and
Hinduism, and in its contrast with Christimity. With Illustra-
tions, 8vo. 218.

WINTLE (H. G.). Ovid Lessons. 12mo, 28.6d. [See EToN.]
WOOD'S (CAPTArN) Source of the Oxus. With the Geography

of the Valley of the Oxus. By Cou. Yuus. Map. Svo. 12.
WORDS OF 'HLUMAN WISDOM. Collected and Arranged by

E. S. With a Prefac'by CANoir LIDDON. Fceap. 8vo. as. 6d.
WORDSWORTH (BisHor). Greece; Pictorial, Descriptive, and

Historical. With an Introduction on the Characteristics ot Greek Art
by GE. SciiAi. New Edition revised by the Rev. H. F. TozEa, M.A.
With 400 Illustrations. Royal Stvo. 318. 6d.

(CHARLEs), Bishop of St. Andrews. The Collects
of the Church of England, together with certain Psalmsuand Hi mns
appropriate to the Principal Festivals, rendered Into Latin Verse.
Crown 8vo, gilt edges, 58.

YORK (Ancarmsao. or). Collected Essays. Contents.-Synoptie
Gospels. Death of Christ. God Existe. Worth of Life. Design in
Nature. Sports and Pastimes. Emotions In Preacliing. Defects in
Missionary Work. Limits of Pbilosophical Enquiry. Crown 8vo. 9s.

YORK-GATE LIBRARY (Catalogue ot). Formed by Mr.SmvER,
An Index to the Literature of Geography, Maritime and-Inland
Discovery, Commerce and Colonisation. Compiled by E. A.
PrsoLc. 2nd Edition. Royal 8vo. 42s.

YULE (Coîomas). The Book of Ser Marco Polo, the Venetian,
concerning the Kingdoms and Marvels of the Eat. Illustrated by the
Light of Oriental Writers and Modem Travels. With Maps and 80
Plates. 2 Vols. Medium 8vo.

and A. C. BuEiELL. A Glossary of Anglo-Indian
Colloquial Words and Phrasres, and of Kindred Terms; Etymological,
Historical, Geographical, and Discursive. Medium 8vo. 36s.

<(A. F.)_The Cretan Insurrection._Poat 8vo. 2o. 6.
BRADBURY, AGNEW, & CO., LIMD., PEINTERs, WrEFRtIARS.




